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6Three years ago, a seminal discussion on the decisive role of 
making in architecture was launched in a large international 
forum at the inaugural FABRICATE conference organised by the 
Bartlett School of Architecture, University College London. The 
main topics proposed by its Chairs, Bob Sheil and Ruairi Glynn, 
addressed prevailing shifts in the contemporary production of 
architecture: physical processes, material systems, machines 
and the bespoke as well as representation and manufacture.
Today’s remarkable interest in intensifying the relation-
ship between design and making in architecture seems to 
be driven more by research institutions and young start-up 
entrepreneurs than by an established architectural practice. 
In continuation of the profession’s constructive tradition, 
entirely digital technologies and construction methods, such 
as robotic fabrication and architecture-scale 3D printing, are 
currently being tested with the help of prototypes, pavilions 
and smaller buildings. Here the question arises of if and how 
the innovations developed will become relevant at a larger 
scale of architecture. But an issue that may become even more 
important is whether the creative spirit originating from these 
digital-material explorations will lead to a change in sensibil-
ity and methods that will affect the design and building culture 
more fundamentally than might appear at a first glance.
While digital fabrication technologies are rapidly becom-
ing common practice in architecture for prototyping as well 
as for ornamental effects, a profound knowledge of their full 
architectural operability and inherent capacities seems to be 
developing very slowly among architects. There are still ex-
perts needed who can ‘solve the problems’ of transforming 
designed digital models into built reality. However, to make the 
full spectrum of digital technologies in architecture access-
ible, to unfold it or even exhaust it, they have to be more than 
known techniques, they have to be considered conceptually 
in design from the very beginning. Therefore, the focus of the 
FABRICATE conference at ETH Zurich in 2014 is particularly set 
on contemporary research that does not just investigate the 
further development of technologies, but presents ways of 
integrating them in an early design phase in order to finally 
overcome the still prevalent separation of design and making 
and introduce new meaning and substance into the profession. 
The publication includes contributions from leading re-
search institutions such as the Bartlett School of Architecture 
at University College London, Harvard University, the Institute 
for Advanced Architecture of Catalonia, the Institute for Com-
putational Design at the University of Stuttgart, the Institute 
of Technology in Architecture at ETH Zurich, Massachusetts 
Foreword by the editors
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7Institute of Technology, Princeton University, Yale University, 
as well as projects by Arup, Autodesk, Buro Happold, design-
toproduction, Foster + Partners, Hyperbody and Scanlab. It is 
complemented by conversations between the keynote speak-
ers at FABRICATE 2014 and 2011: Mario Carpo and Matthias 
Kohler, Neil Gershenfeld and Mark Burry, Achim Menges and 
Philip Beesley, Virginia San Fratello and Ronald Rael and Neri 
Oxman.
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8FABRICATE was conceived as an international forum to ad-
dress ‘the big picture’ surrounding the making of con tem por-
ary architecture, and the status and trajectory of an evolving 
discipline in changing times. Within this scope, the principles 
that underpin FABRICATE ask: how contemporary architec-
ture is being conceived in relation to new production method-
ologies; how such methodologies are informing design strat-
egies; how new technologies are altering relationships on the 
journey from idea to building; how designers are shifting their 
position in relation to production; and how design research 
and practice coexist as collaborative industries of creative 
and critical innovation. 
Significantly, as co-founders, we approached this idea 
from different positions, different backgrounds, and to some 
extent different generations. One was trained in the era of 
drawing boards and manual workshops, the other in compu-
tational programming, electronics, and interaction. Despite 
this, the past decade has been a provocative and inspiring 
era for both of us. We’ve seen our origins converge, our tra-
jectories shift, and our opportunities expand. We found our-
selves looking at the same space from different positions, and 
agreed that the time was right to instigate an open dialogue 
on how such events were reshaping our discipline, its wider 
potential, and its role as theatre between the real and the 
imagined. 
We were prompted to co-found FABRICATE through the 
vibrant debate at Digital Architecture at London’s Building 
Centre in 2009,1 as well as being inspired by earlier events at 
FABRICATION (ACADIA2 ), hosted by the University of Water-
loo, School of Architecture in 2004. Based on these two key 
ex peri ences, we agreed FABRICATE should aim to attract both 
academia and practice in equal measure, and in 2011 we were 
delighted to inaugurate the first gathering at the Bartlett, UCL. 
Based on the overwhelmingly positive response before, dur-
ing and after the event, we decided that FABRICATE should run 
again in a different venue, with different hosts, and decided a 
three-year cycle would best fit. 
We were both delighted and honoured that Fabio Gramazio 
and Matthias Kohler of ETH immediately presented an enthu-
siastic bid, and as this publication clearly demonstrates, to-
gether with their extensive team, including Silke Langenberg, 
assisted by Marilana Skavara from UCL, they have delivered on 
the task of taking this format forward in spectacular fashion. 
Through their work, FABRICATE has been fully established as 
a robust and adaptable model in which to critically address the 
immense changes taking place in our industry. 
Foreword by the initiators oF  
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9And as the 2014 iteration illustrates, the horizon continues 
to expand. So many thanks to all who submitted works, con-
gratulations to all who won a rigorous and tough selection 
process, and our deepest appreciation to all involved in mak-
ing this happen again. 
1 A conference chaired by Ruairi Glynn, in which a panel on 
Fabrication was chaired by Bob Sheil. 
2 ACADIA: the Association for Computer-Aided Design in 
Architecture.
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 Matthias Mario, the Fabricate conference series was
 Kohler initiated on the idea that making is gaining  
renewed relevance in the design concept of 
architecture, particularly when viewed against 
the background of rapidly evolving digital fabri-
cation technologies. Let’s make a thought experi-
ment and fast-forward to a near future. Imagine 
an architecture that is made by robotic agents 
‘mass collaborating’ under architectural guidance. 
Even today, we can anticipate that the construc-
tive vocabulary and material language is likely  
to transforms vis-à-vis these new production 
conditions. But will this profound, operative 
re-conception of the materialisation of architec-
ture also trigger a re-conception of space? 
 Mario Carpo Good question – because space has been the 
absentee protagonist of many of our conversa-
tions. When we talk about making, we talk 
about technical objects and until now most of 
the technical objects were digital design and 
fabrication technologies that have been put to 
task for evident reasons, most have been small 
objects or the assembly of small objects. The 
best, the most persuasive, the most conspicuous 
results of the new fully integrated seamless 
file-to-factory technologies have happened on 
the scale of the teapot. The teapot is not rele-
vant in the domain of the space it creates 
because no one lives inside a teapot, we are 
outside of them. In the history of digital design 
and fabrication, mainly at the end of the 1990s, 
attempts were made to make bigger teapots. 
For example, Greg Lynn expanded the teapot 
more or less at the same time as he was making 
the Alessi teapots and made the Embryological 
House, which is a big teapot. The Embryological 
House has been published and it is an impor-
tant document, because we see that when you 
inflate, you say yes, we can make many small 
teapots and we know what it means and we can 
see all the implications of digital design and 
fabrication there, such as a new way of making 
form, a new way of making parametric design, 
implying digital mass customisation and poten-
tially even a new form of authorship or agency. 
MARIO CARpO  
In COnvERSATIOn wITH MATTHIAS KOHLER
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Fig. 1: Greg Lynn, Embryological House, Venice Biennale, 2002. 
(Image by courtesy of Greg Lynn FORM.)
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  But the teapot is small. People were saying:  
‘At some point, we can make bigger 3D printers’, 
which has not really happened. They were also 
saying: ‘We can put many small pieces together 
and we can make a house made of small tea-
pots’. But the technical problem of that time is 
that if you put all the small pieces together on 
a frame, it works for the first frame. If you want 
to make a different frame, you have to redesign 
all the nuts and bolts. And unless you automate 
the redesign of all the nuts and bolts of every 
piece and for every connection, then the digital 
economy of mass customisation does not apply 
any more. That proved to be a dead end with the 
technology available then. A younger genera-
tion, people like you, came back with a differ-
ent solution to the problem. Instead of making 
the assembly of digitally fabricated pieces with 
nuts and bolts to automate fabrication, they 
said: ‘Let’s think about robotics’. Historically 
speaking, this is the time when you started to 
think that an automatic machine could put 
together standard bricks. 
 Kohler Yes. Our decision came from understanding  
the limitation inherent in subtractive principles. 
The small-scale fabrication of intricate objects 
could not yield a fundamental and subsequently 
radical response to architecture’s ‘making’  
and design in a digital age. We therefore delib-
erately turned to additive techniques and 
bespoke modes of production that are thor-
oughly attuned to architecture’s constructive 
nature. As a result, robots today build up arte-
facts on an architectural scale in manifold 
material processes and architects can even 
Fig. 2: NOX/ Lars Spuybroek, HtwoOexpo Water Pavilion, Neeltje Jans Island, Netherlands, 1994–97. 
(Image by courtesy of NOX.)
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‘author’ these processes throughout. At this 
point, we get curious to see how this new reali-
ty transforms concepts and perceptions of 
liveable space.
 Carpo Yes. And that’s a very important point to make, 
because space is staging a theoretical and 
critical comeback. If we actually go one step 
forward, we see a time when the paradigm of 
digital design and fabrication can actually 
conceive a way and start making actual build-
ings, not just blown-up teapots. Do we need a 
new theory of space? Because, most of the 
theory we have in the digital domain is about 
making surfaces or about making technical 
objects. Space is not a technical object. Space is 
a bodily perception. There is a theory on space 
that we somehow inherited from the 1990s that 
is about the messiness, the complexity, the 
disorienting experience of a digitally simulated 
space and sometimes of a physical space that  
is created on that basis. I am thinking of what 
was built in the 1990s. The water pavilion by 
Lars Spuybroek or even to some extent the 
Guggenheim Bilbao, which demonstrates the 
idea of the space that you are creating with the 
CAD programme Catia, which does not make 
space. Catia makes technical objects. It was 
meant to be used for designing aircraft. Not the 
cabin, just the wings, which do not have a 
physical space. What is the physical space we 
perceive when we create buildings that way? It 
is to some extent an almost neo-Expressionistic 
environment, which has a disorienting effect.  
It was still this hallucinatory notion of space 
that is so embedded into the digital history  
of the last 20 years. What does the digital make? 
Curves, as in the 1990s, and then space, where 
you lose the notion of up and down and left and 
right because there are no longer right angles 
and you move through this new environment  
almost in a state of disorientation and so on. 
This is part of our heritage. 
  To come back to your question about space, 
I am not certain if we need a new theory of 
space, because many theories of space already 
exist. And do we really need another theory  
of embodied perceptual phenomenological 
space to make sense of the digital? Can we 
simply not use the many that already exist?  
We already have a theory of digital space.  
It was cyberspace, which is not physical,  
or something physical that looks like cyber-
space or virtual reality.
 Kohler Let’s discuss the emergence of digital craftsman-
ship. Today, we are witnessing a romantic and 
almost idealistic resurgence of the idea of 
traditional manual craftsmanship that seems  
to mask its drastic factual decline in most 
developed countries. Such craftsmanship  
is particularly prone to economic exploitation, 
such as the marketing of luxury mass products, 
like watches or sports cars. Notably, these 
craftsmen seldom leave traces on their prod-
ucts, nor does the design account for the capa-
bilities of the craftsmen. These humans are  
‘the more perfect machine’ that complements 
what the machine cannot do as well. Against 
such a perverted notion of craftsmanship,  
we are currently entering the age of bespoke 
machinic processes offering highly defined, 
carefully detailed and immensely varied mater-
ial languages of expression. Do you imagine  
the cultural praise for manual craftsmanship 
transforming into one for robotically crafted 
artefacts?
 Carpo Yes! Absolutely! I think it is already happening.  
This is the core of, for instance, what you are 
making, because this is exactly what the digital 
can provide. It is an answer to a demand that 
has been around in the industrialised world for 
many years. At the beginning, postmodernism 
was about denouncing industrial modernity.  
In the 1960s and 1970s, many architects who 
were so unsatisfied with industrial mass pro-
duction said: ‘This cannot work. This is against 
the human mind and body.’ But if you made  
this statement in 1970s, there was no alternative 
to industrial mass production in economies of 
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scale. If you wanted to make something cheap, 
you had to use mass production. That was 1977. 
So, if you wanted to take a stance against mass 
production in the 1970s, the only alternative 
you could provide was to go back to real crafts-
manship, which is making things by hand, and 
many postmodernists actually did just that. 
They confined themselves to a luxury niche or 
market. That’s because craftsmanship in the 
West is expensive. 
  If you want a suit made by hand, you must go  
to Savile Row in London, where a suit costs 
£ 10,000 because it really is made by hand – or 
so they claim. In the domain of tailoring, for 
example, it is already evident that the digital  
is providing a technical answer to the post-
modern demand for variation; because before 
the digital, there were only two choices: you 
could have a shirt made by hand, if you could 
pay for it, or you could buy a mass-produced 
standard shirt in just four sizes. Rem Koolhaas 
knows these sizes well: they are small, medium, 
large and x-large. If you don’t fall into one 
those four sizes, you will have a shirt that does 
not fit. This was the choice until a few years 
ago. Now there is a demonstration that shows  
it is possible to have the best of both worlds  
by using digital tools. You can mass-produce  
and hence produce it cheap. But now, you can  
mass-produce customised, bespoke objects  
at the same time because there is a 3D scanner. 
You go into a cabin, they take a scan of your 
body, you see all the measurements on the 
screen. Then you design your shirt on the 
screen and press a button and the shirt is 
printed out. Well, it doesn’t really work that 
way yet. But at some point, it will. There is  
no reason why it shouldn’t happen. It is the 
technical logic of digitality. Bespoke mass 
production. It will happen perhaps first for 
shirts, but it has already happened for teapots, 
for example. And it is already happening for 
many other things that can be 3D- printed or 
produced with the assembly of 3D-printed 
pieces. 
 Kohler And exactly at this point I would like to extend our 
discussion beyond mass customisation and 
3D printing. Because, in fact, architects today 
can design computational processes that run on 
robots, juxtaposed and embedded in physical 
reality. As an architect, therefore, you can have 
a machine interact with the environment in  
a way you imagine it or you can even design one 
to interact with the environment in a certain 
way.
 Carpo Aha, so an automatic feedback on the material  
the machine is working on? Fantastic, it is 
exactly what the hand of a craftsman would 
always have done.
 Kohler Yes, this is one of the research strands we are 
pursuing. In a counterpoint to the AD magazine 
on ‘drawing architecture’, which was recently 
published, you argue that through massive 
computing, we no longer need to simplify the 
world to model it, but can deal directly with  
its unruliness. I quote: ‘untidiness, messiness 
and slightly disturbing uncertainties’. If I relate 
this statement not only to computational  
complexity, but also to materialisation by 
architecturally guided robots, as I described it 
before, it could imply a seminal break away 
from the smooth, continuous and somewhat 
aseptic aesthetic of what was formerly termed 
digital architecture. How do you expect this 
untidiness to change the physical expression  
of architecture?
 Carpo The topic you were talking about, automatic feed-
back between the machine and the material  
it’s working with or an intelligent machine that 
can interpret the resistance of the material,  
is the next step of digital craftsmanship. From 
when I was a child living in the north of Italy, 
I do remember real craftsmen, bricklayers who 
had, as Richard Sennett would call it, the tacit 
knowledge of the artisan. These people didn’t 
go to any school, but they had been working 
with timber or bricks for years. I remember 
when a carpenter was making the beams for 
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a roof and the timber came in. They didn’t  
scan the timber to understand what the resist-
ance was, instead, by working on it, they could 
understand timber as a natural material that  
is not equal throughout, homogeneous as is 
steel, which we can produce that way. We want 
it always to be the same because it must have 
the same elasticity at every point, so we can 
calculate it using modern mathematics. But we 
cannot calculate timber unless we make it look 
like or perform like steel. If we take even just 
the branch of a tree as a beam, there are so 
many ‘accidents’ happening, which is the way 
nature works. There are plenty of irregularities 
that you cannot foresee unless you scan the 
beam and you see that at some point, inside that 
beam, there was a little bug who made a little 
nest for himself. This creates a hole in that 
beam which will make that beam less resistant 
than the other ones. A good traditional expert 
craftsman could understand that by the touch 
of his hand. This is not a mystique of the crafts-
men, they really knew how to do it. They could 
understand that there were 20 beams to put in 
that roof, but some were more solid than others. 
So they put some in parts of the roof where less 
resistance was required, others where they 
needed more resistance. They made a function-
al, non-standard structure regardless, without 
utilising any engineering calculations, just by 
tacit knowledge. Now I think we are getting to 
the point where intelligent machines can inter-
act with the material they are working on in a 
somewhat similar way. They can produce feed-
back from a piece of non-standard, inhomoge-
neous, accidental and even dirty stuff they are 
manipulating. An engineer cannot manipulate 
dirty stuff because, in order to that, he or she 
would need to model it and then they would 
need to bring in an analysis with finite elements 
and make extremely complicated calculations. 
This is theoretically possible, but not cost- 
effective. At some point, the feedback loop 
between the machine and the material will be 
so fast that it will become almost analogous  
to the immediate bodily perception of a tradi-
tional craftsman. Is the stuff you are doing 
going in this direction?
 Kohler And there is another important point that  
should not get missed here. Technologically, 
you are absolutely right, the sensory abilities  
of robots are moving toward a direct response 
to their physical environment. But what is 
important here is that the architect can now 
program those abilities. Architects won’t just 
design a form by predefining a geometry that 
will subsequently be built by a highly sophisti-
cated machine, such as the one you have just 
described. Instead, they will design the behav-
iour and responsiveness of the machine itself. 
They design this ability up-front and then it is 
executed at the time when the building takes 
place. So, even when you as the architect are 
not on site, you can be virtually present 
through your robots.
 Carpo Yes. If we extrapolate and generalise this, it  
would mean that the good old humanistic and 
modern notion of design, which is the impos-
ition of an idea upon material, will be replaced 
by a timeless and probably ancient notion of 
craft where the result is born out of a dialogue-
based interaction between the craftsman  
and the objects he’s making or the material.  
It means that the notion of design, a blueprint 
that is the fruit of one mind, the flower of one 
intelligence, is no longer valid. And the material 
has to be applied and made or manipulated to 
work that way. Of course, engineers can include 
a lot of technical thinking in design, but at the 
end of the day, the design is as dead as a door 
nail. It is a piece of paper that has to be materi-
alised. By the time the design is made, it is not 
possible to go back any more. It has to be made 
that way or the contractor will sue you because 
they made cost estimates based on your design. 
In a digital environment, this paradigm is prob-
ably no longer sustainable. When a machine,  
at some point, can make craft dominant again 
and craft means unpredictability, variability, 
improvisation and decisions that are made on 
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the fly, these are things that you cannot antici-
pate on a blueprint. And to your point, to some 
extent, you can design the intelligence of a 
machine.
  The immaterial presence of the architect 
through the design of responsive robotic behav-
iour does not recreate the role of the architect 
in a humanistic, Albertian, modern sense of  
the term, but being a master builder, someone 
who has to be on site. And in a sense it would be 
building as making, not by making a drawing  
of the design of it, but by training your teams  
of technical agents or your crew of machines. 
But you would still need to be aware of the time, 
right? There are two analogies for that. One  
is that of a master builder who trains his work-
ers, but has to be on site all the time to give 
instructions. The other analogy of the master 
builder is one who trains the builders so well 
that at some point he can say: ‘Go ahead, you 
know what you have to do.’ 
 Kohler Exactly. And in such a scenario an architectural 
blueprint will become a dynamic, procedural 
one rather than a static, geometrical one. 
Instead of designing through the means of 
geometry, you design the characteristics of 
your building through skilful constructive 
‘coding’. This opens a breach in digital architec-
ture where it steps out of a tight corset of 
complex geom etries and stylistic formalisms 
into a radically materially embedded design 
practice. And it is exactly here where I was 
wondering whether your statement on untidi-
ness, messiness and slightly disturbing uncer-
tainties (of this world) would expose a different 
aesthetic agenda.
 Carpo That’s a good point. But to some extent this is  
the way many medieval builders built their 
buildings. They had certain geometrical rules. 
But these geometrical rules did not determine 
the visual aspect of the things they made, which 
is why in the end they looked all different  
even though there is always the same geometry 
embedded in them. But this geometry was 
Euclidian geometry, a way of making. You make 
a square and then you make a square inscribed 
in that square and that relates the plan to the 
elevation. But this could never explain the final 
visual aspect of an object. In a sense it was 
process-based and not visually controlled. 
  We have to let go of the way objects finally 
look. But if you shift this to retail items such as 
shirts or shoes or anything that has a brand,  
the problem is that at some point variation 
becomes so uncontrollable that brand recogni-
tion will not exist anymore. For a market-based 
economy, that is a problem. And yet this idea  
of controlling brands is in itself not a timeless 
thing. It is a fairly recent technical and cultural 
invention. In the Middle Ages, urban guilds  
did control the quality of the product without 
controlling any brand and they could let the 
visual aspect of the product change all the time 
because they controlled the process through 
protocols. The problem now is that we in the 
West have lost that ancestral capacity to make 
sense of variations within the last five centuries 
because we have been living in a visually stand-
ardised environment. So we are capable and 
very good at recognising identicalities. We can 
say when two things are the same, they have the 
same meaning and they are made of the same 
brand or by someone plagiarising them. This is 
the basis of the technical world where we live. 
But this aesthetic paradigm is predicated upon 
a technology that is only good at making identi-
cal copies. And the digital does not work that 
way, which is why the digital is unmaking most 
of the pillars of the very same economy we live 
in. It has already happened in the domain of 
copyright or in the domain of digitally distrib-
uted music and this has already ‘unmade’ the 
music industry. So it’s happening. Lawyers 
cannot make any sense of it because we cannot 
yet find a way to copyright stuff in the digital 
domain. But in the Middle Ages they didn’t have 
copyrights because they didn’t need them.  
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And yet in their own messy way, they did build 
stuff. 
 Kohler However the currently evolving digital paradigm 
and the increasing complexity it entails seems 
to be also coupled to a continuously expanding 
professional specialisation. How do you see the 
role of the architect as ‘author’ evolving within 
this delicate balance? Can we witness a change 
in this trend toward specialisation with the 
emergence of a new kind of ‘universal archi-
tect’ equipped with powerful digital tools and 
collaborative networking capacities? Or is he,  
in contrast, increasingly imprisoned in a tech-
nological golden cage and overruled by the 
dominant logic of trade specialisation?
 Carpo Well, this is a one million dollar question, because 
every school of architecture in every continent 
is asking it. But one thing is for certain: the idea 
of the architect who is in charge of making the 
blueprint, and all the practical, legal and cul-
tural consequences of what I call ‘the Albertian 
paradigm’, are based on the complete sep ar-
ation of design and fabrication. This was the 
way the architectural profession was created  
in the West, separating it from making. In the 
Middle Ages, we were all ‘makers’, we were 
craftsman or master builders. We had to go to 
the building site, to climb on the scaffolding – 
and sometimes we fell out of the scaffolding, 
which was not good – and we had to work in all 
weather conditions. It was a difficult life. And 
then, this idea came up during the Renaissance 
that, over time, became the dominant paradigm 
in the West, claiming: ‘We do not make stuff, we 
make drawings of stuff. We make notations,  
the  blueprint.’ We separated the blueprint from 
the building site with a huge scaffolding of 
building provisions. 
  These are actual legal firewalls that separate 
our profession from the liabilities of produc-
tion. In the USA, for example, friends and  
colleagues explain to me that the separation 
between the idea of a blueprint and the materi-
alisation of the construction drawing is the 
bidding or tendering process. The contractor 
comes in and at that point there is an actual 
legal firewall separating the design intentions, 
which are manifested in a blueprint, and the 
construction drawings, which are often imple-
mented without our control. But this also puts it 
outside our liabilities, which is convenient for 
us. We won’t have to pay for the damages if 
something goes wrong. This firewall separating 
the design intention from the messiness of a 
building site is the legal embodiment of the 
humanistic idea of the last five centuries that 
says the accidents, unpredictable events, the 
messiness of the building site is none of our 
business. We make a drawing, we say: ‘You, 
builder, contractor, make it happen in such a 
way that it will approximate our ideas. That’s 
your job and you are paid to do that, we are 
paid to have an idea and put it into a drawing.’ 
The entire economy of building in the West is 
predicated on this idea, and the fees we receive 
as architects are based on this paradigm. 
  However, in many parts of the world that did 
not have the Renaissance as we know it, this 
idea was never dominant and it is not thriving, 
as far as I understand it, in the big marketplace 
of building. Most of the building process in 
China, except for a few iconic buildings that end 
up on the front page of architectural maga-
zines, is driven by a contractor or developer, 
and the humanistic architect as the inventor of 
a building simply does not exist. I suspect that 
in a non-Western culture where humanism and 
the Renaissance never occurred, there is no 
need for an inventor of a building, a scientist,  
a thinker or an artist who puts an idea into  
a drawing. Because the developer is a team of 
nameless designers paid by the hour or  
with a salary that collectively make a building.  
For this kind of business environment, BIM  
is just perfect. The combined forces of the 
global marketplace, of technology and of the 
economy seem to be going in that direction. 
China proves that you can build a huge amount 
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of buildings without an architect. This is a 
participatory process, not in the sense of crea-
tive collaboration, but in the sense of an envi-
ronment of bureaucratic decision-making. This 
way, big corporations work. They call it design 
by committee. Architects do not like that. We 
have a right to be against that.  
  This is what the avant-garde always does. The 
humanists of the Renaissance were also avant-
garde and tried to make some sense of a new 
notion of individual creation and they were 
quite successful in that. The historical avant-
garde of the twentieth century successfully 
invented a notion of a new process of building 
made to measure for the industrial age and  
the arrière-garde or the rearguard of the time 
who claimed: ‘You are a bunch of loonies, 
building will always be built by hand.’ But they 
were wrong; because now buildings are made 
by machines. This is the historical function  
of the avant-garde.  
 Kohler Let us address the larger question of the cultural 
role of architecture in the digital age. From a 
critical perspective of the prevailing discourse, 
specifically that on digital design and fabrica-
tion, it could appear as submerged in self-refer-
ential, sometimes positivist discussions without 
yet achieving a significant cultural meaning. As 
an easy conclusion, ‘the end of the digital’, has 
been prematurely proclaimed, while digital 
mechanisms still continue to persist, of course. 
I personally refer to this moment as the second 
digital age of architecture, as it is now – in 
contrast to the first digital age – the material 
understanding, conceptualising and leveraging 
the entire momentum of the digital in architec-
ture. How do you see the role of architecture as 
a meaningful cultural discipline today?
 Carpo I can answer this with only one example, which 
however is quite an adequate one. When archi-
tects in the 1990s started to think about digital 
mass customisation, they started to claim: 
‘Using digital tools, mass production, economy 
of scale, standardisation, and centralisation are 
a thing of the past. We have to invent a new way 
of making things that would change every-
thing.’ This was based upon mass producing 
variations. They even mentioned Gilles Deleuze, 
possibly the most abstract, opaque and arcane 
philosopher of the twentieth century. People 
said: ‘Your theories have no relevance, you are 
shutting yourself off from society and from 
politics, etc.’ Last winter, in his speech on the 
State of the Union, which he holds every year in 
January, the President of the United States had a 
paragraph on 3D printing. He said: ‘3D printing 
is a revolutionary new technology that is going 
to change the way we make almost everything.’ 
This idea came from Gilles Deleuze: the theory 
of the objectile. Bernard Cache, Greg Lynn  
and a few others in 1993 were making this idea 
as clear as possible. In 20 years, we went from 
Gilles Deleuze to the White House. And this  
was the idea of architects. It was our idea, we 
developed it and we were quite successful. 
Twenty years ago, we were a bunch of isolated 
lunatics, and last winter, it was Barack Obama 
speaking to the world. Just in 20 years. We’re 
not so irrelevant after all. 
 Kohler Correct. But to what degree has this achievement 
also a cultural impact? The theoretical discus-
sion in the early ages of digital architecture 
was never directed towards Obama nor primar-
ily interested in an economic shift in the manu-
facturing industry. It was rather an discussion. 
 Carpo Yes, but let’s not be modest. A paradigm shift that, 
according to the President of the United States 
and his advisors, has the potential to change 
almost everything and probably also will 
change the way architecture looks – and maybe 
already has, since we have one digital style or 
two by now. We understand that the generation 
of Greg Lynn did not particularly have this in 
mind, if we read what we were writing in the 
1990s. Yet, the idea of digital mass customisa-
tion from the beginning had huge political, 
technical and economic implications. 
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  Let’s be bluntly materialistic. If you are advocat-
ing a change of style that does not relate to  
a change in society, technology, or culture, it  
will not catch on. If we look at the last 20 years 
with some historical detachment, we may come 
to the conclusion that architectural forms did 
change and it might have appeared to be a 
flight of fancy. But at the same time, these ideas 
have disseminated through society, fermenting 
a process of change that is now changing almost 
everything. So, it was not just producing blobs; 
the blob is only what we see. But neither Obama 
nor the head of the Federal Reserve and other 
economists are interested in having round 
shapes or spline-dominated shapes or surfaces. 
It is already a fact that these ideas, which we 
investigated first and foremost because we are 
interested in making forms, we are architects 
after all, they are catching on, because it is  
not just about making different shapes, it is a 
new paradigm and it is everywhere. I would 
claim it is already changing almost everything 
and has the potential to do so further. 
  Historically speaking, Le Corbusier was so  
important not just because he built some build-
ings; his ideas visualised a machine-made 
environment. In a sense, this is the rhetorical 
power of architecture. We use technologies  
and we find forms that make these technologies 
perceivable. They embody, personify and  
visualise them. Le Corbusier’s vision of a 
machine-made environment was one of the 
most powerful images of the twentieth century.  
To some extent, on a slightly smaller scale,  
the blob has already performed some of the same 
rhetorical functions by persuading the world 
that a new technology is on its way. If we go to 
Bilbao, we go to see the Guggenheim Museum 
in Bilbao because this visual element proves 
there is a change going on that is bigger than 
architecture itself, which is true. Historically 
speaking, it is already a historical fact. 
 Kohler Thank you very much for this conversation, I look 
forward to continuing it twenty years from now!
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Fig. 1: MADA vault, Melbourne, Australia, 2013. (Photo: Peter Bennetts.)
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ribbed tile Vaulting: 
innoVation through two  
design-build workshops
pHILIppE bLOCK (ETH zuRICH), MELOnIE bAyL-SMITH (uTS, SyDnEy), TIM SCHORK (MADA, MELbOuRnE),  
JAMES bELLAMy (REvAuLT), DAvE pIGR AM (uTS, SyDnEy)
Traditional tile vaults are typically constructed springing off from walls or straight arches built from support element to support 
element on falsework. From these, the vault’s surface can be built in space with minimal or no guidework. Built on previous research 
and focusing on continuous surface expression and fully representing three-dimensional equilibrium surfaces in compression,  
this research explores the design potential of three-dimensional networks of structural ribs, made possible by new funicular 
form-finding approaches. This new structural typology for tile vaults was investigated and tested through two intensive,  
design-build workshops in Australia, the first at the University of Technology, Sydney (UTS) in October 2012, and the second  
at Monash Art Design & Architecture (MADA), Melbourne in May 2013.
InTRODuCTIOn
With indebtedness to projects such as the Mapungubwe In-
terpretive Centre in Limpopo, South Africa,1 the 600-year-old 
Mediterranean construction technique known as tile or Cata-
lan vaulting is undergoing an important revival and attracting 
increased interest. Tile vaults are unreinforced masonry vaults 
made of thin tiles, built in multiple layers, with the typical tile 
unit size approximately 24 × 12 × 2 cm. Traditional tile vaults are 
constructed by building off of walls or from arches, straight 
in plan and built on falsework, from support element to sup-
port element. Taking a wall or these arches as boundary sup-
ports for the vault’s surface, the first layer of tiles can be built 
in space using a fast-setting gypsum mortar, commonly known 
as plaster of Paris. By mortaring the tile units on two thin sides, 
the masonry is able to temporarily cantilever until stable sec-
tions are formed. When complete, this stable first layer serves 
as permanent or ‘lost’ formwork for a second, and typically 
also, a third layer of tiles in order to build up sufficient structur-
al depth. These subsequent layers are laid using regular mortar 
and are placed at different angles to each other, and to the first, 
in order to create a good bond and avoid obvious hinge lines.
Unreinforced masonry has negligible tensile capacity, there-
fore the shapes of vaults need to result in a state of compres-
sion only. These can be obtained through the process of form 
finding, recent developments of which allow a controlled ex-
ploration of funicular form. Thrust Network Analysis (TNA) 
uses geometrically linked form and force diagrams, represent-
ing the force flow and its force equilibrium, which give the 
designer explicit control over the distribution of forces in or-
der to shape three-dimensional compression-only shells.2 The 
concepts of TNA have been implemented in a free plug-in for 
the CAD software Rhinoceros, called RhinoVAULT.3 
Previous research, such as the prototype vault built at ETH 
Zurich in 2011, focused on continuous, flowing tiled surface ex-
pressions that respond to the fully three-dimensional equilib-
rium solutions, possible due to these advances in form-find-
ing approaches.4 A key objective of that earlier research was to 
avoid the subdivisions created by the arches in traditional tile 
vaults that emanated from a mainly two-dimensional design ap-
proach. These do not exist in a spatial network of forces, and can 
disturb the spatial continuity of the new compression shapes. 
In comparison, this research explores the potential of a de-
sign approach that uses a spatial, interacting network of ribs 
as the form-driving element for tile vaults. Whilst the vaulted 
infills or ‘patches’ between the ribs are undertaken in a tradi-
tional manner, the structural ribs no longer only span linearly 
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between supports. The design possibilities of this new struc-
tural typology for tile vaults, combining the structural action 
of a Gothic net vault, the constructional logic of traditional tile 
vaulting, and novel TNA-generated equilibrium form, were in-
vestigated and tested in two intensive design-build workshops 
in Australia. 
The first series of investigations was undertaken at UTS 
and explored fully spatial, interacting ribs, curving both in 
plan and elevation. Specifically, investigations were concerned 
with the fluidity of a hexagonal pattern and the aesthetic of 
non-intersecting (kissing) strips of ribs of greater structural 
depth. At MADA, a second set of investigations rationalised the 
network of ribs, constraining them to form straight segments 
in plan, forming quadrilateral subdivisions. These constraints 
resulted in simplified and more realistic, scalable falsework 
constructions for the ribs, reducing the logistical challenges of 
the UTS vault. The MADA prototype specifically aimed to dem-
onstrate that a vault of complex geometry could be obtained 
from a simple underlying structural topology that respected 
construction sequencing. 
FORM FInDInG 
To explore the new rib vault typology, in the first instance, the 
structural action of the vaults was abstracted to just the equi-
librium of the ribs. The coarse subdivision allowed the con-
trolled and fast exploration of different form diagrams, i.e. rib 
layouts in plan, using only few controls. Consequently, the dis-
tributions of internal force were represented in an agile, com-
prehensible manner by the simple force diagrams. 
In the UTS vault, continuous undulating strips of hexagonal 
units were obtained with ribs that only just touched, with spa cer 
links included in the network topology to maintain the neces-
sary (rib) offset during the form finding. For the MADA vault, the 
explorations favoured intersecting ribs and thereby adopted a 
stretched grid strategy as the rib layout, resulting in pleasing 
intersections close to square angles. Further, to approximately 
model the arch and vault shapes in between those intersections, 
one subdivision was used, giving one mid-node per segment 
and a node in the middle of each quadrilateral patch. 
In a second stage, the ‘low-poly’ designs were then refined. At 
UTS, a simple subdivision scheme was used to obtain a smooth-
ly undulating and continuously arching solution. The shapes 
of the vaulted patches spanning the hexagonal units were ob-
tained separately. These post-processing steps were enabled by 
the use of selected deep, wide structural ribs comprising stiff-
ened U-channels (see below) in which the structural lines of ac-
tion could be nicely contained. For the MADA vault, the final 
geo metry could be easily obtained by constructing interpolat-
ing curves through the nodes of the top-level form finding. The 
rib arches in between patches were straightened, made possible 
through the in-plane arch action achievable in the ribs’ widths.
COnSTRuCTIOn
Falsework
A key motivation for varying the design approach of the MADA 
vault from the UTS vault was the rationalisation of the false-
work. For both vaults, falsework was only constructed to sup-
port the ribs, with infill surfaces subsequently built unsup-
ported and in space in the traditional Catalan manner. The UTS 
project had ribs that curved in both plan and section, demand-
ing a relatively complex curved falsework system. MADA ra-
tionalised the undulating ribs to a stretched quadrilateral grid, 
constrained to be straight in plan piece-wise. Both vaults em-
ployed printed templates and manual cutting to translate the 
computationally defined rib profiles into material reality.
The UTS falsework system was constructed from a mix of 
volumetric EPS foam blocks beneath a curved network of card-
board profiles with columns providing intermediate support. 
Forming something of a voxelated mountain, the foam blocks 
were positioned to create a low-resolution offset of the vault, 
minimising the amount of cardboard (and cutting) required. A 
second, more significant advantage was that the foam easily 
supported human weight and that this falsework foundation 
thus also became a terraced access structure during all subse-
quent stages of construction, eliminating the need for ladders 
or conventional scaffolding. The curved cardboard profiles 
were constructed from three layers of cardboard with discrete 
foam blocks acting as spacers. Their shapes were defined via 
vertical extrusion of the centre line and (offset) edge lines of 
each undulating rib. 
For the MADA vault, the form diagram was manipulated to 
obtain planar ribs, allowing the falsework to be built as a sim-
ple grid of planar stud walls. These constraints resulted in sim-
plified falsework constructions for the ribs, further reducing 
the logistical challenges. Although straight in plan, the rib pro-
file twisted in space as ribs were aligned tangentially to the 
obtained compression surface. To control this, the two differ-
ent profiles were cut out of masonite and screwed against the 
studs. To further accelerate and streamline the falsework fab-
rication, a Grasshopper software tool was developed to extract 
the required length of each timber stud from the digital model, 
and automatically generate the cutting sheets for the ribs. 
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Fig. 2: Exploded view of digital design process, starting from  
RhinoVAULT, falsework geometry, and construction sequences:  
a) UTS vault, b) MADA vault.
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site set-up
Because of the short timeframe for each workshop, the erec-
tion of the falsework was simplified by printing out 1 : 1 scale 
drawing sheets of the plan layout. These were positioned and 
taped on the floor of the respective spaces. These drawings in-
cluded reference marks, element numbers and key dimensions, 
e.g. of the timber studs for the MADA falsework. 
For the fabrication of the arch ribs, a similar strategy was 
employed with all fabrication information being extracted 
from the digital model and printed out at full-scale (1 : 1) for cut-
ting templates.
Figs. 4, 5: Finished UTS vault, Sydney, Australia, 2012. 
(Photo: Michael Ford.)
Fig. 3: As-built drawings of UTS vault:  
a) front, b) side, c) top view. 
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materials
Tiles in the format typically used in Catalan vaulting are not 
readily available outside of Spain, and custom solutions need-
ed to be found for both workshops. At UTS, concrete roofing 
tiles were selected for their relative flatness and thickness. 
These large tiles were then cut into quarters, enabling a sort-
ing of the cut tile units according to the usefulness, or not, of 
the original lap features found on their underside. Whilst the 
tiles provided a highly divergent character to the inside and 
outside of the final vault, overall, they proved difficult to han-
dle during the tile vaulting. For the MADA vault, non-profiled, 
hollow tiles (very similar to those used in note 4) were used. To 
provide clean tiles with continuous edge profiles, three cuts 
per tile were required. This ensured the cuts could avoid, and 
therefore not expose, the extruded hollows, which would give 
an uneven edge and thus be hard to work with. 
For the fast-setting mortar, with a setting time of approx-
imately 10 seconds, at UTS, a special high-strength gypsum-
based mortar called Hydrocal ® 5 was used. For the MADA vault, 
a readily available and relatively inexpensive dental mortar 
was substituted, with favourable results. 
assembly and decentring
Due to their three-dimensional undulation, the ribs of the UTS 
vault were constructed with increased depth via a U-shaped 
profile consisting of one horizontal tile and two upstanding 
tiles. This three-tile profile was repeated along the length of 
all curved supports, beginning from the bottom, with all joints 
staggered to avoid continuous mortar joints. Particular at-
tention to the ‘kissing’ points was needed to ensure adequate 
contact and connection at the bottom of the ‘U’ for future load 
transference. The result was a stable spatial net of ribs, which 
were decentred prior to the addition of the infill surfaces. 
These infills were constructed in the traditional Catalan man-
ner, i.e. without formwork, as described above. The undulat-
ing rib pattern and consequent irregular form of the vaulted 
patches demanded considerable custom tile cutting. 
The MADA vault was also constructed ribs first. Tiles were 
first laid with their long sides next to each other chasing the 
planar falsework. These ribs remain visible on the underside 
of the final vault and form a strong aspect of its final charac-
ter. Here, the entire vault was constructed before decentring 
and construction with three layers along the ribs, transition-
ing to two layers for the fills. For the reasons described above, 
each layer was laid at an alignment that differed from those 
below it. The intentional constraint to use only quadrilateral 
Fig. 6: As-built drawings of MADA vault:  
a) front, b) side, c) top view. 
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Fig. 7: Construction time lapse of MADA vault.  
(Photo: Dean Lau Tim Ling.)
Figs. 8, 9: Finished MADA vault, Melbourne, Australia, 2013.  
(Photo: Peter Bennetts.)
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subdivisions meant that much less tile cutting was required for 
the vaulted infills.
COnCLuSIOn
The two case study projects demonstrate that the increasing 
contemporary interest in compression-only masonry vault 
construction is matched by increasing levels of control and 
formal possibility afforded by innovations in form-finding 
software paired with fabrication methodologies that expand 
upon traditional construction approaches. To the set of highly 
three-dimensional surface structures exemplified by the Block 
Research Group’s earlier prototype at ETH Zurich is now add-
ed a new category of irregular and highly three-dimensional 
compression-only ribbed tile vaults as realised in two projects 
in Australia. 
Significantly, these ribbed tile vaults retain the relatively 
sparse requirements for falsework enjoyed by their tradition-
al tile vault ancestors without retreating to regularity of form 
or an increase in thickness. When taken as a pair, by display-
ing differing levels of rationalisation in the definition of the rib 
geo metry, the two vaults clearly demonstrate the wide range 
of formal possibilities available as well as the ability to inte-
grate fabrication concerns into the form-finding process. 
The combination of computational form-finding approach-
es and traditional construction methods, as demonstrated via 
the design and construction of two ribbed tile vaults, can in-
crease the links between design intent and materialisation, 
and as such is fertile ground for research and innovation.
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Fig. 1: Assembly One  
Pavilion. Reflected light  
at night.
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who’s aFraid oF Fabrication? 
why teach digital Fabrication now?
bREnnAn buCK
Much of the intellect and capital invested in architectural education over the last ten years has gone into digital fabrication.  
Schools have acquired laser cutters, CNC mills, 3D printers, plasma cutters, water jets and robotic arms, and faculty and students  
have used them to produce experimental objects, surfaces, interiors and small structures. The arguments made by Bernard Cache, 
Greg Lynn and Mario Carpo that have inspired much of this work have become implicit for many instructors and some students. 
Always practice-driven, these ideas have seeped into the profession, enabling an expanding array of pavilion projects and  
fabrication competitions. In fact, CNC processes continue to revolutionise the building industry at all scales, but their potential  
in academia seems to have plateaued, isolated on the periphery as under-theorised electives and rarely playing a significant role  
in design studios.  
There is always value for students in working with current 
technology at full scale with architectural materials, but is 
there still a relevant project to be found in teaching fabrication 
beyond the general benefits of craft? Is there a new argument 
to be made, following up on those about mass-customisation 
and consumer culture from Lynn or aesthetic notions of same-
ness and repetition from Carpo? Can or should fabrication play 
a more central role in design education?
The Assembly One pavilion, designed, fabricated and erect-
ed by Yale School of Architecture students in 2012, exposes 
some potential answers. The project evolved in the shadow 
of the Yale Building Project: a 40-year tradition in which first-
year graduate students design and build a house using com-
mon residential construction techniques. But unlike the Build-
ing Project, which has always been defined through the lens 
of craft, the Assembly project was geared toward exploiting 
Yale’s extensive CNC technology, and that focus on technology 
transformed not only the students’ means of production, but 
redefined their approach to the project from the beginning. 
An alternate way of realising the project forced the students 
to rethink their roles as designers and ultimately uncovered an 
inversion of some basic assumptions about working digitally.
ExpLICIT, SEquEnTIAL pROCESS
Since nearly the initial introduction of digital techniques to ar-
chitecture, they have been associated with Peter Eisenman’s 
project of explicit process and indexical form. The autonomous 
programming languages that underlie software evoke Eisen-
man’s vision of an intrinsic grammar for architecture’s own in-
ternalised language. His strategic use of explicit, often sequen-
tial formal manipulations lent themselves to the distinct and 
numeric nature of digital transformations such as translation, 
rotation and scaling. As they proliferated, digital techniques 
have also been read repeatedly as a foreground process, in-
dexicality, and the apparent ‘difficulty’ of design.1 What the 
Assembly course revealed and made clear to the participating 
students, however, was the opposite – that the integral nature 
of the digital model absorbs individual design decisions and 
specific manipulations, rendering them indistinguishable. The 
integration of fabrication into the project forced the group of 
designers to work systematically rather than sequentially. In 
addition to larger scale factors like size and orientation on the 
site, a number of detail parameters were determined early on 
to suit the available fabrication technologies, including the use 
of sheet material, extruded geometry and applied colour. As a 
result, rather than moving down in scale from site to massing, 
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to structure, material and detail, responses had to be adapted 
to each constraint simultaneously and incorporated into a sin-
gle design. The interdependence of each factor forced a pro-
cess of trial-and-error integration and negotiation. The result 
was a completed project that cannot be easily read as index-
ical, i.e. as a record of a process or series of events.
But if the link between the architectural index and digital 
technique can indeed be broken, Eisenman’s deeper interest in 
mediated authorship might still be preserved.
Explicit process gave Eisenman an alternative to architec-
ture’s humanist focus, dominant since the Renaissance, a way 
to challenge his own intuitive authorship. Alejandro Zaera- 
Polo, writing an introduction to Eisenman’s work in El Croquis 
in 1997, describes this critical tactic: ‘By replacing the origins, 
the presence and the author by arbitrariness, absence and 
machinic behaviour, he has found the recipe for a non-con-
servative resistance.’ 2 Zaera-Polo cites the Arnoff Center in 
Cincinnati as the best example to date of this machinic pro-
cess. Zaera-Polo’s extensive description of each successive 
formal manipulation, sequential ‘displacements’, ‘re-orienta-
tions’, ‘asymp tot ic tilts’ and ‘exponential overlaps’, is supple-
mented by a ‘flow chart’ placing each move in a rationalised, if 
still arbitrary sequence.3 
Fig. 2: Assembly One Pavilion on the New Haven Green during the Inter-
national Festival of Arts & Ideas. (Photos: Chris Morgan Photography.)
Fig. 3: The structure is suited to a performance festival. Solid and massive from  
one angle, lightweight and almost entirely porous from another, it alternately  
hides and reveals its contents. 
Fig. 4: Constructed from thin aluminium sheets, the pavilion opens up on two sides  
for ventilation and security, focusing the view toward the festival’s main stage. 
(Photo: Chris Morgan Photography.)
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stick frame construction and some form of contextual defer-
ence are assumed, leaving the students to work out the mass-
ing and interior organisation first before developing strategies 
for windows and doors, materials and the landscape. Later, 
once a specific design is chosen, the class tackles the specif-
ics of structure, detailing, furnishing and material sourcing. As 
they work, their models and drawings shift from small studies 
of masses on the site to larger iterations of rooms and details. 
The entire sequence is a cascade of development that general-
ly moves from the large scale to the small, from the apparently 
important concerns of site and program to the less consequen-
tial questions of character and environment. 
The group of 13 students designing the Assembly One pa-
vilion was initially drawn to a similar sequence, diving into the 
site and potential massing shapes initially before realising that 
the potential of material, detail and structure were actually the 
central questions to consider. Their process jumped between 
considering the size and shape of the project on the Green, to 
the rigidity of multiple materials in different configurations, 
the visual and environmental effects of those forms and the 
limits of the project budget. Clearly, any design project ren-
dered in any medium will incorporate at least this many deci-
sions, but what became clear during assembly was a complete 
loss of scalar or temporal sequence. The massing of the pro-
ject was reinvented countless times as the material, detailing 
or even the paint scheme changed.
This state of unstable interdependence was mandated by 
the digital model. This consisted of a two-dimensional struc-
tural pattern, a single point the pattern was extruded toward, 
and an inner and outer envelope used to trim away the extrud-
ed surfaces. Sketching or imagining any of the three in isola-
tion was meaningless. What followed was a constant game of 
adaptation that took the students far from what they initially 
imagined.
DIGITAL DESIGn AuTHORSHIp
This synthetic structure affects the design process in several 
specific ways. First, the moment of inspiration is drawn out. 
Design conception no longer has the purity or immediacy of 
a momentary idea or quick sketch but emerges in unexpect-
ed ways over the course of the project. Second, the hierarchy 
of constraints is levelled. Fabrication projects privilege a dif-
ferent set of questions than building design projects that are 
developed through representation. Program and urban or 
site constraints are generally simplified in favour of material 
properties and perceptual effects, raising the elements of the 
At the time, it appeared that emerging software would al-
low Eisenman to extend this trajectory, rendering each step in 
the sequence even more explicit and partitioned from the va-
garies of intuition. A version of Zaera-Polo’s flow chart can be 
seen in every published Grasshopper screenshot: a segmented 
and rationalised sequence of geometric and data translation. 
However, this sequence is an abstraction of the temporal pro-
cess involved, one where input parameters, transformations 
and resulting geometry are constantly being adapted and re-
linked. As Patrik Schumacher maintains, the digital model can 
now easily become so information-rich that it becomes circu-
lar, looping back to incorporate ever more constraints simulta-
neously. In fact, the digital design model may open up an alter-
nate model of mediated authorship, one that ‘produces results 
far beyond the architect’s “natural” range.’ 4
SynTHETIC AnD SIMuLTAnEOuS pROCESS
At a small scale, the Yale Assembly project cast the differen-
ces between a project developed in models and drawings and 
one developed for fabrication in stark contrast. Both Assembly 
One and the Yale Building Project entail an elaborate design, 
mobilisation and construction process that involves both col-
laboration and delegation. In the case of the Building Project, 
Fig. 5: From one particular point, the pavilion is entirely porous, 
nearly disappearing.
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Fig. 6: Geometrically, the pavilion is a structural  
triangulation extruded to a single point.
Fig. 10: The aluminium was folded and riveted into 
corrugated layers. 
Fig. 11: One ‘brick’ partially completed.
Fig. 12: Despite the large scale of the structure,  
the pavilion remained very lightweight. 
Fig. 9: Twenty-three ‘bricks’ were fabricated at the  
architecture school and assembled on site.
Fig. 7: 300 sheets of aluminum were cut and painted  
at the Yale fabrication lab.
Fig. 8: Cut and painted sheets.
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physical environment to the same status as site and program. 
Allowing this alternate structure for design to invade the 
design studio might raise alternatives to the still-prevalent 
sequence that begins with site analysis and massing sketches 
and ends with choices about material, detail and finish. 
Eisenman posed mediated authorship as a way to free him-
self from his own intuition, but he also hoped to escape the 
constraints of dominant modes of production. The arbitrari-
ness of the design process allowed him to temporarily ignore 
and potentially reinvent the way his own buildings are built. 
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notes
1 Greg Lynn’s early experiments with alias software tracked the 
iterative deformation of primitive solids; Lars Spruybroek’s 
vivisection structures, including his H2O Pavilion, were defined  
by sequential ribs; Robert Somol has criticised digital technique  
for producing inaccessible, difficult architecture.
2 Alejandro Zaera–Polo, ‘Eisenman’s Machine of Infinite Resistance’, 
El Croquis, 83 (1997), pp. 50–63.
3 Ibid.
4 Patrik Schumacher, The Autopoiesis of Architecture, Volume II:  
A New Agenda for Architecture (Chichester: Wiley, 2012), p. 338.
Fig. 13: View through the structure on the New Haven central green.
Assembly suggested the reverse: that the imposed structure 
of digital fabrication enables its own form of mediated author-
ship. An expanded set of production techniques allows ar-
chitects and students to transform the way they design. Even 
without rendering the design process explicit, digital modes 
of design and production may help students transcend the as-
sumptions and brackets they bring to their work and reframe 
the way they make architecture.
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Fig. 1: Carrier frame fabrication concept.
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topo-Façade:  
enVelope design and Fabrication 
planning using topological mesh 
representations
GuSTAv FAGERSTRöM, ERIK vERbOOn (buRO HAppOLD), RObERT AISH (unIvERSITy OF bATH)
Computational design tools based on Autodesk’s DesignScript language have been used with geometry and topology modelling 
techniques in the design of a climatised free-form building envelope. This project involves structural and performance analysis tools 
applied to structural engineering, façade engineering and fabrication planning. The project has progressed from concept through 
tender phases. The particular geometry presented unique conditions that required non-standard solutions to be used; to this end 
DesignScript was introduced to allow the design and engineering team to build a number of scripted topological façade models that 
explored alternative façade configurations. This paper combines a discussion about the specific fabrication project with a more 
generalised discussion of the role of computational tools in design and fabrication. The main interest is to explore the two-way 
relationship between practice and tool building by considering how computation can contribute to a practical fabrication project and 
equally important, how computational tools can be tested and refined by being used in practice on demanding projects.
InTRODuCTIOn
Façade engineering
The architectural concept used in this paper is based on a 
sculptural approach in which glass joints alternate between 
uniquely angled concave and convex relationships between 
adjacent panels (fig. 2).
The self-weight of the large insulated glass units (IGUs) de-
mands a support strategy where the edge of each panel should 
be continuously supported. This requires that a strict geomet-
ric relationship be maintained between the glass and the sup-
port structure. Furthermore, the geometric conditions around 
each node are unique, being the simultaneous meeting point 
for both concave and convex glass panels. Consequently, each 
node, while based on a common topological principle, has a 
unique geometric configuration, and therefore requires the 
development of a unique fabrication geometry. 
As a base constraint, the architect had instructed that a 
point-supported approach was undesirable and expressed a 
preference for the use of rectangular or plate primary struc-
tural elements as opposed to the more traditional round hollow 
section and spherical node approach often found in structures 
of this type. The subsequent studies looked at both structural 
approaches as a system that was offset from the glazing line. Fig. 2: Site context. (Image by courtesy of Robert A. M. Stern Architects.)
The method for supporting the glass to the primary structure 
utilised continuous angles, or ‘carrier frames’ that followed 
and were structurally attached to the glass edges via struc-
tural silicone sealant. Periodic steel plates structurally linked 
the glass to the primary structure, while also addressing the 
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changing distance and angle between the two systems. The 
multiple angled relationships between glass panels required 
that the IGUs have stepping or cantilevered inner or outer 
lights in order to maintain a consistent external joint width.
designscript
DesignScript (as the integration of language, geometry, top-
ology and plug-ins) allowed the engineering team to assess the 
geometric feasibility of the architectural concept by building 
a number of alteratively scripted topological façade models. 
This approach enables the team to model the correspondence 
between the façade topology and the physical components of 
the façade: glass panels as topological faces, structural mem-
bers as topological edges and node connectors as topological 
vertices. DesignScript topology classes reveal the underlying 
functionality of the Autodesk Shape Managers (ASM) via its 
API. 1
The single topological mesh model allows each of the con-
stituent components (face, edge or vertex) to make topologi-
cal and geometric queries to the adjacent components – for 
example, the computation of average vertex normals and edge 
bisectors. Additionally, DesignScript is integrated with Robot 
Structural analysis and Performative Design and reveals user- 
oriented APIs directly to the engineers using DesignScript. 
This allows the single topological mesh model to be direct-
ly analysed both structurally and environmentally, while the 
mesh also forms the basis for related fabrication models. 
AppLICATIOn: CASE STuDy
Typically, façades are modelled as meshes using the architect-
established design surfaces (here represented by the front of 
glass). The structural support system is typically defined as an 
offset mesh from this defining mesh. The resulting structure 
is more easily realised if the defining mesh has ‘torsion-free’ 
nodes. This means that the vertex normals at the end of each 
edge are coplanar and the edge members are planar.
In some cases, a mesh with non-torsion-free nodes can be 
optimised by moving the vertex positions. 2 This approach is 
more appropriate where the mesh represents a smooth surface 
and the changes in vertex position (and hence the shape of the 
façade panels) is not visually apparent. However, the design in-
tention for this façade is to create a very specific faceted con-
figuration, which could not be optimised in this way. 
In a non-torsion-free façade, the edge normal (as the bi-
sector of the edge’s adjacent faces) and the vertex normals at 
either end of the edge are not coplanar. If the edge members 
are planar and based on their respective edge normal, then 
the edge members meeting at a common vertex will not in-
tersect along a common vector (fig. 3). Alternatively, if it is re-
quired that all edge members intersect at a common vector at 
each vertex, then the structural system has to resolve the twist 
along the edge members. 
initial studies
A carrier frame and offset structure were considered. If the 
offset structure is based on a uniform offset from the face of 
the defining façade, then the edges of the offset may not lie 
on the face bisectors, and the relationship between the carrier 
frame and the offset structure may have to be designed to ac-
commodate such deviations.
topological exploration
While these 2D studies were conceptually useful, a 3D ap-
proach was necessary to address the multiple unique condi-
tions imposed by the geometry. Building on this exploratory 
work, a scripted approach was developed, harnessing mesh 
top ology and allowing for the automated creation of panels 
from mesh faces, structural members from mesh edges and 
connector nodes from mesh vertices (fig. 4).
B2
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B4
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N2
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N3
N4
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N5
N0 - Average normal
Separate intersection
point, >2’
B - Bisectors
N - Normals
Fig. 3: Characteristics of non-torsion-free geometry,  
average node vertex normal principle and edge face bisectors.
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Fig. 4: Design geometry expressed as topology mesh.
Fig. 5: The mesh topology used to define the façade. 
Orange lines: the edges of the primary façade mesh  
(front of glass) 
Red lines: the average vertex normals 
Cyan lines: the weighted average vertex normals  
(weighed by the face areas) 
Magenta lines: the offset mesh (used to define  
the offset structure; based on offsetting the vertices  
of the primary mesh along the weighted average  
vertex normals)
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structural hypotheses
The edge-based structural system has to support one or two 
planar sheets of glass and the twist between the vertices at 
its ends. The question remains: Should there be a single edge 
member that combines all these roles or a carrier frame to sup-
port the planar glass linked to a separate structural member to 
accommodate the twist?
Four structural hypotheses were considered: 
– Carrier frame and plate oriented along the edge normal 
(fig. 6).
– Carrier frame and plate twisting to accommodate both end 
points’ vertex normals (fig. 7).
– Chamfered tube with chamfer axis using the average vertex 
normal (fig. 8).
– Offset structure and carrier frame, with offset node con-
nectors based on the average vertex normal (figs. 9,  10).
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
Fig. 6: Structural hypothesis 1 – carrier frame and plate, with the plate  
oriented along the edge normal.
Fig. 7: Structural hypothesis 2 – carrier frame and Plate, with the plate  
twisted between the end points’ non-coplanar vertex normals.
Fig. 8: Structural hypothesis 3 – chamfered tube with chamfer axis using  
the average vertex normal.
Fig. 9: Structural hypothesis 4 – offset structure and carrier frame,  
with the offset node connectors based on the average vertex normals.
building the completed Façade model
The different test models were built on a simple hand-coded 
test mesh (figs. 5–8). DesignScript allowed the test mesh to be 
swapped out for the full mesh in order to build the complete 
facade (figs. 9, 10).
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Figs. 10–12: Design development model with offset structure  
and carrier frame fabrication concept.
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the role oF designscript
DesignScript provides a familiar ‘data flow’ approach to design 
computation and makes the creation and execution of design 
logic accessible to designers with little or no programming ex-
perience. In this project, data from the input nodes in the top 
left part of the graph ‘flows’ via intermediate mesh modelling 
nodes to create the facade in the bottom right part of the graph 
(fig. 14). 
The ‘data flow’ approach works well with simple models. 
However, usability issues begin to emerge when the problem 
being addressed gets more complex and there are many more 
nodes to consider. This issue is addressed through the ‘node to 
code’ functionality in DesignScript, which automatically trans-
lates the user’s data flow diagram into an associative script 
(fig. 12). DesignScript also includes support for regular impera-
tive scripting using conventional ‘for’ loops (for iteration) and 
‘if ’ statements (for conditionals). 3 
Bracket length Carrier angle Position
7.204577 112 A11‐1
9.277795 114 A11‐2
8.996179 140 A11‐3
8.973133 52 B7‐1
6.642246 83 B7‐2
8.632262 22 B7‐3
6.056679 85 B2‐1
6.814823 154 B2‐2
7.22186 40 B2‐3
8.648544 131 A9‐1
8.918658 71 A9‐2
6.064782 47 A9‐3
6.664838 152 A8‐1
7.675841 37 A8‐2
6.426951 102 A8‐3
9.645642 48 T2‐1
6.832239 26 T2‐2
7.152264 133 T2‐3
7.25188 126 T9‐1
7.055309 43 T9‐2
6.64823 27 T9‐3
7.916496 46 T2‐1
8.305637 40 T2‐2
9.694806 18 T2‐3
8.837067 52 C5‐1
6.535089 78 C5‐2
6.896258 133 C5‐3
8.967901 42 D5‐1
7.42581 114 D5‐2
8.955504 141 D5‐3
Fig. 14: Diagram outlining DesignScript data flow graph used as a visual programming interface (top)  
as well as its ‘node to code’ functionality (bottom), allowing the designer to selectively replace all  
or part of a graph node diagram with the corresponding code, thus making it possible to reduce visual  
clutter and progress to a more succinct form of design computation.
Fig. 13: Numerical output complementing or replacing 
traditional shop drawings.
Fabrication planning
Moving forward into fabrication planning with hypothesis  4 
(above), the process was reversed with respect to that out-
lined in fig. 4. The topologically represented structure is now 
the source of an additional level of information describing the 
carrier brackets’ length, shape, angle and position within the 
overall assembly. The resulting information package (fig. 13) 
can be used in conjunction with – or entirely in lieu of – tradi-
tional shop drawings. 
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COnCLuSIOnS
This project demonstrates that script-driven topology can be 
used as the central representation for geometric assessment, 
structural analysis, performative analysis, fabrication plan-
ning and component engineering, ultimately providing an ef-
fective way to realise a challenging façade.
More generally, it is recognised that computation is driving 
more aspects of contemporary architectural and engineering 
practice. The contribution of DesignScript is to unify compu-
tation, geometry and topology with alternative programming 
interfaces (both visual and textual) and thereby support differ-
ent levels of computational skill. 
It is important to reflect on the results of this work. At one 
level, it is the physical building. At another level, it is the op-
portunity this project provided to test and refine a new gen-
eration of computational design tools. But maybe the most im-
portant result is the acquisition of knowledge and skills made 
by the practitioners. All three results have the potential to con-
tribute to even more challenging projects. 
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Fig. 1: Photograph showing timber grid shell structure over the central third of the roof. 
Construction progress mid November 2013. (Photo: Nigel Young / Foster + Partners.)
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balancing complexity  
and simplicity 
JOnATHAn R AbAGLIATI (FOSTER + pARTnERS, LOnDOn), CLEMEnS HubER (wIEHAG, AuSTRIA) 
DIETER LInKE (SEELE, AuSTRIA)
Foster + Partners were commissioned in 2008 to design a mixed-use scheme encompassing the over-ground elements  
of a new station for the Crossrail project at Canary Wharf. This paper, co-authored by Foster + Partners, Wiehag and seele,  
explores the process of how the design of the overall geometry of the project and detailed design for fabrication and  
installation were a careful balancing of complexity and simplicity of form and logics, marrying sophisticated computational 
techniques with appreciation that inevitably realisation still needs human hands for machining and installation.
COnCEpT
In 2008, Foster + Partners were commissioned to design a 
mixed-use scheme encompassing the over-ground elements 
of a new station for the Crossrail project at Canary Wharf. The 
design ties together a number of elements: the station access 
and bridging connections, retail spaces and, above these, ca-
fés and restaurants with, central to the whole space, a park 
open partially to the sky. 
The most prominent feature of the design is the timber 
lattice roof, which arches 30 metres over the landscaped 
park and wraps down around the concrete substructure. The 
deep timber glulam (glued laminated timber) beams support 
large triangular ethylene tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) cush-
ions, which are inflated to give the building a dynamic ap-
pearance. The layer of ETFE is punctuated by openings, for 
bridges to the station entrance, views out from the cafés, to 
draw light into the park and rain for natural irrigation. Gener-
ating both rhythm and visual drama, the 310-metre long tim-
ber grid shell cantilevers out over the water at each end of the 
structure. A striking urban image is created of timber beams 
rising from the ripples of the dock with green foliage behind 
an ETFE canopy against a backdrop of steel and glass towers 
(figs. 2, 3).
Fig. 2: Rendering showing Foster + Partners design for roof enclosure  
cantilevering out over the water of the North Dock, Canary Wharf. 
(Photo: Methanoia / Foster + Partners.)
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DESIGn 
This article explores how the project negotiates between sim-
plicity and complexity through the process of design, right 
through from fabrication planning to installation. The form of 
the enclosure balanced the overall level of geometric complex-
ity of nodes and timber with the ETFE material constraints and 
the architectural vision for a diagrid culminating in arching 
cantilevers at each end. The final form of the roof was arrived 
at by Foster + Partners in close dialogue with the ETFE cladding 
experts, se-austria, and the timber specialists, Wiehag, who 
partnered on the project to establish a joint venture. With the 
timber and the ETFE tendered as a single package, the geom-
etry and detailing could be optimised to suit both systems.1 By 
pushing the limit of maximum cushion sizes, a geometry was 
created by Foster + Partners whereby in the central section of 
the roof, the geometry of the nodes in each row is identical, but 
there is a seamless transition as the triangles accelerate out-
wards in length towards the cantilevers. This imperceptible 
transition was achieved using a relaxation exercise utilising 
the spring-based physics engine Kangaroo, developed by Dan-
iel Piker.2 The consequence of this design tuning is that when 
one reads the lines of the diagrid, they flow smoothly in curves 
around the barrel of the roof. 
The realised geometry appears simple, but there is a degree 
of complexity that belies the simplicity of the overall form. The 
axis of each successive diagonal beam twists as it coils around 
the roof. As timbers extend in length towards the cantilever, 
the incoming angles at nodes get successively more acute and 
asymmetric. Even in the central section where the geometry 
repeats, the configuration of holes in the roof means that nodes 
with two, three, four, or five connecting beams sit alongside 
the typical nodes with six. Figure 1 shows a node connecting 
six beams installed in position. Figure 4 shows the node cho-
sen for a mock-up connecting five beams. What Foster + Part-
ners issued as the defining centreline geometry became re-
ferred to as the architectural axis. From this, the precise logic 
of offsets for the ETFE and the timber were then agreed. 
Due to the roof diagrid’s triangular topology, the ETFE alu-
minium extrusions and timber beams have deviating axes. This 
deviation is determined by the distance from the architectural 
axis model. For simplicity of fabrication, se-austria proposed 
that support brackets for the ETFE aluminium extrusions be 
the same height across the entire building. To achieve this, the 
level of the horizontal timber beam’s top surface was defined 
in accordance to the width of the ETFE aluminium extrusion. 
The boundary conditions needed to support the ETFE film 
were then the driving factor in determining tolerance allow-
ances for ETFE aluminium extrusions, brackets and supporting 
timber structure.
Fig. 3: Photograph of site showing construction progress mid-November 2013.  
The photograph shows the concrete substructure with end pavilion steelwork, 
station extractor cladding and the timber beams in the central section installed.  
(Photo: Nigel Young / Foster + Partners.)
Fig. 4: Photograph showing mock-up of single node (ID 28) with five connecting timber 
glulam beams. The mock-up shows the ETFE frames, ETFE cushion fabric, timber 
flashings, and air distribution system integrated into support brackets. Visible also  
is the deviation of the timber and ETFE frame axes along the diagonal beams.  
(Photo: Nigel Young / Foster + Partners.)
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STRuCTuRAL AnALySIS
From a structural point of view, the analysis of the timber 
structure was extremely challenging. In simple structures, the 
load paths are very clear. For this structure with multiple de-
grees of indeterminacy, the stiffness of each element, especial-
ly of connection elements, influenced how the loads were dis-
tributed. If the stiffness is increased at one location, it attracts 
higher forces and simultaneously neighbouring areas will see 
reduced forces. The stiffer an element is, the more load it at-
tracts and the more the connection element has to be rein-
forced. It is a dynamic process to reach a resolved model where 
everything is in balance with the right stiffness determined at 
each point, a process demanding many iterative loops.
For the timber screws that connect the timber beams to the 
steel nodes, determining stiffness parameters was an equal-
ly exacting process. The screw plates are loaded in all direc-
tions. In addition to the major axial forces (tension and com-
pression), there are bending moments in all directions in major 
and minor axes and also torsion moments and shear in all di-
rections. The timber has to support the forces created by the 
ETFE cushions, which create horizontal forces due to internal 
pressure. Furthermore, if a timber supports only one cushion, 
the offset horizontal loads generate torsion moments in the 
timber beams. The stiffness of the bearing structure also has 
an influence on the design of the roof element, and differences 
in stiffness across the supporting structures compounded the 
challenges for analysis.
To give an idea of the numbers: there are close to 1500 
timber elements, each with two ends, which is roughly 3000 
ends of timber members with connections. For each connec-
tion there are 12 different major load combinations that must 
be considered – derived from a total of 400 load combinations 
calculated for a single glulam element using an add-on of the 
structural analysis software Rstab.3 Multiply 3000 by 12 and 
there are 36,000 different checks to make each time the ana-
lysis is run (carried out in Excel). Furthermore, there are four 
different models for the entire structure because of different 
shrinkage possibilities for the concrete substructure. 
With the continual analysis and design loop, Wiehag need-
ed to work in a parametric way, linking CAD and structural 
analysis models. The approach used Excel as the central data 
hub. Macros in Excel were used to generate the geometric set-
out. Wiehag’s software providers, Bocad, were commissioned 
to develop an add-on that enabled the generation of members 
in the CAD programme directly from the Excel input. Wiehag 
could also take advantage of an existing link into the structur-
al analysis software Rstab. In the Excel sheets, information in-
cluded everything from timber quality, strength, dimensions, 
etc., right through to which lorry the timber would be carried 
on when transported to the site. 
TIMbER FAbRICATIOn
At Wiehag’s factory (fig. 6), the glulam process for straight 
beams is almost 100% automated. Figure 5 shows how every 
board is scanned and tested for timber strength and visual 
aspects, including number of knots and other defects.4 This is 
all checked by machine and stored digitally to guarantee the 
required strength class of the final glulam element.5 Timbers 
are planed, glue applied and then pressed, all in a fully auto-
mated process. A five-axis computer numerical control (CNC) 
robot is used (fig. 7) to cut the beams to length and machine 
all required workmanship, including blind holes and milling 
grooves. Wiehag built translators so the Excel information 
could drive the CNC machine directly when cutting all the 
standard dimension timbers to length. With so much of the 
process automated and the experience gathered from previ-
ous projects, in particular, the Ice Park project in Eilat, Israel, 
completed in 2013, Wiehag are very confident about achiev-
ing very tight tolerances.6 Even for curved beams, the process 
is largely automated. The shape of the reconfigurable mould 
is transferred from CAD so the curvature can be digitally 
controlled. The centreline issued by Foster + Partners goes 
directly from file to factory.
Fig. 5: Photograph showing computer monitoring of machined timber for grade 
evaluation and visual inspection, including numbers of knots and other defects. 
Wiehag Factory, Altheim, Austria. (Photo: Nigel Young / Foster + Partners.)
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COMpuTATIOnAL TECHnIquES 
Foster + Partners used computational techniques from the 
outset in the design of the roof – the entire geometry was gen-
erated by code. The use of scripting, particularly as a design 
approach, provided many benefits. It facilitated design fluid-
ity whilst maintaining a system of rigour capable of resolving 
thousands of complex geometric relationships. The approach 
promoted a much more systemic and algorithmic way of 
thinking. This design approach has been articulated by other 
authors, including Burry,7 Reas8 and Coates.9 Rather than fram-
ing worst-case or typical scenarios, it helped to synthesise 
designs into an overarching set of logics. Logics could then be 
prototyped and many different design instances instantane-
ously generated and assessed. These logics were then able to 
be codified and communicated via geometry method state-
ments.10 With the fabricators also adopting the same approach, 
Foster + Partners and specialist ETFE/timber contractors were 
able to communicate at the level of logics. With design data 
easily shared via Excel spreadsheets and 3D models, designs 
were able to be refined to a high level.
ETFE DESIGn pROCESS
Having defined the setting-out logics for the horizontal tim-
bers, se-austria’s first design task was to prototype and test an 
aluminium extrusion that would be watertight in any orien-
tation and would also allow quick and easy installation. To 
minim ise the sealing jobs during the winter installation on 
site, the design of the aluminium extrusion had to be adaptable 
enough to produce 540 welded nodes of varying geometry. To 
optimise the first line of defence, se-austria designed a new 
watertight cover gasket and new cover plates with special joint 
elements, which also required a new concept for installing the 
ETFE cushion corners. In providing the watertight second 
line of defence, almost all the machining and assembly was 
designed to be completed within the factory. Only the rectang-
ular joint between the extrusion elements is required to be 
sealed on site, using standard silicone flaps. 
The performance of this system was proven to the client 
with a mock-up, which consisted of six small cushions orien-
tated around the node with the most asymmetric geometry. 
The mock-up was exposed to rigorous watertightness tests 
with low pressure in the chamber and full wind deflection with 
an aircraft propeller simulated storm (fig. 8).
The computational approach was applied successfully to a 
number of fabrication planning tasks. All the 11,000 patterns 
for the 780 ETFE cushions’ outer and inner layers and the 1560 
Fig. 6: Photograph showing machined glulam beams awaiting attachment of end 
plates. This process involves screwing in timber screws using a hand-held drill. 
Stacked in the background are timber planks that have arrived directly from the 
sawmill. Wiehag Factory, Altheim, Austria. (Photo: Mitterbauer.)
Fig. 7: Photograph showing five-axis computer numerical control (CNC) robot  
slotting machine used to cut the beams to length and machine all required  
workmanship, including blind holes and milling grooves. Wiehag Factory,  
Altheim, Austria. (Photo: Mitterbauer.)
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shop drawings for the ETFE welding assembly were generat-
ed via scripts. se-austria commissioned scripts to generate the 
bracket positions connecting ETFE extrusions to the timber 
beams. With 1400 extrusions and great variations in length, 
the exercise allowed the calculation of 8500 bracket locations 
such that the positioning matched the varying steel node siz-
es of the timber structure. The code also batched the ETFE ex-
trusions to give maximum numbers of same length sections to 
simplify cutting. 
DESIGn FOR FAbRICATIOn
Knowing where to focus the complexities and where to keep 
things simple is about astute design decision-making. With the 
option to use five-axis machines for fabrication of the extru-
sion node connections, se-austria moved all the complexities 
into the extrusion node arms, resulting in very simple shop 
works for all other parts. The machining of all 1400 node arms 
was programmed and .stp files delivered to the fabricator. The 
five-axis CNC machines completed all the complex milling, 
cutting and drilling in preparation for hand welding. The step 
files also contained data for assembly marks to be milled into 
each element’s surface, which clearly indicated element ID, 
orientation and the position at which they had to be welded 
together. This eliminated any need for measurements during 
the assembly and welding process. Only checking dimen-
sions were given for quality control. As a result, the welded 
node arm’s ends deviate less than 1 mm from the theoretical 
positions, despite their complex three-dimensional shape and 
wide variation in angles.
The use of computation extends beyond the design and fab-
rication stage. The coordination of elements arriving at a site 
is a massive logistical exercise. Set-up of a consistent marking 
system was one of the first considerations at the commence-
ment of the project. All suppliers were given listings to deliver 
their production elements in the right order and they received 
clear definitions about packing details to match the needs on 
site. Software supported the planning process as well as pro-
viding capability for of all sorts of volume surveys.
COnCLuSIOn
The dominant thought for most of the twentieth century was 
that only repetition could achieve economies of scale. With the 
development of advanced computation and digital fabrication, 
new possibilities have emerged to allow digital design to in-
terface with digital manufacturing and to allow production to 
be coordinated from file to factory to site. This is opening up 
Fig. 8: Performance test of node connection with six ETFE cushions with low 
negative pressure in the chamber and full wind deflection with an aircraft 
propeller simulated storm. (Photo: se-austria.)
Fig. 9: Photograph capturing an array of nodes stored on site awaiting  
installation. Clearly seen is the differentiation of node geometry and variation 
in number of connection arms. (Photo: Nigel Young / Foster + Partners.)
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the possibility for the production of differentiated geometries 
more economically.11 Yet when designing, we now find our-
selves on a threshold when it is not always possible to predict 
which route will offer greatest benefits. Often, it is a combina-
tion of both. Indeed, this project straddles between these two 
paradigms with design continuously negotiating between rep-
etition and differentiation in logics and form. 
The conundrum is that to optimise designs for fabrication, 
installation and quality of construction, it is necessary to care-
fully and deeply think through each step of the project’s full 
fabrication and installation process. For only with this insight 
is it possible to understand the full implications of the design 
and to determine the costs of production. Yet, at a time when 
digital fabrication technology is evolving fast and with each 
fabricator tuned in to different processes, it is often only once 
Fig. 10: Photograph capturing on-site installation process for nodes using  
crane and cherry picker. (Photo: Nigel Young / Foster + Partners.)
tender or sub-tender packages are awarded that designs can 
be genuinely optimised (re-designed) to take advantage of 
fabricators’ unique affordances. What is complex for one fab-
ricator is routine for another and vice versa. Design must ne-
gotiate its way whilst remembering that inevitably realisation 
still needs human hands for machining and installation. The 
investment in procedures that minimise the potential for mis-
takes and help organise on-site processes is therefore a key 
component of the project’s design thinking. 
For Wiehag, on-site installation began on site on 5 August 
2013 and the entire timber structure is scheduled to be com-
pleted by 14 February 2014, the time of the Fabricate Confer-
ence 2014. Installation of ETFE and other cladding elements by 
se-austria began at the end of September 2013 and will be com-
pleted ready for final handover scheduled for 4 April 2014.
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Fig. 1: A single, intricately detailed timber segment of the D1 canopies  
(see note 8 and fig. 11 ). More than 600 individual segments were  
parametrically modelled in Rhinoceros and brought into Lignocam  
for fabrication using a predecessor of Woodpecker. (designtoproduction.)
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bridging the gap From cad to cam:
concepts, caVeats and a new  
grasshopper plug-in
HAnnO STEHLInG, FAbIAn SCHEuRER (DESIGnTOpRODuCTIOn), JEAn ROuLIER (LIGnOCAM)
The advent of parametric modelling in architecture has opened up a whole new world to designers. By defining geometric 
dependencies instead of final shapes, highly complex structures can be described with justifiable effort, and breaking them down 
into thousands of individual components has become a manageable task even with standard CAD software. At the other end of  
the workflow, the same can be said for fabrication, where computer-controlled (CNC) machines produce customized parts at the speed 
and cost of serial production. However, even in the digital age the transition from design to manufacturing still is a weak link,  
at least when more complex operations and large quantities of individual components are required. This paper discusses workflows 
from CAD to CAM and CNC fabrication based on the example of the timber building sector. In the second part, a newly developed 
timber fabrication plug-in for the popular parametric modelling environment Grasshopper is presented.
InTRODuCTIOn
The advent of parametric modelling in architecture has opened 
up a whole new world to designers. By defining geometric de-
pendencies instead of final shapes, highly complex structures 
can be described with a justifiable effort, and breaking them 
down into thousands of individual components has become a 
manageable task even with standard CAD software.
At the other end of the workflow, the same can be said for 
fabrication, where computer-controlled (CNC) machines pro-
duce customised parts at the speed and cost of serial produc-
tion. However, even in the Digital Age, the transition from de-
sign to manufacturing is still a weak link, at least when more 
complex operations and large quantities of individual compo-
nents are required.
Uninterrupted digital chains from design models to ma-
chined parts are still largely limited to the academic field of 
research pavilions and the like, where the exact parameters of 
fabrication are known from the very beginning (or might even 
be the basis for the design), where tight feedback loops from 
fabrication back into design are unproblematic and where pro-
cesses are allowed to be highly experimental. In large-scale 
real-world projects none of this usually is the case.
This paper discusses the workflows from CAD to CAM and 
CNC fabrication based on the example of the timber building 
sector. In the second part, a newly developed timber fabrica-
tion plug-in for the popular parametric modelling environ-
ment Grasshopper is presented.
DIGITAL wORKFLOwS In TIMbER FAbRICATIOn
The timber sector has been pioneering digital fabrication in 
the building industry for the last two decades. Today CNC man-
ufacturing on three- and five-axis machines is very common, 
even in medium-scale carpentries, and specialised joinery ma-
chines are used to process beams. Due to their precision and 
efficiency, these machines have even managed to bring back 
traditional timber detailing like pegs, lap joints and dovetails, 
which had been almost completely replaced by fixing plates 
and other engineering solutions. Domain-specific CAD pro-
grams are tailored to support the traditional workflows and 
provide the necessary data for machining. While this works 
reasonably well for established timber construction systems, 
such as balloon and platform framing (and nowadays larg-
er prefabricated wall elements), the step from geometric def-
inition to execution on a CNC machine remains cumbersome 
when it comes to non-standard applications.
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FEATuRE RECOGnITIOn
The most common approach to bridging the gap from design 
to production is to define the final geometry of the parts to be 
produced in a CAD system and transfer it to the CAM software 
of choice; an undertaking that can be rather cumbersome by 
itself, depending on the geometry and the varying import/ex-
port capabilities of the software packages involved. The CAM 
system then uses feature recognition to generate machining 
data. During this procedure, the software automatically analy-
ses the model and decides which machining operations to ap-
ply to the given raw material in order to arrive at the desired 
final shape. While this has been proven to work for rather sim-
ple geometries, like roof trusses, it quickly becomes unfeas-
ible when things get more complex. The geometric informa-
tion alone becomes insufficient to deduce meaningful results 
(fig. 3). As a consequence, the features, which were already de-
fined as such in the CAD model, have to be respecified individ-
ually in a laborious manual process in the CAM model.
pROJECT-SpECIFIC InTERFACES
Where large quantities of individually shaped non-stand-
ard components are required, feature recognition is not re-
liable and manual job preparation is too laborious. However, 
when the components are the result of a parametric CAD mod-
el, chances are high that they all follow the same geometric 
rules and require similar sequences of machining operations 
for their production, even though they all look different. This 
opens the door to defining and implementing custom CAD-
CAM interfaces on a per-project basis.
Possibilities range from simply organising the geometric 
model in an agreed way in order to streamline the import pro-
cess up to programming custom post-processors that gener-
ate machine code directly from the CAD model. While the for-
mer can only reduce effort to a certain extent, as the interface 
Fig. 2: Examples of large-scale timber structures realised by means of parametric 
modelling and digital fabrication. From left to right: Centre Pompidou Metz  
(Shigeru Ban and Jean de Gastines, Metz 2010); Heasly Nine Bridges Golf Club  
(Shigeru Ban and KACI International, Yeoju 2009); Kilden Performing Arts Centre  
(ALA Architects, Kristiansand 2012). 
(Photos: top left: SJB Kempter Fitze, top center: Blumer-Lehmann,  
top right: Tuomas Uusheimo, bottom: designtoproduction.)
Fig. 3: A hole drilled through a straight beam can be easily recognised from its  
circular or elliptical edges. On a curved surface, however, the edges are distorted, 
making automatic recognition of the drilling much harder, not to mention more 
complex features like five-axis contours or situations with intersecting features. 
(Drawing by the authors.)
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is still a purely geometric model after all, the latter calls for 
extensive implementation and testing efforts per project and, 
most notably, requires that the exact fabrication machinery be 
known from the very beginning. In any case, this approach re-
quires close collaboration among all the parties involved and 
only becomes feasible when high numbers of pieces are in-
volved (fig. 5).
MACHInE-InDEpEnDEnT FEATuRE DESCRIpTIOnS
Concluding from the approaches presented above, two main 
requirements for the optimal CAD/CAM interface can be for-
mulated: First, it must be able to transport feature definitions 
in addition to the geometry, so that no information is lost on 
the way, in contrast to the feature recognition approach, where 
the knowledge used to create the feature on the CAD side is 
only implicitly passed on by the resulting geometry. Second, 
the definition of those features must be abstracted to a generic 
level where little to no information about the actual machining 
parameters is needed on the CAD side and the translation into 
machine-specific code is completely left to the CAM side, en-
suring both flexibility in the process and re us ability between 
projects. In other words, it must be a machine- independent 
feature description.
When talking about feature or process descriptions in the 
AEC industry, Industry Foundation Classes (IFCs) spring to 
mind. They are an established ISO standard and, since the re-
Fig. 4: Digital fabrication workflow using project-specific interfaces 
or custom post-processors. (Drawing by the authors.) 
Fig. 5: The timber façade of the Kilden Performing Arts Centre comprises three different 
kinds of timber components. While feature recognition could be employed for the 
straight primary beams, the curved and extensively detailed secondary beams were 
transported as CAD models specifically conditioned for the timber fabricator. For the 
rather simple, but numerous oak cladding boards, machine code was directly exported 
from the CAD model, avoiding CAM software altogether.1 (designtoproduction.)
Fig. 6: Digital fabrication workflow using a machine-independent 
feature description. (Drawing by the authors.)
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lease of IFC4 in March 2013, are able to deal with NURBS geom-
etry.2 However, IFCs are centred on Building Information Mod-
elling (BIM) and thus provide exchange format definitions for 
construction and facility management, but not for material-
specific fabrication of individual parts. While it would prob-
ably be possible to build a timber fabrication interface on top 
of IFC, this effort would lead to severe overhead for software 
implementations and unnecessarily complex definitions with-
in the files.
A second approach to generic fabrication information is 
STEP-NC. This extension of the STEP ISO standard was de-
veloped in 1999 with the goal of providing generic, machine- 
independent fabrication information.3 However, its scope still 
is heavy on the machining side of the process. The tool to use 
and the corresponding toolpaths have to be defined; ‘machine- 
independent’ in this context means that the format defines 
tool movement instead of machine axis movement.4 Further-
more, at least up to now, development has been focused on 
steel processing.
In order to be efficiently usable for timber fabrication, a 
data format must contain definitions for timber-specific fea-
tures such as lap joints and be able to deal with timber-specif-
ic material parameters such as the notion of a fibre direction. 
Additionally, it should be machine-independent in the sense 
of ‘tool-independent’, leaving the actual selection of a specific 
tool and the generation of appropriate tool paths to the CAM 
software in order to keep a clear distinction between CAD and 
CAM. This is all achieved by the Building Transfer Language 
(BTL) which will be described in more detail in the following 
section.
buILDInG TRAnSFER LAnGuAGE (bTL)
The Building Transfer Language (BTL) is a data exchange for-
mat specifically developed for timber fabrication. It is being 
developed and maintained through a consortium formed by 
timber construction software developers SEMA and cadwork. 
The format’s origin goes back to a master’s thesis initiated by 
SEMA in 1992. As of June 2013, BTL exists in version 10.6, featur-
ing 46 individual machining operations or ‘processings’ from 
generic cuts and drillings to highly specific dovetail mortises 
or block house half-laps.
BTL is deliberately not machine-specific. The processings 
are defined through their results, not through the actual ma-
chining processes (fig. 7). Hence, the precise machining envir-
onment need not be known at the time of creation of the BTL 
file. Accordingly, BTL still needs a CAM processor to render it 
into machine-specific fabrication information.
It is precisely this position in the digital fabrication process 
that makes BTL a good match for the building industry, where 
detail development and CAD modelling are typically executed 
by a party other than job preparation for actual fabrication.
Though further development of BTL is maintained by the 
consortium, it is an open standard in terms of open (and free) 
use and implementation. The complete reference, including 
the file format description and detailed explanations of all de-
fined processings, can be obtained online.5
wOODpECKER – bTL ExpORT FOR GRASSHOppER
The BTL format has been adopted by numerous timber con-
struction and CAM software packages. However, for the fab-
rication of geometrically complex structures with parametri-
cally defined parts and details, the problem of how to transfer 
feature information from the parametric CAD model into the 
timber-specific digital chain remains.
And this is where Woodpecker comes into play: Woodpeck-
er is a BTL export plug-in for the parametric modelling envir-
onment Grasshopper 6 by McNeel, which itself is an extension 
of their CAD software Rhinoceros.7 It is being developed by the 
digital fabrication consultancy designtoproduction on behalf 
of the CAM software developer Lignocam.
Fig. 7: BTL definition of a slot. While it is complete in terms of geometry, it is  
not machine-specific and does not contain information about which tool to use. 
(design2machine.)
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Fig. 8: The CAD application Rhinoceros (outer window) acts as host platform for  
the parametric modeller Grasshopper (inner window), which in turn is extended  
by the Woodpecker plug-in (visible as a tab page with tool icons in the upper part  
of the Grasshopper window). (Screenshot by the authors.)
Fig. 10: For the definition of five-axis contours, edges can be taken directly  
from the final volume. Combined with the raw (bounding box) volume  
of the piece, a set of information sufficient for digital fabrication is formed.  
(Screenshot by the authors.)
Fig. 9: A volumetric CAD model of a workpiece is being enriched with  
fabrication information through Woodpecker. (Screenshot by the authors.) 
Through Woodpecker, fabrication features can be defined 
directly in the CAD model, thereby combining the geometric 
and parametric capabilities of a powerful modelling environ-
ment with the timber-specific functionality usually found only 
in specialised timber fabrication software. 
uSE CASES
Two main use cases have been identified:
use case i: exporting an existing cad model
The first use case describes a situation where fabrication fea-
tures are being defined for an existing CAD model of unspeci-
fied origin. The model is imported into Rhinoceros, where-
upon Woodpecker is used to manually define features based 
on the geometry. In the end, a BTL file is exported.
This approach is admittedly not so different from the one 
described under ‘Feature Recognition’ above, to be more 
precise, from the case where automatic feature recognition 
fails and features have to be manually assigned, and indeed 
Rhinoceros/ Woodpecker merely take on the role of timber fab-
rication software. Therefore, this use case should not be seen 
as an example of an optimal digital workflow, but as a solution 
for a situation in which ‘dumb’ (i.e. purely geometric) models 
already exist and have to be further processed. How ever, 
one major advantage remains: while most timber construc-
tion software packages are still not able to work with NURBS 
geometry, Woodpecker can resort to the geometric capabil-
ities of the NURBS modeller Rhinoceros, making it the superior 
option when it comes to free-form geometry.
use case ii: extending a parametric model  
into Fabrication
The second use case describes the export of BTL data from a 
parametric model built with Grasshopper. This is where Wood-
pecker can really play out its strength. Because all the opera-
tions in BTL are defined by reference geometry (e.g. drill axes, 
cutting planes, etc.) and the same holds true for most paramet-
ric models, it typically takes very little effort to extend a model 
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into fabrication. All the features are basically already defined, 
only instead of creating volumetric representations and sub-
tracting them from the work piece (as would be done in order 
to get a volumetric model of the resulting geometry) the ref-
erence geometry is fed into Woodpecker components render-
ing it into BTL data. Depending on data organisation within the 
Grasshopper model, Woodpecker can export single BTL files or 
whole folders with reasonably named files.
CuRREnT STATuS AnD OuTLOOK
In its first version, Woodpecker covers the most important and 
most generic BTL operations: Drilling, Cut, Slot, Pocket and – 
most notably – Free Contour (five-axis milling along a ruled 
surface). With these, almost all cases can already be covered. 
In future versions, more operations will be added.
As it is brand-new, there are as yet no built examples made 
with Woodpecker. However, the underlying BTL generation 
code has proven itself in large-scale timber projects (figs. 11–13).
Woodpecker can be obtained for free from food4rhino.com, 
the central platform for plug-ins for Rhinoceros and Grasshop-
per. A similarly free BTL Viewer can be installed in order to in-
spect generated BTL files with no timber construction or CAM 
software at hand.
With Woodpecker, designers can already reconcile their 
parametric models with the requirements of digital fabrica-
tion at early stages of the process (see use case II). Timber fab-
ricators also have new ways of processing complex geometries 
(see use case I), along with the opportunity to become more 
familiar with the principles of parametric design and detailing. 
So ultimately, Woodpecker will hopefully aid in further con-
verging the realms of digital design and professional timber 
fabrication.
Fig. 11: The four timber canopies surrounding the D1 Tower 8 were modelled  
in Rhinoceros and brought into Lignocam for fabrication using a predecessor  
of Woodpecker. (Hess Timber, Rensteph Thompson.)
Fig. 12: The single-curved beams feature five-axis contours and a wide variety  
of different drillings, slots and pockets. (Hess Timber.)
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Fig. 13: The same beam in its BTL representation, shown in the BTL viewer.  
(Screenshot by the authors.)
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Fig. 1: Entrance by night.  
(Photo: Grandy Lui.)
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building simplexity:
golden moon, 2012 mid-autumn  
FestiVal lantern wonderland
KRISTOF CROLLA (THE CHInESE unIvERSITy OF HOnG KOnG)
Golden Moon by the Laboratory for Explorative Architecture & Design Ltd. (LEAD) was a temporary architectural structure that 
explored how Hong Kong’s unique building traditions can be combined with contemporary design techniques in the creation of  
a highly expressive and captivating public event space. It was the winning entry for the Lantern Wonderland Design Competition, 
organised by the Hong Kong Tourism Board for the 2012 Mid-Autumn Festival, and was on display for six days in Victoria Park.  
Built in eleven days, the project shows how, through a combination of digital design technology and traditional craftsmanship, 
complex geometry can be built at high speed and low cost with the simplest of means. In addition, it displays how opportunities  
arise for traditional craftsmanship to adapt productively to current competitive building environments, through the use of 
computational tools.
InTRODuCTIOn 
Digital design techniques have radically expanded the design 
solution space available to architects. Not only have compu-
tational methods given access to geometries previously con-
sidered impractical to develop, control, or communicate, they 
have opened the door to an unprecedented exploration of ar-
chitectural form, in addition to liberating virtual environ-
ments from trivial restrictions like gravity, material thickness, 
or fabrication limitations. However, as the architectural pro-
fession has been increasingly saturated with digital design 
proposals, a disjunction has appeared between the prolifer-
ation of digital design and fabrication technologies and their 
concrete application on site. Especially in China, the increas-
ing pressure from limited on-site resources, skills, and time, 
has created a gap between the realities of the virtual and built 
environments. 
This paper 1 uses the case study of the Golden Moon – 2012 
Mid-Autumn Festival Lantern Wonderland in Hong Kong to ad-
vocate a grounding of the digital paradigm in the reality of the, 
in this case, South-East Asian contractor space.
COnTExT
The Mid-Autumn Festival is one of the most important Chinese 
festivals for Hong Kong, as it is traditionally a time when fam-
ilies gather under the full moon to celebrate a good harvest. 
The Hong Kong Tourism Board has been organising a Mid-Au-
tumn Festival for many years to promote this event to overseas 
visitors. The celebrations include an annual design competi-
tion to build a Lantern Wonderland as a highlight for this festi-
val, aiming to showcase the uniqueness of the city as a world-
class capital and to encourage local creativity.
The Golden Moon was proposed for the 2012 competition. 
Its concept revisits the notion of a Chinese lantern and makes 
a direct link to the legend of Chang’e (嫦 娥), the Moon God-
dess of Immortality, two elements strongly associated with the 
Mid-Autumn Festival. According to the very popular romantic 
story, Chang’e lives on the Moon, away from her husband Houyi 
(后 羿) who lives on Earth. The couple can only meet on the 
night of the Mid-Autumn Festival when the moon is at its full-
est and most beautiful. To symbolise the passionate love burn-
ing between the reunited couple that day, a six- storey- high, 
spherical moon lantern was proposed, clad with abstracted 
flames in fiery colours and patterns.2
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Only three months before the opening date, the Golden 
Moon was announced as the competition winner. This im-
posed a nearly impossible schedule to realise the project: 
Three weeks were available to prepare the legally required, 
four-week-long public tender process, which led to the ap-
pointment of the main contractor five weeks before the festi-
val opening date. Of these five weeks, three were available for 
prefabrication and only eleven days were allowed for on-site 
construction.
COMpOnEnTS
Due to limited time and budget, the construction of the Golden 
Moon appropriated craftsmanship and construction method-
ologies readily available within China’s Pearl River Delta and 
Hong Kong. Traditional materials for making lanterns, such as 
translucent fabric, metal wire and bamboo, were translated to 
a large scale. A lightweight steel geodesic dome formed the 
pavilion’s primary structure and was the basis for a computer-
generated grid wrapped around it. This grid was materialised 
through a secondary bamboo structure, which was then clad 
with stretch fabric flames, lit up by animated LED lights.3 
steel geodesic dome
The primary structure was a steel geodesic dome with bent 
ribs and a twenty-metre diameter. This freestanding dome 
gave both form and stability to the installation and was mount-
ed onto a steel base structure. On top of this base structure, a 
circular concrete slab was placed as ballast since no anchoring 
in the ground was allowed. This concrete slab forms the basis 
of the central viewing platform.
Procedural modelling tools were applied for both the cal-
culation and optimisation of the structure, and for the quick 
and accurate generation of workshop drawings for all steel 
components. These were manufactured in the back of a ship-
yard in Guangzhou that usually churns out up to twenty 200-m 
long container ships per year. By using induction heaters, fol-
lowed by manually calibrated rolls, over ninety steel pipes with 
a diameter of 150 mm, and measuring more than six metres in 
length, were gently bent into shape. Using nothing but cold 
water, a fan, a blowtorch and, as a template, an improvised 
support structure that followed some guide curves sketched 
on the ground, all bending inaccuracies were subsequently 
manually removed from the curved members. 
All steel members and node plates were then labelled ac-
cording to the computer model. Additionally, the hundreds of 
connection points between the steel structure and the second-
Fig. 2: Main components:  
1) Steel geodesic dome,  
2) Two kilometres of bent bamboo,  
3) 475 stretch fabric flames. 
Fig. 3: Installation of geodesic steel dome  
structure. (Photo: Laboratory for Explorative  
Architecture & Design Ltd.)
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ary bamboo diagrid were manually marked up and numbered, 
carefully following a simplified drawing set that was extracted 
from the digital file.
bamboo substructure
For the materialisation of the secondary structure, the project 
merged digital design techniques with a highly intuitive and 
centuries-old form of Cantonese craftsmanship: the building 
of bamboo scaffolding.
The bamboo structure follows a swooping diagrid that 
is based on algorithms that produce purity and repetition 
around the equator and imperfection and approximation at the 
poles. This gradual change in geometry creates a very dynam-
ic space that draws spectators’ views up towards the oculus of 
the dome. By putting the axis of this cladding grid at an angle, 
rather than vertical, the interior space gets an asymmetric di-
rectionality. This motion is reinforced by the entrance, which 
is placed at the bottom of this tilted axis to allow people into 
the sphere. 
Traditionally, Hong Kong’s bamboo scaffolding construc-
tion is never based on conventional plans or drawings. It is a 
high-speed, intuitive and imprecise construction method that 
follows a set of basic principles and rules, allowing the crafts-
men to respond to the varying material properties of bamboo 
and to the differing site conditions. The challenge in this pro-
ject was to create a flexible set-up that would allow the instal-
lation of an exact, abstract, digital design from bent bamboo 
sticks of varying lengths, thickness and flexibility, with a tol-
erance of up to ten to fifteen centimetres. This was done by 
creating a work flow that involved the labelling of intercon-
nected bamboo sticks, which were joined together to create 
curves of up to forty metres in length. All intersection points 
with the steel structure and between the two directions of the 
grid were manually marked on the bamboo, following sim-
plified drawings and data extracted from the computer mod-
els. Where possible, stick thicknesses were selected based on 
bending radii. Traditional scaffolding knots made from black 
plastic wires were used to tie the grid together and fix it onto 
the steel base structure. 
stretch Fabric Flames
For the stretch fabric flames, flexible connection details were 
designed in collaboration with fabric and bamboo specialists. 
These details use bamboo sticks as fabric straighteners, and 
cable binders as connectors, in order to allow a flexible con-
nection to the bamboo diagrid. Combined with the fabric’s 
Fig. 4: Intersections between primary  
and secondary structure. 
Fig. 5: Installation of secondary bamboo  
substructure. (Photo: Laboratory for Explorative  
Architecture & Design Ltd.)
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stretching properties, this method enabled the flames’ hy-
perbolic paraboloidal shapes to absorb the aforementioned 
geometry deviations of the substructure, which became an 
on-site installation guide.
In response to this flexible detail, optimisation scripts were 
developed to reduce the 475 unique flame geometries into just 
ten different types, an amount deemed feasible for fabrication 
in the time available. These ten shapes were selected algorith-
mically to fit the total number of required flame geometries as 
closely as possible, while remaining within the stretch bound-
aries of the fabric. 
All fabric flames had their tips connected to continuous 
metal wires that run from the base all the way to the top pole of 
the dome. With these wires, all the flames can quickly be fold-
ed open and tied to the bamboo substructure to reduce wind 
loads in case of typhoons.
Eight different, highly saturated colours were used for the 
flames.4 The colours ranged gradually from ivory and yellow 
to intense orange, red and deep Bordeaux. The brightest col-
ours were used at the tilted base, whereas the darkest colours 
were applied at the top pole, where they, combined with the 
more scrambled geometry, made the geometric patterns dis-
integrate into the black night sky. Together with the lighting 
(see below), the colouration of the pavilion amplified the oth-
erworldly experience of a Lantern Wonderland. 
led lighting
Over 10,000 individually controllable LED lights were in-
stalled along the bamboo ribs of the diagrid, turning the lan-
tern into a gigantic spherical screen. This screen played a daz-
zling light and sound spectacle, composed by a local LED artist. 
The show consisted of a main, fully pre-choreographed part 
of three minutes, alternated with a twelve-minute intermezzo. 
The three-minute part used large-scale patterns, designed 
specific ally to be comprehensive from a distance where the 
dome can be seen as an isolated object. Inside the dome, these 
patterns became more abstract and submerged people into an 
alternative world of sound, light and colour. The twelve-minute 
intermezzo used non-linear, non-repeating colour patterns 
derived from virtual ‘agents’ or ‘boids’ that generated flock-
ing patterns similar to those found in nature in schools of fish 
or flocks of birds. This gave the pavilion the impression of be-
ing ‘alive’ and created varied user experiences throughout the 
evening as the lantern became hyperactive around its peak 
times, and calmed down towards the end.
Fig. 7: Installation of stretch fabric flames.  
(Photo: Kevin Ng.)
Fig. 6: 475 unique flames.
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Fig. 8: LED light show. (Photo: Grandy Lui.)
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notes
1 The Golden Moon was presented as a project paper at the 
CAADRIA 2013 conference: Kristof Crolla, ‘Golden Moon – Hong Kong 
2012 Mid-Autumn Festival Lantern Wonderland’, in Rudi Stouffs, 
Patrick Janssen, Stanislav Roudavski, Bige Tunçer, eds., Open Systems: 
Proceedings of the 18th International Conference on Computer-
Aided Architectural Design Research in Asia (CAADRIA 2013), 2013, 
The Association for Computer-Aided Architectural Design Research  
in Asia (CAADRIA), Hong Kong, and Center for Advanced Studies  
in Architecture (CASA), Department of Architecture-NUS, Singapore, 
pp. 751–4. A previous version of this paper is included in the 
proceedings of the DADA2013 International Conference on Digital 
Architecture, held at Tsinghua University, Beijing, China. Kristof 
Crolla, ‘Building Simplexity – The Expansion of Digital Design into 
“Contractor Space”’, in Weixin Huang, Yanchuan Liu, Yanchuan Xu, 
eds., Digital Infiltration & Parametricism: Proceedings of the 
DADA2013 International Conference on Digital Architecture, 2013 
(Beijing: Tsinghua University Publishing House, 2013), pp. 30–40.
2 The project was originally titled Burning Moon. Unlike in Western 
cultures, where fire and heat are related to passion and love, Eastern 
cultures see burning as either destructive or in the context of a 
religious offering. Therefore, upon the client’s request, the name 
Burning Moon was changed to Golden Moon.
3 All materials were recycled upon demolition.
4 The original design was meant to use only white fabric. This was 
deemed impossible, as in Chinese cultures white lanterns are only 
used for funerals.
5 ‘The demise of the skilled craftsperson is one instance in the 
ongoing transfer of economic and political power from those who 
work with their hands to the privileged class of “symbolic analysts” 
who manipulate information.’ Dan Willis and Todd Woodward, 
‘Diminishing Difficulty: Mass Customization and the Digital Production 
of Architecture’, in Robert Corser, ed., Fabricating Architecture: 
Selected Readings in Digital Design and Manufacturing (New York: 
Princeton Architectural Press, 2010), p. 195.
COnCLuSIOn
In spite of automation and the prolific use of computer con-
trolled fabrication methods and robotics, the act of construct-
ing a building remains a largely human enterprise. This project 
shows how, through a combination of state-of-the-art digital 
design technology and traditional hand craftsmanship, com-
plex geometry can be built at high speed and low cost with the 
simplest of means.
Built in a mere eleven days and on display for only six, the 
Golden Moon was visited by over 400,000 visitors. By using 
the hugely popular Mid-Autumn Festival to present an alterna-
tive spatial experience to the citizens of Hong Kong, the pro-
ject introduced people to a culturally and ecologically sustain-
able architectural design approach that boldly contrasted with 
the generic concrete jungle of Hong Kong. 
Moreover, the project demonstrated how traditional cul-
tures and craftsmanship can adapt and re-invent themselves 
in order to overcome the pressure from contemporary alter-
natives – in this case, steel scaffolding. Rather than rendering 
the skilled building trades obsolete,5 computational power, if 
strategically integrated into the construction process, can be 
combined with serendipitous occurrences during construc-
tion, which can bring an unpredictable, yet unique added value 
to the final work. By using computational tools to expand the 
bamboo scaffolding, craftsmanship’s role was allowed to 
evolve from being purely supportive to being integrated into 
the actual final architectural piece, and in a locally rooted 
and ecological tradition, possibly safeguarding its sustainable 
future. 
key project details & credits
dates: 27 September 2012 to 2 October 2012
loCation: Victoria Park, Hong Kong
CoMpetition design teaM: Kristof Crolla of LEAD and Adam Fingrut
projeCt ManageMent teaM: Kristof Crolla, Sebastien Delagrange, 
Dannes Kok, Kenneth Cheung and Yi Sa Chan of the Laboratory for 
Explorative Architecture & Design Ltd. (LEAD), with Nicholas Benner, 
Chris Lee (Anthropods Associates Ltd.), Paulina Lau (APT Engineering 
Consultant Ltd.)
ConstruCtion: Free Form Construction Co. Ltd. (main contractor), 
Fonkwang Development Ltd.,and Guangzhou Shipyard Company Ltd. 
(steel), Wing Yick Scaffolders (bamboo), Wings Design Production 
Ltd. (fabric), LED Artist (LED)
light & sound design: LED Artist
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speCial thanKs to: Mason Hung, Helen Chiu, Joanne Poon,  
Rob May, Matthew Melnyk 
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Fig. 9: Golden Moon vs. Hong Kong.  
(Photo: Kevin Ng.)
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Fig. 1: The Leadenhall Building, currently under construction in London,  
viewed from Leadenhall Street. 
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the leadenhall building: 
design For Fabrication-digital 
workFlow and downstream  
Fabrication system
DIRK KROLIKOwSKI (ROGERS STIRK HARbOuR + pARTnERS / unIvERSITy COLLEGE LOnDOn),
DAMIAn ELEy (ARup GROup LTD)
Through the introduction of advanced digital tools, such as sophisticated information modelling and robotic fabrication methods 
into the workflow, designers have gained increased control over the final fabrication of components and the interface definition  
of the assembly. The paper discusses the investigation and findings on the integration of digital tools into the project The Leadenhall 
Building, a 51-storey office building by Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners with Krolikow as engineers. In particular, it discusses the 
implementation of digital tools throughout the advanced design workflow and digital fabrication of the Megaframe: a highly custom-
ised main stability system. The paper concludes with observations on downstream aspects, such as the way in which advanced 
CAD-CAM, including robotic milling, plays a key role in digital design and fabrication.
InTRODuCTIOn
The Leadenhall Building, designed by architects Rogers Stirk 
Harbour + Partners (Design Director: Graham Stirk) in cooper-
ation with the engineering services group, Arup, is a 51-storey 
office building in the centre of the city of London currently 
under construction. With approximately 85% of the value 
of the building fabricated off site, it is an exemplary case of 
prefabrication supported by sophisticated interdisciplin-
ary digit al modelling processes. The structure reached full 
height in June 2013 and the building is due for completion in 
the summer of 2014. Due to the size of the project team, the 
number of software tools employed was vast and eclectic. The 
challenge was how to develop a digital workflow that would 
integrate a scattered software ecology in a multi-model en-
vironment. A major subject of practice-led research and in-
novation throughout the process was the exposed structural 
stability system: the Megaframe, a highly architectural and 
customised external main stability system, unprecedented at 
this scale for an occupied building. The desired level of inter-
disciplinary integration made it necessary to develop a digital 
prototype, capturing design team knowledge and serving as 
a means to test and develop the system to the highest com-
prehensive level achievable, thus facilitating the successful 
Fig. 2: Lifting operations take place 24/7. Most large elements are assembled during  
the night shift, as day traffic does not allow delivery of the 27 m long columns.  
Due to the high degree of prefabrication, the superstructure was erected  
in 16 months. The first superstructure elements arrived on site in January 2012.
integration of architecture and engineering throughout the 
advanced design workflow and the digital fabrication of the 
structure (figs. 1, 2).
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THE DEvELOpMEnT OF THE ExTERnAL STRuCTuRAL  
STEELwORK SySTEM (MEGAFRAME)
The main structural stability system of the Leadenhall Build-
ing is a tapered braced tube, referred to as the Megaframe. The 
external system is subdivided into eight 28 m high ‘mega-lev-
els’, each consisting of seven storeys of office space, accumu-
lating to an overall height of 224 m. The overall steel tonnage 
of the building is 18,000 metric tons, including substructure 
and temporary works. The design research was driven by the 
aim to integrate structural and architectural performance to 
the highest possible degree, something unprecedented at this 
scale. The fact that the structural system is not clad but exter-
nal, forming an important part of the architecture, led to the 
attitude that ‘architectural steelwork is structural steelwork 
and vice versa’. The resulting requirements not only triggered 
a high degree of research and pioneering for the development 
of the final geometry and its components, it was also depend-
ent on the development of particularly integrated design team 
workflow methods. 
base geometry
The Megaframe base geometry has undergone an extensive 
variant study. Architecturally, the geometry is driven by floor 
heights, footprint, cladding grid and planning requirements. 
The distinctive taper of the frame geometry derives from a 
view corridor restriction towards St. Paul’s Cathedral, which 
was designed by Sir Christopher Wren. Tapering the building 
assures compliance with view corridor requirements, while al-
lowing sufficient floor space at upper levels with higher lease 
returns. During an analysis of alternative geometry configur-
ations, it became clear that the presence of vertical columns 
within the flank and north elevations of the building improved 
the overall efficiency of the structure, spreading the loads 
more equally. However, the south elevation, carrying much 
less load, remained without vertical columns, requiring the di-
agonals to act as vertical load-bearing elements and diagonal 
bracing members at the same time. As a strategy for the struc-
tural response to vertical load accumulation, structural mem-
ber envelope sizes remain constant throughout the height of 
the building, but vary greatly in individual plate thicknesses of 
the individual subassemblies. This led to a highly differentiat-
ed and customised system (fig. 3). 
deVelopment oF the mega-nodes
A key driver for the component design of the Megaframe was 
the ‘kit-of-parts’ approach, whereby every element shares a 
developed overarching tectonic logic, which is brought about 
through an intensive dialogue amongst all participants, but 
mainly architect, engineer and fabricator. In order to help the 
architect and engineer understand downstream parameters 
such as fabrication limitations and constraints governed by 
actual assembly, fabricators were engaged through pre-con-
struction service agreements (PCSA) from early scheme stage, 
which proved to be key to the development of the design. Over-
all, the perimeter Megaframe consists of approx. 575 individ-
ual parts encompassing varying plate thicknesses, incoming 
member angles, connection and façade interface requirements 
(figs. 4–7).
These elements vary in weight from 12 to 60 tons and in-
corporate plates with thicknesses from 25 mm to 180 mm. In 
particular, the ‘mega node’ connections have been the subject 
of many years of intensive research and development. There 
is no precedent known to the authors for this kind of external 
structural detailing system. In order to achieve a consistent, 
systemised approach to the highly differentiated and cus-
tomised external frame, typological node connections have 
Fig. 3: The base geometry of the Megaframe with analysis diagrams by Arup  
describing the development of the geometric layout; they illustrate that  
an introduction of columns to the flank and north elevations of the building  
reduced the eccentricity effects of the asymmetric geometry significantly,  
spreading the loads more equally. 
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Fig. 5: All node types have sub-variants. The illustration shows the final fabrication 
models of node 7 types, which all incorporate varying plate thicknesses and  
bolt layout. Plate thicknesses typically decrease over the height of the building. 
This approach led to a large number of individually tailored components.  
The final model was used to automatically generate over 8000 drawings required 
for fabrication and assembly. 
Fig. 4: Node type 7, which occurs on the inclined south façade; the complex 
façade interface had to be considered part of the architectural requirements.
Fig. 6: Node type 7 in fabrication. Node 7 incorporates the thickest  
plate sizes of the entire Megaframe (180 mm).
Fig. 7: Node type 7 assembled and forming part of the inclined south face.
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been driving and informing the individual instances of a node. 
These node connections have been geometrically defined by 
rules that establish them as a family of components, sharing 
the same emerged tectonic language and logic. The compo-
nent family has 11 node types with individual subtypes. These 
types do not vary in terms of member envelope sizes, but 
respond to varying structural requirements, due to vertical 
load accumulation, by varying the individual flange and web 
dimensions as well as the grade of steel. This strategy results 
in a large number of individually tailored components. 
Innovative design team strategies, e.g. workflow, review 
procedures, have been key to facilitating the refinement and 
verification of design data. The achieved result, with a view to 
accuracy (elimination of error) and extremely short through-
put time, highlights the importance of a digital prototype for 
robotic fabrication and assembly.
DIGITAL pROTOTypInG
Digital tools and the actual implementation thereof have been 
a key aspect and an area of investigation throughout the en-
tire design process and fabrication. Early system design was 
carried out through the evaluation of prototype variants of the 
Megaframe system, which were tested globally with engineer-
ing analysis tools in an automated optimisation process. Dif-
ferent global arrangements were tested at first, and then vari-
ous options for section shape within the preferred geometry. 
A parametric approach was taken, in which different varia-
bles, such as overall column width, could be tested for relative 
structural efficiency. Each option was optimised through an it-
erative process in which the results of the structural analysis 
were processed through bespoke design routines in order to 
identify the minimum plate thickness requirements for every 
section. These were then fed back into the analysis model to 
generate a new set of design actions, and the process repeated 
Fig. 8: Architectural model of node 6. The geometry is driven by concurrent  
analysis. GC was used to capture geometric logic and update the model  
with plate thicknesses that changed throughout the design process. The analysis,  
with gradually increasing levels of sophistication, defined the geometry  
in keeping with an emerged tectonic language.
Fig. 9: Node 6 after the application of finishes, ready for component sign-off.
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until convergence was reached. The output in turn was archi-
tecturally verified with an early-stage information model that 
finally, over many model generations, became a comprehen-
sive digital prototype, which was required in order to develop 
the complex system (figs. 8, 9).
best oF breed
Component design required a more refined, pioneering ap-
proach for model verification. Sophisticated system analysis 
suggested a ‘Best of Breed’ approach to the modelling tools 
employed in order to address the various data analysis needs 
of design team members. The ‘Best of Breed’ approach to digi-
tal tool choice has so far succeeded over integrated systems 
as individual systems offer broader functionality. To be able 
to use this approach, it has been observed that it is key to un-
derstanding the individual digital tools involved. As a conse-
quence, large project teams generated an ‘ecology’ of software 
tools, each with individual outputs. To establish a consistent 
digital workflow, a comprehensive strategy must be developed 
to enable system verification to be undertaken in the multi-
model environment generated by the aforementioned ecology 
of software tools. Therefore, the tools involved have been an-
alysed and mapped in order to understand their compatibility 
and foresee potential workflow issues (fig. 10). 
digital workFlow
A comprehensive digital tool ecology requires a distilled and 
refined digital workflow amongst design team members to 
achieve a format-independent approach. Figure 11 captures a 
conceptual example of the design and digital workflow that 
has been developed that allows the re-evaluation and calibra-
tion of design team data in a multi-model environment. Basic 
parameters are a shared model space and data structures are 
conventions. Throughout the model’s evolution, downstream 
aspects of fabrication and assembly could be considered dur-
ing concurrent design activities. These aspects included de-
sign space considerations such as available robotic milling 
equipment, availability of thick plate material and weldabil-
ity of overall node assemblies. This downstream knowledge 
was harvested and introduced into the workflow via the PCSA, 
which was in place to facilitate the designers’ understand-
ing of production system performance and the technologies 
involved. 
Due to the nature of the Megaframe, it was clear that allow-
ing interdisciplinary non-linear design exploration through-
out the process was paramount. Parametric modelling of geo-
metric as well as non-geometric data models allowed feedback 
loops. Furthermore, it increased flexibility in testing, proto-
typing and evaluating variants while capturing developed de-
sign logic. Several model generations enabled a refinement of 
data and analysis methods, which was key to accomplishing 
the best results (fig. 11). 
Fig. 11: Diagram of workflow for model sign-off.
Fig. 10: An accurate map of the software technologies involved and their compatibility 
helps forecast workflow issues; this map is dynamic and changes throughout the 
design process.
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Final Fabrication-model generation and Fabrication
The final generation of information models was fabricator-
led and underwent a two-stage sign-off procedure. The first 
stage entailed material take-off models with a defined geom-
etry, while the second stage required a phased final fabrica-
tion model, including all secondary design connections. Dur-
ing approval, continuous geometry and interface checks were 
carried out. For sign-off, specialised finite element (FE) analy-
sis software (Nastran) was employed, which linked to the Tek-
la fabrication model. Rhino and ANSYS facilitated the meshing 
process required for FE analysis.
At this stage, these tools were used, for example, to refine the 
weld design and evaluate decisions taken for the secondary con-
nection design and their potential impact on the flow of forces 
through the Megaframe components. Exact assumptions of fab-
rication system performance in upstream design processes re-
sulted in a minimal degree of model re-calibration. The informa-
tion handling methods developed by the design team enabled 
a holistically informed, interdisciplinary design process lead-
ing to a comprehensive virtual prototype. The importance of 
upstream design activities, taking fabrication parameters into 
account, significantly reduced throughput time, realising value 
through minimising or even eliminating error. Amongst others, 
these parameters were the weldability of plate assemblies, avail-
ability of plate thicknesses, robotic milling design space and 
crane capacities for assembly. The integration of robotic milling 
into the fabrication process decreased system complexity sig-
nificantly by reducing fabrication tolerances (figs. 12–14).
‘ACTIvE ALIGnMEnT’: An ObSERvATIOnAL FEEDbACK 
MECHAnISM
The erection of the Megaframe had to take the movements of 
the structure under gravity into account, which included lat-
eral sway. These movements were too large to be allowed to 
accumulate and suggested that some form of presetting was 
required. An innovative tracking method using digital laser 
plumbing methods was developed that allowed adjustments to 
the entire geometry to be made in direct response to the ac-
tual movements after the structure had been erected. Known 
as ‘active alignment’, this process involved the temporary fit-
ting of hydraulic jacks to diagonal members of the east and 
west faces to open the connections and make adjustments that 
pulled the building to the south. This observational approach 
was facilitated by computational analysis tools predicting 
movement behaviour and achieved much greater precision in 
the presetting of the structure than would have been possible 
using a traditional presetting approach. The computational 
movement analysis data was regularly combined with actual 
movements observed on site in order to predict the final geom-
etry of the yet unbuilt structure.
Fig. 12: Subassembly in finishing pass with robotic milled endplates. After the  
welding process, the complete node is offered up to a multi-axis milling robot and 
endplates are machined to exactly match the fabrication model. This eliminates  
the tolerances introduced by geometric distortions caused by induced heat. 
Fig. 13: Early architectural model, FE analysis model and final fabrication model 
of a flank node 5.
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project details and credits
building: The Leadenhall Building 
FunCtion: Office development  
arChiteCt: Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners,  
Design Director: Graham Stirk 
struCtural engineers: Arup 
ContraCtor: Watson Steel Structures (steelwork fabricator),  
Laing O’Rourke (main contractor) 
loCation: 122 Leadenhall Street, London, United Kingdom 
Client: British Land 
praCtiCal CoMpletion: June 2013: topping-out, mid-2014: practical 
completion 
tonnage steelworK: overall ca. 18,000 metric tons (including 
substructure) 
area: 55,740 m2 
Fig. 14: Node 5 assembled on site.
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Fig. 1: RDM vault.
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Fabricating architectural Volume:
stereotomic inVestigations  
in robotic craFt
JELLE FERInGA, ASbJøRn SønDERGA ARD
The 2011 Fabricate conference inspired a number of collaborations; this article seeks to highlight three of these. There is a common 
thread amongst the projects presented: sharing the ambition to close the rift between design and fabrication while incorporating 
structural design aspects early on. The development of fabrication techniques in the work presented is considered an inherent  
part of architectural design and shares the aspiration of developing approaches to manufacturing architecture that are scalable  
to architectural proportions1 and of practical relevance.
RDM vAuLT
The RDM vault presents a collaboration between Matthias 
Rippmann 2 and Silvan Oesterle,3 initiated by Jelle Feringa.4 
Earlier work 5 suggested the necessity of dealing with structur-
al design aspects early on in the design phase. An important 
constraint to building with expanded polystyrene (EPS) ele-
ments is their limited capacity to deal with tensile forces, while 
the material can cope with considerable compression forces. 
The project therefore sought to deal with both structural and 
fabrication constraints as the driving parameters of the design 
phase. RhinoVault, developed by the Block Research Group, 
provides powerful and intuitive design tools for the design 
of compression-only structures. Earlier work was built with 
a custom-built and fairly improvised machine specifically for 
hot-wire cutting. While that resulted in precise elements, both 
the software and design of the machine had a restrictive plat-
form. Robotic hot-wire cutting 6 (RHWC), coupled with the de-
velopment of the PyRAPID CAM software dedicated to RHWC, 
allows the application of a truly voluminous approach to the 
production of the trait 7 the RDM vault is comprised of (fig. 1). 
At the time of construction, deploying RHWC for the first time 
at Hyperbody’s Robotics Lab for the production of very large 
and geometrically challenging elements, the tolerance of the 
Fig. 2: Discrete components merge into a continuous shell, lacking tectonics.
cut elements was unknown and therefore the design’s shin-
gles were accommodated for the eventual tolerances. As such, 
fabrication constraints become design drivers. In hindsight, 
margins for assembly were greater than the cutting toleran-
ces (ranging from 1–2 mm). The project was designed and ex-
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ecuted in the course of a month, emphasising the importance 
of experts having the opportunity to collaborate. The EPS ele-
ments were rendered with Acrylic One, a gypsum/acrylic com-
posite material, and glass fibre. Resulting in a structural shell, 
a rendered finish and a fireproofing layer were applied to the 
EPS structure, increasing the longevity of the fragile foam 
components. Though the approach has many practical merits, 
in the end, the project suffered from an architectural ambiva-
lence that could be traced back to its materialisation. There is a 
precarious unease present whether one observes a 1 : 1 mock-up 
of an architectural intent (a representation) or the artefact as 
conceived. That apprehension extends to the inconclusiveness 
of whether the vault is an assembly of individual traits, or a 
monocoque glass fibre reinforced shell (fig. 2). While efficient, 
practical and economical, the materialisation of the RDM Vault 
lacked a tactile and tectonic quality.
STOnECuTTInG 
The concern of tectonics pushed the volumetric approach to 
fabrication further towards stereotomic tradition and towards 
a more permanent materialisation, fuelled by the development 
of a diamond wire saw. The powerful abrasive wire saw is 
powered by a 40 KW hydromotor and allows the processing of 
stone at a very high speed. While stonecutting is a mechanical 
and time-intensive process, the effectiveness of abrasive dia-
mond wire cutting, traditionally a demolition method, is eas-
ily proportionate to the speed-up (an order of two) achieved 
by RHWC.
This research has precedents in the work of Shutao Li, et al.,8 
machining AAC slabs from BIM data and Mankouche et al.,9 
where a spiral cutting wire was applied to process cured plas-
ter, while the work presented here is focused on the lost art of 
stereotomy and processing hard mineral materials.
Test elements (fig. 3) were fabricated in 20 minutes per 
piece. These initial experiments were conducted with an inex-
pensive material, engineered limestone. This experiment was 
conducted at Hyperbody’s workshop for the first edition of 
the Robots-in-Architecture conference, taught by Wes McGee, 
Jelle Feringa and Lauren Vasey. The diamond wire saw was en-
gineered and built by Jelle Feringa and Frank van Brunschot 
with the support of the industry partner Husqvarna. Further 
research took place in the summer of 2013 at the marble quar-
ry of Carrara, in cooperation with industry partner Marmi e 
Graniti d’Italia, one of Italy’s largest quarries (figs. 4–6). 
The work on robotic diamond wire sawing (RDWS) re-
search is taking place right at the intersection between revis-
Fig. 4: Experimental diamond wire saw set-up.
Fig. 3: Initial test cuts in engineered limestone. 
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Fig. 5: Application of abrasive wire swing at the quarries in Carrara, Italy.
Fig. 6: Experiments in Botticino marble. No further processing of the surface is required.iting a long-lost ancient craft while employing state-of-the-art 
industry tools and bespoke software development. As such, 
the work is pleasantly equivocal; rooted in many centuries of 
a progressive architectural tradition while empowered by re-
cent advances in industry and custom CAD software.
Stereotomy is resurfacing as a contemporary technique 
since Robin Evans’s formative book Projective Cast: Architec-
ture and its Three Geometries 10 appeared in the early 1990s 
along with Bernard Cache’s seminal work and writings in the 
late nineties.11 Many recent projects, such as the MLK Jr. Park 
Stone Vault 12 in Austin, Texas, by the Block Research Group, 
Brandon Clifford’s recent publication, Volume – Bringing 
Surface into Question, and Matterdesign’s Voûte de LeFevre, 
as well as Giuseppe Fallacara’s many publications and projects, 
emphasise the relevance of the line of inquiry. 
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Fig. 9: Y-joint sample cast constructed from three  
intersecting hyperbolic paraboloidal surfaces and six 
single-ruled extrusions.
OpTICuT 
During the Fabricate 2011 conference, the authors of this paper 
presented projects that dealt with topology optimisation (TO) 
and hot-wire cutting. It was instantly clear that while topology 
optimisation motivated the need for sophisticated formwork, 
hot-wire cutting could provide these in architectural propor-
tions, at a modest cost, and, as such, offer substantial comple-
mentary advantages. With forces joined, the Opticut project 
set out to explore the architectural and performative poten-
tial for large-scale realisation of optimised spatial structures 
through the use of RHWC and casting concrete. A research 
partnership between Aarhus School of Architecture, TU Delft’s 
Hyperbody’s Robotics Lab, Odico Formwork Robotics and 
Hi-Con was mobilised.
Recent developments in topology optimisation of con-
crete structures has shown significant potential for form-find-
ing and design of material-efficient structures, in which up 
to 70% of material consumption may be reduced in compari-
son to massive equivalents, while respecting normative per-
formance requirements.13 This material economy is achieved 
Fig. 7: Post-rationalised prototype design.
Fig. 8: Opticut sample moulds.
through the development of advanced structural morpholo-
gies, which minimise the required material volume to achieve 
structural performance through the densification of material 
in the trajectories of minimal deformation energy while max-
imising structural stiffness. As a consequence, new architec-
tural shapes emerge, rendering the trajectories of structural 
force visible.
Topology optimisation induces a significant moment of 
morphological unpredictability, as topologies emerge freely 
within an unconstrained solution space. 
The architectural specificity of these circumstances was ini-
tially investigated in the Unikabeton project, resulting in the re-
alisation of a 12 × 6 × 3.3 m concrete structure using robotic CNC 
milling of EPS moulds. The project produced two conclusions:
– Topology optimisation’s resulting structures, though struc-
turally feasible, overstrain challenges in in-situ casting and 
formwork production.
– CNC milling of EPS formwork is prohibitively time-con-
suming and therefore costly to scale up to architectural 
proportions.
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Fig. 10: Opticut 1 : 1 sample cast, testing the casting quality  
of two adjacent, doubly ruled cells.
Fig. 11: 1 : 1 EPS positive of prototype segment.
Concluding that a coupled design / fabrication process is 
key to achieving the merits and potential material savings of-
fered by TO, Opticut initiated a dual investigation program to 
explore the capacity for economically efficient production of 
advanced formwork for topology-optimised spatial concrete 
structures using robotic hot-wire cutting (RHWC) of EPS form-
work. The first part of the project investigated the geometrical 
post-rationalisation of the mesh resulting from the topology 
optimisation process, by composing single- and double-ruled 
surfaces. In the second part, the necessary production proced -
ures and software were developed. Currently, the construction 
of an over 20 m full-scale prototype structure on the coast at 
Aarhus is continuing and is scheduled for completion in Feb-
ruary 2014. 
The design was formulated as a TO problem subject to wind 
and dead loads. Anticipating later post-rationalisation by ruled 
surfaces, the envelope was constructed from ruled-surface 
geom etries, merging three typologies: the corner, the wall and 
the canopy. 
Early experimentation found that translations using com-
positions of simple hyperbolic paraboloids from circular or 
ellipsoid starting geometries proved to be inadequate for ap-
proximating the TO’s resulting mesh. Consequently, a proced-
ure to create n-sided, irregular, hyperbolic paraboloids from 
non-parallel, double-ruled construction planes was devised. 
This approach allows for a parametric interpretation of the 
perforated topology while achieving surface curvature conti-
nuity (Fig. 7). 
The prototype was designed for subdivision into six prima-
ry elements ranging from 10 × 3.5 × 1.7 m to 7 × 2.5 × 0.3 m. Cast-
ing the elements is achieved by using EPS plugs inserted in 
conventional in-situ shuttering systems, able to resist casting 
pressures on vibration tables commonly used in the prefabri-
cation industry (figs. 8–11). 
The formwork is produced at Odico’s production facility, 
utilising the world’s largest robotic hot-wire cutting machine, 
an ABB IRB-6400R industrial robot mounted on a 24-meter 
long linear axis (fig. 12). While milling and hot-wire cutting 
cannot be directly compared, since cutting is geometrically a 
more restricted method, i.e. bound to ruled surfaces, architec-
turally it’s arguably more liberating. To provide a perspective 
on how production capacity roughly compares, the cutting 
process presents a speed-up factor of 25 compared to mill-
ing. Given the intricate geometry, some of the efficiency of the 
process is lost, where in practice two orders of magnitude in 
speed-up are observed.
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ODICO
The commercialisation of RHWC technologies was fuelled by 
the measured increase in production speed in comparison to 
existing procedures. While most architectural productions can 
feasibly be described by ruled-surface geometries, the tender-
ing with partners NedCam and Dura-Vermeer for the produc-
tion of formwork for a bridge spanning over 300 m (designed 
by Zwarts en Jansma) indicated a need for equivalent efficien-
cy in doubly curved production. Following a grant received 
from the Danish National Advanced Technology Foundation, 
Odico now heads the 3-year research project, Bladerunner, 
which seeks to develop an economically efficient production 
of freeform doubly curved geometry through the development 
of robotic flexible-blade cutting with heated blades, in collab-
oration with the Development Department of 3XN Architects, 
GXN, the Technical University of Denmark and a number of 
building industry partners. 
Although only founded in April 2012, production by means 
of RHWC is now in full swing at Odico. The company is pro-
viding services for companies such as Siemens Windpower and 
Spaencom.14
pyRApID
The projects described in this article fuelled the development 
of custom software, dedicated to RHWC and RDWS, PyRAPID. 
PyRAPID is built on top of PythonOCC, with the open-source 
OpenCasCade CAD kernel as its main dependency (figs. 13, 14). 
The application automatically clusters the faces so that they 
can be cut in a single sweeping motion, and generates a tool-
path optimised for extending the reachability of the end-
effect or and computes the inverse kinematics from that pose. 
As the tool orientation has two degrees of freedom (sliding 
and rotating) over the axis of the wire, the key is to leverage 
this freedom, as it allows for considerable optimisation of the 
reach of the robot.
Fig. 13: PyRAPID coding of EPS mould cut with hot wire.
Fig. 14: Cut sample panel from PyRAPID coding.
Fig. 12: Robotic workshop at Odico.
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 neri oxMan It is a pleasure, Virginia and Ronald, to be talking 
with you. 
  Let’s begin with Frank Lloyd Wright. When 
asked about his favourite project during the 
many years he practised architecture and 
design, he stated that his favourite project  
is ‘the next one’. I want to ask the two of you, 
what is your next project, or, what is the  
project that you are most inspired by at this 
particular moment.
 virginia We are just about to complete 3D-printing 
 san Fratello a pavilion, called the Saltygloo, which is made  
of salt harvested from the San Francisco Bay. 
We are excited to see it come together. The 
Saltygloo has 336 3D-printed components and 
the design is based on the forms found in salt 
crystals that have been aggregated to make an 
igloo form. The salt has turned out to be a 
tremendously successful material for 3D printing 
because of its strength when it comes out of  
the printer and the beautiful optical effects of 
the material. And I think the second one is an 
upcoming project for a gallery in San Francisco. 
They are interested in having us 3D-print an 
exhibition space for them. Those are two pro-
jects we are very excited about. 
 ronald rael To add to that comment, Emerging Objects  
started off as a project in our architecture 
studio. Emerging Objects is our biggest project  
so far: how can we create an entirely new design  
and additive manufacturing studio based on  
the premise of having expertise in architecture 
and 3D printing.
 oxMan You state that your firm focuses on emerging 
technologies and ecological design. What  
do you define as an emerging technology, 
especially in the context of additive manufac-
turing? Would you consider a redefinition  
of an emerging technology as a convergent 
technology? And how do you relate to this 
notion of emerging technology in your practice 
and in general?
vIRGInIA SAn FRATELLO AnD ROnALD RAEL  
In COnvERSATIOn wITH nERI OxMAn 
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 rael I would say that one of the technologies we would 
very much like to explore is material technology. 
We are not looking at material only from a 
material science perspective; we are also look-
ing at it from the perspective of material tradi-
tions. Can there be a re-emergence of 
traditional materials through the lens of various 
new technologies? Because we are interested  
in traditional materials, such as salt or clay or 
even cement for that matter, we are using them 
in conjunction with new technologies in order 
to transform them for new manufacturing 
processes. We are positing the question: If 
there are well-established traditions in building 
with clay or cement, how can we readapt those 
material traditions in a twenty-first century 
way through, in our case, additive manufactur-
ing? And there is a convergence that we believe 
works between history and tradition and  
contemporaneity and new technologies. This 
conflation of the past and present is one of  
the premises behind our work, while another 
aspect is the convergence of social issues  
and thinking about how the relation ship 
between people, politics and society comes 
together with materials and technology. 
 oxMan Going back to Virginia’s note about the Saltygloo. 
As a project that really brings those two ambi-
tions together: first, you are dealing the issue 
of community via rapid housing and, second, 
you are dealing with emergent technologies 
through Emerging Objects and lightweight 
additive manufacturing. This also matches  
with your ongoing interest in 3D printing and, 
of course, founding your new company. The 
panels in the Saltygloo, as I understand, were 
made of salt harvested from the San Francisco 
Bay and bring together two ways of working:  
on the one hand, working through a theoretical 
framework that is culturally sensitive and on 
the other, a very practical agenda that connects 
with Ronald’s interest in earth architecture, 
which you bring up in your book from 2008, 
Earth Architecture, where you imagine new uses 
for the oldest materials on earth. It is also very 
Fig. 1: Rael San Fratello Architects, Saltygloo, San Francisco, 2013.
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exemplary of the fact that you can eloquently 
blend your interests as theoreticians, as aca-
demics and as practitioners, which is something 
that I thoroughly admire about your work. So, 
share with me a little more about the Saltygloo 
in this context and the direction you would like 
to take this project in terms of merging the 
theoretical, social and cultural agenda and the 
practical and technological agenda. How do you 
imagine moving forward from the Saltygloo. 
What sort of architecture or design might you 
envision as projecting from or moving forward 
from the Saltygloo?
 san Fratello The Saltygloo sets the stage for us to think about 
how one might bring additive manufacturing 
technologies to a remote site in order to build 
or manufacture buildings using local, very 
accessible and very humble materials that 
aren’t expensive. For example, one could take 
some 3D printers to a remote location, perhaps 
one that had recently experienced a natural 
disaster, and use a very simple inexpensive 
local material such as salt or clay to build some-
thing very large, instead of flying in large 
amounts of expensive industrialised materials 
from all over the world, materials that aren’t  
a part of the local tradition or vernacular.  
That is one way in which the convergence  
of thinking practically and socially about how 
material technology can merge with the  
academic research that we’ve been pursuing. 
 rael I’d like to add something, thanks for mentioning 
the book since it sets the groundwork for just 
thinking about how powdered materials can  
be reconstituted into architecture and one of 
humankind’s oldest traditions of building. 
Certainly, when that research was being done, 
there were lots of discoveries of the kinds  
of on-site materials that are used for making 
architecture and salt is one of them. There is  
a strong tradition of building with salt in the 
Middle East, for example, and I think that is 
interesting because what is happening now  
in California is that the salt manufacturer who 
controls the salt crystallisation ponds (where 
the salt in the Saltygloo was harvested) is also 
becoming a building developer, and there is  
a lot of controversy about how this salt manu-
facturer is going to use the Bay’s water. The San 
Francisco Bay area, as you may know, is a place 
where people have a great interest in natural 
ecology and in preserving the Bay. The salt 
company is attempting to become a housing 
developer using the same lands on which it 
harvests salt. Therefore, theoretically – and 
maybe someday actually – there could be an 
interesting speculation about how development 
could occur on the Bay, and if it were to occur, 
thinking about the local material resources  
that would be available for production, so it’s 
all tied back together again. 
 oxMan Is there an emerging definition of the vernacular 
in your work? How might you define vernacular 
in your research? To preface this question, 
when I juxtapose two of your projects, Saltygloo 
and SOL Grotto, one is exploring the vernacular 
using organic materials, while the other seems 
to offer a much more abstract interpretation  
of the vernacular. Or, by landing a new kind of 
structure in the Berkeley Natural Gardens,  
is the Grotto a social message that deals with 
recyclability? You are operating on a domestic 
scale, but you are carrying a significant social 
agenda and to reiterate what Virginia said, 
thinking about using global tools, such as 
3D printing, in local contexts, local communities 
and local environments. In the Straw Gallery 
you did a few years earlier, you offered a differ-
ent definition, favouring again a vernacular 
material, straw, which is revisited in a modern 
interpretation in the way which you organised 
the straw in the form of a gallery, etc. Tell me  
a little bit about your definition of vernacular  
in the digital age. 
 san Fratello There is some history in our work that influences 
the way we approach the vernacular and its 
confluence with materials and technology.  
We both come from very rural places. I grew  
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Fig. 2: Rael San Fratello Architects, SOL Grotto, Berkeley Botanical Garden, Berkeley, Calif., 2012.
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up on a farm and Ronald grew up on a ranch.  
So we both have a strong connection to the 
land, to agrarian cultures and to materials.  
And when we think about these vernacular 
materials or agricultural materials, we under-
stand them very well – how they smell, what 
they are composed of – and I think we have  
a strong desire to use these materials in con-
junction with twenty-first century technologies 
and new programmatic paradigms that would 
not typically be built using these agrarian  
or vernacular materials. That’s the origin … .
 oxMan That is fascinating! 
 rael I think, for us something interesting happened 
when the daughter of a forester and the son  
of a cattle rancher met at Columbia in the 1990s 
and discovered digital technology. I think we 
certainly both come from vernacular traditions. 
My own house in Colorado happens to be made 
out of mud. But there is also a redefinition of 
the vernacular in our work. I think architects 
tend to think of vernacular as consisting only  
of past traditions that perhaps no longer exist 
to a certain extent in certain places. But for us,  
I think we think of the literary definition of  
the vernacular, something contemporaneous 
that which is commonly found in a region,  
so a high-tech material, such as the Solyndra 
glass rods, can be seen as a local or vernacular 
material as well, since the Bay area is known  
for its research and manufacturing in the 
high-tech sector. So, for us, using the leftover 
Solyndra glass rods in the SOL Grotto was an 
opportunity to build using a local material that 
was going to be disposed of otherwise. We saw 
the glass rods as very much a contemporary 
material as well, because of the controversy 
caused by the Solyndra bankruptcy, which was 
widely discussed in the national media and had 
actual consequences for the built landscape. 
There were new buildings being built because 
of Solyndra, land being sold and bought 
because of their bankruptcy, acres of land 
being used just to store the 24 million rods, 
which were just sitting around after the bank-
ruptcy and we thought we should use them in 
the creation of a new landscape. I think it’s up 
to us as architects to also invent vernaculars 
when reshaping the landscape. I think there is  
a difference between the architects’ under-
standing of the vernacular and the understand-
ing of the people shaping the vernacular. I also 
think we probably don’t see ourselves as ver-
nacular architects, rather we think of ourselves 
as architects very interested in the vernacular. 
To work from that by recognising that the 
vernacular really means working with materials 
and systems that are ordinary and existing in 
the present, not only in the past. 
 oxMan The farm and the ranch – that is beautiful! I was 
looking at your website and found the incredi-
ble snow globes. I love that project! Moving now 
from the vernacular (and the origins of your 
childhood as proof of the origin of your work) 
to another question relating to dichotomy. 
I find a lot of dichotomies in your work that are 
very productive dichotomies. You engage with 
theoretical discourse, but you combine it with  
a highly technical discourse. You deal with 
humanistic issues through technological tools. 
You embody the local and the global, etc. I find 
these highly productive and meaningful dicho-
tomies in your work and would like to present 
another that relates to a way of practising 
design and architecture. There are designers 
who pursue their practice as a series of pro-
jects, almost like Chopin’s etudes, one after the 
other, where one series leads to the next, etc., 
and one can almost trace the evolution of the 
practice through the evolution of the series or 
the exploration of studies. Here I refer to, in 
your case, Digital Cement and Digital Ceramics. 
Then, there are projects on your website that 
I consider singular, gestural expressions, like 
your proposal for Life at the Speed of Rail  
or certain entries to competitions. How do  
you make decisions about new work or entering  
a competition? Is there a general thesis that 
guides those decisions? In other words, how  
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do you make decisions about which projects  
to choose and which commissions to take on? 
 san Fratello There is one thing they all have in common – even 
when they seem very different. They are all 
based on interventionist strategies, we are 
always thinking about how to intervene in an 
existing system, landscape, network, piece of 
equipment, construction technique, etc., so that 
we can improve the situation through design.  
If we are talking about Border Wall or Bay Line, 
for example, there is an infrastructural problem 
that needs to be addressed, then what is a way 
that we as designers can comment on it through 
design to raise awareness or suggest potential 
change through design? In the case of the SOL 
Grotto and the use of the Solyndra glass tubes, 
we found a material that was being disposed  
of and we asked ourselves how could we inter-
vene into the local waste stream by recycling 
this material. With 3D printing for example, 
hacking the printer and using our own materi-
als was a way of intervening in that manufac-
turing process in order to create new materials 
and to subsidise our ability to produce in large 
scales and large quantities. 
 rael You mentioned that architects work in terms  
of a series of projects and I think one way to 
define how we work is that we work in two 
modes of operation that lie at two different 
ends of the spectrum and outside of the realm 
of projects. One being ‘operations’ and the 
other being ‘thesis’. Maybe the singular works 
that you see are much more like operations. 
They are the beginning of a formation – what 
may become a thesis, but hasn’t quite arrived 
yet. Then there are the theses, which have 
undetermined trajectories. We can very clearly 
tie in the relationship between our architecture 
projects, let’s say our work on the Prada Marfa 
installation in Marfa, Texas, which is made of 
adobe, and the US–Mexico border wall specula-
tions that have both grown out of a lineage  
that also connects them to 3D printing because 
they are both projects grounded in earthen 
construction and earthworks. These kinds  
of traceries are found in our work and if we 
attempted to map them out, we would find they 
are all connected through a family tree of  
sorts. We think along those terms. We choose 
projects that often fall within this lineage,  
we see how they evolve and grow from one 
project to another. The Straw Gallery, which 
might seem like a stand-alone piece of work, 
had about four different straw and hay projects 
come before it. 
 san Fratello Projects like the 3D-printed Hex Curtain and Wave 
Curtain, which might seem completely removed 
from the earth or our research into traditional 
materials, were actually inspired by looking at 
mashrabiyas, the wood screens one often finds 
in mud buildings in the Middle East. We made 
those connections during our travels to Yemen, 
where we were looking at earthen architecture. 
For us, there is always a history and a story  
or a lineage behind the project that ties all of 
the work together. 
 oxMan Would you define yourself as a humanist or a 
technologist? 
 rael We are certainly humanists, I think even more so 
because our proficiencies or understanding of 
technology falls second to our desire to interact 
with the human condition. 
 oxMan It really doesn’t get better than that! Thank you, 
thank you, for taking the time and for your 
inspiring reflections. 
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Fig. 1: Front view of assembled grotto wall.
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printing architecture:
castles made oF sand
bEnJAMIn DILLEnbuRGER, MICHAEL HAnSMEyER  
(COMpuTER AIDED ARCHITECTuR AL DESIGn, DEpARTMEnT OF ARCHITECTuRE, ETH zuRICH)
Computational design allows the creation of architecture with an extraordinary degree of geometrical and topological complexity – 
to the point that it is impossible to fabricate it using traditional CNC technology. In recent years, these complex forms can, for the first 
time, be materialised using additive manufacturing technologies, albeit hitherto at a very small scale. In trying to use additive 
manufacturing for the construction of full-scale architecture, one encounters a dilemma: existing large-scale 3D printing methods 
can only print highly simplified shapes with rough details, while existing high-resolution technologies have limited print spaces,  
high costs, or material attributes that preclude structural use. In order to overcome these restrictions, the research presented here 
explores the application of 3D sand-printing technology at an architectural scale. This paper describes the design and fabrication 
process of a highly complex immersive space that is entirely built of structural 3D printed elements. 
InTRODuCTIOn
computational design: growing complexity
The advent of CAD software brought a newfound interest in 
freeform architecture and ornamented surfaces. Today, com-
putational design is further increasing the ‘space for possible 
forms’ in terms of topological and topographical complexity. 
While these forms can be readily created and visualised on the 
computer, they face significant production hurdles. While in 
earlier days, complex geometries could be built through ex-
tensive manual craftsmanship, recent CAM technologies still 
limit the range of possible forms that can be produced. There-
fore, designs have to be significantly adapted to the fabrication 
processes and material attributes. 
digital Fabrication turns to additiVe manuFacturing
Digital fabrication has been one of the key drivers of the lat-
est evolution in architecture. The digitalisation of building 
processes has overcome many of the limitations of industri-
al mass-fabrication: it allows a large degree of customisation, 
paired with high efficiency and precision. Today additive man-
ufacturing is introducing a paradigm shift in digital fabrication; 
just as with printing ink on paper, the amount of information 
and complexity of the output is no longer a relevant constraint. 
Internal structural grid 
(40 mm thickness)
 
Positioning-aid 
(70 mm diameter)
 
Exterior rear wall 
(20 mm thickness)
Horizontal shafts  
for lifting
40
0 
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 mmFig. 2: Construction schematic  
of two grotto elements.
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3D printing differs from other CNC methods in that it addi-
tively combines material, instead of subtractively removing it 
(e.g. milling, laser cutters, hole punchers) or deforming it (e.g. 
CNC tube bending, metal bending). It also introduces a new 
scale in computer-controlled fabrication: materialisation oc-
curs at a fraction of a millimetre. While traditional CNC fabri-
cation methods still require prefabricated elements as a base 
for customisation (milling, bending, and laser cutting all ma-
nipulate semi-finished materials), most 3D printing technolo-
gies directly solidify raw material.
 Up to now, the application of this technology for architec-
ture has been limited to prototyping or small parts. Material 
costs are high, machines have limited scales, and the major-
ity of materials are not strong enough to fulfil construction re-
quirements. Recent research in large-scale printers, based, for 
example, on printing concrete, has failed to achieve high res-
olutions and is subject to geometrical restrictions. This leads 
to a situation in which small-scale printed models of build-
ings can have a higher resolution than the actual constructed 
buildings. The potential of additive manufacturing is thus far 
from being utilised.
OvERvIEw OF ExISTInG TECHnOLOGy
3d printing and architecture
The first attempts at printing spatial objects were made in the 
early 1970s. The term ‘3D printing’ appeared in 1995 in relation 
to the experiments of Jim Bredt and Tim Anderson at MIT as 
they printed binder onto a powder bed.1 The most prominent 
technologies in additive manufacturing can be differentiated 
by the state of their raw material (granular, liquid, laminates, 
and extruded), the components involved in the production 
process (with or without binder) and the mechanism of solidi-
fication (binder, laser, light or heat).2 
The first pioneering efforts in construction-scale 3D print-
ing were made by Enrico Dini (D-Shape) and the researchers at 
Contour Crafting 3 and Concrete Printing.4 While these vision-
ary engineering approaches already allow additive manufac-
turing of large-scale, structural components, their relatively 
low resolution limits the articulation of surfaces, and it pre-
vents complex details from being printed. 
3d sand printing
Sand-printing technology has recently emerged as an addi-
tive manufacturing technique that overcomes the limitations 
described above. This technology is currently used primarily 
for casting forms in product design. Yet the technology has 
unique features that make it suitable for creating architectur-
al components. Specifically, it allows the fabrication of large-
scale elements with high resolution and accuracy at a competi-
tive price and in a short period of time. The printed sandstone 
elements can be fully self-supporting and assembled as a solid 
construction. 
Key attributes of sand-printing technology are: 
– Large printable space (current volumes up to 4 × 2 × 1 metres)
– High resolution and accuracy (up to 200 dpi, layer height 
200–300µm, ± 0.3%)
– No extra support material necessary; almost no geometric 
restrictions
– High structural capacity (220–280 N/cm2 bending strength)
– Low-cost materials (sand) and economical production
– High speed (3 cm/hour at 4 × 2 metre layers)
– Sustainable: natural material, highly efficient use of mate-
rial with no residual
DIGITAL GROTESquE: pRInTInG ARCHITECTuRE
Digital Grotesque is the first human-scale immersive space 
entirely constructed out of 3D  printed sandstone. A complex 
geometry, consisting of millions of individual facets, was de-
Fig. 3: Printed 1  : 3 scale model of grotto wall, uncoated.
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Fig. 4: Sand removal from printed grotto element.
signed uniquely through customised algorithms. This geom-
etry is printed at a resolution of a tenth of a millimetre to the 
dimensions of a 3.2-metre high, 16 square metre room.
design
Instead of being designed with mouse and CAD software, Dig-
ital Grotesque is created through an algorithmic procedure 
called mesh-grammars.5 This procedure consists of rules that 
iteratively articulate the structure out of a primitive input form 
by splitting and growing, in analogy to morphological genesis 
in nature. At each iteration, the form effectively analyses itself 
by measuring local topological and topographical attributes in 
relation to an overall context. This allows highly specific lo-
cal conditions with complex topologies to emerge. The result-
ing form, consisting of a mesh of 260 million individual facets, 
has a resolution and level of detail that would be impossible 
to specify using traditional means, which fully demonstrates 
the potential of additive manufacturing. Digital Grotesque ex-
plores the dialectic between the natural and the artificial, be-
tween chaos and order.
Voxelisation
Adaptation of the calculated geometry is limited to trans-
forming the surface so that it describes a volume. The articu-
lated mesh is self-intersecting and does not enclose a volume 
(is not a differentiable, orientable manifold). In order to turn 
the geom etry into a topologically buildable volume, the mesh 
is voxelised at a resolution of 1 mm, yielding 30 billion voxels 
in total. Voxelisation is performed by calculating the distance 
field of the mesh. Segmentation of the overall form and detail-
ing is done within this distance field. The final geometry of 
each part is turned into a clean, watertight mesh with a march-
ing cube algorithm and exported as an STL file.
detailing
The entire room could be printed in just six large elements. 
The limiting factor for the size of the elements is no longer the 
printable volume, but rather logistics: parts need to be trans-
portable, and they need to be lifted and positioned for assem-
bly. The dimensions of the elements have been restricted to fit 
onto 120 × 120 cm pallets that can be lifted by four people. 
The weight of the elements was minimised in order to make 
them more compliant and to limit floor loads. Elements are 
hollow and their wall-thickness is reduced to a single centi-
metre in non-critical areas. An internal structural grid is intro-
duced to increase stability. In the design of the elements, two 
different load cases were taken into consideration: their ori-
entation in the 3D printer while they are lifted out, and their 
loads as assembled elements. Each element has simple print-
ed details for lifting it and joining it with neighbouring pieces:
– Truncated cones and funnels provide a consistent and 
stable vertical alignment.
– Horizontal shafts allow steel bars to pass through for lifting 
and transport. These shafts are distributed along the centre of 
gravity of the object. 
– Vertical shafts allow the introduction of a steel support 
structure.
These details were added to the form using Boolean opera-
tions. The vertical shafts turned out to be superfluous, as the 
truncated cones and funnels are of such high precision that 
the vertical alignment is entirely stable. 
post-processing
In order to increase the structural stability, the printed sand-
stone is infiltrated with resin. Together with their inorgan-
ic binder, printed elements have a dark green colour with a 
grainy surface. For the final coating of the elements, a mixture 
of pigments, alcohol and shellac was chosen to achieve a con-
sistent, smooth, white covering.
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Fig. 5: Resin reinforcement of printed grotto element.
Fig. 8: Side view of assembled grotto wall.Fig. 7: Assembly of printed elements.
Fig. 6: Painting of printed grotto element.
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COnCLuSIOn
This paper shows that with 3D sandstone additive manufac-
turing, the door is opened for the printing of architecture. 
The method can be applied both to reconstruct historic build-
ings or construct new ones. 3D  printed elements are within 
reach, not only as façade modules, but also as construction 
systems. 
In combining computational design with 3D sand printing, 
the presented approach demonstrates a digital design-work-
flow with an unknown consistency: architecture is material-
ised without any manual intervention and without a loss of 
detail or information. As a consequence, a new logic for the de-
sign of architecture is introduced: one can design not just on a 
plan, but fully in three dimensions, and this can be brought to 
reality in a level of detail and control unseen until now. 
The key challenges for further applications of sand printing 
in architecture are identified as follows. 
– Further evaluation of material properties (fire resistance, 
weather resistance, insulation, etc.)
– Improvement of the surface quality, allowing smooth sur-
faces without a loss of resolution. 
– Structural optimisation and weight reduction: How can 
these two objectives be maximised?
– Development of adequate joints for construction and as-
sembling of printed parts.
Addressing these challenges will involve interdisciplinary 
research in computational design, digital fabrication and ma-
terial research. In using this technology, ornamentation and 
complex freeform geometries are no longer hindered by pro-
hibitive costs. The scale of possible three-dimensional articu-
lation and tectonics can be brought to a scale of millimetres. 
This technology promises a larger compositional and con-
structive freedom and a rationalised fabrication of unique, 
non-standardised architectures. 
notes
1 Timothy Anderson et al., Method and Apparatus for Prototyping 
a Three-Dimensional Object, U.S. Patent 6,007,318 filed Dec. 20, 1996 
and issued Dec. 28, 1999.
2 Duc Truong Pham and Stefan Dimov. Rapid Manufacturing: The 
Technologies and Applications of Rapid Prototyping and Rapid 
Tooling (Heidelberg: Springer, 2001).
3 Behrokh Khoshnevis ,‘Automated construction by contour 
crafting—related robotics and information technologies’,  
Automation in Construction, 13/1  (2004), pp. 5–19.
4 Sungwoo Lim et al., ‘Developments in construction-scale additive 
manufacturing processes’, Automation in Construction 21, C (2012), 
pp. 262–8. 
5 Michael Hansmeyer and Benjamin Dillenburger, ‘Mesh 
Grammars – Procedural Articulation of Form’, in Rudi Stouffs et al., 
eds., Open Systems: Proceedings of the 18th International 
Conference on Computer-Aided Architectural Design Research in 
Asia. CAADRIA (Hong Kong, SAR: The Association for Computer-Aided 
Architectural Design Research in Asia, 2013), pp. 821–9.
Fig. 9: Front view of assembled grotto wall.
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Fig. 1: Bloom in UCL’s  
main quad.
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bloom
JOSE SAnCHEz, ALISA AnDR ASEK 
This paper presents the Bloom project commissioned by the Mayor of London, designed and developed by Jose Sanchez and Alisa 
Andrasek of the Bartlett School of Architecture, University College London (UCL) for the 2012 London Olympics. The project  
connects ideas of modular discrete assembly with game mechanics, generating an interactive installation that changes and grows 
through the engagement of the public. The project was presented in three locations during the Olympic Games, demonstrating  
the adaptability and the contingent formations that the public could generate with the project. 
THE pROJECT
Commissioned by the Greater London Authority as part of the 
Wonder series that celebrated the Olympics and Paralympic 
Games, Bloom is an interactive architectural installation de-
signed and developed by Alisa Andrasek and Jose Sanchez of 
the Bartlett School of Architecture at UCL, London. The project 
proposes a crowd-sourced approach for assembling a forma-
tion by using game mechanics as part of the design of one unit. 
This unit (the Bloom Cell) would be produced in an array of 
60,000 identical copies, both allowing and expecting the pub-
lic to ‘play’ and assemble diverse formations. The project was 
conceptualised as an act of ‘collective gardening’, where new 
formations could constantly emerge or disappear depending 
on the interactions with the crowd.
Fig. 2: Bloom competition entry. 
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The project was also intended as an educational installa-
tion; the public would learn about patterns and structure by 
figuring out what structures could stand and how to achieve 
specific sequences. Collective interaction was expected based 
on the number of units that would be available to the public at 
any given time. The units were intended to become tokens of 
participation, allowing the public to take them home as a sou-
venir, while adding to the concepts of dissipation and entropy 
of the piece. The project was approved in April 2012, leaving 
a very short timeframe for development since it needed to be 
ready for the London Olympics by the beginning of July 2012.
COMpuTATIOn
Bloom was conceptualised using an algorithm of recursive ag-
gregation: the algorithm uses a piece of geometry and deter-
mines possible connections to another similar unit. Once the 
possible combinations are determined, the script will replicate 
the geometry in a selected orientation, just the way you would 
build the system in reality. As the shape of the unit is asym-
metrical, every connection, if followed over several iterations 
of aggregation, would generate different patterns. The un-
derlying principle is a branching or Lindenmayer system.1 The 
tool, written especially for the project, had the ability to quick-
ly generate large aggregations and evaluate the design output 
implied in the angles of the unit.
One of the first computational challenges the project faced 
was to allow the recursion of the algorithm to happen simul-
taneously from the definition of the geometry of the unit. As 
every variation in terms of angles and orientation generates 
a non-linear change in the outcome, it was crucial to have the 
parametrics of the system in real time. This proved to be the 
key in deciding the final shape of the unit, allowing the design-
ers to iterate extensively over different aggregations antici-
pating the possible variations.
While the recursive aggregation would create branching 
structures, the project faced the challenge of allowing loops 
in the structure in order to generate redundancy and stability. 
The design team was faced with two alternatives: one in which 
the geometrical definition of the cell would geometrically loop 
in itself, or a second version in which the unit would have a cer-
tain flexibility, providing a degree of tolerance that would es-
calate recursively as the piece became larger. While the former 
would generate an outcome as an engineered forecast, the lat-
ter could cater to the uncertainty of the game play and social 
factors that the project had been built upon. Simulation and 
noise were used as a strategy for resilience and redundancy. 
The strategy of flexibility was selected, based on the un-
derstanding that a social interaction with the piece would 
need a resilient strategy if it was to succeed. The flexibility al-
lowed for reconnections to happen extensively throughout the 
structure, always requiring a slight deformation of the units. 
This operation would introduce tension into the structure 
and would become the main mechanism that allowed larger 
formations.
Fig. 3: Rendering of recursive aggregations.
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MAnuFACTuRInG
The project collaborated with the Chilean manufacturer, Atom-
plast, whose support was important in the process of injection 
moulding as a large number of identical units were required. 
All the calculations resulted in one single unit, and with the 
help of engineers from Arup, it was possible to manufacture 
the final piece. The process of injection moulding had to be ex-
tremely precise; while a tight connection wouldn’t allow the 
game play and disassembly of the project, a loose connection 
would not allow for structures to be erected. It also had to 
take the expansion of the polypropylene plastic under diverse 
weather conditions into consideration. Finally, the mould was 
completed, allowing production of 60,000 units in less than a 
month with a production time of two units per minute.
A second part of the project was the helicoidal urban ‘fur-
niture’ that would support the spontaneous formations. This 
furniture was conceptualised as the foundation of the pro-
ject, as the ground plane could not be altered. The ambition 
of the height and density of the project led the design team 
to conceive a helicoidal structure that would ‘spawn’ branch-
es in several directions. The ‘Helix bench’ was designed as a 
sequential array of components positioned throughout a heli-
coid ally bent pipe. For the construction of such a structure, the 
team approached a staircase manufacturer that could achieve 
helicoidal bending. Working closely in a rationalisation of the 
sections of the bench, it was possible to get the radius that 
would support the piece and create the desired effect.
The modules were designed to be disassembled and trans-
portable, allowing the project to re-appear in different sites 
without the need for foundations. The form of the unit also 
needed a series of variations to allow the pipes to go through 
it. The form of these holes in the Bloom Cell were adapted for 
the distribution of stress in the unit, while considering the 
contact points of the structural tube going through them.
TAxOnOMy AnD unCERTAInTy
Bloom presented a paradox in trying to classify it. The project 
presents an undefined taxonomy, which poses a problem for 
insurance policies and city planning permits. The problem of 
uncertainty was initially detected through structural engi-
neering as it was impossible to do simulations for all possible 
formations or apply rules that would ban certain structures. 
Ultimately, no engineer would sign a project that is so open-
ended. In terms of permits, it was difficult to give a classifica-
tion to the project; it was unclear if the outcome could be an 
enclosed space that would need evacuation or simply urban 
furniture. It was unclear if it would fit in an architectural clas-
sification. The ambiguity of the taxonomy of the project pre-
sents an interesting reflection on what is an expected outcome 
of a creative process and the boundaries of the discipline.
InSTALLATIOn
Bloom was installed in three locations in London for the dura-
tion of the Olympic and Paralympic Games: Victoria Park, UCL 
main quad and Greenwich. 
The project didn’t have any blueprints, and thus relied on 
the improvisations of the participants in order to learn how 
to build structures. A fast learning curve, based on game me-
chanics, allowed members from the Bloom team to initially 
build diverse formations in the different sites, adapting to the 
Fig. 4: Metallic mould for injection.
Fig. 5: Bloom spiral bench.
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particular conditions of the location. Each installation used 
approximately 5000 units and was built over a period of 3–4 
days with a team of 3–4 people. This time became shorter in 
every instance of the project as the installation team learned 
how to work with the material.
The unit presented three very distinct connections (A-B-C). 
Due to the asymmetry of the units, each connection could be 
used in two different orientations. The notation system would 
allow any player to share the ‘code’ of how to create a specif-
ic formation; much like Lindenmayer Notations, a code would 
be expressed by a series of strings like +A>+A, +B>-A, where the 
+ and - signs would suggest the flipped alternative.
The public did not engage this system but created an alter-
native where the unit would be associated with the shape of a 
fish, and connections would be Mouth (A), Tail (B) and Fin (C). 
This emergent notation required knowledge transfer for the 
creation of structures, thus reinforcing the educational nature 
of the project and the importance of knowledge transfer. 
The concepts of redundancy and flexibility embedded in 
the piece proved to be essential for stable structures and al-
lowed players to break the determinism of branching struc-
tures and generate redundancy.
What the Bloom team initially developed soon became 
accessible to the public, which altered the initial structures. 
Moreover, Bloom provided approximately 2000 pieces a day 
just for playing.
GAME pLAy
The process of documenting the game play of the public with 
the piece was a fundamental part of the project. By under-
standing how the geometry would generate the engagement 
of the public, we could speculate on the relationship of design 
to negative entropy. The pieces were provided in a disorgan-
ised manner, making it necessary that the rules of assembly 
must be self-evident to any non-specialised builder. In this re-
gard, the project draws inspiration from kits like LEGO®, which 
define an open sandbox for creation and also an explicit form 
of assembly. 
Neil Gershenfeld defines digital materials 2 as materials that 
can define their own coordinate system in a discrete way and 
correct the inaccuracies of the assembly. While Bloom was in-
spired by this idea of pure discreteness, it was inevitable that 
the project would have to work with flexibility, as explained 
previously, making the project navigate constantly between 
discrete assembly and continuous deformations. 
While most of the alterations and production from the 
public remained in the domain of expected outcomes, there 
were some ‘black swans’, 3 using Taleb’s term for unexpected 
events. Taleb describes how ‘black swans’ are highly improb-
able events that cannot be forecasted because they are out-
side our models of prediction. This is precisely what the Bloom 
project is, in a way, searching for: outcomes that redefine the 
limits of the designed system by altering or breaking some of 
the rules provided. This idea suggests that the designer ac-
cepts that he/she cannot forecast all the possible outcomes of 
Fig. 6: Bloom in Victoria Park.
Figs. 7, 8: Bloom game play. 
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an intervention, and also suggests that there are strategies to 
actively engage with this condition.
It was also important that the piece would not have any 
right or optimum solution or any clear signification or asso-
ciation with existing forms, as this would have caused the 
outcomes to converge into similar solutions. In this way, the 
game needs to be contextualised as an open-ended structure, 
not a puzzle. References from the video game world, such as 
Minecraft ™,4 suggest that there is no ‘winning’, but rather a 
perpetual act of building. This point is central to the thesis of 
the project, as it tries to question the idea of the optimum or of 
‘form-finding’, which imply a right way of doing design.
The public found new patterns that quickly spread among 
players and allowed different and more resistant structures, 
often understanding that the rhythmicity and repetition in 
the assembly could generate patterns with specific properties. 
Some of the most exciting assemblies came out of figuring out 
these principles.
Bloom is an ongoing project that will be exhibited in numer-
ous locations worldwide, including France, Hungary and China.
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Figs. 9–11: Bloom game play and 
creations by the public. 
Fig. 12: Bloom formations in UCL’s main quad.
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Fig. 1: Cast Thicket: peel-away drawing showing scaffold,  
steel, skin and volume layers. 
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plastic-cast concrete: 
Fabrication as applied research
KEnnETH TR ACy, bR AD bELL, CHRISTInE yOGIAMAn, LAvEnDER TESSMER, KEvIn MCCLELLAn,  
AnDREw vR AnA, ERIK vERbOOn
Cast Thicket is a prototypical installation that furthers earlier research into tensile concrete moulds through the use of plastic 
formwork and a layered structural network. Leveraging the fluid materiality of concrete and the machinability of polypropylene,  
Cast Thicket creates a lacy network of thin members that disperse and coalesce to address structural and spatial needs.  
Proposed as an application for tall, concrete buildings, the research responds to the 2012 APPLIED: Research through Fabrication 
competition. Collaboration between Yogiaman Tracy Design, the TEX-FAB fabrication network, the TOPOCAST Lab and Buro Happold 
Engineering facilitated the project’s realisation and expanded the discussion beyond the single installation. 
AppLIED: RESEARCH THROuGH FAbRICATIOn 
Within the field of architecture, exploration involving compu-
tational fabrication is both wide and varied. There is no stand-
ard of how the technology is developing and no singular focus 
on how it is impacting the design process or the construction 
of buildings. And yet there is growing evidence that the ap-
plication is quickly evolving in a variety of unique directions. 
From novel geometries and innovative structures to improved 
material and environmental performance, it is clear there is a 
focused agenda towards a more rigorous implementation of 
the digital toolset through applied research.
The impetus for this development is coming simultaneously 
from three positions that collectively provide a critical nexus 
in the field of computational fabrication: First, the profession-
al demands for buildings to have greater performance capac-
ity, stylistic coherence, and economic efficiency; second, the 
academic realm where experimentation, research, and theory 
continue to push technological exploration forward; and third, 
industry, where innovative development is both an economic 
imperative and a generative vehicle for technical application 
and testing.
Cast Thicket is the winning proposal of the two-stage APPLIED: 
Research through Fabrication competition (fig. 2). The winning 
Fig. 2: Cast Thicket: installation at the TEX-FAB Exhibition  
at the University of Texas, Arlington. (Photo: Craig Gillam.)
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team of Yogiaman Tracy Design (yo_cy) along with TEX-FAB, 
TOPOCAST Lab, and Buro Happold worked to execute the next 
iterative step in the development of research into tensile con-
crete moulds through the use of plastic formwork and layered 
structural network. This collective action demonstrates both 
the range of innovation being conducted in the field of compu-
tational fabrication research and also the capacity for collabora-
tive action to facilitate compelling opportunities for exploration. 
CAST THICKET pREMISE
Architectural use of tensile formwork is not new. Patents date 
from as early as 1899 and ongoing practitioners continue to 
push the boundaries in terms of practical application and aes-
thetic expression.1 Miguel Fisac’s work from the late 1960s is 
arguably the first that leverages the expressive materiality and 
practicality of soft moulds. Fisac’s work consciously expressed 
the softness of the plastic moulds and the fluid materiality of 
concrete.2 Inspired by Fisac’s buildings, Andrew Kudless fur-
thered this research with his P_wall project of 2009.3 Taking 
advantage of both stretchy fabric and computational strate-
gies, Kudless creates continuously variable surfaces, modulat-
ing both material density and aesthetic intensity. Led by Mark 
West, The Centre for Architectural Structures and Technology 
(CAST) in Manitoba indexes the specific materiality of geo-tex-
tiles to create large-scale, concrete components that optimise 
structure while using minimal material.4 
Cast Thicket continues this work on soft moulds, but is dis-
tinct in two ways. First, it uses semi-rigid polypropylene sheets 
with integrally fabricated seam connections. Second, the over-
all organisation uses a tensile network of struts and nodes to 
distribute load and create space. These distinctions yield sev-
eral technical and spatial advantages. Embedded, prefabricat-
ed seams in stiff plastic expand the formal language of tensile 
moulds, allowing for concave ruled-surface geometries as well 
as convex forms. The seam strategy also allows for the tool-
less assembly of seams in 3D space and reduces the need for 
vertical seam supports. The tensile network formation in con-
junction with localised surface optimisation allows the mini-
mal use of mould surface while remaining incrementally vari-
able and spatially responsive to contingent design constraints.
DynAMIC TEnSILE nETwORK
The design of the latest iteration of Cast Thicket used a com-
pressive scaffold as its starting point (fig. 1). The scaffold al-
lows the internal mould to be entirely tensile and serves as a 
reference for positioning the frame. TOPOCAST Lab addition-
ally developed the scaffold to act as transport bracing and 
shipping. Fitting the scaffold into the gallery space for the ex-
hibition thus set the preliminary size and weight constraint of 
the overall piece. Within these constraints, yo_cy developed 
a tensile network, which became the centreline for both con-
crete mass and steel reinforcement.
C.B.A.
Fig. 3: Massing strategy diagrams (from left): equilateral triangles with three  
levels of vertical diagrid, truncated massing grid with simplified interior branching  
members, and base points spread out for stability.
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Starting from an initial grid converted to virtual springs in 
Kangaroo, yo_cy set up an optimisation scheme similar to the 
game cat’s cradle (fig. 3). Played out over a series of iterations, 
the virtual spring simulation is trained into an optimised, in-
terlaced network. Using two types of nodes, fixed and dynam-
ic, allows the framework to be moved either directly by posi-
tioning fixed nodes or more subtly by changing the tension on 
the springs. This nuanced, haptic design process allows yo_cy 
to interface with and adjust to the structural concerns from 
Buro Happold while creating a formation that demonstrates 
the maximum flexibility of the system.
STRuCTuRAL AnALySIS
The computational approach used by yo_cy in developing the 
form allowed a fluid exchange between the design and ana-
lysis models. The embedded centreline skeleton is the prima-
ry interface for design iterations. The iterative simulation al-
lowed the design and fabrication team to make decisions about 
member lengths, cantilever spans, and the required bracing 
during construction.
To prevent the concrete from cracking, the final geomet-
ric configuration must satisfy the imposed loads without fail-
ure or signs of stress. The neuron-like formation of the piece, 
though inherently stable, does not provide direct vertical load 
paths and its upper, cantilevered branches resulted in some 
high nodal moments. These constraints on the structure, once 
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Fig. 4: Cast Thicket: diagram showing relationship of steel components.
analysed, confirmed the original strategy of relying on a steel 
reinforcement frame for tensile support. To ensure that the 
concrete does not show signs of stress, the underlying steel is 
designed to do the primary structural work, not relying on the 
concrete for stability, while minimising deflections in both the 
pre- and post-cast conditions.
STEEL REInFORCInG FRAME
Cast Thicket’s internal steel frame replaces typical steel re-
bars. Using both flat-cut and radial laser cutters, the system 
leverages CNC technology and parametrically variable con-
nections to create a smooth fabrication workflow and to en-
sure precise positioning within the slender moulds (fig. 4). The 
system uses T-section struts and vertical pipe connectors to 
overlay the tensile network’s spans and nodes. Organising the 
welding workflow in stages allows small node components to 
be tack-welded so the frame can be cold-assembled and posi-
tioned before the final structural welds are made.
Centred at each node, vertical pipes act as the primary po-
sitioning element of the assembly. Indexing the azimuth an-
gle of each connection, these slotted pipes receive the hooked 
tenons of the vertical component of the T-sections. Each strut 
is fabricated from three flat-cut parts. Registering the alti-
tude angles of each connection, the vertical portion of the ‘T’ 
is bisected so each side can be pre-welded to its correspond-
ing node-pipe (fig. 5). Working with TEX-FAB, yo_cy designed 
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interior of the mould surface. Calibrated to the dexterity of the 
hand, a single hole in each tab creates a finger-sized handle to 
allow incremental manual lacing of the seams. Sequenced af-
ter the final welding of the steel frame, the external tabs allow 
the skins to be partially pre-laced in groups that correspond to 
nodes and then wrapped around the steel to form the moulds 
(fig. 9). This strategy organises the skin assembly so several 
nodes can be assembled simultaneously (fig. 10).
Once assembled around the steel, the plastic formwork is 
further tuned using techniques developed by TOPOCAST Lab. 
Fig. 5: Steel assembly diagrams: variety of vertical steel connection angles,  
range of vertical angles accommodated by steel pipe detail.
Fig. 6: Steel assembly process: precise horizontal angles registered  
by angle-finder welding jig. Radially-cut steel pipe, flat-cut steel struts,  
and plywood angle-finder jig. 
a system of CNC cut angle-finding jigs to precisely locate and 
weld the vertical strut components to the node-pipes (fig. 6). 
A notched, horizontal T-component spans the full length of 
each strut, precisely aligning to the tenons of each pair of bi-
sected verticals. This three-part connection system allows 
pre-welded, branching nodes to be ‘stitched’ together and 
temporarily secured with zip ties. Using a system developed 
by TOPOCAST, the zip-tied assembly is precisely located rela-
tive to a template in the base of the scaffold and then welded 
in place.
MOuLD SuRFACE OpTIMISATIOn
Again using the spring network as a centreline, the mould 
patchwork starts from a piped, hexagonal profile. The hexag-
onal profile accommodates many nodal relationships, includ-
ing 1 : 1 or bypassing conditions, 1 : 2 bifurcating conditions, up 
to 3 : 3 nodes and all permutations in between. This rough, tu-
bular form is topologically refined through mesh relaxation 
(fig. 7). Relaxation dynamically simulates the behaviour of a 
stretchy, tensioned skin morphing the straight, longitudinal 
profiles towards minimal arcs. Several parameters were at play 
in formally defining the final surfaces. Increasing mesh subdi-
vision prior to relaxation greatly decreased the volume of the 
final mesh, creating a more linear formation, while decreasing 
subdivisions spreads the struts into more continuous surfac-
es. The intensity of the relaxation can be varied through using 
more or fewer iterations. Each iteration brings the struts clos-
er to a true catenary profile, thus reducing their surface area. 
Limiting this variation is crucial, as it tends to create a bottle-
neck for concrete when the profile area at the centre point is 
decreased. Once a balanced volume is achieved, the initial pro-
file edges are extracted from the mesh and lofted to form de-
velopable, ruled-surface patches. These patches are combined 
and unrolled to form the initial patterns for the polypropylene 
formwork. 
pLASTIC FORMwORK
Integrally fabricated parametric tabs are used to lace or tie the 
tensile plastic patches together. Seam curvature indexes the re-
laxation of the mesh. This same curvature guides the distribu-
tion of the tabs, which increase in density to correspond with 
reduced curve radii (fig. 8). This non-uniform distribution of 
tabs allows for stronger, more redundant connections at nodal 
joints where most tension occurs during the casting process. 
Designed to be assembled exclusively from the exterior of 
the formwork, the tabs leave a smooth tensioned seam on the 
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Fig. 9: Cast Thicket: exploded axonometric drawing describing assembly process.
Fig. 7: Form-finding and optimisation diagrams (from left): tensile network  
optimisation, mesh subdivision form-finding resulting in varying porosity, and  
mesh relaxation varying iterations.
The tabs play an important role at this stage, providing an an-
choring device for seam reinforcement and positioning the 
mould relative to the scaffold. Nylon string is laced through 
the tabs and reinforces the mould at the bottom nodes and in 
other areas of high pressure (fig. 11). Further reinforcing can 
be achieved locally through the use of zip ties during pour-
ing. Though empirically determined, these techniques evi-
dence the tensile nature of the mould and the materiality of 
the polypropylene by piggybacking on the optimised connec-
tion system. 
Fig. 8: Plastic formwork detail diagrams: seam curvature analysis, tab density 
increases with increased curvature.
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COnCRETE COMpOSITIOn
The final material component of Cast Thicket is a custom formu-
lated mix of high strength, low-viscosity white concrete. Sever-
al substitutions and admixtures were made to create a mix that 
is lightweight and facilitates pouring into the complex, slen-
der moulds. Using Poraver ® 5 expanded glass to replace sand 
as a fine aggregate is the most significant deviation from typi-
cal concrete. This ultralight, air-filled aggregate reduces the 
Fig. 12: Casting process: assembled polypropylene formwork, formwork after  
casting, and unwrapped concrete. (Photos: Craig Gillam.)
Fig. 10: Plastic formwork assembly process: assembled steel frame, plastic  
formwork being tied around steel frame, and fully assembled plastic formwork. 
Fig. 11: Nylon string laced through tabs in  
plastic formwork. 
overall weight of the mix by 22%, allowing a significantly larger 
construction and enabling manual positioning inside the gal-
lery. Polypropylene fibres reduce small cracks that may occur 
during movement, and set retarders and plasticisers increase 
workability time and liquidity. Along with precisely screened 
large aggregate, these admixtures allow the concrete to flow 
into small gaps and enable larger quantities of concrete to be 
poured incrementally into the intricate moulds (fig. 12).
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COnCLuSIOn
Cast Thicket is a proof-of-concept prototype that presents for-
mal qualities, structural configurations and spatial effects new 
to tensile mould typology. This novel approach has proved at an 
installation scale that the logistic and spatial effects predicted 
in simulations and small tests are achievable. Though success-
ful at this scale, the installation also provokes new questions 
and problems for plastic cast tensile moulds. Pri mary among 
these concerns is the current lack of predictability of the 
moulds’ final form and the lack of information to increase the 
scale of this application. While Cast Thicket closely simulated 
the overall configuration and approximate volume, the current 
simulation techniques do not predict local buckling. Though 
this is not central to the form or structure at this scale, in a 
projected, large-scale application this type of discrepancy may 
be detrimental. Further exploration will attempt to predict 
buckling through more precise physics simulation. Scalability 
is also a challenge both in terms of labour management and 
seam strength. Integral seams do allow for variation, but test-
ing on larger-scale components would significantly add to the 
variation and to instrumentalization of the process. Finally, 
structural testing of the concrete and prefab frame would yield 
critical data for realizing a larger application.
Though challenges remain in the direct use of Cast Thicket 
for tall projects, the test proves the materiality, novel for-
mal qualities and structural assumptions. Seam detailing and 
semi-rigid plastic moulds allow for concavity and visually 
sharp seams which are new to tensile mould typology, while 
the tab geometry yields both fast, toolless assembly and sec-
ondary spatial effects registering the stress based on local 
curvature. Additionally, the use of recyclable, ultralight, one-
off moulds presents a radical variation in the economy of cast 
architecture. Finally, the network-based structural configur-
ations show potential for more contingent, flexible structure 
that could alleviate the need for opaque structural cores while 
reducing the overall weight and cost of moulds. 
notes
1 Diederik Veenendaal, Mark West and Philippe Block, ‘History  
and Overview of Fabric Formwork: Using Fabrics for Concrete 
Casting’, Structural Concrete, 12/3 (2011), p. 165.
2 Luis Fernández-Galiano, ‘Miguel Fisac’, AV Monographs 101 (2003).
3 Andrew Kudless, ‘Bodies in Formation: The Material Evolution of 
Flexible Formworks’, in Joshua M. Taron, Vera Parlac, Branko Kolarevic 
and Jason S. Johnson, eds., Integration through Computation: 
Proceedings of the 31st ACADIA Conference, October 11–16, 2011, 
University of Calgary, Banff, Alberta, Canada (Capo Beach, Calif.: 
Association for Computer-Aided Design in Architecture, 2011), p. 101. 
4 Veenendaal, West and Block 2011 (see note 1), p. 172.
5 Poraver ® is a registered trademark of the Canadian firm Poraver 
North America Inc.
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Fig. 1: Honeycomb brick: detail of wall prototype.
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building bytes: 
3d-printed bricks
bRIAn pETERS (COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTuRE AnD EnvIROnMEnTAL DESIGn, KEnT STATE unIvERSITy)
Combining a traditional building material (ceramics) with a new fabrication technique (3D printing) to rethink  
an ancient building component (bricks), the Building Bytes project demonstrates how 3D printers can become portable,  
inexpensive brick factories for large-scale construction.
InTRODuCTIOn
Building Bytes is an ongoing research project looking into dig-
itally fabricated building blocks (fig. 1). While several large-
scale 3D printing projects are currently being developed, this 
research examines the potential of using small-scale, accessi-
ble technologies to continue the long tradition of using bricks 
in architectural applications. The first phase of this research 
was conducted during an eight-week residency at the Euro-
pean Ceramic Work Center (EKWC) in the Netherlands during 
the summer of 2012. 
FAbRICATIOn pROCESS
Bricks are an ancient building component and their fabrication 
has seen several innovations throughout history; however, it 
has consistently relied on a system of moulds or extrusions 
that produce the same shape hundreds, or thousands, of times. 
Building Bytes is an exploration of a new tool for brick fabrica-
tion: 3D printing. This technique does not rely on moulds, but 
rather prints each brick individually, allowing users to fabri-
cate complex forms within which each brick can be unique. 
While there are several scales and techniques of 3D print-
ing, this project was specifically focused on desktop 3D print-
ers that use the FDM (fused deposition modelling) technique 
of printing. These machines are inexpensive and currently 
widely available on the market. Their relatively small printing 
size – approximately 20 cm (l) × 20 cm (w) × 20 cm (h) – was not 
considered a limitation, but rather a design parameter. 
The initial challenge of the project was to reconfigure a 
desktop 3D printer to print with ceramics. The plastic extru-
sion system (print head) was replaced with a bespoke one that 
used air pressure, while the existing x-y-x gantry remained 
(fig. 2). The final printing material was derived from a slip cast 
recipe of earthenware ceramics, which is commonly used for 
casting moulds, and was stored in reusable plastic cartridges. 
Various recipes were tested to determine the optimal viscosity, 
drying time and shrinkage of the mixture. 
The ceramic mixture was extruded from the plastic car-
tridge through a thin nozzle (print head) using air pres-
sure. The speed of the extrusion was controlled by adjust-
ing the pressure, which needed to be consistently maintained 
throughout a print. The bricks were printed with a continuous 
extrusion (fig. 3); material flowed from the print head without 
stopping and starting, following a series of vertically stacked 
printing paths composed of polylines (fig. 4). The goal for each 
polyline was to create an unbroken path that was both struc-
turally stable and time-efficient (fig. 5). Each brick required 
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approximately 15–20 minutes to print and after printing, the 
bricks were air-dried for one day (fig. 6) and then fired in a kiln 
at 1100 degrees Celsius for twelve hours. 
pARAMETRIC DESIGn
The Building Bytes brick designs were developed using a par-
ametric design software, Grasshopper. The initial part of the 
Grasshopper definition involved scripting an overall form of 
the application (e.g. a wall screen), by inputting the design pa-
rameters of the desired structure. This form was then subdi-
vided into modules (bricks) that could be fabricated by the 3D 
printer. Each brick within the larger structure had its own set 
of parameters that could be adjusted, such as the exterior skin, 
interior skin, internal structure, and interlocking joint detail. 
Additional information for each brick was also embedded into 
the digital model, such as the material cost, printing time, and 
Fig. 3: 3D printing bricks with a liquid ceramic mixture on a modified 
desktop 3D printer.
Fig. 4: Diagram of a honeycomb brick printing path.
Fig. 5: Diagram of various printing paths that comprise 
the honeycomb brick.
Fig. 2: Diagram of a desktop 3D printer with a custom 
ceramic extrusion system.
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themselves during the printing process; otherwise, they would 
collapse and fail (fig. 7). This steered the design towards intri-
cate interior patterns (see ‘Honeycomb Bricks’) and undulating 
exterior skin patterns (see ‘Ribbed Bricks’). Second, since a 
secondary support material was not used, the amount of verti-
cal overhang from one layer to the next was limited. A series 
of tests determined the maximum angle of overhang per layer 
to be around ten degrees, and that information was embedded 
into the parametric model as a design parameter. Finally, the 
height between printing layers, in particular, had an effect 
on the fabrication process. For example, thinner layers led to 
longer print times with less visible contours (texture), while in-
creasing the layer height reduced the print time and increased 
the visible contours. Every factor influenced the others, creat-
ing a dynamic prototyping process that ultimately informed 
the design of the bricks. 
a labelling system for the full-scale assembly. When the over-
all form was changed, the individual bricks were automatically 
updated, creating a design system that could quickly adapt to 
varying scales, sites and applications. 
The final part of the Grasshopper definition was a custom 
script that translated the desired 3D model into g-code. G-code 
is the programming language that is read by 3D printers, com-
municating the relevant x, y, and z points and the speed to 
travel between those points. As a result, a master Grasshopper 
script included all the information needed for a brick, from the 
design and structural data to the fabrication code and a simu-
lation of the printing process. This minimised the time spent 
redesigning and modifying the bricks based on the fabrication 
system and physical tests. 
pROTOTypInG
Creating a direct link between the digital models and physical 
tests was essential for this project, since the printing process, 
in combination with the material, was highly experimental. 
Optimal fabrication standards could only be determined 
through several physical prototypes. The following factors 
were examined: extrusion (flow of material), speed of printing, 
material viscosity, material slump, amount of layer overhang, 
stability during printing, and layer height. Three of these fac-
tors are discussed below.
First, since the material used in the prototypes was very 
viscous and unstable, the bricks had to be designed to support 
Fig. 7: Printing early honeycomb brick prototype.
Fig. 6: Air drying bricks prior to kiln firing.
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bRICK DESIGn
Building Bytes highlights new opportunities for ingenious and 
adapted brick designs. For example, bricks can be designed 
with interlocking joints and different three-dimensional pro-
files on each façade. Building Bytes also offer the possibility of 
incorporating necessary electrical or mechanical infrastruc-
ture within a brick or engineering each brick’s strength to cor-
relate with its placement within a wall. 
Four brick types were designed to test and demonstrate the 
design potential of this fabrication system and its applications 
in interior and exterior architecture. Along with full-scale pro-
totypes of a single brick and stacked aggregations of 15–30 
bricks, scale models of potential final applications were pro-
duced to visualise and communicate the design intent. 
honeycomb bricks (figs. 8–10)
Honeycomb bricks are modular and can be stacked in three 
different orientations, allowing flexibility. They are also very 
stable during the printing process and in the final application, 
due to their intricate interior structure. The potential applica-
tions for this type of brick include interior and exterior privacy 
or sunscreen walls. 
Fig. 8: Honeycomb brick: prototype.
Fig. 9: Honeycomb brick: scale model of screen wall application.
Fig. 10: Honeycomb brick: full-scale wall prototypes.
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interlocking bricks (fig. 11)
These prototypes are an exploration into the use of interlock-
ing brick joints in wall structures. The interior bracing provides 
stability, while the exterior can expose the structure (as in the 
prototype) or be clad in another texture (which is integral to 
the brick design).
ribbed bricks (fig. 12)
Designed for column applications, ribbed bricks have a distinct 
outer surface that is both structural and ornamental. The ma-
terial stability while printing drives the unique outline, which 
can be designed any number of ways with no increase in fab-
rication complexity. Each brick in the column prototypes is 
unique, allowing for a twisting, narrowing profile.
x-brick (fig. 13)
This brick type was designed to maximise visual opacity through 
walls, optimise printing time, limit material use and test non-
modular constructions. The X-brick prototype structure creates 
an undulating surface by using unique bricks per row.
Fig. 11: Interlocking brick: prototype. Fig. 12: Ribbed brick: prototype.
Fig. 13: X-brick: prototype.
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OnGOInG RESEARCH
Building Bytes is an ongoing project and there are several cur-
rent lines of research, which include: testing new materials, 
investigating structural integrity, improving the fabrication 
system, developing new joints and connection details between 
bricks, and exploring other design applications. 
Material research is focused on two avenues. First, tradi-
tional materials, such as ceramics and concrete, because it is 
beneficial that local builders have familiarity with their proper-
ties. Second, alternative materials (experiments with sand and 
adobe are being carried out), as this could lead to the develop-
ment of a system that uses on-site materials in construction.
For the system to become a viable fabrication tool, inno-
vations in the printing process are being developed. First, 
the capacity of the material storage system will be increased, 
whether from a continuously fed system or enlarged material 
containers. Second, investigations into increasing the printing 
speed are being carried out for greater efficiency. And finally, 
a process needs to be developed to reliably test the structural 
integrity of the bricks, to better understand the performance 
characteristics of designs, porocities and materials. 
The intent is to test these lines of research through the con-
struction of a full-scale structure. This will not only explore 
construction necessities, such as mortar application, but also 
highlight the potential of this new fabrication tool in small-
scale architecture. 
COnCLuSIOnS
The Building Bytes research has created a functioning and 
reliable brick fabrication system from a standard desktop 3D 
printer. Initial experiments and prototypes began exploring 
the design implications and opportunities for the profession, 
with the hope of demonstrating that 3D printing has the poten-
tial to influence future architectural applications. 
The research also hopes to raise important questions for 
the design and construction industry, such as: 
1) What applications will benefit from custom designed and 
printed bricks? 
2) What material systems can now be considered for building? 
3) How can this fabrication technique be engineered to con-
sistently produce structurally sound bricks?
In conclusion, Building Bytes envisions a future building 
site where local designers and builders are fabricating bricks 
on site using a series of easily-accessible desktop 3D printers 
with local materials. 
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Fig. 14: Honeycomb brick: detail.
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Fig. 1: Mobile Orchard. View of animated lights encircling tree at night, Finsbury Avenue Square. 
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the mobile orchard:
growing ergonomic, edible,  
aerial datascapes
ALEx HAw (ATMOS)
The Mobile Orchard is an inhabitable public art installation by the art/architecture practice atmos, commissioned as the centrepiece 
for the City of London Festival 2013 to highlight the decline in British orchards. The digitally-cut, laminated-timber structure 
celebrates the urban fruit tree, welcoming visitors to a varied landscape of occupiable spaces arrayed around a sculptural central 
spine. It utilised a sophisticated parametric design model to control a complex range of inputs and systematically feed thousands  
of individual components to the CNC router, and onwards to assembly. This text explores the project’s genesis and illuminates some 
intricacies of the multilayered fabrication and installation process.
THE unwITTInG ARCHITECT
‘The best friend on earth of man,’ wrote Frank Lloyd Wright, ‘is 
the tree. When we use the tree respectfully and economical-
ly, we have one of the greatest resources on the earth.’ Yet 
the tree, provider of that most ubiquitous and economic of 
building materials, is also the contemporary architect’s arch-
enemy: effortlessly graceful in its stretch from soil to sky; 
humiliatingly all-encompassing in its integration of form and 
function; unsurpassed in its economy of means, unparalleled 
in its management of budgets; defiant and exuberant in its un-
stoppable, muscular, florid will to form.
Trees’ structural diagrams are of such extraordinary (and 
elusive) efficiency that they alchemise timber into steel, even 
in apparent defiance of logical loading routes. Their branches 
wriggle outwards in unrestrained creativity, yet still sate the 
most exacting of briefs. Their leaves maximise surface area 
with the most minimal of means. Their welcoming roots (think 
Newton’s cradle) have changed the very course of scientific his-
tory – and engulfed world monuments: think Cambodian figs at 
Tra Prohm. Their environmental collaboration with symbiotic 
‘tenants’, their fertilisation by local hand-maiden fauna, and 
their reliance on hidden soil fungi, all taunt individualist hu-
manity with a future-thinking model of ecological cooperation. 
ARbOREAL ALMAnACS OF DESIGn
It was a gardening journalist, Walter B. Hayward, writing for 
the New York Evening Post in 1913, who preceded Frank Lloyd 
Wright’s famous other quote on trees, and said on the saving 
grace of vines: ‘Some day the American Institute of Architects 
will get together and vote a solid gold medal, summa cum laude, 
to the man who invented vines; for it was he who made the archi-
tect’s profession safe.’ Planners and urbanists seem all to agree: 
trees heal the wounds inflicted by buildings, softening their 
sharp corners, foliating the flatness of their inarticulate façades.
In an age of algorithms and emergent digital design, the 
complex growth patterns of nature’s closest thing to architec-
ture, whilst also its most radical engineer and its most inven-
tive geometer, demand investigation and sincere attempts at 
flattering imitation, offering, as they do, deep lessons in a wide 
array of architectural issues, spanning culture and technology.
buILDInG A TREE
The City of London Festival is an annual event that activates 
the hidden spaces of the corporate capital with cultural con-
tent. It also increasingly pursues an environmental agenda 
that promotes biodiversity within the crystalline caverns of 
the city’s architecture.
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In 2013, the city commissioned atmos to design a ‘Mobile 
Orchard’, which would thematically explore the role of trees in 
the city, the decline of British orchards, and the disappearance 
of the urban fruit tree (fig. 2). Like a wind-borne seedling, the 
Mobile Orchard was to travel to five separate locations with-
in London’s Square Mile, introducing tight logistical require-
ments for rapid breakdown, transport and reassembly.
DESIGn SEEDS
In the face of countless sculptural imitations of nature, atmos’s 
core design principle was to engineer an inhabitable tree, tai-
lored to the ergonomics of intrepid users, a structure that 
would welcome and embrace, encouraging exploration and 
relaxation, cross-fertilising nature and architecture in ways 
every bit as artificial as their urban-tree referent; splicing, 
grafting, pruning and re-engineering raw matter to construct 
a labyrinth of branches that would indiscernibly double as 
steps leading to a constellation of aerial seats and sky-thrones.
Early designs investigated the use of thin stainless steel 
sheet, V-folded along curved lines using developable surfaces, 
creating long filigree spans with minimal use of material while 
emphasising a crystalline artificiality that reflected the local 
architectural palette and the engineering prowess of trees 
themselves. 
ARTIFICIAL GRAIn
Budgetary and comfort issues governed a switch to the flesh 
of trees themselves, and a design that developed its own form 
of timber grain – ironmongery its only recourse to steel. The 
tree’s emphatically horizontal (and thus accessible) limbs were 
to offer and bear the hardiest and most sturdily-packaged of 
fruits, apples,1 that a wary public were likely to feel comfort-
able to pick and eat, and one they would most readily symboli-
cally associate with a British orchard.2 
Fabrication negotiations led to a design layering 4 mm slic-
es of glued Latvian birch plywood, chosen for its economy, 
strength and durability. This lamination of laminations created 
a rigorously parallel series of stripes and striations that fortui-
tously recalled the ‘straight, fine, uniform texture’ of vernac-
ular apple and cherry hardwoods. The differentially-torqued 
bolting technique,3 required to further bind the plywood 
sheaves, counteract shear, and resist splitting or overturning 
as they deviated from their centreline, similarly mimicked the 
way hardwood ‘pulls’ leaning stems into alignment through 
the development of ‘tension wood’ (fig. 3).4 
Fig. 3: Close-up of the tree’s grain at the intersection of trunk segments. 
(Photo: Jonathan Perugia / jp foto.)
Fig. 2: View of Mobile Orchard amidst fruit trees at the Gherkin building 
in London. 
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ECCEnTRIC SpIRALS
The core design centred on a trunk that leaned and cranked 
and bent and spiralled, and generally twisted as far as en-
gineering constraints would allow such a structure with a 
deeply eccentric centre of gravity, a vulnerability to sudden 
gusts of fierce wind at the base of its host towers, and the 
challenge of mobile live loads tracing their aerial paths across 
its aerial branches. The trunk had 12 trunk segments of 30 
degrees (their edges thus simply machined by a 15-degree 
CNC bit) (fig. 4) bundled against an asymmetrically-spiralling 
series of diminishing ellipsoidal compression tree-rings, to 
which they were tensioned and glued. Like trees in general, it 
had a severely limit ed budget, and thus deployed the minimum 
mater ial needed, arraying slices of only 50 mm width into the 
shallowest shell possible thus encasing a central void which 
could be visually surveyed by those that leant across its base 
and dipped their head into a hole that exploited a pocket of 
local structural redundancy.
The structure originally had, like most trees, a generous 
fanning array of undulating, elongated roots 5 that multi-tasked 
as welcoming street-furniture and buttressing supports. When 
budgetary constraints amputated their extensions, the base 
of the trunk was forced to evolve into a separately bolted void 
(fig. 6) that could incorporate over 1.5 tonnes of ballast, which 
Fig. 4: Separated trunk-slice segments awaiting tethering together. 
Fig. 5: Assembled, denuded trunk core being lifted for transport to first site.  Fig. 6: View past lowest tree ring into the void of the trunk base, without ballast. 
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had to be removed for transport. The tree ultimately relied 
upon a sole central ‘shadow’ root for its stability – a mutant 
echo of the real-world adventitious stilt, knee or buttress roots 
that more typically intermesh to form a rigid support for the 
structure above.6
pARAMETRIC THICKET
The trunk’s complex spiralling geometry governed each seg-
ment’s capacity to generate branches, each extension fighting 
both for limited local purchase and fluid incorporation in the 
global constraints of optimised stair paths and head-height 
enclosures. Each branch needed to be removable for transport 
(fig. 7), and so its structural connection back to the trunk was 
reduced to the simplest possible essence: a protruding resin-
anchored threaded rod traversing the trunk void, which was 
then wound tight against the shell opposite, its highly-torqued 
nut then concealed by the overlay of an LED strip. 
The junction between trunk and branch entailed a two-
fold flaring-plane socket detail that ensured the branch could 
be socketed against the meat of the inner rather than outer 
trunk, the angled tolerance of its outer taper allowing for the 
timber’s expansion and contraction from heat and humidi-
ty. The fading array of bolts along each limb assured its life, 
much like the punctuation of bark’s gas-exchanging lenticels. 
The branches wound outwards and upwards and bifurcated, 
spliced with lighter laser-cut slices of S-shaped aluminium 
(strengthened using curved folding), referencing both arbo-
real uses of folded strengthening, and the binary materiality 
of bark and core. 
LOnDOn LEAvES
The canopy, like trees themselves, was subject to a strict bud-
getary constraint, thus developing a leaf design that doubled 
shading with information (that great unifier of natural and fi-
nancial systems), each leaf outlined a local London borough, 
each shape thus perfectly tiling without waste onto laser-cut 
sheets, maximising material surface spread whilst providing 
visitors with local cultural reference (fig. 8).
Its phyllotaxy hybridised common fruit-tree leaf types, al-
ternating distichous 7 with verticilate,8 since spiral arrange-
ments became impossible along the enforcedly two-dimen-
sional axis of the secondary branches. The petiole (or stalk) 
expanded each borough boundary into a meaningfully-wrig-
gly line that balanced maximum extension (thus avoiding 
auto- shading) with minimum viable strength; a single, central, 
vein-like fold on each, hand-pinched in seconds, and thus af-
forded further structural stability. 
The collection of borough outlines, varying widely in geo-
graphic area, reflected the variance in leaflet blade size of 
many compound leaf types, with each ‘London Leaf’ lamina 
also varying widely in appearance, from ovate to semi-ellipti-
cal, orbicular to perfoliate.9
Fig. 7: Rows of assembled branch slices awaiting tensioning into trunk slots.  
Fig. 8: Close-up of ‘London Leaves’ laser-cut in the shape of boroughs.  
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SCRIpTInG nATuRE
The design process was developed almost entirely using Grass-
hopper and RhinoscriptVB (fig. 9), where an ever-expanding 
ecology of interdependent tools were built that simulated 
the artificial growth of trees at a range of scales. The scripts 
enabled the management, automation, rationalisation, sub-
div ision, contouring, slicing, separation, numbering and prep-
aration of parts into geometries that could be cat egorised, 
separated, routed, assembled and physically realised (fig. 10). 
The system steadily aggregated enormous levels of unprece-
dented complexity, constantly informed by engineering, 
ergonomic, economic, fabricational and logistical inputs and 
iterations.10
The network of forking branches required iterative geo-
metrical testing to seek maximum spread with minimum in-
gredients whilst incorporating randomised switches of direc-
tion, with varying intensities of 3D curvature and bifurcation, 
each toggled to optimise local coverage (fig. 11). Planometric 
deviation was limited by structural capacity, whilst section-
al genesis was governed by ergonomics, secondary-branch 
geom etries and tertiary foliation. An extensive array of drivers 
and constraints thus generated a deeply rigorous relationship 
between root and trunk, branch and leaf, all centring on a sin-
gle, all-inclusive parametric definition.
Fig. 9: Various visualisations from the evolution of the Grasshopper model.  
(Renderings by atmos.)
Fig. 11: View of seat-cradling branches winding towards the Gherkin’s lattice. 
Fig. 10: Exploded isometric showing atomised branch segments at the rear. 
(Drawing by atmos.)
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LuMInOuS xyLEM
Trees generally appear to be the epitome of static nature, mon-
umental and immutable – yet internally, they bristle with elec-
tricity; they can trigger startlingly rapid movements through 
nerve-like electrical impulses. The physiologist John Burdon-
Sanderson first noted botanical electrical signals in 1873 whilst 
studying Venus flytraps,11 and science has since documented 
(with notable recent upsurge) the pantheon of sensitivities of 
various forms of plant life, including swift signal response and 
transduction.12
The limited gestation period of the Mobile Orchard forbade 
development of sophisticated tactile thigmonasty,13 though it 
incorporated a DMX-programmed version of photonasty; its 
bark echoing the surrounding public clocks by responding to 
the fluctuation of light across the day. Long 16-mm wide strips 
of linear LEDs, IP-encapsulated in sap-like silicone, excavated 
a perfect quartet of plywood slices (fig. 12), their linearity em-
phasising the bundled fibrosity underlying all trees, their seg-
ments illuminating in accelerating chronological sequence, 
rotating in a slow crescendo that climaxed with a cataclysmic 
hourly chime. The tree’s dead matter was thus enlivened with 
live data, just as trees coalesce living and sloughed-off matter.14 
The continuous presence of light  – the phototroph’s 15 core 
fuel – alluded to the city’s own unceasing nocturnal rhythms, 
and its factory of productivity, whatever the hour (fig. 1).
FAbRICATIOn pROCESS
The manufacturing hybridised a range of subtractive tech-
nolo gies (3D-axis CNC routing with water jetting and laser cut-
ting), working with one of the only CNC operators in London 
that also operates as a fabricator and contractor. The initial 
design specified 18-mm plywood sheet, ubiquitous and by far 
the most economic per weight, monolithically CNC-contoured 
in 3-mm steps, but prototyping revealed that the necessary 
flipping and undercutting required for rounded three-dimen-
sionality catastrophically undermined the vacuum suction of 
the machine bed, prompting the switch to thinner slices cut 
rapidly from a single side only. The project’s virtual geom-
etries necessitated close collaboration and feedback between 
designer and fabricator, particularly in the refinement of CNC 
cutting protocols.
And yet, as with so many digital works, the presence of the 
human hand was far from expunged. With assembly of the slic-
es impossible to automate, the process relied heavily on a host 
of volunteers (mostly unemployed southern European design-
ers, the recession thus unwittingly funding the project) and 
thus the design of a tight informational system and managerial 
sequencing of tasks. The assembly process also revealed a wid-
er truth about complex arboreal (and perhaps all) structures 
and their reliance upon broad collaboration between multiple 
agents. It recalled the astonishing inter-species alliances that 
occur under the ground, where fields of entirely separate roots 
agree to interlock and enmesh, and share resources.16 
key project data
web pages 
Project Website (due updating):  
http://www.mobileorchard.info/ 
atmos webpage on the project:  
http://www.atmosstudio.com/Mobile-Orchard 
atmos collection of videos on the project (due updating):  
http:// www. youtube. com/ playlist?list=PLz6LhwhDR5pEGN_
inDNuh3m4cxP4rEQPC&feature=mh_lolz
tiMeline 
Design Commission: February 2013 
Fabrication: June 2013 
Installation: 24 June – 27 July 2013
sites (all City of London, Financial District, UK): 
24 June: Paternoster Square 
1 July: Devonshire Square 
8 July: St Mary Axe 
Fig. 12: Detail of integration of luminous LED strips within grain of trunk base.  
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15 July: New Street Square 
22 July: Finsbury Avenue Square 
Map: http://goo.gl/maps/yuIzc
Materials 
600 8 × 4’ sheets of 4 mm Latvian birch plywood 
300 1250 × 2500 mm sheets of ‘Priplak’ polypropylene (for leaves) 
3 8 × 4’ sheets of 1.2 mm aluminium (for secondary curved-folded branches) 
22 3W IP65 LED micro-spotlights (Wibre) 
90 m of 12 W/m IP65-rated LED strips (LEDLinear) 
160 hours of CNC time
credits
design: atmos: Alex Haw, Jeg Dudley, Natalie Chelliah, Xiaolin Gu, 
Maite Parisot, Juan Carlos Bueno, Adamantia (Mando) Keki,  
Miriam Fernandez 
struCtural engineering: Blue Engineering 
lighting design: Arup 
lighting sponsor: Architectural FX / LEDLinear / Wibre 
plywood sponsor: DHH Timber 
FabriCation: Nicholas Alexander + volunteers 
logistiCs: Tellings Transport 
Client: City of London Festival 
Festival tree sponsor: Bloomberg 
Funding partner: Arts Council England 
real orChard trees: YouGarden + The Worshipful Company  
of Fruiterers 
MiCrosite web design: 8-fold 
hosts: Broadgate Estates, Devonshire Square Management,  
Land Securities, 30 St Mary Axe Management Company Ltd  
(The Gherkin)
notes
1 Even if they were out of season in the United Kingdom, a fact that 
ruined early plans for gleaning and freeganism; further pages than 
available here would be required to expand on the ecological 
acceptability of pan-national, cross-seasonal fruit transport.
2 ‘The British eat 50 billion apples each year’ (BBC, ‘ British to  
the Core’, Weds 14 Nov 2012, http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/
b011wz53, accessed Wed 18 Sept 2013, and Britain played a key 
technological role in the plant’s modern cultivation, e.g. ‘The majority 
of the rootstocks used today to control size in apples were developed 
in England in the early 1900s’; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apple, 
accessed Thurs 19 Sept 2013.
3 Ranging from just 2 Nm at 50 mm-diameter limbs, to 32 Nm at 
200 mm diameter.
4 Peter Thomas, Trees: Their Natural History (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2000), p. 69; note that conifers do  
the opposite, ‘pushing’ their limbs into alignment.
5 Most underground tree roots extend far beyond (up to three 
times) the spread of their companion canopy above, yet occupy an 
extremely shallow pocket of soil; Thomas 2000, p. 72.
6 Thomas 2000 (see note 4), p. 106.
7 The arrangement of a single leaf at each node.
8 Bob Watson, Trees: Their Use, Management, Cultivation and 
Biology (Marlborough: The Crowood Press, 2013), p. 54. Multiple 
leaves at each node.
9 Thomas 2000 (see note 4), p. 30. Note that even homogeneous 
single-species leaf arrays embed diversity: ‘leaves act as independent 
units, similar to a block of apartments’. 
10 Some of the variables controlled by the extensive master 
parametric model include: programmatic constraints like lowest 
branch heights; step heights and positions, and position of crown 
seat; position of connection points between trunk base and trunk 
above; height; width, segmentation, twist and taper of trunk, 
including extent of deviation from pure spiral; thickness, number, 
position and depth of trunk tension rings; depth-to-cantilever ratios 
of branches, along with their deviation in plan and section, and 
location of their inflection points; depth, width and taper of their 
plugs in relation to trunk sockets, and the corresponding position 
and size of tension bolt holes and washer recesses opposite; adaptive 
bolt spacing and nut recessing, and intermediary location of recessed 
micro-spotlights and linear strip channels; and fabrication 
constraints including slice thickness, part labelling, part size and 
layering, and orientation, arraying and positioning of final pieces for 
CNC-cutting.
11 Research that would be continued in his Department of Medicine 
at University College London, with the first publication nine years 
later in the Philosophical Transactions titled ‘The Electromotive 
Properties of the Leaf of Dionæa in the Excited and Unexcited States’ 
(1892); J. Brian Ford, How Animals and Plants Feel and Communicate 
(New York: Fromm International, 1999), p. 191.
12 See, for instance, The Journal of Plant Signaling & Behavior 
(František Baluška, Stefano Mancuso, Tony Trewavas, Dieter 
Volkmann, eds.).
13 Thigmonasty means movement in response to touch or vibration.
14 Watson 2013 (see note 8): ‘a combination of green primary growth 
and bark-covered, woody, secondary growth’ (p. 137).
15 An organism enacting photosynthesis (also known as 
photoautotroph).
16 Thomas 2000 (see note 4), p. 94. ‘In a mixed hardwood forest, it is 
possible to get the roots of 4–7 trees below the same square metre of 
soil surface.’ 
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Fig. 1: Weathering of outdoor installation of Study in Spin-Valence. 
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search For a rooted aesthetic: 
study in spin-Valence
EMILy bAKER (AMERICAn unIvERSITy OF SHARJAH, unITED AR Ab EMIR ATES)
The evolutionary development of the fabrication pattern-logic Spin-Valence serves as an example of the potential for discovering  
a ‘rooted aesthetic’, or one in which the appearance of a constructed system is intrinsic to the way that it functions. Spin-Valence 
employs the cut line as the tool in the formation of a structurally effective space frame through rotational bending of interacting 
units out of a flat sheet of steel. The description of its process of development also posits a tactic for reinvesting the intuitive  
and improvisational hand of the architect. 
Spin-Valence is a fabrication pattern-logic that was the culmi-
nation of a year of research and experimentation while com-
pleting a course of graduate study in architecture at Cranbrook 
Academy of Art in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan. The goals of this 
work, and the larger investigation of which it is a part, lie in the 
search for architectonic expressions that arise out of methods 
of fabrication and attaining structure. Many of the historically 
meaningful architectonic expressions have at their core issues 
of construction and structure. Thus, this work seeks to estab-
lish what can be termed a ‘rooted aesthetic’, or one in which 
the appearance of the system is intrinsic to the way that it 
functions, much like the evolution of biological forms, where-
in the beauty of the organism arises out of its being tuned to a 
specific environment and set of biological needs. 
In order to embark on this search, the designer suppressed 
the influence of appearance on the development of the sys-
tem in favour of its functional goals. Each choice to evolve the 
work was made based on structural capacity and in service to 
constructability, disregarding any formal biases and allow-
ing a new aesthetic to emerge unadulterated from this evo-
lutionary process, the results of which could not have been 
preconceived. 
pROCESS 
The development of Spin-Valence began by exploring the use 
of digitally cut sheet steel to produce a system that could be 
self-structuring, scalable and easily constructed. Much of 
steel fabrication is the amalgamation of standardised steel 
shapes. However, as demonstrated in this work, the reimagin-
ing of ubiquitous steel systems via new technologies can pre-
sent novel architectural possibilities and advance our under-
standing of fabrication and construction. Instead of choosing 
a structural system to emulate, the field of possibilities was at 
first left open, and the idea of cutting and bending the sheet 
from the flat plane into a self-supporting form was initial-
ly explored in paper. A few paper iterations yielded a kind of 
pattern-logic that utilises rotational bending to create struc-
tural integrity through triangulation. Further study revealed 
that this logic is also translatable into any regular polygonal 
shape (fig. 2).
The square version of the pattern was selected as the in-
itial site of investigation. Aggregation of the resultant struc-
tural units yielded various self-supporting forms depending 
on the relationship between discrete units. These units, like 
atoms in molecules, began to produce predictable form-gen-
erating combinations and behave based on their chirality, or 
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handedness. Many aggregation strategies came out of the 
playful recombination of these paper units. This development 
of an easily manipulable paper-based structural ‘toy’ served to 
inform subsequent full-scale prototypes. The enabling of play, 
and thus a kind of useful ambivalence,1 through the physicality 
of the prototypes was key to the progression of this evolution-
ary process (fig. 3). 
With demonstrated potential in this pattern-logic, the pro-
cess of translating the pattern, and thus the structural unit, 
from paper into a larger scale steel version began. Some revi-
sions were made to the cut pattern before the first steel unit 
was produced in order to maintain stability with the increase 
in scale. The obvious weaknesses of this first steel proto-
type precipitated many revisions to the original steel cut pat-
tern. For instance, each leg of the structural unit was given 
a curved shape that both created a precise amount of neces-
sary weakness at the intended bend point and also increased 
the amount of steel in the leg where it was likely to buckle. 
Additionally, each leg was perforated to accommodate one 
bend along its length for further stiffening. This second it-
eration of the pattern yielded a much more stable and pro-
duction-friendly steel unit (fig. 4). Further refinements were 
made in order to reduce the cut pattern to the least amount of 
lines possible, thus reducing cut time and wear on equipment 
(each discrete line meant a new striking of the arc of the plas-
ma cutting tip, producing wear), and also to tune bend points 
and leg lengths for optimised stability, strength and ease of 
production. 
Fig. 3: Aggregation models of paper-based structural ‘toy’. 
(Photo: P. D. Rearick.)
Fig. 4: Top: The first steel unit prototype utilised the same pattern as the paper units. 
Expanding this pattern in steel highlighted the need for programmed points of  
weakness within the pattern to facilitate bending. Below: Facilitating bend points 
drove the revision to the curved shape of the legs, which simultaneously served  
to allow a stiffening fold down the length of each leg. Inner legs were shaped so as  
to stabilise their connection points at the base. This pattern minimized the number  
of cut lines to thirteen, reducing wear on equipment and cut time. Note the eight 
triangulated legs of the independently structured unit, later reduced to four within 
the Spin-Valence pattern-logic. (Photo: P. D. Rearick.)
Fig. 2: Paper-based structural ‘toy’ that served to inform subsequent 
full-scale prototypes.
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Fig. 5: Prototype in steel exhibiting structural capacity  
and light transmission. (Photo: D. Skidmore.)
Fig. 6: Prototype in steel.
As seen in the above referenced images, these four-sided 
units employed eight legs for structural triangulation – four 
outer legs and four emanating from the unit’s centre. Exam-
ining aggregation models revealed that the units could be 
placed in rotational proximity to each other such that triangu-
lation would occur between units instead of within each unit 
individually, rendering four of the eight legs in each unit ves-
tigial (fig. 8). The ensuing investigation of a pattern-logic in 
which the relationship of multiple structural units cut on the 
same sheet of material produced structural bonds, or valences, 
resulted in the scalable pattern system that characterises Spin-
Valence.2 A sheet employing Spin-Valence, when expanded, ef-
fectively forms a space frame, or two parallel planes joined 
continuously by triangulated arms. 
InSTALLATIOn
Spin-Valence emerged from the amalgamation of non-aes-
thetic decisions and refinements in service to structural goals 
and ease of fabrication. As the number of prototype iterations 
grew, it became clear that the rooted aesthetic that had been 
the goal of the endeavour was emerging. In order to further 
understand the potential of the system on a functional level 
and to study its aesthetic potential, an installation was planned 
and exhibited on the grounds of Cranbrook Art Museum. 
The primary component of the installation was a wall, ap-
proximately 2.2 m by 5.5 m (7 ft 8 in. high and 18 ft. long), which 
separated at one end to create an occupiable space. The ‘floor’ 
of this space employed Spin-Valence at a smaller scale than the 
wall, allowing visitors to experience how the system could sup-
port their weight. The entire pavilion was elevated on custom 
steel components that translated loads to small screw piles. 
One of the potential capacities of the system that was re-
vealed during its development was that it might, with the ad-
dition of a sealable skin, become a building enclosure as well 
as a structure. The installation began to probe the experiential 
qualities of that idea with the incorporation of eight translu-
cent glass panels. The panels were hung on the wall at eye level 
with clips that were developed, along with many other neces-
sary elements of installation, in the same immediate and im-
provisational way that the system itself was developed, thus 
they were tuned to work within the pattern-logic of the wall. 
The three-dimensional pattern produced by Spin-Valence 
in combination with the shifting daylight and movement of 
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Fig. 7: Process of expanding a steel sheet employing Spin-Valence.  
(Photo: P. D. Rearick.) 
people produced an amazingly dynamic and alluring sur-
face. The installation begged the closer inspection of passers-
by, who were drawn to consider how the system worked – to 
touch it, to observe the shifting shadows. 
LInE IS TOOL
Within this cut-and-bend system, the tool for the formation of 
the work is not only embedded in, but actually is the cut line. 
The line is the tool. Thus, a new tool is being created or refined 
with every line drawn. Each point of weakness to allow bend-
ing and strength to resist buckling – each length, spacing and 
rotation – has been choreographed and calibrated through it-
erative testing. Within this type of system, the act of drawing 
is not only the description of geometry, but the very creation of 
the tools that will provide a construction logic and imbue the 
material with structural capacity, as well as aperture, shading, 
and shadow play.
The system is efficient in that the connections between the 
units are not additive, but pre-existing in the raw material. A 
perceived complex arrangement of parts is actually a single 
piece. It is strong enough to support itself along with a sig-
nificant load, yet literally and visually light. It holds shadow 
and light in the vertical plane, and its patterns shift dramati-
cally and dynamically with light changes and the position of 
the viewer. 
REInvESTInG THE InTuITIvE HAnD
The resulting pattern-logic was one that could not have been 
derived solely by the capabilities of the designer through com-
putational modelling. The feedback loop within this evolu-
tionary process between drawing and resulting artefact re-
lied heavily on the enabling of an intuitive and improvisational 
hand. Complete access to the means of production, a three-
axis CNC plasma cutter, enabled the very immediate transla-
tion of drawn line to cut line, acting to invest the hand of the 
designer to work with sheet steel in a way previously inacces-
sible. The elimination of layers of influence between designer 
and artefact resulted in an intuitive, improvisational, immedi-
ate and iterative workflow.
This work situates itself as a possible, or even necessary, 
precursor to the pairing of digital fabrication and advanced 
computation in that it gleans invaluable strategies and embed-
ded knowledge through intuitive, improvisational investiga-
tion that precedes the application of computation. There are 
many lessons to be learned at this level of engagement that 
could bring important insight and depth to subsequent itera-
tions that do make use of digital abstraction and computation. 
The system is stronger, not weaker, because it was not initially 
computationally derived. A system thus calibrated to the hand 
and material properties might then readily be computationally 
augmented or employed.
COnCLuSIOnS
Spin-Valence resulted from investigations rooted in the real-
ity and physicality of material construction. Because discov-
ery was preferred over forced authorship, there was no pre-
scribed end, only a fossil record of constructed objects leading 
towards building components that maintain the performative 
joy of dreamed architectures while addressing the real prob-
lems of making them and making them useful. 
In his essay, ‘The Agency of Constraints’, Joe MacDonald 
speaks of ‘the opportunity to introduce an additional set of 
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Fig. 9: Side views of curvilinear and angled space frame prototypes in steel.  
(Photo: P. D. Rearick.)
Fig. 8: Left: Process of unit expansion. Center: Triangulation in single unit  
and multi-unit system. Inner legs become vestigial as units cooperate to  
create triangulation. Right: Valence bonding formed through spin operation.
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carefully designed parameters geared toward generating new 
links, new connectivities and new relationships … The emer-
gence of these properties offers an unprecedented interaction 
between intrinsic geometric, structural and material qualities, 
on the one hand, and conscious form-making on the other.’ 3 
The designer’s influence on the appearance of each project 
will and should always be present, however, its temporary sup-
pression in favour of other goals allowed this material system 
to evolve and cultivate its own intrinsic aesthetic qualities. An 
aesthetic emerged rooted in this evolutionary process. 
Spin-Valence was not developed as a system to rationalise 
complex forms, rather as a means of reinvesting the human 
hand with agency in the realisation of material architecture. 
The pattern is intrinsic to its usefulness and its tuning to the 
hand of the maker, but the pattern is also the allure of the sys-
tem. It gives the system depth and complexity even in its pro-
found simplicity. 
Two distinct yet interconnected veins of further research 
present themselves for the future of Spin-Valence. The first 
would explore the immediate relevance of digitally fabricated 
systems to the construction industry by developing this work 
into an integrated structure/enclosure system that will seam-
lessly interface with standard construction. This entails the 
further integration of sealable skins on both sides of the struc-
tural framework, creating a weather-tight, insulated, breath-
able wall, as well as space for the incorporation of lighting and 
other building services. The pressure of usefulness will evolve 
the system in ways it would never evolve outside of the crite-
ria for real architecture. The second would further develop the 
system by keeping it free of constraints in order to push the 
formal and experiential possibilities of the pattern-logic. How 
can the system curve or transition in scale while maintaining 
its structural integrity? How can the play of light and shad-
ow be further explored and exploited? How does morphing 
the cut pattern change the system structurally and formally? 
What properties are highlighted in the system at its scalar ex-
tremes? How can the system become interactive? 
Future development of Spin-Valence will seek to employ the 
principles refined through iterative material testing within a 
computational framework, expanding and evolving the struc-
tural, formal and aesthetic capacities of the system.
notes
1 Philip Beesley and Michael Stacey, ‘Q & A’, in Ruairi Glynn and  
Bob Sheil, eds., Fabricate: Making Digital Architecture (Cambridge, 
Ont.: Riverside Architectural Press, 2011), pp. 134–43. See discussion of 
ambivalence, esp. pp. 135–6.
2 While the work was not directly influenced by principles in 
chemistry, the rotational bending and bonding between units, as well 
as their chirality, or handedness, strongly resemble certain chemical 
and molecular behaviours. These similarities began to surface during 
and after development of the system. The name Spin-Valence was 
derived from the expansion process after cutting, and any apparent 
connection to Spin-Coupled Valence Bond Theory in chemistry  
is coincidental, though perhaps not surprising, based on the basic 
sympathy between the structures of the two. 
3 Joe MacDonald, ‘The Agency of Constraints’, in Glynn and Sheil 
(see note 1), p. 198.
Figs. 10, 11: Installation of Study in Spin-Valence  
on the grounds of Cranbrook Art Museum.
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Fig. 1: The Rise – commissioned for the spring exhibition ‘ALIVE: Designing with Living 
Systems’ at the EDF Foundation Espace in Paris. Close-up view.
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the rise: 
building with Fibrous systems
MARTIn TAMKE, DAvID STASIuK, METTE R AMSGA ARD THOMSEn
Fibrous systems represent an alternative approach for building construction, combining individual member continuity with the 
potential for bespoke and locally differentiated distributions of material. A synthesis of multiple computational approaches in both 
design morphogenesis and in fabrication logics enable the modelling of construction assemblies that emulate fibrous biological 
systems. So, while the focus within the discussion of digital manufacturing generally revolves around the computer-controlled 
fabrication of elements, the research-driven installation project, The Rise, shows the benefits of using assembly logic as an 
integrated, incremental step in a more cohesive generative design and building process. The use of a time-based design, growth  
or fabrication logic throughout the entire process enables the fabrication of a three-dimensional structure comprised of bundled, 
actively bent fibres. 
InTRODuCTIOn
Through evolution, fibre-based set-ups have emerged as the 
dominant mechanism for composing matter in complex or-
ganisms.1 In many of these instances, long fibres are oriented 
in parallel and arrayed in nested hierarchies of stacked bun-
dles, often beginning at the molecular scale. These relatively 
stiff fibres are generally unconnected physically and are ei-
ther embedded in a matrix material, such as tree fibrils in a 
soft mix of lignin and hemicellulose,2 or are organised through 
friction, such as muscle fibres, which are bundled in multiple 
groups and subgroups, each of which is collected through con-
nective tissue.3 Bundling as a mechanical but mainly organisa-
tional principle provides organic systems with methods that 
direct generation, adaptation and variation 4 and provides 
means for compartmentalisation, redundancy, robustness and 
flexibility.5
Human construction has long taken advantage of bundling 
and friction-based structures. In these prehistoric and vernac-
ular architectures, the larger load-bearing capacity of bundled 
poles in comparison to the pure addition of individual poles 
has led to ‘extremely efficient systems made of bamboo canes, 
thin branches and rods, reeds or even blades of grass’.6 Bun-
dled reed poles define the tectonic of Greek Doric columns.7 
Similar practices continue today: the Ma’dan in south Iraq 
make houses from tapered reed bundles 8 and the South Amer-
ican Uros, indigenous people who live on Lake Titicaca upon 
floating islands fashioned from the Totora reed, use the same 
plant to make boats of bundled dried reeds.9
Fig. 2: The Rise at the exhibition ‘ALIVE: Designing with Living Systems’  
at the EDF Foundation Espace in Paris. 
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Just as the use of bundling and fibre-to-fibre friction ena-
bles the use of vegetative fibre materials, so do contemporary 
practices with fibre-reinforced composite materials extend 
this practice into the twenty-first century. Non-uniform dis-
tributions of components create bespoke graded anisotropic 
materials, with variable properties in multiple directions and 
areas.10 Based on advances in computation, fabrication and 
material science in reinforced composites, the orientation and 
distribution of fibres is used to determine the properties that 
will become the means of optimising the material for specific 
applications.11 This allows a full integration of material, con-
textual and structural considerations in the design of compo-
nent systems.12
Contemporary research into the use of fibreglass-rein-
forced materials on an architectural scale shows that a per-
formance-oriented organisation of material can be achieved 
through the utilisation of areas of similar properties and ac-
tually fabricated in surface-like topologies.14 In contrast, the 
branching and growth logic of trees in nature exhibit a fibrous 
organisational system wherein, over time, each element is in-
dividually directed and able to respond. Through their growth 
mechanisms, vegetative systems can balance a set of dynam-
ic forces that are both internally and externally driven (fig. 3). 
Thus, evolution provides a blueprint for a resilient and sus-
tainable building process that is based on the ability to han-
dle emerging complexity through the responsive arranging of 
each additive fibre.
bIOMIMETIC TRAnSLATIOn OF nATuRAL FIbROuS SySTEMS
The research-based installation, The Rise, was commissioned 
for the exhibition ‘ALIVE: Designing with Living Systems’ at the 
EDF Foundation Espace in Paris. The Rise examines and dis-
plays these natural systems and employs design and fabrica-
tion techniques that engage with the performance and behav-
iours of fibrous bundling material constructions. Bundling 
was explored for its potential to regulate stiffness and bend-
ing strength in the creation of bifurcations, reconnections and 
multi-branch conditions of aggregations of variably sized bun-
dles of rattan core. Methods associated with member continu-
ity, friction-based construction systems, and bespoke geom-
etries achieved through novel oppositional active-bending 
connection assemblies were investigated. The integration of 
material simulation during morphogenesis and the registra-
tion of time-based, growth-driven model transformations on 
the topological level assigns growth mechanisms a place in the 
digital design model. After a successful growth cycle, this in-
forms the separate fabrication model. The fibrous material sys-
tem, in contrast, informs the genesis without being conceptu-
alised itself as a responsive system.
bIOMIMETIC TRAnSLATIOn OF GROwTH TROpISMS InTO 
DynAMIC MODEL TOpOLOGIES
In order to counter the reciprocal conditions that characterise 
fibrous systems, The Rise endeavours to emulate the principles 
of vegetative growth. Rather than solving all requirements at 
once, this time-based and iterative approach allows the sys-
tem to gain complexity over time and adapt dynamically to the 
specificities of the environment and the states that it encoun-
ters as it grows into form. Where the system is not intended 
to perform as a vegetative system itself, it takes on key con-
cepts from plant growth for its morphogenesis. The particu-
lars in this process are modelled after a selection of plant trop-
isms, those qualities of plants that ‘are operationally defined 
as differential growth responses that reorient plant organs in 
response to the direction of physical stimuli’.15 
The stimuli registered in the generative system emulate 
vegetative responses to light (phototropism), gravity (geo-
tropism) and touch (thigmotropism). These responses are 
characterised by growth behaviours that result in accretion, 
branching, climbing and self-grafting. These last qualities en-
dow the assembly with the ability to fuse into new circular 
relationships, creating both structural strength and addition-
al infrastructure network pathways. With these generative 
guidelines operating as a conceptual, algorithmic, and mate-
Fig. 3: A simplified section of a branch reveals its complex  
fibrous structure, which works in compression as well as in tension. 
(Diagram based on the publications of Dr Alex Shigo).13
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rially focused scaffolding, a fully integrated design system is 
created. Critical to this design system is the embedding of a 
virtual light as an ‘energy source’ and the integration of a con-
tinuous particle-based simulation of the bending and torsion-
al deformation that accompany multiple stages of incremental 
growth (fig. 4).
FROM MORpHOGEnESIS TO FAbRICATIOn DEvELOpMEnT
The structural system for The Rise emulates natural systems 
by laminating multiple elements in bundling for active bend-
ing under self-weight. As it is modelled after growth systems, 
these bundles grow, bend, branch, graft and climb in the pro-
cess of digital morphogenesis. The specifics of these critical 
interpretations of natural systems emerged through an itera-
tive process consisting of multiple cycles of speculative design 
through both digital and physical systems (figs. 5, 6).
Fig. 4: Diagram of relationships between modelling drivers 
for morphogenetic modelling in The Rise project.
Fig. 5: Investigations of bundling, element morphology 
and active bending in branch geometry.
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Here early speculative physical probes on details and glob-
al configurations are informed by already loosely sketched 
digital generative processes and in turn enrich the design feed-
back loop.16 A formal and conceptual scaffold emerges that in-
forms/shapes targeted computational development, physical 
prototyping, empirical measurement and any ensuing system 
(re)calibration (figs. 7–9). 
Through this iterative process, it becomes clear that the de-
sign and construction systems operate best through stra tegic 
decoupling. Here the assembly system is not fully realised dur-
ing morphogenesis, but key topological, geometric and ma-
terial performance indicators are captured through localised 
spring deformation in the generative model (fig. 10). This re-
lies on a simple triangulated, truss-like configuration of accu-
mulating modules that becomes central to the organisation of 
the custom particle spring simulation system that governs not 
only morphogenesis during the design process, but also sys-
tems organisation and the assignment of sectional thickness 
and orientation for later deployment in the fabrication system 
(fig. 11).17
Fig. 6: Speculative physical model investigating tropisms, 
branching, grafting and flowering towards a light source.
Fig. 7: Analysis of bending and creeping by section  
and variable loading conditions.
Fig. 8: Identification of minimum bending radius  
by rattan section.
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Fig. 10 a: Localised spring deformation of morphogenetic  
model due to bending under self-weight during growth.
Fig. 9: Physical prototype for testing the digital  
system and providing materially driven feedback 
through empirical observation.
Fig. 10 b: Translation of local deformations to assigned  
material thickness along each connection node.
Fig. 11: Triangulated system used for capturing growth, registering  
branching orientations and geometries, and passing on critical topological  
and bending deformation information from the morphogenetic model  
to the fabrication model.
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MATERIAL AnD ASSEMbLy SySTEMS
Using a kit of three sectional diameters (5 mm, 10 mm and 
19 mm) with up to 5 m in length, The Rise was assembled from 
a series of ‘struts’, bundled rattan core members, each of which 
describes a connection between one or more branching ‘con-
nection nodes’ (fig. 12). The Rise uses a system of individually 
CNC-milled high-density polyurethane elements (HDPE) pack-
ing nodes to create the necessary cohesion between the bun-
dled collections of rattan members along the assembly’s struts 
(fig. 13). These rings, calculated to fit the bundled rattan ele-
ments, are equipped with teeth and compressed through an 
outer cable tie in order to create sufficient friction between 
the rattan elements. 
Further overall cohesion is generated through a strategy 
for maximising the continuity of individual rattan members 
through compression rings and multiple connection nodes 
(fig. 14). A matrix material, such as in wood or composite fibre 
products, would afford a higher degree of structural efficien-
cy; the approach taken considers the constraints of on-site in-
stallation and the engagement of the fibres with the connec-
tion nodes. 
Similarly, the scale of the fibres used for The Rise precludes 
the weaving of collections of fibres with cross-lamination, as 
in woody plants. Instead, a system of oppositional bending is 
leveraged that uses the rattan’s flexural resistance to demon-
strate both structural capacities and the bespoke geometric 
formations that emerge from the algorithmic growth process. 
These fibrous assemblies are organised through an integrated 
system of individually custom-milled HDPE star nodes. These 
inform the distribution of each source growth tip into three 
new branches and reorient and manage the rattan member 
Fig. 13: Packing nodes for organising rattan bundles along structural struts.
Fig. 14: Member continuity through multiple connection nodes,  
as demonstrated by identifying all the members that pass through  
node #6.
Fig. 12: Star nodes for organising oppositional active-bending rattan 
branch connection elements for both structural performance  
and bespoke geometric deployment with inner grey guideposts. 
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traditional crafting techniques associated with rattan core 
through their delicate detailing (fig. 16).
Finally, The Rise was able to establish connections to adja-
cent walls and the floor through custom-made steel and HDPE 
feet and wall pins. These combine the splicing logic of the stars 
with steel ball-joint elements that transfer tension and com-
pression forces while maintaining free rotation.
FAbRICATIOn AnD InSTALLATIOn
The fabrication and installation experience associated with 
The Rise has been surprisingly seamless. The digital model 
was organised so that the packing node CNC drivers are rap-
idly exported for milling and are easily drawn, along with each 
rattan member number, for installation (figs. 17–19). 
Likewise, each rattan member’s topology is printed and 
arranged in terms of locating all the packing and star nodes 
associated with it along its length. The cutting and labelling 
simplifies the process of cutting and allows the installation to 
proceed easily, as each element essentially self-jigs according 
to the locations of the printed labels (fig. 20).
Essential self-jigging for struts and nodes is provided through 
guideposts (fig. 11). These are pre-cut 4 mm rattan members 
that define the exact length for each connection between star 
topologies that emerge from the meeting of multiple struts. 
Each node’s composite rattan members are dimensioned such 
that both of the desired geometric orientations are achieved 
through oppositional bending resistance by the members in 
each node and the overall structural performance can be met 
(fig.15).
The end of each open strut is crowned with a ‘flower’. These 
elements split the tapered struts and create a visual link to the 
Fig. 16: Ornamental ‘flower’ describing open branch termination 
and conceptual continuity.
Fig. 15: Physical models exploring oppositional bending.
Fig. 17: Sample drawings of various star and packing nodes,  
from left to right: star node, tight packing node, and  
loose packing node for the connection of a strut to a flower.
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nodes, whether it is along each strut or within each connection 
node. Each node has pre-drilled holes of 4 mm for embedding 
these elements. Use of these eliminates the need for additional 
measurement devices during installation, which proved criti-
cal for rapid and confident installation. This proceeded along 
the initial growth path within the generative model.
COnCLuSIOn
The translation of principles from nature was not undertaken 
in The Rise in order to create a responsive physical system, but 
rather to enrich the design space through biological logic. In 
watching the overall process from concept to fabrication on 
an architectural scale, the predominant nature of the design 
space is to be responsive and provide feedback.
The translation of fibrous logics found in nature into an ar-
chitectural-scale structure poses multiple challenges:
– The design system must translate the design intent into a 
morphogenetic and fibre-based fabrication logic. 
– Aggregation of fibres must be informed by the expected 
behaviour of the fibres under load and within the structural 
compound.
– Individual control of fibres in a material set-up must be 
maintained even as global behaviours are being considered 
and registered.
– Diagrammatic transformations of natural processes may 
have to be applied in order to approximate behaviours occur-
ring at scales not accessible through a given material library.
These challenges are recursive and self-enforcing, and ne-
cessitate the use of ongoing feedback mechanisms between 
the scales of the design assembly and individual component 
materials.
The key to handling the fibrous systems in The Rise lies in 
the management of tightly integrated, complex systems. The 
collapse of simulation and accretion during the generative 
Fig. 19: Star nodes and packing nodes arranged according  
to installation order.
Fig. 20: Rattan elements laid out sequentially, according to installation 
order, with temporary tags showing locations of associated star nodes 
and packing nodes along the length of each member.
Fig. 18: Detail of installed star node.
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modelling phase can only be implemented through the stra-
tegic integration of tracking processes for all of the data and 
geometric drivers essential to making the model. The Rise ap-
plies a series of approximations and substitutions during the 
translation of biomimetic drivers into generative algorithms 
and fabrication strategies. These are tied in through a concep-
tual scaffold and diagram of operation developed during the 
investigation and modelling phases of the project. Here obser-
vations – e.g., that a matrix material as in wood or composite 
fibre products provides a higher degree of structural efficien-
cy – can be balanced with the constraints of on-site instal-
lation and the engagement of the fibres with the connection 
nodes.18 
The Rise demonstrates that the handling of organisation 
and time is more essential to the handling of complexity than 
fabrication machinery or material, as these are becoming an 
extension to emerging digital crafting techniques.19
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Fig. 1: Matter Design, La Voûte de LeFevre, Banvard Gallery, 2012.
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la Voûte de leFeVre:
a Variable-Volume  
compression-only Vault
bR AnDOn CLIFFORD, wES MCGEE
Particle-spring systems are commonly used to develop compression-only form-finding systems. This paper proposes to use a 
particle-spring system in response to a desired form in order to generate a variable-volume, compression-only structure fabricated  
of volumetric material. By varying the depth and the volume of the system, loads can be re-directed through the depth of material  
in order to result in a desired form, as opposed to a structurally optimal form that assumes a uniform thickness approach.  
This paper proposes to generate, build, and test a compression-only vault composed of variable-volume units. This research will 
advance knowledge surrounding volumetric physics calculations as well as volumetric fabrication methodologies.
InTRODuCTIOn
Thin-shell compression-only structural systems are relatively 
new to the built environment. Compression-only structures, on 
the other hand, are ancient. Thin-shell structures assume a min-
imal and consistent cross-section. This assumption is driven by 
material efficiency. The results are forms developed exclusively 
by structural concerns (typically gravity), hence the term form-
found. Architecture has to respond to structural concerns, but 
it also has to address a variety of other issues, e.g. acoustical, 
formal, programmatic, etc. It is not necessary for form to be 
driven strictly by structural requirements. For example, Gothic 
cathedrals contain the thrust-vector within the variable depth 
of the stone’s cross-section. These cathedrals are not deter-
mined by idealised catenary form, but through a confluence of 
architectural desires with compression-only principles. With 
this approach as inspiration, this paper addresses the potential 
of compression-only systems to be resolved through a variable 
volume in order to obtain a desired form.
Much research has been done in analysing existing variable-
depth structures to determine if a thrust vector falls inside the 
depth of material. 1 Other methods assume a fixed depth of ma-
terial in order to generate a design. The method proposed in this 
paper assumes a desired geometry and allows for a variable-
volume to redirect the thrust vector as a means to produce a vi-
able design that concerns both structure and other formal con-
cerns. If typically one assumes thin, this paper assumes form.
This method is dedicated to addressing architectural con-
cerns with structural results. This paper does not advocate 
for the reversion to a past architecture. It promotes the inser-
tion of lost knowledge into our current means and methods of 
making.
pARTICLE-SpRInG SySTEMS
Particle-spring systems are based on lumped masses, called 
particles, which are connected to linear elastic springs. The 
solver used for this research is part of a particle-spring sys-
tem implemented by Simon Greenwold. 2 ‘Each particle in the 
system has a position, a velocity, and a variable mass, as well 
as a summarised vector for all of the forces acting on it.’ 3 This 
Runge – Kutta solver is not necessary to generate a catenary 
(even load distribution), but it is necessary when evaluating an 
irregular load case. The method applied in this research will 
always be an irregular load case because it is assumed the re-
sulting geometry is not an idealised catenary form. 
Particle-spring systems have been explored to create virtu-
al form-finding methods such as Kilian’s CADenary tool.4
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COMpRESSIOn-OnLy STRuCTuRES
A compression-only structure will stand as long as the thrust 
vector of the system falls within the middle third of its cross 
section. It is not always predictable that a structure will fail, 
though it is possible to know if it will stand. A paper by Jacques 
Heyman introduced the safe theorem for masonry structures.5 
This theorem states that a compression-only structure can 
stand so long as one network of compression forces can be 
found in equilibrium within the section of the structure. This 
solution is a possible lower-bound solution. When evaluating 
existing structures, it is not always possible to understand ex-
actly where this force network is.6 The method applied in this 
paper can calculate and ensure a thrust vector falls within the 
thickness of material.7
FORM RESpOnDInG
Form-finding analogue models by such researchers as Otto 8 
and Gaudi, or even the virtual versions like Kilian’s CADenary, 9 
have proved it is difficult to control and predict the results of 
the final found-form. Moreover, if that form does not corre-
spond with a force that is external to the form-finding model, 
it is difficult to resolve the two into a solution. This paper pro-
poses form-responding as approach. Form-responding takes a 
desired form as input and produces a variable-volume solution 
to allow for interaction between these external forces and the 
solver-based model.
METHODOLOGy
The vault is computed with a solver-based model that elicits 
a compression-only structure from a structurally non-ideal 
geometry. The model requires a fixed geometry as input and 
opens apertures in order to vary the weight of each unit. This 
dynamic system reconfigures the weight of the units based on 
a volumetric calculation. If unit A contains twice the volume of 
unit B, then unit A weights twice as much. It requires that the 
material of the project be consistent, and solid (hollow does 
not work). The computed result produces a project that will 
stand ‘forever’ as there is zero tension in the system precise-
ly because of the weight and volume of the project, and not in 
spite of it.
base geometry
This paper assumes the base geometry as fixed. The assump-
tion is that this geometry has been predetermined by a force 
external to the model: acoustics, formal, building code, etc. 
Future research could allow for a more fluid and reciprocal re-
lationship between the structural requirements and these oth-
er formal drivers. While this geometry is not strictly aligned 
with structural concerns, it must be close in order to result in 
a solution. In previous versions of the calculation,10 almost any 
geometry would work as input. The variable-volume calcula-
tion is more nuanced.
This calculation requires a number of inputs to the system. 
It requires both an upper and lower bound surface. These sur-
faces parameterise the depth of the units as variable during 
the form generation, but fixed during the variable-volume cal-
culation. The calculation also requires a location for the node 
of each unit to be located within the system. 
These particles are evenly distributed across a base geom-
etry that falls between the upper and lower bound surfaces. 
This distribution employs another particle-spring system to 
locate and distribute the points across the surface, increasing 
in distance from each other as they approach the upper eleva-
tions of the geometry. Figure 2 demonstrates the result: an en-
larging of the units in the vault, and a tightening of the units 
down in the columns. The particle-spring system computes it-
self against these three inputs, which serve as the data.
Fig. 2: Drawing of the particle-spring system  
arrayed across the desired base geometry.
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particle-spring system
The particle-spring system is composed of a number of parti-
cles, the length of the springs that connect the particles, and 
the continual resulting forces on each particle informing the 
system. While the organisation is consistent, the system has 
been reconfigured in a variety of solutions.11 This paper em-
ploys an evenly distributed system as described above.
Vertical distance Versus Volume
When analysing masonry arches, it is common practice to use 
static block analysis to break down an arch into a few polygons. 
The area of each polygon determines the vertical thrust vector.12 
Previous iterations of this calculation employed a high resolu-
tion of vertical distances to inform each particle with its new 
relative weight. This paper employs volume as opposed to area 
or distance. Similar work has been conducted using volume to 
analyse and determine the viability of a structure.13 This paper 
employs the variability of the volume to ensure a solution.
The location of the particles defines the virtual thrust 
network. In order to ensure a solution, these particles are 
required to be moving during the calculation until they find 
equilibrium. At each interval of the calculation, a number of 
operations occur, complicating the calculation beyond a sim-
ple distance measurement. The new location of each particle 
generates a three-dimensional Voronoi calculation that inter-
sects with the lower bound base geometry surface. This inter-
section then produces points at the intersection of each curve 
where an interpolated curve is generated. Simultaneously, the 
centroid point (also the particle) finds the closest points on the 
upper bound surface and generates a circle perpendicular to 
the line connecting these two points. The plane this circle is 
generated on also serves as the flat backside that sits on the 
table of the computer numerically controlled (CNC) router, a 
useful fabrication constraint (see figs. 3, 4) The circle and the 
curve are then lofted with each other, producing a surface 
that is trimmed with the rest of the surfaces in the system. The 
inter section of these surfaces extrudes to the closest position 
on the upper surface, producing the voussoir 14 that discretises 
each unit in the vault.15 Each unit now contains an enclosed 
volume that can inform the system with its weight relative to 
its neighbours. Figure 5 demonstrates these operations. These 
operations are calculated continually until the system finds 
equilibrium and a solution can be detected.
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Fig. 3: Detail of the voussoir connection and indexing.
Fig. 5: Diagram of particle-spring system and the variable  
volume calculation. The volume of the enclosed surfaces  
equals the vertical thrust on the particle.
Fig. 4: The upper bound geometry skips continuity at 
the connection of the voussoirs due to the require ment 
for the milling operation to have a flat surface.
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DESIGn
A deliberate attempt was made in this project to topological-
ly 16 transition from column to vault. No break is inserted in 
this transition; however, this is a lie. In reality, there is a differ-
ence between column and vault. The column is solid (fig. 6). It 
is treated as a single unit. The vault on the other hand is discre-
tised into its constituent units.17 This moment of discrepancy is 
attempted to be seamless; however, the grain of the wood dem-
onstrates the reality. There is a good reason for this false real-
ity. A column does not perform in the same manner as a vault. 
The thrust vectors inside the column are vertical, not progres-
sively horizontal. To that end, a column does not resist hori-
zontal thrust. It resists buckling. The solidity of the column is 
paramount. 
The discrepancy in transitioning from solid column to dis-
cretised vault is resolved via rhetoric. The rhetoric of individ-
ual units continues down the column as if the single and solid 
column was in fantasy an impossible continuation of the units 
to the ground. This rhetoric is not a simple continuation of the 
conical-Boolean geometry that composes the vault. It is a new, 
yet similar approach. It refers to the conical-Boolean, without 
repeating it. This shift in geometry allows the system not only 
to calibrate volume (as applied in the vault), but also to per-
form another transition from fragmented to smooth. As the 
units make their way down the column, they do get smaller, but 
the dimples slowly make their way to the surface, producing 
the illusion of continuity, only to push through that continuity 
as the very base. This punctuation to the statement suggests 
that the weight of the vault above is so great that the column is 
forced to bulge outward. 
FAbRICATIOn
The vault was produced with Baltic birch plywood. The ply-
wood is sourced in three-quarter-inch thick sheets awaiting 
the ‘thickening’. Perhaps it is evidence of the state of the indus-
try that volumetric material is difficult to procure. Each cus-
tom unit is digitally dissected and sliced into these thickness-
es, cut from the sheets, and then physically reconstituted into 
a rough volumetric form of their final geometry. These roughs 
are indexed onto a full sheet and glued, vacuum-pressed, and 
replaced onto the CNC router as demonstrated in figure 7. This 
process is materially more efficient than carving these units 
from one solid block of material, though it is more laborious. 
Fig. 6: Column detail, Matter Design, La Voûte de LeFevre, 
Banvard Gallery, 2012. Fig. 8: Swarf milling the voussoir edges.
Fig. 7: Roughed aggregated blanks of the desired geometry 
await the milling operation on the five-axis machine. 
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This project is produced on a five-axis Onsrud router.18 The 
swarf  19 toolpaths utilised are dedicated to removing the most 
material with the least effort (fig.8). Instead of requiring the 
end of the bit to do the work, this path uses the edge of the bit 
to remove much more material. Because this method traces the 
geometry with a line, as opposed to a point via Philibert De 
L’Orme’s technique stereotomy,20 it requires the units are con-
stituted of ruled surfaces.21 This constraint informed the con-
ical-Boolean geometry in the vaulted portion of the project, 
though relaxed in the columns where a more typical surface 
milling operation produces the rhetorical bulges. This shift in 
tooling operation also speaks to the understanding of the dif-
ference between column and vault.
AnALySIS
This project was fabricated with an assumed zero-fill approach. 
As part of the requirement that the vault must be dismantled, 
there is no mortar. Discrepancies, errors, and gaps were im-
possible to resolve because of this zero-tolerance approach. In 
order to ensure completion on site in difficult locations, a man-
ual band saw handled the work of removing collision material 
on the backside of the problematic units. This on-site carving 
did not affect the front edge of the units, but it did produce 
a gap where the voussoir surfaces were not coincidental. This 
happy accident aligns precisely with the Inca wedge 22 process, 
where masons would fill from the backside of a wall with mor-
tar into a voided wedge between stones, while the front and 
Fig. 9: Array of all the unique voussoirs that compose the vault. Fig. 11: Assembly of the vault.
Fig. 10: Various unique voussoirs that compose the vault.
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architectural face appeared to be mortarless. There is room for 
further exploration to capitalise on the potential of the Inca 
wedge method.
COnCLuSIOn
La Voûte de LeFevre demonstrates the potential of informing 
contemporary fabrication methodologies with past know-
ledge concerning volume. It successfully employs physics sim-
ulation to ensure stability through volumetric calculations 
that serve in reciprocity with volumetric making processes. 
While aggregate Baltic birch plywood serves as an analogue, 
potential is seen in other volumetric materials, such as auto-
clave aerated concrete, plaster, or stone. 
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 philip beesley Achim, I think of you as a leader in a surging 
technology that takes computational design 
and combines it with a direct involvement with 
material properties. You offer us a new vision  
of architecture – don’t think I’m exaggerating 
when I put the terms in that way, when I think 
of the students and researchers around your 
centre at Stuttgart and the almost iconic status 
of the research pavilions that have emerged as 
a result of your research. This work has potent 
influence. I am hoping you might be willing  
to take us through the substance of your work, 
using the research pavilions as evolving exam-
ples that integrate new craft from robotics and 
also the pronounced presence of biology as  
an analogy in the most recent generation. I am 
also hoping that you can reflect on your early 
concept of behaviour-based computational 
design morphologies, or ‘morpho-ecologies’. 
Perhaps this exchange might reflect on a 
century- long movement in design. I think of 
Gaudí’s iconic work, and D’Arcy Wentworth 
Thompson’s beautiful On Growth and Form and 
associate them with you. In different ways, both 
of those figures suggest that design could be 
based on precise forces and that bio-mathematics 
could become an articulate language. You carry 
Frei Otto’s legacy, working with analysis and 
with full-blooded participation in empirical 
making, feeling and observing. How would you 
describe the traditions that you work within?
 aChiM Menges I will try to answer your question, reflecting on 
what lineage our work belongs to. You actually 
already pointed out the obvious connection  
to one of the most prominent former colleagues 
of ours here at the University of Stuttgart, Frei 
Otto. He really laid the foundation for an inter-
disciplinary research culture that creatively 
engages the rigour and insights of engineering 
science in architectural design. I think it’s  
also important to point out that all our work  
is the result of a team effort, which materialises 
through the collaboration of a lot of people 
with expertise in different disciplines. 
ACHIM MEnGES  
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  But let me come back to your main question, 
where we see the precedents of our work. One 
could say there were two parallel yet profoundly 
different ways of materially informed design in 
the twentieth century. One of them constitutes 
a line that investigates material systems and 
their capacity to become a collaborator or an 
accomplice in the design process. The other is 
more related to what has been called ‘truth  
to materials’. Most emblematic for the latter  
is Louis Kahn’s infamous asking the brick ‘what 
it wants to be’. This approach is deeply rooted 
in typological architectural thinking. Thus,  
it does not come as a surprise that the response 
attributed to the brick is that of an idealised 
structural typology, so supposedly the brick 
‘wants to be an arch’. Here, material systems  
are conceptualised as derivatives of known 
tectonic or structural typologies. Purity and 
truth to materials become a measure of  
how close you resemble the idealised type. 
  In contrast to this, we see our work rooted in 
the former, more exploratory approach where 
material-oriented design does not reinforce 
established ways of design thinking, but is 
rather employed to challenge our preconcep-
tion of known typologies and what architecture 
could be. And, obviously, you have named two 
of the most eminent figures in this field: Gaudí 
and Frei Otto. However, there are many others 
who have worked in a similar vein, Nervi, 
Dieste, and Candela, to name just a few. Instead 
of looking at materials from an idealist or 
essentialist perspective, here design is about  
a two-way communication process between 
material capacity, for example self-forming 
characteristics, and how the architect can act 
as a moderator in engaging material behaviour 
as one driver in the design process. 
  The computer seems to be particularly helpful 
in this kind of conversation and it allows us  
to go much deeper in understanding how we  
can unfold the design potential that is latent 
even in the most humble and common mate r-
ials. This is similar to the way that the micro-
scope or telescope enabled a better under -
standing of nature, simply because it allowed 
understanding at scales of observation and 
systems that were previously beyond human 
cognition and intuition. I think we try to 
engage the computer in a similar manner. We 
use the computational mode as an intense 
interface to the material in architecture, which 
allows us to engage materiality and mater i-
alisation as an active participant in the design 
process, rather than a passive receptor of 
predefined form. 
 beesley It’s interesting that you distance yourself from 
a stream that is dedicated to optimal forms.  
I’m reminded of Ernst Haeckel, the deeply 
problematic nineteenth-century researcher 
who, in understanding the forms of nature, also 
gave us eugenics and the idea of a master race. 
In spite of examples of gloriously beautiful pure 
platonic forms in contemporary work, I am 
curious about how computation can contribute 
to a vision that is not dominated by optimisa-
tion and purification. Your work does seem 
distinctly different. An early project that you 
showed at ACADIA was ‘the informed matter 
aggregate structure’ series. I recall you gath-
ering together branching structures in  
massive numbers, pouring and observing  
their ac cretion in a beautifully empirical way,  
listening to what they would do. Can you  
comment on that kind of strategy?
 Menges The aggregate studies that we pursue at the 
Institute for Computational Design (ICD), mainly 
conducted by doctoral researcher Karola 
Dierichs, are indeed very interesting, because 
these designed granular substances are almost 
unique in combining the full adaptability and 
reconfigurability of fluids with the capacity  
to behave like a solid in certain configurations. 
This behaviour, which we usually only know 
from natural aggregates such as sand or snow, 
challenges our concept of what design entails. 
It challenges the still predominant concept of 
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architectural design based on representational 
techniques, geometric accuracy and assembly 
precision, and shifts the focus towards the 
observation of behavioural tendencies as well 
as the recognition and instrumentalisation  
of recurring patterns of material formation. 
  Aggregate architecture is an entirely different 
paradigm than the assembly architecture we  
are used to. In this way, referring to aggregate 
architecture, we can also touch on a second 
aspect of your question, the one about using 
computation as an optimisation tool. We’ve 
long abandoned that thought, as we don’t 
believe that we can actually reach one ‘equilib-
rium condition’ of all acting design criteria  
that can be referred to as the optimum. In what 
Frei Otto called ‘form-finding’ methods, there 
was an underlying concept that such an equilib-
rium state physically exists, mainly because  
his studies were primarily concerned with 
structural forces. 
  We try to engage with systems that are fragile 
and are in a state of non-steady equilibrium  
in the sense that you have multiple forces or 
influences acting on them, not just structural 
criteria, and in that sense, there is no such 
thing as an optimum condition. One of the 
really interesting aspects about the notion of 
optimisation is that it is deeply rooted in  
a mechanical paradigm of engineering. That’s 
why a lot of our work finds its conceptual roots 
in biology rather than in the history of tech-
nology. You may realise that the notion of  
the ‘optimisation’ of natural structures is some-
thing that only occurs from an engineering 
perspective on nature. In biology, they never 
talk about the optimum nor optimisation. 
Occasionally, they talk about something very 
different called ‘temporal optimality’, which  
is something you could also find in an architec-
tural context, but the ‘optimum’ is very differ-
ent from this kind of optimality. 
  Fundamentally, in nature there can’t be an 
optimum because there is no goal. Evolution is 
an entirely open-ended process. In that sense, 
it’s always temporal; snapshots of a lot of forces 
acting in an ecological interrelationship that 
produces the unfolding of materials, which we 
then perceive as a natural structure. One of the 
profound fascinations that we have with the 
understanding of biology is that it still pro-
duces systems and structures that are incredibly 
effective, not only in terms of the way they 
operate and the way they are fully embedded  
in their environment, but also in the way they 
morphologically unfold into a very particular 
gestalt. This is one of the intellectual challeng-
es we are facing as we try to work towards  
a situation where we have multiple criteria 
interacting and unfolding design as a result of 
multiple, non-steady equilibria, while at the 
same time keeping the effectiveness we observe 
in biological systems. 
  We find this fascinating. It seems to promise 
that there is a way of reconciling a conflict  
that is emblematic for the contemporary condi-
tion of architecture, the conflict between 
resource efficiency and structural and material 
performance on the one hand, and architectural 
performativity on the other. By looking at 
natural examples, we can see that this discrep-
ancy between performance and performativity 
is something that does not necessarily need  
to exist.
 beesley If I were a design student hearing an elder 
encouraging me to let go of an optimised equa-
tion and instead, using the terms you have just 
described, to embrace a state that is far from 
equilibrium, I imagine that I might be disorient-
ed. Your students seem to be acquiring new 
terms of reference that can help navigate such 
states. Perhaps ecology, embedded in the term 
you coined, morpho-ecologies, implies a set of 
values and a sense of viability. In the work you 
shared with ACADIA, you spoke directly about 
method, and you have been active in the 
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Fig. 1: Institute for Computational Design, Institute of Building Structures & Structural Design,  
Faculty of Architecture and Urban Planning, University of Stuttgart, ICD/ITKE Research Pavillion, 
Robotic Carbon and Glass Fibre Winding, Stuttgart, 2012. 
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Smartgeometry community where the focus on 
tools and enabling processes has been primary. 
What qualities and methods might guide an 
emerging designer?
 Menges You refer to the work that started already quite 
a while ago at the Architectural Association, 
which is concerned with ecology and morph-
ology as something that is always inherently 
and inseparably related. This work is both an 
observation of some of the fundamental princi-
ples of living nature and a projection of how 
they could be engaged in architectural design.  
For example, one fascinating aspect you can 
observe in nature is a very high level of redun-
dancy, but this redundancy generates robust-
ness and adaptation. It’s striking to realise that 
entire populations of organisms are capable  
of adapting to ecological shifts by employing 
phenomena that we rarely consider in design.  
A particularly striking example is what’s called 
pre-adaptation, which refers to features that 
evolve in response to a particular influence  
or environmental pressure, but are ultimately 
recruited to serve a very different function.  
In other words, what might initially seem highly 
redundant actually generates the possibility  
to do something completely different over time. 
Obviously, the notions of robustness, redun-
dancy and pre-adaptation offer an incredibly 
potent conceptual paradigm for design, as 
architects do need to provide for a vast range 
of spatial characteristics, human activities and 
societal shifts that are unknown at the moment 
of design – and this is only one example. 
  What we’ve done up to now is a very humble 
attempt to look at a limited range of material 
and structural systems. Even within this  
well-defined area of design research, we find 
that such ecological thinking in design compu-
tation can provide quite a significant shift  
in the way we look at things. There are differ-
ent methods that we have spun off from this 
underlying design paradigm. Until now, we  
have only managed to develop some of them  
to a relatively mature state. One example is the 
biological principle of ‘materially-embedded 
responsiveness’. After many years of research, 
we recently synthesised this in our HygroScope 
installation for the permanent collection of  
the Centre Pompidou in Paris and the HygroSkin 
Pavilion for the FRAC Centre. There we man-
aged to do what nature always does, which is  
to employ morphology to capitalise on innate 
material behaviour. 
  These projects utilise the hygroscopic and 
anisotropic characteristics of wood, which are 
very often conceived of as a deficiency of this 
material, which indeed makes it more difficult 
– or interesting, depending on your design 
attitude – to work with this naturally grown 
material. In fact, we can look back at a couple  
of thousand years of craftsmanship trying to 
suppress wood’s inherent dimensional instabili-
ty, developing artisan ways of preventing  
your parquet floor from becoming wobbly or 
your wooden drawer from jamming. 
  We try to do the opposite. We look at the way 
nature makes use of this material behaviour  
by employing the dimensional change to trigger 
a shape change, which always exists in an 
immediate ecological relationship with the 
environment because the moisture content of 
wood is always directly related to the ambient 
relative humidity level. The interaction between 
wood’s cellulosic microfibrils and adsorption 
and desorption of water molecules from the 
surrounding humidity is what drives this basic 
behaviour, which allows physically program-
ming the material so it becomes a climate-
responsive skin. The simple skin elements, 
which combine the functions of sensor, motor 
and regulating device without the need for any 
additional mechanical or electronic equipment, 
do not even require a supply of energy to  
operate. It’s such a strikingly simple, yet power-
ful principle that we are still wondering why 
nobody else tried to attempt something similar 
before us. If you look at the installations at  
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the Pompidou and the FRAC Pavilion, the mater-
ial being used is probably one of the oldest  
and most common construction materials  
we have, but somehow by engaging intensely 
with the material’s underlying cellular anatomy 
and related behavioural characteristics,  
we were able to employ computational design 
methods to inject it with a novel performance.
 beesley One of the intriguing things about your practice 
seems to be the way strength in complex com-
putational analysis is combined with a basic 
feet-on-the-ground empirical observation. 
I look at the way something swells or cups and 
moves ... Thinking of your earlier experiments 
of pouring and assembling simple ingredients, 
it would be interesting to hear your specula-
tions on how robot machining and assembly is 
now contributing to the series. In the last two 
research pavilions, automated assembly seemed 
to be opening up very different qualities. 
 Menges I think robots are interesting because they are 
fundamentally different from the previous 
generation of computer numerically controlled 
(CNC) machinery. In contrast to these machines, 
which are basically digitally controlled exten-
sions of well-established processes, such as 
CNC-milling, CNC-sawing and so on, industrial 
robots are generic pieces of hardware that only 
become specific through control software  
and the choice of effector. We think this differ-
ence is profound because it enables digital 
fabrication to become intrinsic to design. In 
other words, designing the processes of materi-
alisation becomes part of design itself. This 
goes far beyond the cliché of the digital chain. 
We don’t think that employing digital machin-
ery in a kind of linear manner, going from 
design to detailing to production, is particular-
ly interesting. Instead, we think about process-
es of materialisation, which in architecture  
we tend to call fabrication, production, con-
struction, etc., as an integral part of the explor-
ative design process. In contrast to a linear 
concept of moving from cerebral design inten-
tion to physical realisation, we prefer to think 
about robotic fabrication as existing in a  
feedback loop with design. In this way, robots 
are not just the facilitators of preconceived 
design ideas, but are the particular affordances 
and characteristics of a fabrication environ-
ment that have become ecologically embedded 
in design. 
  In recent investigations, we researched the 
capacity of robotic fabrication to build up more 
continuous systems or structures in which  
a clear distinction between material, structure 
and form no longer exists. When we begin  
to think about such a high level of integration 
and continuity, the paradigm of fibrous com-
posites offers intriguing possibilities. In nature, 
almost all load-bearing structures are actually 
composites. What’s even more fascinating is 
that there are only four basic fibre materials 
from which the incredible diversity of natural 
structures unfolds: cellulose in plants, collagen 
in animals, chitin in insects and crustaceans, 
and spider silk. Nature has developed astonish-
ingly varied yet highly effective ways of using 
this limited set of fibrous materials, and it  
is interesting to note that this has less to do 
with the actual material properties than it has  
to do with their directionality, orientation  
and arrangement in space. To quote George 
Jeronimidis, natural composites are successful 
not so much because of what they are, but 
because of the way in which they are put 
together. Thus, our recent work on robotic 
filament winding focuses on experimenting 
with an approach to composite structures  
in which the micro-scale of the material, the 
meso-scale of the system and the macro-scale 
of the resulting architecture is considered  
a continuum of reciprocal relationships that 
interact with the custom-developed robotic 
fabrication environment. Here, the robot 
becomes an interface between computation 
and materialisation, which makes it both  
a design driver and an enabler at the same  
time. 
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Figs. 2, 3: Institute for Computational Design, Institute of Building Structures & Structural Design,  
Faculty of Architecture and Urban Planning, University of Stuttgart, ICD/ITKE Research Pavillion, 
final installation, Stuttgart, 2012.
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 beesley Could you retrace the last two ICD Pavilions,  
the exoskeleton of last year and beetle shell  
of this year? 
 Menges These projects were intellectually quite chal-
lenging for us because they moderate two 
bottom-up design processes at the same time: 
One is the possibilities offered by the machine 
as a design driver, in this case, robotic filament 
winding processes, and second, the use of 
biomimetic design strategies, based on investi-
gations conducted with biologists, that focus  
on how nature arranges fibrous materials in  
a hierarchical and highly differentiated manner 
to achieve performative structures. 
  For the 2012 pavilion, we were fascinated by  
the exoskeleton of the American lobster. If 
you’ve ever eaten lobster, you’ve experienced 
for yourself that the exoskeleton of the lobster 
is basically one piece, a composite of chitin 
fibres embedded in the protein matrix; howev-
er, this one material shows extremely different 
properties and characteristics. For example,  
the exoskeleton regions that connect the tail 
segments are very elastic and almost trans-
lucent, whereas the pincher and crusher claws 
are extremely stiff and strong. It is amazing  
to see that this differentiation of material 
characteristics results only from the arrange-
ment and layout of the fibres and the composi-
tion of the matrix. So we were investigating 
how to extract the underlying principles of 
fibre distribution and orientation of the exo-
skeleton of the lobster and transfer them to  
the design of the pavilions. 
  Computation allows integrating the biomimetic 
principles and robotic fabrication possibilities 
in a generative design method that enables 
exploration on the architectural level. In the 
final pavilion, the shell is only 4 mm thick, and 
the transparent glass fibre and black carbon-
fibre rovings really allow a perception of the 
logic of the differentiated fibrous organisation 
within the translucent envelope. The continu-
ously constructed materiality of the pavilion 
enables both a super-thin yet high-performance 
skin structure and a novel repertoire of archi-
tectural morphologies. 
 beesley Methods of fibre placement had a special focus 
in the 2012 Pavilion. Could you describe the kind 
of tectonic that you are using this year?
 Menges In 2012, we explored composite shells as 
entirely continuous structures with locally 
differentiated fibre directionality, density and 
organisation. In the current project, we are 
investigating how we can use the technology 
developed, robotic filament winding on  
a minimal linear framework, for segmented 
composite shells. This research agenda resulted 
from the quite mundane experience that, 
despite its very low weight of just 320 kg, the 
2012 pavilion with its 8-meter continuous  
span was impossible to transport, except maybe 
by helicopter. So this year, the size constraint 
for the composite modules is the loading  
volume of a truck, and we are trying to further 
develop the concept of mould-less winding  
by using two cooperating robots. 
 beesley Achim, as we move towards the completion of 
this conversation, let me ask for your thoughts 
on design education. What are ways that young 
designers might draw together a cluster of 
disciplines in order to acquire the rather subtle 
languages that you describe? Several years ago, 
we heard a wonderful talk by Mark Burry in 
which he made a plea for architects to become 
‘numerate’. When he was describing his work  
on the Sagrada Famiglia, it was implicit that 
there was a spirit behind it as well, a reverence 
and a sense of play amidst the efflorescence of 
forms that he had inherited from Gaudí. I recall 
him speaking about the disciplines surrounding 
creative exploration, suggesting that an archi-
tect should include integral calculus as a basic 
architectural craft. Can you speculate about  
the cluster of disciplines that your collabora-
tors and students are investing in?
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 Menges This is an incredibly important question, and 
probably one that I cannot directly answer 
because what we are trying to do is, basically, 
explore how one can enable the next genera-
tion of architects to become more intellectually 
agile and at the same time, more sensitive in 
their interactions with other disciplines. This 
entails understanding their language and being 
literate in shared processes, such as computa-
tion. In addition, there are other aspects that 
I find important when engaging with multidis-
ciplinary explorations. One is that, in order  
to work in an interdisciplinary setting, you 
need to bring in discipline-specific competen-
ces. This is something that I learned from my 
early days of teaching in the Emerging Tech-
nolo gies and Design program at the AA, where  
we actually had engineers, architects, design-
ers, and mathematicians all working together. 
And it is an experience that continues to this 
day at the University of Stuttgart, where we are 
bringing together various disciplines in our 
Integrative Technologies and Architectural 
Design program. 
  In this kind of multidisciplinary context,  
fruitful dialogues can only occur if the deeply 
entrenched disciplinary preconceptions are 
challenged. There is also the question of 
whether there is a discipline specificity in the 
way different participants think about the 
design. I think this is a very subtle and intricate 
pedagogical challenge, because it requires  
you to engage in the productiveness of multi-
disciplinary situations, while also requiring  
a reframing of what disciplinary specificity is 
in this situation. 
  Within the specific collaborations that we try  
to form, we see that collaborative work,  
particularly with biology, is extremely interest-
ing, as well as those disciplines that are closer 
to architecture, such as structural engineering, 
mechanical and control engineering, or com-
puter science. However, it’s really important  
to understand that architects bring a different 
mode of design thinking into the process  
than these other disciplines. It’s about moderat-
ing the different perspectives that then lead  
to something that no individual discipline may 
have found. However, it would be the wrong 
approach to think that multidisciplinary 
research undertakings or educational pro-
grammes should lead to a situation where  
the architect becomes the engineer, the math-
ematician or the computer scientist. I think one 
needs to be versatile enough and capable of 
‘speaking these languages’, able to use related 
techniques and technologies with a certain 
level of proficiency, and have a sufficient 
understanding of the fundamental concepts. 
But in the end, it requires the disciplinary- 
specific design thinking of architecture, which 
in itself needs to be rethought in order to be 
fully capable of creatively engaging multidisci-
plinarity. This definitely needs further explora-
tion and is an enormous challenge for 
academia. 
 beesley Thank you Achim, I’ve thoroughly enjoyed  
this conversation. 
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Fig. 1: Custom forming tool mounted on the six-axis robotic arm. 
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perForming: 
exploring incremental sheet  
metal Forming methods For  
generating low-cost, highly  
customised components
AMMAR K ALO, MICHAEL JAKE nEwSuM, wES MCGEE
Building on previous and current work, this research utilises the Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) process to produce mass 
customised, double-curved (both positive and negative Gaussian curvature), three-dimensional forms from sheet metal. These forms 
are produced at a scale that suggests their use as cladding elements in a building envelope. This, combined with the relative speed 
and efficiency of production and the variability of resultant geometries, allows for speculation on the production of high 
performance façade systems directly from digital models.
InTRODuCTIOn
Craftsmen have skilfully perfected the laborious process of 
turning flat sheets of metal into fully formed three-dimen-
sional objects; be it a traditional Japanese tea kettle, an intri-
cate Islamic lamp, or many other everyday objects. Among the 
most recent manufacturing advancements, incremental sheet 
forming stands out as a process with great potential for new 
architectural, formal, and structural expression. Con tem por-
ary research has primarily focused on refining this process by 
dealing with issues such as springback and increasing the ac-
curacy of the resultant panel relative to the digital model.1
Building on previous and current work, this research uti-
lises the Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) process to 
produce mass customised, double-curved (both positive and 
negative Gaussian curvature), three-dimensional forms from 
sheet metal. These forms are produced at a scale that suggests 
their use as cladding elements in a building envelope. This, 
combined with the relative speed and efficiency of production 
and the variability of resultant geometries, allows for specula-
tion on the production of high-performance façade systems 
directly from digital models.
MATERIALS AnD METHODS
single point incremental Forming process
Single point incremental forming is a process whereby a sheet 
of metal is incrementally deformed at local points to achieve 
an overall geometry. Typically, the stock is formed using a 
round tool (fig. 1) that can be attached to a robotic arm or a CNC 
machine. The tool moves along a programmed toolpath, as it 
gradually steps down into the stock, until forming is complete 
(fig. 2).
Precise articulation using SPIF can be achieved by incorpo-
rating multiple toolpaths in the forming process. Forming in 
multiple passes has two results: it allows an initial work-hard-
ening level to be reached and reduces relaxation from spring-
back. Digital scanning of the resultant panels after each form-
ing step revealed a dramatic increase in the accuracy. With the 
first pass, the overall volume is shaped. The second pass re-
moves most of the elastic deformations throughout the volume 
and brings the output closer to the digital model. This is impor-
tant because the first pass causes work hardening, which re-
sults in a less elastic and more plastic material.
The benefits of using multi-pass forming are not only limit-
ed to improving resultant accuracy, it also allows a second-
ary structuring or ribbing of panels to be introduced. This is 
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analogous to ‘progressive die-stamping’, but in this case the 
only additional cost is time, as opposed to the considerable 
cost of additional moulds for each panel to be formed.
material testing methodology
Single point incremental forming has the ability to form many 
types of sheet metals. To test the limitations of the forming 
process, incrementally angled cones were formed in order to 
understand the potential slope and depth ranges for each ma-
terial at various thicknesses and alloys.
As the material is stretched, its thickness is redistributed 
locally around the contact point of the tool on the sheet. Once 
formed, test pieces are cut in half, so that the varying thick-
nesses of the resulting section can be measured. This allows 
for a numerical representation of the material’s change and an 
understanding of the material’s breaking point.
A variety of materials, including stainless steel, copper, and 
brass, have been tested for viability with the incremental form-
ing process. The stainless steel tests failed due to galling be-
tween the metal and forming tool. While cold rolled steel and 
brass showed little signs of local material stretching, hence 
making it harder to predict tears, copper and aluminium clear-
ly displayed signs of wear before failing. The softer alloy of al-
uminium, Grade 3003-H14, was tested with thicknesses rang-
ing from 0.635 mm to 1.270 mm. Due to the microstructural 
properties of aluminium, the tests showed a higher chance of 
rupture at angles greater than 45 degrees. The areas formed on 
aluminium show clear stretch marks on the back of the panels, 
indicating eventual rupture of the surface as a result of form-
ing beyond its ultimate tensile strength.
Cold rolled steel sheets of thicknesses 24 ga to 18 ga were 
tested by the cone forming process as well. Steel’s high ductil-
ity allowed for much deeper forming in addition to more ex-
treme angles, resulting in more controlled complex volumes.
Increasing the sheet thickness allows for deeper surfaces to 
be formed by providing more material to stretch; this comes at 
the expense of requiring higher forces for forming. From the 
steel sheet tests, 20 ga was selected for continued research be-
cause of the increased depth, angle, and detail performance 
as well as the reduced springback exhibited. Once control was 
achieved in the deeper forming processes, the methods were 
used to achieve specific geometries as panel tests transitioned 
to prototypes.
toolpath generation
The forming process required the development of a parametric 
toolpath generator. A series of digital tools were designed that 
could translate the desired form into paths that could drive a 
robotic arm (fig. 3). Depending on the form, different combina-
tions of these paths were used. 
For the simple geometries, including bowls and cones (gen-
eralised positive Gaussian curvature), contours through the 
surface could be used to generate a spiral via a script that was 
developed. Once the designed forms were no longer radially 
Fig. 2: Single point incremental forming  
set-up and process.
Fig. 3: Basic principles for the parametric  
toolpath programme.
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symmetrical, the script was modified to maintain a continuous 
step down in the forming process. This added calibration for 
the spiral was needed in order to preserve the flat centre of the 
stock until it is formed. The continuous step down toolpath was 
completed with the addition of a bezier graph control, allowing 
for a dynamic step down and reducing the step height accord-
ing without disturbing the flat stock in the centre of the blank.
As the geometries became more demanding, including com-
binations of convex and concave surfaces, new toolpath gener-
ation strategies were developed. For geometries with largely 
divergent valleys, topographical contours were used, sorted by 
depth from the initial flat panel. This allowed for each valley to 
be formed progressively without any of the flat centres being 
disrupted. The topographical contours posed a unique prob-
lem where each step down was an individual closed curve, re-
sulting in a ‘seam’ that compounded into a pleat in the surface, 
causing resistance on the forming tool. These issues were re-
solved by adding lead-in and lead-out motions in the script, as 
well as a randomising of the position of the start point of each 
contour to evenly distribute the occurrence.
Forms with multiple valley textures across a global geom-
etry could be formed by a projected spiral toolpath that was 
developed as a secondary pass after the continuous step down 
spiral-forming path. With this process, the first pass would 
form the overall curvature while maintaining the level centre 
until all of the stock is formed, then the projected spiral can 
articulate each additional valley on the global surface without 
the constraints of the flat centre stock (fig. 4).
Fig. 4: (left) Forming a singular valley.  
(right) Multiple valleys in one panel.
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secondary structuring
Geometries which have high variability in the local radius of 
curvature, especially those areas of relatively low curvature, 
benefited from a secondary step of adding ‘ribs’ to the surface 
(fig. 5). Formed parts within the sheet metal panels maintain 
their geometry due to the support material holding the per-
imeter. Trimming the shapes from the stock releases internal 
stresses and causes the metal to deform, altering the overall 
geometry. Similar to bead rolling, adding ribs serves to local-
ly corrugate the sheet metal where the geometry is the most 
shallow to prevent it from deforming. In addition to provid-
ing a unique formal opportunity, the ribs also have the po-
tential for driving the global connection and alignment of 
panels. Furthermore, the ribs could drive a global panel con-
nection strategy. Further research will focus on determining 
the proper distribution and orientation of ribs to best stabilise 
the formed panel.
Validation
To validate the results of the secondary structuring method, a 
single test geometry was used four separate times, each time 
with a slight variation in the secondary pattern applied. One 
mimicked the geodesic curves of the geometry, the other verti-
cally traversed across the surface bundling where most need-
ed, and the last added a gridshell-like ribbing to the geometry 
to stabilise the form in more than one direction.
All four panels were digitally scanned before and after 
trimming the forms from the stock. When compared with the 
digital models, the formed geometries were comparatively 
close in their overall shape while attached to the stock sheet. 
Once trimmed, the panels were scanned again and reviewed 
side by side with the digital models and the post-forming pan-
els. The results clearly show a significant change (as much as 
73 mm) between the original plain panel and the three ribbed 
parts (fig. 6). 
Fig. 5: a) Original geometry.  
b), c), and d) ‘Ribbed’ geometry.
Fig. 6: Evaluation of the geometry  
before and after trimming. 
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aggregation
The majority of previous research on SPIF revolves around im-
proving the predictability and accuracy of resultant panels. 
This investigation seeks to build on that work by addressing 
questions that are essential to its applicability at an architec-
tural scale, notably the ability to aggregate multiple panels 
into a panelised system. Various strategies were explored for 
connecting formed panels into a larger group. One technique 
overlapped the valleys and peaks of doubly curved surfaces 
and then tack-welded the surfaces together to create a self-
structured thickened porous skin (figs. 7, 8).
The inaccuracies of this system led to the development of 
corrugations added to the surfaces as ribs. These ribs were then 
used as identification points at the edges of panels to align the 
aggregation. Geometries were also developed that shared the 
same edge perimeter geometry (fig. 9). This allowed for vary-
ing shapes to be formed within this boundary that could be 
Fig. 7: Self-structured thickened porous skin.
Fig. 8: Self-structured skin, initial design proposal.
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Fig. 9: An assembly of panels with continuous  
performative ‘ribs’.
Fig. 10: A proposal for an aggregated interior skin 
formed with performative ribs.
Fig. 11: Micro ‘bumps’ and micro ‘ribs’ illustrate  
detailing potential.
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connected to one another as a closed object (fig. 10). The pre-
cise architectural implications of these forming and connec-
tion strategies are currently being further explored (fig. 11).
DISCuSSIOn
These forming methods are opening up new avenues of formal 
construction, but their use must be rigorously studied so as not 
to simply produce architectural artifice. Projects like Skylar 
Tibbits’ VoltaDom 2 and Marc Fornes’s nonLin / Lin Pavilion 3 are 
formidable examples of sheet metal manipulation to achieve 
complex free-form surfaces. Both projects are innova tive in 
their application of surface rationalisation and discretisation 
techniques to achieve structurally efficient envelopes. Incre-
mental forming techniques provide an additional tool by which 
to produce large-scale, double-curved surfaces efficiently. 
From the perspective of stiffness to weight, panels formed with 
intrinsic double curvature promise to dramatically exceed the 
performance of ruled and developable geometries, which gain 
stiffness only through aggregation techniques. While there 
are other methods more suitable for producing double curva-
ture for large numbers of repeated elem ents, only incremental 
forming techniques can provide the high variability necessary 
for contemporary parametrically designed envelopes in a cost-
effective way.
One of the aims of this research is to gather an understand-
ing of both the potentials and limits of the forming process in 
order to establish a set of guidelines for designers. Like many 
of the processes being investigated in contemporary architec-
tural research labs, incremental sheet forming benefits from a 
highly integrated protocol from design to material production. 
By incorporating the entire process including design, toolpath 
generation, and machine simulation into the digital model-
ling environment, designers are able to rapidly iterate within 
a closed-loop design space of validated results.4
COnCLuSIOn
This project demonstrates a number of proof-of-concept stud-
ies for single point incremental forming as a viable technique 
to produce highly variable, double-curved panels in sheet ma-
terials, without the requirement of expensive forming dies. 
The project also provides a model for the development of a 
materially informed production process, integrating design 
and fabrication into a streamlined production methodology. 
Further work will focus on understanding and developing the 
geometric typologies necessary to improve the performance 
and efficiency of panels. While the use of double-curved sheet 
metal panels has long been in the vernacular of the automo-
tive industry, the understanding of its performative capabili-
ties at the architectural scale have been limited due to the high 
cost of variability. While this work leaves many questions un-
answered, it serves to introduce concepts that will be funda-
mental to further investigations, with the hope of ultimately 
providing a viable technique for mass customisation in façade 
construction.
notes
1 For example: Sebastien Thibaud, Ramzi Ben Hmida, Ferriere 
Richard and Pierrick Malécot, ‘A Fully Parametric Toolbox for the 
Simulation of Single Point Incremental Sheet Forming Process: 
Numerical Feasibility and Experimental Validation’, in Simulation 
Modelling Practice and Theory, 29 (2012), pp. 32–43; Markus Bambach, 
Babak Taleb Araghi and Gerhard Hirt, ‘Strategies to Improve the 
Geometric Accuracy in Asymmetric Single Point Incremental 
Forming’, in Production Engineering, 3/2 (2009), pp. 145–56; Horst 
Meier, Stefanie Reese, Yalin Kiliclar and Katja Laurischkat, ‘Increase  
of the Dimensional Accuracy of Sheet Metal Parts Utilizing a 
Model-Based Path Planning for Robot-Based Incremental Forming’,  
in Berend Denkena and Ferdinand Hollmann, eds., Process Machine 
Interactions (Berlin: Springer Verlag, 2013), pp. 459–73.
2 Skylar Tibbits, ‘VoltaDom’, in SJET, accessed March 2013,  
http://www.sjet.us/MIT_VOLTADOM.html.
3 Marc Fornes, ‘11 FRAC CENTRE’, The Very Many, accessed March 
2013, http://theverymany.com/constructs/10-frac-centre/.
4 For example: David Pigram and Wes McGee, ‘Matter and Making’, 
in Ruairi Glynn and Bob Sheil, eds., Fabricate: Making Digital 
Architecture (Cambridge, Ont.: Riverside Architectural Press, 2011), 
pp. 74–85; Tobias Schwinn, Oliver Krieg, Achim Menges, Boyan 
Mihaylov and Steffen Reichert, ‘ Machinic Morphospaces: Biomimetic 
Design Strategies for the Computational Exploration of Robot 
Constraint Spaces for Wood Fabrication’, in Mark Cabrinha, Jason 
Kelly Johnson and Kyle Steinfeld, eds., Proceedings of the 32nd 
Annual Conference of the Association for Computer Aided Design  
in Architecture (ACADIA) (San Francisco), pp. 157–68.
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Fig. 1: REX|LAB at the Bartlett School of Architecture, demonstrating the material process of stretching  
soft foam into self-supporting filamentous structures. Event: Robotic FOAMing, Smartgeometry 2013. 
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(Fr)agile materiality:
approximating uncertain  
Fabrication processes
K ADRI TAMRE, MARJAn COLLETTI, GEORG GR ASSER, ALLISOn wEILER
This paper discusses research that explores the potential of digital fabrication through the use of robotically controlled processing  
of phase-change polymers in the production of porous, filamentous and fibrous structures. It investigates the complex material 
behaviour of such phase-change materials while combining generic robotic manipulators, custom end effectors and optimising  
the performance of the resulting structure through physical–digital feedback. This research is exemplified in a 1 : 1 scale structural 
prototype which is used to explore the aesthetic, structural and material possibilities discovered during the early research phase.  
As case studies, adaptive approximation strategies are tested for gaining control over the fabrication process.
bACKGROunD AnD MOTIvATIOn
Some of the most relevant research in contemporary archi-
tecture is targeted at the translation of digital aesthetics, be 
it formal exuberance, geometric complexity or parametric or-
namentation, in architecture. By rethinking real and physi-
cal processes of design and fabrication, architecture itself has 
performed a U-turn from cyber world to material truth and 
parametric certainty as the core functions of design.1
In a contemporary debate, materiality as a driving force of 
innovation is possibly reflected in a post-cyber, post-virtual, 
post-fluid and post-digital paradigm shift towards an era of 
real- world physical production based on evolving processes 
including file-to-factory protocols, material science and bio-
technologies. By integrating the material basis of architecture 
with computational practice through digital fabrication, the 
ambition of this research is projected towards innovative ap-
plied theories, techniques and technologies.
(Fr)Agile Materiality 2 presents an experimental design 
research that tries to bridge the gap between basic research 
undertakings and testing by way of full-scale experiments. It 
investigates the workflow of combining material performance 
and manipulation with robotic fabrication (fig. 2). This project 
was conceived by REX|LAB,3 with support from bachelor’s 
Fig. 2: (Fr)Agile Materiality as a driving force  
for experiments in architectural design and digital 
fabrication processes. Event: Robotic FOAMing,  
Smartgeometry 2013. 
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and master’s degree students at the University of Innsbruck’s 
Institute for Experimental Architecture, by RoboticFOAMing 4 
cluster participants at the Smartgeometry Conference in 
London (fig. 1), by participants and collaborators of Architec-
ture Challenge 2013 5 workshop at the University of Applied 
Arts Vienna and by the participants of the Responsive Ro-
botic Materi alisation workshop in Estonia. Since the launch 
of REX|LAB and during the introductory phase of operating a 
synchron ised three-robot set-up, a series of experiments took 
place that investigated the potential of hybrid, analogue and 
robotic fabrication methods and techniques. Different phase-
change materials and fabrication methods were explored, 
including three-dimensional deforming of thermoplastics, 
composite materials and plywood, utilising commercially 
available boards; producing intricate wax structures with a 
pouring process in a water basin; processing amorphous sub-
stances like sand and fixing the structures by casting; mould-
ing soft and elastic materials by simultaneous implementation 
of external forces with different end-effectors.
Challenging current production methods was the starting 
point for developing adaptive, dynamic and efficient means 
for constructing custom material formations. In this context, 
the interests lie in fabrication processes that are not predeter-
mined. Material properties, environmental effects and struc-
tural properties become a constitutive part of the design task 
in which the material informs and is informed through and by 
fabrication processes. The basis for the design concept lies in 
fundamental experiences in learning to control first the mater-
ial, then the digital fabrication processes and finally gaining 
explicit control over the manufacturing of architecture.6 
InDIRECT COnTROL – THE GAp bETwEEn REALITy  
AnD ExpECTATIOn 
The main experiments are aimed at the translation of the rigid 
ideal of computational design space into the soft reality of an 
uncertain built environment as mediated by the generic tech-
nology of industrial robotic work cells. In this case, whilst the 
industrial robots can precisely translate the digital geometry, 
the final form is in fact characterised by the uncertainties of 
the soft material’s behaviour. The resulting artefacts emerge 
from various parameters: the integration of the precise fabri-
cation devices, the imprecise material behaviour, the environ-
ment, and a feedback loop between the computational systems 
as a series of physical design experiments. These circumstanc-
es require an open dialogue between design methodologies 
and fabrication processes. The material’s self-organisational 
properties prevail over the generation of geometry. The de-
signer’s domain to directly control form is negotiated between 
material and the fabrication process. Eventually, it is all these 
characteristics of specific materials, tools and design that are 
defining architectural language today.
As a method of exploration, a series of speculative proto-
types were constructed, with the intent of studying the 
achievable variety of material properties and configurations, 
and of incorporating the parameters of speed and time into a 
generative design / fabrication process (fig. 3). Crucially, this 
developed material process begins to speculate on fabrication 
scenarios that distance themselves from current linear file-to-
factory–based methods and industrialised production modes. 
It introduces novel potential for creatively exploiting and ex-
ploring the uncertain gap between digital modelling proto cols 
or expectations and the realisation in physical space. Accord-
ing to Willmann et al., ‘The “operationality” of the robot is not 
related exclusively to the material act of producing … but ra-
ther equally to the way architecture is intellectually conceived, 
programmed and designed’. 7 The precise abilities of the robots 
correlate with the very uncertain geometrical conditions 
entailed in the foam expansion process (fig. 4). This intuitive 
material behaviour enriches the digital precision, resulting in 
artefacts with a unique aesthetic design (fig. 5). 
Fig. 3: Catalogue of different ornamental formations with variable  
material mixture. Event: Robotic FOAMing, year-1 students at the Institute  
for Experimental Architecture, Hochbau, University of Innsbruck. 
(Photos: Anne Steinkogler, Marjan Colletti.)
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Fig. 4: Geometrically precisely defined design strategy translated into fully  
controlled robotic movements and reacting with loosely controlled material  
mixture results in unpredictable morphogenetic behaviour.  
Event: Robotic Infiltrations, Architecture Challenge 2013. (Image: REX|LAB.)
Fig. 5: Catalogue of different geometrical formations with the same material  
mixture; separate fabricated elements necessary to assemble the final structure.  
Event: Robotic Infiltrations, Architecture Challenge 2013.  
(Photos: Matthias Urschler, Kadri Tamre.)
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MATERIAL SELF-ORGAnISATIOn, MIxTuRE AnD TIMInG
The specific potential of phase-changing polymers has been 
explored in order to create structural systems that directly 
express the inherent static forces in the system. These almost 
instantly created networked structures present a formal re-
semblance to the morphology of self-organisational biological 
systems as observed in nature. As Oxman and Hanna state, ‘In 
nature there is no separation between modelling, analyses and 
fabrication, and there is constant feedback between them.’ 8 
This aesthetic was exploited as a design driver in the develop-
ment of robotically produced structures that exhibit optimised 
material placement, while embracing the natural variability 
within the material system itself. 
Foam as an agile, malleable and soft material was investi-
gated by this research. Mixed with additives, such an unstruc-
tured mass can be stretched into stiff yet light, filamentous, 
porous and fragile structures. Although its behaviour is 
complex and foam is typically considered a weak material in 
architecture, its good thermal and lightweight properties 
have potential to be explored further. Polyurethane foam 
was selected, not only due to its uncertain material nature, 
but because of the opportunity to manipulate its transitional 
phase-change state. 
The material process starts with the liquid mixture, devel-
oped in a process of learning from and improving physical 
experiments, which is constantly stirred until it becomes vis-
cous and starts forming filaments when stretching (fig. 6). If 
the fabrication process is started at an earlier moment, the re-
sult will be more filamentous and very fragile. During a short 
amount of time (roughly one minute), the stretching process 
will yield the most optimal results in terms of structural per-
formance and aesthetical qualities (fig. 7). If the fabrication 
process is started at a later point, the result will be more solid 
and will perform better under compression. If the process is 
started too late, the material mixture will be too elastic and 
will resume its shape after stretching attempts. Failing to 
recognise the exact moment for action as well as changes in 
external environment (i.e. temperature, humidity, etc.) may 
result in the failure of earlier successful identically measured 
and mixed material compounds. Changing the mixture itself 
by adding agents to increase the viscosity in the soft phase 
and the stability in the hard phase, or colour pigments to dir-
ectly control the appearance, is the other primary way to ma-
nipulate the properties of the manufactured pieces. It follows 
that a precise correlation between the time management for 
the fabrication process and the material process is required 
in order to produce elements with successful structural and 
aesthetic qualities (fig. 8).
As expected, the simultaneous switching between material 
and digital environments required extensive physical experi-
mentation. Constant quick testing and adjustments eventually 
responded to emerging material properties and changing de-
sign requirements. For these applications, custom end-effectors 
(consisting of simple arrangements of wooden and thermo-
plastic boards) were designed, built, evaluated and improved in 
relation to the machines and material characteristics. 
Fig. 7: Material process of phase-changing and timing of the fabrication process. 
(Image: REX|LAB.)
Fig. 6: Material mixture: depending on the desired result, the additive  
components include modelling plaster, water, hardener and colour pigments. 
Event: Robotic FOAMing, Smartgeometry 2013. 
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FuLL-SCALE pROTOTypE
The 1 : 1 prototype, realised at the Robotic Infiltrations work-
shop (fig. 9), concluded the first phase of research. The aim 
was to create a spatially diverse and architecturally challeng-
ing self-supportive structure working under the combination 
of tensile and compression forces. It had to be realisable with-
in a 10-day workshop context, with the constructive material 
fabrication process integrated into the design concept. The re-
sult is a unique architectural object with a footprint of 4.6 × 5.5 
metres that stands approximately 6 metres tall. It contains 14 
stretched foam nodes, each fabricated in two parts, made out 
of 28 cans of polyurethane foam with additive components. 
The nodes were connected with 36 polyethylene tubes with a 
diameter of 63 mm and a total length of nearly 42 metres.
The architectural site (the courtyard at the Academy of 
Applied Arts in Vienna) defined the suspension points on 
a moveable rack. The supporting points on the floor were 
specified locally by taking into account the best combination 
of internal forces in the structure. Possible connection lines 
between these points were optimised for internal bending 
moments (the preliminary structural testing demonstrated 
special weakness towards bending, however, strong tension 
abilities in the expanded material were observed (fig. 10) using 
Karamba 9 in combination with the Galapagos Evolutionary 
Fig. 8: The process of stretching the material mixture into a self-supporting  
filamentous foam structure completed with multi-directional manipulation.  
Event: Robotic Infiltrations, Architecture Challenge 2013. (Photos: REX|LAB.)
Fig. 9: Proof-of-concept, full-scale prototype demonstrating the structural,  
aesthetic and spatial properties of the developed process. Event: Robotic  
Infiltrations, Architecture Challenge 2013. (Photo: Matthias Urschler.)
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Solver. A Grasshopper definition was developed to extract 
4-point nodes and 2-point connections from the final three- 
dimensional network. HAL Robot Programming & Control 
plug-in 10 for Grasshopper was used to compute specific tool 
paths for the three robots and automate the production. 
The materials properties are considered intrinsic to the 
design and fabrication process, therefore the connectors 
produced operate under minimal torsion, but both tensile and 
compression forces, leaving the entire structure partly hang-
ing and partly carrying its own weight, which is approximately 
50 kg. This prototype made it possible to test a full-scale ad-
ditive manufacturing strategy with the selected material and 
fabrication process.
FAbRICATIOn pROCESS DEvELOpMEnT AnD AppROxIMATIOn
The self-organisational behaviour of the developed material 
mixture is highly complex and difficult to predict. The aim to 
get ultimate control over various initial environmental, mater-
ial and fabrication parameters is therefore an insufficient ap-
proach. By taking environmental conditions as given, the on-
going fabrication process needs to be responsive. Therefore, 
new parameters of evaluation (density, luminosity, compres-
sion, tension, etc.) are established and the generated data is 
processed in real time (fig. 11). Through constant feedback of 
the current processing state, more optimal solutions can be 
explored. Following this principle, at the Responsive Robotic 
Fig. 12: Feedback on internal forces to predict material failure.  
Event: Responsive Robotic Materialization Workshop, Estonia 2013. 
(Photo: Markus Brandtner.)
Fig. 11: External sensorial inputs integrated into form-generating algorithms that 
connect real-time material behaviour and digital computation. Event: Responsive 
Robotic Materialization Workshop, Estonia 2013. (Image: REX|LAB.)
Fig. 10: Structural testing of the mock-ups revealed  
a strong tension ability of the expanded material.  
Event: Robotic Infiltrations, Architecture Challenge 2013. 
(Photo: Matthias Urschler.)
Materialisation Workshop, various strategies were developed 
and iteratively tested (fig. 12). In this multilayered fabrication 
process, emerging geometry and pulling forces are able to de-
scribe structural performance or determine material failure. 
Creating a system of continuous and adaptive evaluation is an 
approximation strategy that aims to gain control over this un-
certain fabrication process – taking into account the existing 
conditions and reacting to them.
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COnCLuSIOn AnD FuTuRE RESEARCH
When its transitional phase-change state is manipulated and 
the fabrication process is timed, foam becomes more than 
a soft material. The controlled processing of phase-change 
polymers leads to unexpected material behaviour and result-
ing geometries. The current research proposes a formal sys-
tem of filamentous, fibrous and porous structures emerging 
from custom material processes and the workflow between 
the virtual and the tactile. This includes simulations and exter-
nal sensorial inputs that are computed and reintegrated into 
form-generating and/or control algorithms that connect the 
real-time material behaviour and digital computation.
Future investigations will consider the advantages of the 
enormous geometric potential offered by digital design tools 
and technologies to apply ornamentation, geometry and tex-
ture on larger prototypes that test real architectural per form-
ance in structures with built-in intelligence. Potentially, this 
could escape from the environmentally as well as financially 
unsustainable, virtual and cyber-architectural production 
methods of the past and introduce adaptive, dynamic and 
efficient means for constructing custom sensuous and high-
performance material formations.
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Fig. 1: Ceramic prototype.
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[r]eVolVing brick: 
geometry and perFormance  
innoVation in ceramic  
building systems through  
design robotics
STEFAnO AnDREAnI, MARTIn bECHTHOLD (DESIGn RObOTICS GROup, GR ADuATE SCHOOL OF DESIGn, HARvARD unIvERSITy)
The study researches mass-customisation methods that permit novel ornamental effects in brick cladding systems, and, at the same 
time, point towards new sustainable design opportunities for cost-effective, self-shading façades. This paper presents an integrated 
workflow for the development of robotically configured ruled-surface brick units and their digitally informed aggregations. 
Computational design methods and robotic fabrication technologies are integrated into traditional methods of masonry production 
and construction. The redesigned brick unit is made possible through a strategically devised robotic intervention in the clay 
extrusion process. Prototyping confirmed both the validity of the design for production, as well as the thermal effect of self-shading 
brick façades.
InTRODuCTIOn
Research in the area of robotics and brick construction at ETH 
Zurich and elsewhere has long focussed on the robotic assem-
bly of standard bricks.1 This present study integrates robotic 
technology on the production side, so that the age-old rectan-
gular form of the brick can be successfully overcome, while 
maintaining the efficiency of tried and true mass-production 
methods. The resulting mass-customisation of brick forms 
opens up a new design space in brick construction. The rea-
son for developing the present system is twofold: first, the his-
torical role of brick as a cladding component can be enhanced 
into a more contemporary design language, thus addressing 
the ongoing discourse on façade customisation and ornamen-
tation; 2 second, the introduced systems can further improve 
the role of the brick as a thermally active element for the en-
vironmental performance of the building, thus contributing to 
current efforts towards sustainable design.
In order to explore these new roles for brick as a con tem por-
ary building material, the research follows the dichotomy of a 
bottom-up/top-down approach. The investigation explores 
the formal possibilities of clay shaping by means of a con-
trolled robotic wire cutting method in the ceramic extrusion 
process. Thus, related configurations can be generated by ag-
gregating these units (bottom-up approach). On another level, 
the project explores the complex territory of façade design 
in contemporary architecture, speculating on novel building 
systems that can be generated through the proposed tech-
nology (top-down approach). The result is a hybrid proposal 
that merges the manufacturing processes of custom ceramic 
units with a new approach to cladding system design. 
Through the implementation of the design robotics re-
search process developed at Harvard Graduate School of De-
sign (GSD),3 this paper presents the elaboration and applica-
tion of an integrated workflow that would eventually let both 
architects and manufacturers re-think the way brick building 
systems can be used, and let designers re-create novel and un-
expected relationships with this traditional material. In this 
sense, the proposed material system can be seen as an innova-
tive technology that ‘generates vitality’.4
THE bRICK InDuSTRy: bETwEEn pAST AnD FuTuRE
Brick is one of the oldest building materials devised by hu-
mans; its first appearance coincides with the very dawn of civ-
ilisation.5 Its methods of manufacturing have improved tre-
mendously over time, transitioning from hand-shaping and 
moulding to today’s mechanised extrusion processes in high-
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volume mass-production facilities. Yet, despite these undisput-
ed advances, the basic fabrication logic has remained the same 
for more than three centuries (fig. 2), and the shape of bricks 
has changed remarkably little. 
Although contemporary projects show a variety of brick as-
sembly configurations and design solutions, the basic geom-
etry – the brick unit – has evolved far less than its fabrication 
methods. The ubiquitous brick has in fact preserved its basic 
parallelepiped shape for many centuries, the only formal vari-
ations being special pieces used for specific building features, 
such as cornices, corners and other decorative features. This 
paper questions the basic shape of the standard brick by in-
vestigating the design opportunities that emerge when robot-
ic technology is applied during the manufacturing process of 
clay extrusions.
Fig. 3: Envisioned implementation of an industrial  
robot for custom wire cutting of extruded clay.
Fig. 2: Steam-driven stiff-mud brick making, 1860s. 
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Fig. 4: Envisioned extrusion manufacturing 
and construction scenario.
MATERIAL SySTEM: InFORMED DESIGn AnD FAbRICATIOn 
wORKFLOw FOR STRATEGIC MASS CuSTOMISATIOn
Rather than designing a single new brick, this study proposes 
a parametric brick family based on ruled surfaces shaped with 
robotic wire-manipulators. As with all mass-customisation ap-
proaches, a key aspect of this research is the development of 
an integrated workflow that links design, manufacturing and 
fabrication procedures. The robotic technology was primarily 
conceived for production, but combinations with robotic as-
sembly systems would be possible. 
digital shaping process: cnc wire cutting
This research proposes implementing a robotic or CNC wire 
cutting method in the established clay extrusion process com-
monly used for the production of bricks and many other cer-
amic building elements (fig. 3). 6 The objective is to achieve 
strategic design improvements of brick construction by intro-
ducing mass-customisation of the units: bricks can now be in-
dividually and continuously shaped. Using a digitally driven 
wire cutting mechanism, such a technology can be integrated 
into industry-standard production processes without necessi-
tating any but the most minor changes for downstream post-
processing and handling activities (fig. 4). 
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Fig. 5: Strategically customised ruled-surface  
unit typologies.
In the proposed shaping mechanism, a clay body is cut 
through by a straight wire or shaped blade that rotates while 
the slug is moved along the conveyor belt, or during a short rest 
period after the slug exits the die. By driving the cutting wire 
along the longitudinal axis of the clay slug, ruled-surface units 
are created. The wet clay slug is split into two or more pieces 
that face and support each other. Cross-cutting with a stand-
ard wire fence creates individual bricks. The extruded clay is 
dry enough to prevent adjacent units from re-bonding during 
drying or kiln firing. The split bricks stack much like normal 
rectangular bricks, and can be fired along with standard units. 
The strategic interventions in the extrusion process thus allow 
designers to pursue novel formal brick variations while main-
taining the established features of a tried and true industrial 
process that is cost-effective and generates proven quality.7
robotically re-mastered bricks: unit typologies
Observations and analysis of industrial brick production guid-
ed the development of several brick types. In a typical pro-
duction setting, a certain percentage of bricks tend to crack 
and break during drying or firing. This presents a challenge 
for a true mass-customisation approach, which relies on the 
precise knowledge of what unit is produced how many times 
for a given location in a project.8 An additional problem with 
bricks would be tracking the extremely large number of indi-
vidual parts. Even though these constraints can be overcome 
through comprehensive digital control and production man-
agement approaches, the research pursued a restrained cus-
tomisation approach focused on prototyping a limited number 
of strategically designed brick units (fig. 5) that allow greater 
formal expression while maintaining the logic of tradition-
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dynamic patterns: time as a Fourth dimension
Brick walls are normally perceived as static surface patterns. 
One of the main objectives of this project is to create new ex-
periential and material relationships between the building and 
its users. This can be achieved by consciously designing for the 
fourth dimension (time), both geometrically and environmen-
tally. With the novel brick façade, shadows can be used in the 
design so the walls display dynamic, deep textures. Thanks 
to affective interplays between sunlight/shadow and materi-
ality through time, the wall patterns become in fact natural-
ly kinetic systems, creating vibrating façades that constantly 
change their character and their intensity from sunrise to sun-
set (fig. 8).
Fig. 6: Curved bricks unit typology:  
base and top configurations.
Fig. 7: Twisted bricks unit typology:  
ceramic prototype.
al on-site brick laying. These units fall under two categories: 
curved bricks (fig. 6) and twisted bricks (fig. 7), mainly differing 
in the shaping device employed.
To test the range of brick types, the research initially in-
vestigated image-based brick patterns for façades. Using 
Rhino 4.0 TM and Grasshopper TM with custom C# scripts, a digit-
al workflow was developed that allowed the upload of an input 
image in order to automatically map brick patterns according 
to colour values. The data is used to generate ruled-surface 
bricks, control wire cutting during extrusion, and produce 
a construction document with precise installation instruc-
tions. Coding methods that employ texturing rolling devices 
can be used to facilitate the identification of brick types after 
production.9
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Fig. 9: Principles of the solar-selective thermal mass system. Fig. 10: Heat flux results from the physical test.
Fig. 8: Dynamic texture of a brick façade  
from sunrise to sunset.
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Fig. 8: Dynamic texture of a brick façade  
from sunrise to sunset.
pERFORMATIvE ORnAMEnTS: SOLAR-SELECTIvE  
THERMAL MASS SySTEM 
In order to improve the energy efficiency of brick façade sys-
tems, this research argues that specifically designed ruled 
brick shapes can optimise the material configuration so that 
solar-selective thermal mass systems are created, i.e. materi-
al systems whose geometric and material characteristics are 
strategically calibrated to maximise the energy benefits of so-
lar radiation. In fact, by taking advantage of the geometric 
complexity achievable through the proposed shaping process, 
an architectural product can be developed that responds to 
variable climatic and diurnal cycles. 
The main parameters that affect the heat-transfer behav-
iour of ceramic façade systems can be basically grouped into 
three categories (fig. 9):
1. Geometric morphology
2. Surface colour
3. Material thickness
This paper investigates the parameters related to the geom-
etry of the units and their assembly configuration. Two main 
implementations of the material system are introduced, in par-
ticular for relatively extreme climates:
– Self-shading systems: Units are articulated in order to con-
figure the façade system to be self-shaded for a relevant por-
tion of the daytime. This configuration would be particularly 
effective in moderate to hot climates, where the sun’s rays are 
substantially vertical and the solar radiation is intense.
– Thermal storage systems: Units are aggregated in order to 
maximise the solar heat gain of the wall system. Especially in 
cold climates where the altitude of the sun is generally lower 
than in other climate zones, the custom-cut facing surfaces of 
the bricks can be oriented in such a way that they would be 
perpendicular to the sun’s rays as much as possible. 
A series of physical tests were performed as proofs-of-con-
cept for self-shading. The traditional flat brick system was 
compared with a purpose-shaped brick façade, simulating 
the thermal effects of shading on a hot sunny day. A compari-
son between the surface temperatures of the two prototypes 
showed that, after reaching a steady state, the custom-shaped 
units were cooler than the flat ones, both at the facing and 
back surfaces. A comparison between the heat flux of the two 
systems further validated this result (fig. 10). This first study 
thus demonstrates that geometric articulations have the po-
tential to generate self-shading façade systems, with the sub-
sequent benefit of reducing building heat gain in moderate to 
hot climates when compared to traditional flat-brick construc-
tion. This design potential was finally tested in the context of 
an architectural design study.10 
pROCESS pROTOTypE: RObOTIC FAbRICATIOn
In order to simulate the envisioned scenario of integrating 
custom wire cutting with industrial clay extrusion, a six-axis 
industrial robot (ABB IRB140 at Harvard’s GSD Fabrication Lab) 
equipped with a custom wire end-effector was employed in a 
prototypical work cell.11 The cutting set-up also involved a steel 
or wood jig for holding the clay unit during the robotic shap-
ing process.12
The prototyping consisted of custom slicing 5 × 11 × 14 cm 
‘green’ terracotta units using the robotic manipulator. In order 
to facilitate the exploration of serialised mass customisation 
established by the proposed production system, an automat-
ed robotic programming workflow was developed to derive 
machine codes from the different digital geometries. Automa-
tion of robotic programming was facilitated by using a custom 
Hal TM script for Grasshopper TM, inside the Rhinoceros TM-based 
digital design platform. Once all the machine codes were gen-
erated, the devised cutting process allowed the production of 
hundreds of bricks per day (fig. 11). Dry bricks were fired in gas 
Fig. 11: Robotic wire cutting simulation  
and prototyping.
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kilns. Despite their different thicknesses, shrinkage was uni-
form, thus confirming the feasibility of the new brick system. 
The bricks, labelled for clarity, were assembled into prototypes 
that demonstrated the novel richly patterned surface.
For the definition of the final prototype as proof-of-con-
cept, a strategic brick configuration was designed. A construc-
tion document with the labelled bricks was then used to guide 
the assembly process, as it would take place on a construction 
site (figs. 1, 12).
COnCLuSIOn
Through the strategic employment of robotically re-mastered 
clay units and their digitally informed aggregations, the new 
brick system vastly expands the formal repertoire present in 
traditional brick construction. In order to combine ornamental 
effects with sustainable design in architectural ceramic sys-
tems, this work also developed strategies to improve the en-
Fig. 12: Ceramic prototype and its construction document.
ergy efficiency of brick envelopes. In particular, by combining 
material proprieties and geometric parameters, the research 
showed that it is possible to optimise the material configura-
tion to generate solar-selective thermal mass systems that in-
clude self-shading. Exploiting the advantages of the geometric 
complexity available through the proposed shaping process, 
the new material system merges aesthetics and environmental 
performance by creating design pattern articulations that re-
spond to variable climatic and diurnal cycles. 
This design robotics research project pursues a new path 
towards expanded design scope in brick construction by de-
vising a robotic intervention in the production system itself, 
while leaving downstream construction processes unchanged. 
Robotic brick assembly is possible and could facilitate the 
identification of brick types and assembly by using machine 
vision approaches. By merging computational design methods 
and robotic fabrication technologies with traditional meth-
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ods of masonry production and building construction, new 
sustainable and aesthetic design opportunities open up. The 
disruption of existing brick mass-production systems remains 
minimal. Next steps include the design of actual pilot runs in 
an industrial setting, as well as further quantification of self-
shading brick geometries.
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Fig. 1: Horizontally printed structure. (Image by courtesy of Joris Laarman Lab.)
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anti-graVity additiVe  
manuFacturing
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The current paper describes a new method of additive manufacturing using a robotic arm. The research project presented is based  
on a technique that allows the creation of 3D objects on any given working surface independently of its inclination and smoothness, 
and without a need for additional support structures. By using rapidly hardening thermo-set resins in combination with innovative 
extrusion technology, it is possible to 3D-print double-curved lines of varying diameter without the need for support structures. 
InTRODuCTIOn
Over the past several decades, the transition from analogue to 
digital has revolutionised many fields, most notably the distri-
bution of information, computing and social media. The digital 
era not only changed the way we communicate, socialise, or-
ganise people around ideas, or even disseminate critical infor-
mation across national and political lines, thus provoking po-
litical change, it is now also starting to define an evolution in 
the way we finance, manufacture, distribute, sell and also re-
cycle products in the physical world.1
In its turn, the digitalisation of production not only allowed 
the automation of existing manufacturing techniques, it also 
brought in new manufacturing processes, such as the additive 
manufacturing process, also known as 3D printing. 
While all traditional manufacturing techniques (computer-
driven or not) mostly rely on the subtraction of material, addi-
tive fabrication is a process of producing a three-dimensional 
object layer by layer, particle by particle. The process of adding 
successive layers of a particular material allows unprecedented 
freedom in the design of the form and in its complexity. 
There are many known methods of additive manufactur-
ing that are used to form three-dimensional objects and many 
more different devices that use these methods. Some of the 
best-known methods are fused deposition modelling (FDM), 
selective laser sintering (SLS), stereolithography (SLA) and 
powder bed and inkjet-head 3D printing. These methods of 
forming three-dimensional objects have a lot of differences, 
though they have one very important similarity: they all pro-
duce three-dimensional objects from computer data by creat-
ing a cross-sectional (two-dimensional cross-sections) pattern 
of the object and then forming the object by laying material on 
the pattern in an additive manner again and again, resulting in 
many layers of formed and adhered laminae.2 
LIMITATIOnS
The above-mentioned methods share similar limitations, the 
most important of which are: the necessity for a support struc-
ture under hanging laminae, a suitable working surface where 
additive manufacturing can take place and the need for the 
mutual adherence of the laminae. 
In the cases of SLS, powder bed and inkjet head 3D printing, 
this problem is usually solved by the presence of preceding 
layers of material that were used to create previous lamina. 
In the cases of the FDM or SLA methods, this problem is usu-
ally solved by laying support laminae, which are usually cal-
culated by the software. This results in additional structures 
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being connected to the final object, which then require post-
processing that can sometimes result in damage to the object. 
Most of these methods usually require a special horizon-
tal working surface for forming objects. With most common 3D 
printers, objects cannot be formed on working surfaces with 
an irregular height, nor on vertical working surfaces, due to 
the force of gravity, resulting in the inability to form objects on 
surfaces such as walls, ceilings and coarse surfaces. 
Although 3D printing tests in microgravity are already tak-
ing place, especially for exploring how additive manufacturing 
could be used on the International Space Station,3 these tests 
are limited to small-scale printing of objects and always inside 
hermetically closed microgravity boxes.
While the previously mentioned methods are efficient for 
forming high-resolution objects inside designated machines, 
they are not adequate for forming objects outside of the ma-
chines on unprepared settings or for forming objects that 
don’t have a support underneath them. 
It was apparent to the research team that the need exists 
for a method whereby the objects could be formed on any giv-
en working surface, independent of its inclination or smooth-
ness, without a need for support structures or machines of lim-
ited size. In addition, the team focused on generating a method 
that would allow creating three-dimensional curves instead of 
working with the two-dimensional geometries of convention-
al additive manufacturing methods (fig. 2).
MATERIAL pROTOTypInG
Precise manipulation of the state of the material is essential for 
the process, as late solidification would result in a low strength 
of the curve thus formed and an early solidification would clog 
the process. 
After conducting a large number of material experiments 
with different polymers, the use of very rapidly hardening, 
two-component thermosetting polymer was selected as the 
most appropriate mix of materials, and the first prototypes 
of the extruder were created. A static mixer-nozzle and a 
two-barrel constant-rate plunger extruder were used to mix 
the source material components (fig. 3). Both material compo-
nents were pushed through the mixer at such speed that 
solidification took place precisely 1 mm away from the nozzle 
aperture.
Initially, some acrylic tubes were used as extruder bar-
rels, but due to the high viscosity of the material, they failed 
to withstand the pressure, which resulted in cracks. Finally, 
the acrylic tubes were replaced with aluminium equivalents 
and the first printing experiments were held using a CNC ma-
chine to position the nozzle. The experiments proved that the 
prototype worked and a 50 cm long spiral line connected to a 
vertical surface was printed. Though the results were success-
ful, there were some important issues about the low printing 
speed.
Additive manufacturing speed is always limited by the 
chemical properties of the materials used, since the materials 
can only be extruded at a specific rate or the properties of the 
part will be destroyed.4
After exhaustive tests of the material properties of the 
mixed thermosetting polymers at different heating and dep-
osition speeds, the most optimised scenario was followed up 
and, as a consequence, two heaters were connected to the 
nozzle to speed up the curing process of the mixed material 
(fig. 5). The optimised scenario allowed a final speed of one 
meter of printed height per five minutes.
Fig. 2: Perspective view showing the preferred technical setting for the invention 
presented here. (Image by courtesy of Joris Laarman Lab.)
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RObOTIC pROTOTypInG
The next research steps focused on the digital fabrication 
techniques and protocols. An ABB 2400L robotic arm at Joris 
Laarman Lab was used for performing fabrication tests and 
fine-tuning the material prototypes. The S4 controller directs 
the robotic arm, which has a reach of 1800 mm.
Since there was no existing software to control both ro-
botic movement and extrusion speed, a customised plug-in for 
Rhinoceros software was developed by the research team and 
scripted with the Python language. The software was used to 
control the robotic arm movement as well as material extru-
sion speed, since the synchronisation of these two factors is 
vital for the project’s development. The customised plug-in 
provides the ability to not only control the robot for printing 
complex structures, but also to control the thickness of the 
printed curves by changing the extrusion speed. For example, 
if the extrusion speed is halved, then the diameter of the print-
ed curve is halved accordingly. Therefore, one curve can have 
a thickness of 5 mm in one part and 15 mm in another, while the 
flexural strength of the curve is 160 mPa.
Avoiding any collisions of the robotic arm with previously 
formed curves is a significant and complex problem that can-
not be solved with software control alone. After numerous 
experiments, it was discovered that the nozzle could incline 
from the vector of the printed curve in order to avoid preced-
ing curves without affecting the quality of the result (figs. 3, 4). 
This inclination control significantly simplified the collision 
avoidance solution.
Fig. 3: Extruder and nozzle. (Image by courtesy of Joris Laarman Lab.) Fig. 4: Printed layer with different stages of curing.  
(Image by courtesy of Joris Laarman Lab.)
Fig. 5: Side view showing the process of forming a first curve with the orientation  
of the nozzle. (Image by courtesy of Joris Laarman Lab.)
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Additionally, a colouring feature was developed in an ef-
fort to offer different colours for the final printed object. Col-
our dye is mixed in programmed proportions and injected into 
the static mixer. This feature allows users to pre-program the 
colour of the printed object, increasing the aesthetic possibili-
ties of the technology (fig. 6). 
ARCHITECTuRAL AppLICATIOnS 
The introduction of additive manufacturing to architecture 
and the construction industry is being researched in a num-
ber of institutions and is considered to offer many possibili-
ties in these fields.5 From Enrico Dini and DShape, a large-scale 
3D printing-stone machine, to the concrete contour crafting 
of Behrokh Khoshnevis or the Freeform Construction Project 
from the University of Loughborough, additive manufacturing 
is becoming a significant revolutionary technique for future 
construction.
However, until it can be fully applied in real construction 
work, multiple limitations need to be solved. One of these 
problems is the requirement for support material during the 
printing process. 
Fig. 6: Fully colour-programmed spiral.  
(Image by courtesy of Joris Laarman Lab.)
The method presented in this paper is considered a major 
step in the direction of solving this limitation. Based on this 
method, a series of different devices may appear in the near 
future, from desktop 3D printers to building construction and 
restoration robots. The proposed technology can consider ably 
influence architecture and design industries, as it provides 
ways of controlling form much more elaborately than before. 
Furthermore, it brings the concept of the on-site digital fabri-
cation of architectural buildings closer. 
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Fig. 7: Surfaces and objects can be formed by  
combined 3D curves instead of successive 2D layers 
allowing more control over the fabrication process.  
(Image by courtesy of Joris Laarman Lab.)
Fig.  8: The formed curve is not affected by  
the gravity force. No support material is needed.  
(Image by courtesy of Joris Laarman Lab.)
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Fig. 1: Section of lunar outpost, showing the internal 
pressurised inflatable and the regolith shielding.
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the design oF a lunar outpost:
3d printing regolith as a construc-
tion technique For enVironmental 
shielding on the moon 
xAvIER DE KESTELIER (FOSTER + pARTnERS, uK), EnRICO DInI (MOnOLITE LTD., uK), GIOvAnnI CESARETTI (ALTA, SpA, ITALy),
vALEnTInA COLLA (SSSC_pERCO, ITALy), LAuREnT pAMbAGuIAn (ESA, ESTEC, THE nETHERLAnDS)
In 2009, the European Space Agency awarded a General Study Programme contract entitled 3D Printing Building Blocks for Lunar 
Habitation to an industrial consortium comprised of Foster + Partners, Alta SpA, Monolite Ltd, and Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna.  
The main objective of the study was to investigate whether 3D printing of moon dust is a viable construction technology for possible 
future lunar colonisation. Each of the companies in the consortium brought their unique expertise and specialised knowledge.  
The research was led by Alta Spa, a space engineering company. Foster + Partners provided the overall design concepts, computation-
al modelling and visualisations. The Perceptual Robotics Laboratory (PERCRO) of the Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna provided the 
know-how for control systems and robotics and Monolite UK delivered the printing technology. 
InTRODuCTIOn
Ever since the Apollo missions in the late 1960s, the idea of col-
onising the moon, or at least having a permanent base there, 
has been the focus of many research projects. Most of these fo-
cus on very particular technical aspects of lunar colonisation 
and habitation.1 This project does the same to a certain extent, 
but it also tries to bring a more holistic approach to the design 
of a lunar base.
The research can be broadly divided into two main as-
pects. The first is mainly related to the technical feasibility 
of 3D  printing with moon dust (or its scientific name: rego-
lith) in a lunar environment. The chemical and physical char-
acteristics of lunar regolith and terrestrial regolith simulant 
will be examined and assessed to see if it is a viable construc-
tion material for large-scale 3D printing. The second aspect of 
the research, and the focus of this paper, looks at how printed 
structures could be used as shielding and how this could be in-
tegrated into the overall design of a lunar outpost.
A permanent base on the moon would require construc-
tions to house and shelter astronauts and all their equipment, 
as well as provisions and protection from the harsh lunar 
conditions. The moon is by far one of the most extreme en-
vironmental conditions one could imagine. Astronauts would 
have to be protected from extreme temperature differences, 
me teor ite impacts, radiation and space vacuum. 
pRECEDEnTS
Over the last 40 years, most of the designs for lunar bases 
have been based on ready-to-use modules, which are typical-
ly transported from earth fully constructed and kitted out.2 
These modules have geometries that are compatible with 
launch vehicles and are often shaped to fully utilise the cargo 
space of launch vehicles. This is why the design of moon bases 
is often built around assemblies of cylindrical elements not so 
dissimilar to, for example, the ISS (International Space Station) 
modules.3 
The problem with this approach is that the cost per square 
metre is extremely high. As a result, some studies have as-
sessed lunar habitation based on inflatable structures. The 
advantage of inflatable structures is that they are extremely 
light and are highly collapsible for transportation to the moon. 
Some space habitation proposals, such as Bigelow,4 which 
was based on the TransHab 5 system, have combined core cy-
lindrical modules with an inflatable module around the core. 
This hybrid approach exploits advantages provided by both 
systems. 
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Neither inflatable nor ready-made modules provide ade-
quate long-term protection from the harsh lunar environment. 
There have been numerous studies into shielding permanent 
lunar bases.6 One possible solution would be to use bulk mater-
ial such as moon dust. There is an abundance of this material, 
as the moon’s surface is covered with a layer of it, varying in 
thickness 7 from 20 cm up to 10 m. There are quite a few ways in 
which this bulk regolith could be applied to a structure: piling 
of loose regolith, retention walls, and regolith sandbags.8 Most 
of these concepts rely on an underlying rigid structure, such as 
a standard cylinder ready-to-use module. 
The question is, of course, how this loose material can be 
consolidated into a usable structure. There are extremely 
high costs related to bringing any equipment to the moon, let 
alone heavy traditional construction equipment. Any feasible 
construction method should therefore not include large ma-
chinery. On a conceptual level, 3D printing as a construction 
technology could be a possible fabrication strategy, as mater-
ial is only added locally and incrementally in small amounts. 
So there is no huge displacement of materials, requiring large, 
heavy machinery.
LARGE-SCALE 3D pRInTInG
The consortium’s expertise in 3D printing is provided by Enrico 
Dini. He developed the D-shape printing technology, which is 
one of only a handful of technologies that are currently able to 
3D print on the scale of buildings or building components. The 
D-shape technology works in a quite similar way to most addi-
tive manufacturing processes. It starts by putting down a thin 
(5 mm) layer of fine granulates. A gantry controlled deposition-
ing head then moves across the surface and selectively adds an 
inorganic binder to the granulates. This process is repeated as 
the head returns to its starting position and then iterated with 
subsequent layers of sand across the entire build area. Part of 
the research project is to see if the D-shape process is a feasi-
ble technology for lunar printing on a purely chemical and en-
vironmental level. Does the process work in 1/6th of the Earth’s 
gravity, in a vacuum and under extreme temperatures? 
DESIGn OF THE bASE
The architecture of Foster + Partners is always attuned to local 
environmental conditions. The difference in designing on the 
moon is that the environmental conditions are so much more 
extreme and complex than on Earth. Therefore, a set of envi-
ronmental and technical requirements were established by 
Alta to provide the design team at Foster + Partners with guide-
lines for designing in a lunar environment. 
One of the first ideas was to decouple the sealing capability 
from the thermal, mechanical and radiation protection func-
tions. The main sealed and pressurised habitable space is, in 
this design, constructed from a mixture of hard shell ready-
to-use modules and an inflatable structure (fig. 1). The current 
design proposes an assembly of three inflatable volumes, in-
terconnected with ready-to-use cylindrical elements that also 
form airlocks to the outside environment (fig. 2). The inflata-
bles would have a typical height of 5 m in order to contain two 
Fig. 2: The lunar outpost is a modular design and can  
be extended in the future.
Fig. 3: The shielding of the dome is printed by a series of small 3D printers 
and uses moon dust, which is available in abundance on the moon’s surface.
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levels. The overall sectional dimension could be in the region 
of 10 m by 5 m. The overall shape of the inflatable has continu-
ous curvature so that it can withstand the internal pressures. 
This inflatable does not give any protection, but it provides an 
atmospheric pressure and conditioned space. It is quite obvi-
ous that such a fragile structure would have very limited rigid-
ity and would need to be protected.
This protection will come from a dome-shaped shell, con-
structed from 3D printed regolith. The current D-shape print-
ing process, like most 3D printers, uses a gantry system that is 
always of an order larger than the printed object. This is not, of 
course, a feasible set-up for any large-scale structure. It is as-
sumed that to be able to print on the moon, a much more ‘bot-
tom up’ approach must be taken. Smaller robots could deposit 
small amounts of regolith and selectively solidify them with a 
printing device. 
The D-printing process uses, just like all powder-based 
3D printing processes, its own powder as a support structure. 
The problem with this approach for large-scale structures is 
that, in this case, the dome would need to be excavated and 
hollowed out after it has been 3D printed. Therefore, an addit-
ional inflatable structure is envisioned that would serve as a 
support on which the dome can be constructed. This inflata-
ble support dome is a high-pressurised rib structure, on which 
a set of robotic printers can start to deposit layers of regolith 
and subsequently solidify them (fig. 4 a–f). At the end of this 
process, the inflatable support dome can be removed and a 
second inflatable dome can be raised. This provides the low-
pressure conditioned dome in which the astronauts would live 
and work. In between this dome and the regolith is a vacuum 
cavity, which acts as an excellent insulator. This is necessary, 
as the temperature differences on the regolith dome could po-
tentially be as much as 200°C. 9
3D  printed regolith, like masonry, has a very low tensile 
strength.10 The geometry of the structure ensures that the 
forces are primarily compression. Therefore, a catenary struc-
ture was chosen to span the internal pressurised volume. 
In this way, mainly compression forces will be acting on the 
structure (fig. 3).
The moon has almost no atmosphere, therefore, meteorites 
impact the surface at speeds close to 18 km/s; to put this into per-
spective, a bullet leaves a rifle at about 2 km/s. Although large 
meteorites are rather rare, a sufficient protection layer for mi-
crometeorite impacts is necessary. With a probability of 0.998 
to have no fatal event during a lifetime of 10 years, a protection 
layer of 800 mm is needed. This protection is achieved by off-
setting the catenary structure radially by 800 mm. This offset is 
radial as meteorites can impact the surface at any angle (fig. 5).
Due to the non-existent atmosphere and the magnet-
ic fields on the moon, space radiation on the surface is far 
higher than on Earth. There are three types of radiation that 
reach the moon’s surface: solar wind, solar flares and galactic 
Fig. 4a–f: A temporary highly pressurised inflatable dome creates a support  
structure on which the regolith dome can be 3D printed. 
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cosmic rays (GCR). Solar radiation will, in particular during so-
lar flares, be the main design driver.11
The proposed location for the lunar base is on the edge of 
the Shackleton Crater near the south pole. This is one of the 
‘peaks of eternal sunlight’, as the sun would never set and 
would be continuously on the horizon (fig. 6). 12 A lunar day 
lasts 28 earth days; this means that the sun rotates around the 
lunar base in relatively 28 days. Therefore, any solar radiation 
will come in at a very low, almost horizontal angle. The geom-
etry, and, in this case, the catenary curve, can be horizontally 
offset by 1500 mm to effectively protect against solar radiation 
(fig. 7).
The proposed design synthesises the main design drivers: 
inflatable inhabitation module, catenary structure, radial pro-
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Fig. 7: The lunar outpost is protected from solar  
radiation by a 1500 mm layer of regolith.13
Fig. 8: Overall sectional logic of the design drivers  
for the regolith protection shield.14
Fig. 5: The lunar outpost can be protected from  
meteorites by an 800 mm layer of regolith. 
Fig. 6: Solar analysis of the Shackleton Crater on the south 
pole of the moon. The red areas have eternal sunlight and 
the dark blue areas are in eternal darkness.
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tection against meteorites and protection from radiation. The 
resulting structure has a variable thickness over its cross-sec-
tion. It has a greater thickness at the rim, where it meets the 
horizontal ground plane, and is thinner at the zenith (fig. 8). 
The current D-shape printing technology uses two inor-
ganic binders (metallic oxide and magnesium chloride), which 
probably cannot be found on the moon. One of the challenges 
taken up by the designers is to create structures that use the 
minimum amount of binder per volume of regolith, seeking to 
optimise the overall regolith protection skin, without losing its 
overall rigidity. 
InTERnAL STRuCTuRES
One of the lightest space-filling topological systems that can be 
found in nature are foam structures. Foams are often defined 
as a two-phase system, in which typically a high volume of gas 
cells are enclosed in a liquid or solid state. In this case, loose 
regolith is enclosed in a 3D-printed closed-wall cell system. 
There are two main reasons why a closed-wall foam sys-
tem was chosen. Firstly, although the thickness of the regolith 
would protect from meteorites, it does not minimise the dam-
age from such an impact. To absorb the impact of meteorites, 
a layered approach of solidified and loose regolith would be 
ideal to disperse the energy of the impact. 
Secondly, closed foams also have the advantage that any 
section through the structure delivers a structural platform. 
This is crucial, as the regolith dome will be built up from hor-
izontal layers. Each of these layers will need to be a platform 
from which the 3D printing robots can build the next layer.
A parametric model and script were developed by the Spe-
cialist Modelling Group at Foster + Partners to investigate the 
usability of foam as internal structure of the regolith shield 
(fig. 9). A structural feasibility study has been pursued, mak-
ing some simplifying assumptions, by performing a structural 
analysis on a shell structure, a comparative finite elements (FE) 
structural analysis on small samples with different cell sizes 
and an analytical study comparing the cell structure with other 
materials.15
To verify the D-shape printing process, two different dem-
onstrators were produced. The first was a 1.3 ton and 1.5 metre 
long section of the regolith dome printed on a D-shape print-
er (figs. 10, 11). The second demonstrator was a much smaller 
Fig. 9: Sample of the internal foam structure. 
Figs. 10, 11: A large mock-up of the regolith shield was fabricated 
on the D-shape printer.
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sample and aimed at testing the printing process in a vacuum. 
A small test rig was created with a printing nozzle that inject-
ed the binder a few millimetres beneath the top of the rego-
lith simulant. This was to avoid immediate evaporation of the 
binder liquid in a vacuum. This test resulted in six small spher-
ical 3D-printed pieces, which demonstrated the feasibility of 
3D printing in a vacuum (figs. 12, 13). 
Many more years of research will be needed, of course, be-
fore the first robotic 3D printers could be sent to the moon. But 
it does show the potential for using 3D-printed regolith as a 
construction methodology for shielding on the moon, and 
suggests how this could be integrated into an overall design 
strat egy for future moon bases (fig. 14).
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Fig. 1: Fabclay Project, developed by Nasim Fashami, Saša Jokic´, Starski Naya.  
FABbots 3.0, IaaC, 2012. Machine-material test running on a universal robot depositing clay. 
(Photo: Saša Jokic´.)
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Fabbots:
research in additiVe manuFacturing 
For architecture
MARTA MALé-ALEMAny, JORDI pORTELL
FABbots is a compilation of projects that show ways of developing and adopting additive manufacturing in architecture, exploring 
3D printing matter in a continuum and customised robotic tools for building on site. This research focuses on the use of locally 
available materials, hacking or reengineering existing mechanical devices, and developing custom software tools. It simultaneously 
engages material science, machine design and computation to guide the generation, simulation and evaluation of design solutions. 
This paper aims to share what has been learnt from these projects, promoting new forms of additive design and fabrication,  
and framing a vision for its future development and application in architecture. 
InTRODuCTIOn
The growing interest in 3D printing and other additive manu-
facturing (AM) processes in most design-related domains has 
still found few responses in architecture. For several years, 
little has been explored beyond the early technological de-
velopments of contour crafting by Behrokh Khoshnevis, the 
freeform construction system by Rupert Soar and his col-
leagues and artificial sandstone printing by Enrico Dini and 
his company D-Shape. Yet, lately it seems that the use of AM in 
architecture is an expanding research field, as more designers 
and academic environments 1 are showing a greater interest in 
this topic.
In architectural practice (although these inventors have 
been promoting their machine and material processes for 
years), the potential of AM developments for construction 
has not yet been fully explored. Because they did not direct-
ly participate in its development or tested its implementation, 
archi tects have not yet embraced the fabrication and material 
constraints of the technology, which are key to unfolding its 
creative possibilities.
The FABbots research agenda 2 explores the integration of 
material science, machine design and computation to guide 
the generation, simulation and evaluation of novel design and 
building solutions. Initiated in 2009 as a design studio brief, 3 
and presented as a research agenda at Fabricate 2011,4 today 
FABbots has become a compilation of 27 research projects 5 de-
veloped in several schools of architecture.6 The range of pro-
posals that have emanated from it shows the innovative poten-
tial of using customised robotic tools for building architecture 
with additive processes.
RESEARCH ObJECTIvES AnD COnCERnS
FABbots explores the implicit design and fabrication possi-
bilities of AM technologies. It embraces them as an alterna-
tive paradigm for construction, pursuing the production of 
an integrative, multi-material and multifunctional architec-
ture built in a continuum. With that objective, it encourages an 
approach of ‘learning by doing’ with full engagement, to fos-
ter integrated machine-material processes that are specific to 
architecture.
FABbots seeks alternatives to the prefabrication of build-
ing components by promoting the use of autonomous fabri-
cation devices on site. This vision stimulates and drives the 
projects’ considerations on sustainability, choosing locally 
available materials and/or conceiving devices powered by re-
newable energies. 
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METHODOLOGy
Methodologically, FABbots combines three areas of knowledge: 
material processes, machine design and computation. This in-
terdisciplinary approach 7 supports innovative architectural 
design and fabrication opportunities. The work emerges from 
the intersection of these three domains, simultaneously explor-
ing the use of materials suitable for building applications, the 
reengineering of mechanical devices or making custom robot-
ic devices, and the programming of specialised software tools. 
material processes: 
Forming matter through additiVe manuFacturing
Many FABbots projects test additive formation processes using 
known construction materials, starting a new method from 
scratch or following a material process from a previous project 
that proved to be suitable. Whatever way is chosen, the work 
requires acquiring knowledge on material behaviour concern-
ing the physical and chemical properties of matter (before, 
during and after deposition). Tests are conducted to obtain the 
crucial data to inform later computer simulations.
Focusing on the intrinsic benefits of AM for creating com-
plex material networks, FABbots comprises quite diverse and 
original methods. For instance, projects investigate alterna-
tive materials to the use of plastic and polymers for layer-by-
layer deposition, using fast curing materials to ‘print in the air’ 
and eliminate scaffold material, casting phase-changing ma-
terials in fluid environments to build ‘instant structures’, add-
ing material with multi-directional spray nozzles to overcome 
printing in layers, and shaping a deposition of iron-based 
paste with magnetic forces to challenge the effects of gravity.
Other projects investigate a very promising terrain for addi-
tive construction: using several materials with multi- depos ition 
heads. Their aim is to test a multi-material architecture that 
benefits from both spatial intricacy and functional gradation 
within its built continuum.
machine design: 
hacking, designing and prototyping custom  
robotic tools 
The projects explore the customisation of devices or tools. 
This varies from developing nozzles that integrate with CNC 
mills to creating new end-effectors for industrial robots, or 
even proto typing completely new robotic systems. 
Students use the school’s fabrication equipment to make 
machine parts, and become familiar with programming, physi-
cal computing, and electronics.8 With additional open resourc-
es, they can easily prototype, program and test the functional-
ity of their devices.
With these means, the projects have explored digitally-
controlled deposition nozzles for sand, glue, cement and other 
materials, reused and recycled small inkjet printers and oth-
er appliances by hacking them for alternative uses, dismantled 
plotters and turntables to prototype different mid-sized de-
vices, and collaborated with companies 9 to bring these proto-
types to professional robotic development.
computation: 
the emergence oF design catalogues through coding 
machine-material systems
Existing software is often inadequate for designing novel addi-
tive methods and running custom fabrication devices. New 
computational tools are needed to cover all the phases of de-
sign and production that have been altered by new machine-
material approaches. 
What gets built is not always 100% predictable; it emerges 
from the tension between the precise execution of an abstract 
machine code and the textured, low-definition features of the 
material itself while being shaped under varying conditions. 
Adaptability then lies in the printing code or program: its ca-
pacity to handle real-time data and its robustness to evaluate 
it and interactively generate new machine instructions. To use 
these dynamics as a creative design source, developing specif-
ic software 10 is fundamental. 
These custom computational tools enable generative de-
sign processes, where material complexity, machine specifics, 
and printing logics meet as the genesis of design. Design cat-
alogues emerge by scripting the material properties and ex-
ploring plausible printing patterns and machine trajectories. 
By thoroughly studying the system and testing what it is possi-
ble to build, spatial opportunities naturally arise and reveal an 
intrinsic architectural language. 
pROJECT OuTCOMES
A representative selection of the FABbots projects are pre-
sented in this paper. They represent three thematic groups to 
demonstrate individual research efforts and contributions. 
The first group of projects are those that look at exist-
ing AM processes and reconsider them for architectural uses, 
using materials and processes that could also be suitable on a 
larger scale.11 
– Both the projects digital vernaCular and FabClay 12 explore 
3D printing with clay. Material samples are made by attaching a 
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custom deposition head for paste-like materials to an existing 
CNC machine or industrial robot (figs. 1, 2).13 
– pet FlaKes is a customised fused deposition modelling 
(FDM) technique for architecture. Exceeding the limitation of 
layer-based conventional FDM machines, three-dimensional, 
tubular building structures are printed out of recycled ther-
moplastics, which solidify in the air immediately after being 
deposited.14 
– are(a)na, FlexiMoulds and sandstone(d) use sand as a 
scaffolding system to shape other materials. In the first two 
cases, sand is piled up following generative patterns and a li-
quid binder or a paste-like material is deposited and shaped 
on top of those formations. In the last case, a binder is injected 
into a sandy ground. After a curing phase, the sand is removed 
or excavated to reveal the solidified structures (fig. 3).15 
The second group comprises projects that focus on invent-
ing new additive methods using unconventional materials or 
processes. 
– Fluid Cast explores the opportunities of fast solidification 
of phase-changing materials (like wax) in water, calibrating 
Fig. 3: are(a)na Project, developed by Miguel Guerrero, 
Chryssa Karakana, Carolina Miro, Anastasia Pistofidou.  
FABbots 2.0, IaaC, 2011. Left: Binder flow simulation and 
structural deformation simulation. Center: Machine-material 
test of binder deposition over a programmed sand  
formation. Right: Digitally produced, fractal sand formation.  
(Photos: Miguel Guerrero.)
Fig. 2: Fabclay Project, developed by Nasim 
Fashami, Saša Jokic´, Starski Naya. FABbots 3.0, 
IaaC, 2012. Printed building component in  
clay, specifically programmed for continuous 
material flow. (Photo: Saša Jokic´.)
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the precision of a digitally controlled deposition and its unpre-
dictable behaviour in fluid dynamic environments. This pro-
ject proposes building floating large-scale structures using a 
swarm of underwater deposition robots (fig. 4). 
– stone spray is a multidirectional, spray-based additive 
construction method. It uses granular materials (i.e. sand) and 
a binder with a very fast drying time and exceptional struc-
tural capacities to solidify them on site. Attached to a five-axis 
robot, a CNC sand-binder spray can build stone-hard, complex 
structures (fig. 5).
– MagnetiC arChiteCture is an additive process that uses 
digitally controlled magnetic fields to drive material deposi-
tion and solidification.16 By positioning two strong magnets in 
space and using the control of a CNC machine or specialised 
robot arm, one can create sequences of longitudinal elements 
to form complex structural beams and wall formations (fig. 6).
Finally, the third group consists of projects that explore 
multi-material additive solutions.
– ngps is a multi-material fabrication technique based on de-
positing calcium-based paste droplets into a water and algae 
solution.17 The chemical reaction produces the solidification of 
the building material, forming spherical voxels, which can be 
arrayed in space, while they stay in suspension in the liquid, 
unaffected by gravity (fig. 7).
– poroCity explores a variable composition 3D printing tech-
nique, with a digitally controlled printing head that can de posit 
a specific mix of cement and foam balls. Following nature’s 
strategies and functionally graded materials, elements such as 
columns are built by optimising density distribution.
– hosMenos and MatworKs 18 investigate multi-material ad-
ditive techniques to build complex material networks and ex-
plore functionally diverse architectural applications by mixing 
Fig. 4: Fluid cast Project, developed by Jaime De Miguel,  
Ena Lloret, Catalina Pollak, Maria Eugenia Villafane. Machinic  
Control v.1.0, AA DRL, 2009. Left: Material samples of wax  
in water. Images by Fluid cast team. Right: Custom CNC wax  
injection machine. (Photo: Oriol Rigat.)
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Fig. 6: magnetic architecture Project, developed by 
Gabriel Bello, Alexandre Dubor, Akhil Kapadia, Angel 
Lara. FABbots 3.0. IaaC, 2012. Left: Custom-made, digi-
tally controlled magnetic clamp. (Photo: Jordi Portell.) 
Right: Complex formation of iron and binder matter, 
built with a magnetic clamp that can be positioned in 
multiple directions. (Photo: Akhil Kapadia.)
Fig. 5: stone spray Project, developed by Anna Kulik, Petr Novikov, 
Inder Parakash Singh. FABbots 3.0. IaaC, 2012. Left: Different phases 
of simulation culminating in a printed sample. (Photos: Stone Spray 
team.) Right: Small-scale material prototype of solidified sand  
and binder, which explores plausible structural topologies that  
can be achieved by a multidirectional deposition technique.  
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granular materials such as dry mortar, sand and sawdust with 
a digitally controlled multiple deposition head (fig. 8). 
COnCLuSIOnS
lessons From the projects
Collectively, FABbots shows how today’s digital architects can 
not only code their own design tools, but also develop custom 
fabrication devices to innovate construction processes.19 The 
experience of guiding these projects and assessing the results 
has motivated some reflections:
– on Materials: The work shows that AM technologies can 
use existing construction materials (e.g. sand) in novel ways, 
and also that it is possible to bring unconventional materials 
into the architecture realm. In both cases, the spectrum of ma-
terial choices and opportunities for AM in architecture is very 
promising. It is especially interesting when projects choose 
natural or recycled construction materials, which are widely 
available, to explore new ways of building that are also more 
sustainable. 
– on aCCuraCy: In return, these materials are often hetero-
geneous, and exhibit different behaviour during deposition, 
solidification and/or curing, thus creating a formal inaccu-
racy that is, nonetheless, fully accepted in our philosophy. In 
opposition to the tendency found in industrial applications of 
3D printing, where fine results are fundamental, in these pro-
jects, it is acceptable that additive construction does not work 
within the same finishing requirements.
– on texture: FABbots thus promotes an approach for ad-
Fig. 7: ngps Project, developed by Ali Basbous, Miquel Lloveras.  
FABbots 1.0, IaaC, 2010. Left: Machine prototype with filled tank. 
(Photo: Diaz Wichmann Photography.) Right: Machine diagram  
showing multi-material capabilities. (Image: ngps team.)  
Bottom: Material spherification samples. (Photos: Miquel Lloveras.)
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fabrication control is key to working with materials that are 
suitable for construction and yet behave irregularly, as well as 
autonomous machines on site that are exposed to unregulated 
conditions. 
– on sCalability: The value of the FABbots work is that at all 
phases of project development, the samples produced are not 
representations or models, but working prototypes of the pro-
posed machine-material system on its current (actual) scale. 
Yet, considering the goal of real architectural applications, the 
scalability of the processes is still unresolved and, in a way, 
the work is in its infancy. There is thus full awareness that new 
challenges will appear when making  larger prototypes, be-
cause the behaviour of both the construction material and the 
machine itself will not scale linearly to a larger size.
ditive fabrication that welcomes the unpredictable beauty of 
emergent forms, valuing their material expression and texture. 
The projects accept printing deviations and material flaws in a 
creative way, using custom software to play with built-in tol-
erances and develop design catalogues that are conceived as 
adaptive printing codes.
– on real-tiMe adaptation: The hypothesis of using 3D print-
ing for buildings with robots on site necessarily implies the ac-
ceptance of a printing process that is influenced by environ-
mental changes. In this respect, some attempts have been 
made using artificial vision tools and other forms of sensing 
to embrace these material dimensional changes or printing 
irregularities, exploring additive processes with continuous 
feedback and adaptation. Ensuring real-time evaluation and 
Fig. 8: matworks Project, developed by Martin Firera, Julian  
Hildebrand, Ohad Meyuhas, Jordi Portell. FABbots 2.0, IaaC, 2011. 
Left: Custom sandbox simulation software, used to reproduce  
the deposition of granular materials. Right: Multi-material  
deposition process.
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seeds For Future research and applications
FABbots has shown different strategies for developing, adopt-
ing and seeking applications for AM methods in architecture, 
envisioning future on-site deployment. Thus, it is crucial to 
clarify the research directions that should be undertaken to 
continue the research: 
– Increasing the scale of robotic devices to allow additive 
fabrication on-site.
– Further exploring widely available and local materials, with 
a specific interest in sustainable solutions. 
– Expanding creative ways of designing architectural solu-
tions, while integrating the not-yet-programmed textures that 
emerge from printing natural materials under varying envi-
ronmental influences.
– Allowing for design and fabrication adaptability by script-
ing interactive printing codes with real-time feedback.
– Complementing these custom scripts with analysis features 
to optimise the printing patterns into meaningful material net-
works that can effectively improve building performance.
This work requires experts beyond architecture, including 
mechanical and robotic engineers, material scientists, soft-
ware developers, environmental physicists, biologists and 
others. Integrating these multidisciplinary fields will ensure 
that architects are involved in the development of technologi-
cal and creative opportunities intrinsic to additive fabrication. 
As a consequence, future projects will show greater maturi-
ty and be closer to real application. Taking into account the 
multiple demands of architecture (functional, aesthetic, ener-
getic and other), this situation may help develop disciplinary 
reciprocity. In addition, pursuing this research can contribute 
to the development of AM methods, tools and processes also 
desirable for other fields.
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notes 
1 In addition to the research guided by Marta Malé-Alemany, the 
use of additive building methods in architecture was investigated 
earlier in experimental design studios and courses in a few academic 
environments, such as those led by Ronald Rael, François Roche, Wes 
McGee, Peter Testa, Fabio Gramazio and Matthias Kohler, Neri Oxman 
and others. Nowadays, this research is expanding and becoming 
present in most advanced schools of architecture.
2 FABbots is the research agenda of a series of design and research 
studios directed by Marta Malé-Alemany in different schools of 
architecture. It includes a collection of 27 projects developed by 
master level students working in teams. The studios were taught at 
the AA DRL in London and at IaaC in Barcelona, supported by expert 
tutors in computation and fabrication (Victor Viña, Cesar Cazares, 
Jeroen van Ameijde, Daniel Piker, Luis Fraguada, Brian Peters, Jordi 
Portell, Miquel Lloveras) and consultants in engineering (Santiago 
Martin Laguna/ Vórtica, Santiago Martin González/ Univ. Oviedo).
3 The first design studio on this topic was originally named 
Machinic Control and was taught at the AA Design Research Lab in 
2009. The studio was directed by Marta Malé-Alemany, assisted by 
Jeroen van Ameijde. 
4 The FABbots research agenda was formally presented to the 
architectural community at the Fabricate Conference 2011 in London 
with a public lecture titled: FABBOTS: Customised robotic devices  
for design and fabrication. Marta Malé-Alemany, Jeroen von Ameijde, 
and Victor Vinˇa, ‘FAB(BOTS)’, in Ruairi Glynn and Bob Sheil, eds., 
Fabricate: Making Digital Architecture (Cambridge, Ont.: Riverside 
Architectural Press, 2011), pp. 40–7.
5 The projects are documented chronologically at 
www.fabbots.com.
6 At the Architectural Association (AA) in London (2009–2011)  
and at the Institute for Advanced Architecture of Catalonia (IaaC)  
in Barcelona (2009–2012).
7 This approach is possible through the collaboration between  
the studio design faculty and external advisors in various disciplines 
(mechanical engineering, physical computing, etc.), as well  
as through active involvement of the students in self-educating 
themselves via online tools and communities.
8 See open source programming tools like Processing (www.
processing.org) and physical computing environments like Arduino 
(www.arduino.cc).
9 This is the case with the company Festo, who collaborated with 
the project team of Fluid Cast to build up a 1 : 1 scale version of  
their robotic multi-nozzle prototype for casting hot wax on water.
10 FABbots projects often involve programming custom software  
in issues such as shape generation, physical simulations, structural 
analysis and optimization, visualization and machine control.
11 Conceptually, this is a similar approach to how D-Shape was 
originally inspired by the technology of Z-Corp, or contour crafting 
by FDM.
12 FabClay is an example of a project that follows the material 
research initiated by an earlier project (digital vernaCular), 
exploring further steps and development for the same technology.
13 Both these projects found great inspiration in the work of the 
Belgian design studio unFold (http://unfold.be/pages/projects).
14 The work of pet FlaKes later became the source of inspiration  
for Mataerial, a robotic epoxy-based extrusion system, developed  
as a commercial endeavour by two FABbots students (Petr Novikov 
and Saša Jokic´) in collaboration with Joris Laarman Studio in The 
Netherlands.
15 The sandstone(d) project was inspired by the 2007 AA thesis 
project ‘Dune’ by Magnus Larsson (http://www.magnuslarsson.com/
architecture/dune.asp).
16 The MagnetiC arChiteCture material research was inspired  
by the Gravity Stool, a design by Jolan van der Wiel  
(http://cargocollective.com/studiovanderwiel).
17 The algae solution used by NGPS is a product developed by 
Spanish cook Ferran Adrià for a cooking technique called 
spherification (http://www.albertyferranadria.com/eng/
texturas-spherification.html).
18 MatworKs follows up on the material research initiated by project 
hosMenos, exploring further steps and development for the same 
technology. 
19 Some of the earlier develoments of FABbots and reflections have 
been elucidated in C. Ipser, ed., Fabvolution. Advances in Digital 
Fabrication (Barcelona: Ajuntament de Barcelona /  
Institut de Cultura – Disseny Hub Barcelona, 2012).
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Fig. 1: Mixed reality modelling: prototypical set-up for recursive wax forming.
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augmented materiality:
modelling with material  
indeterminacy
RyAn LuKE JOHnS (GREySHED AnD pRInCETOn unIvERSITy, unITED STATES)
The digital revolution has instigated numerous changes to the architectural design process, which have distanced physical and 
intuitive material exploration from the standard procedures and protocol of the discipline. By combining augmented reality 
technologies with real-time computer simulation, sensory feedback and robotic fabrication tools, new workflows enable the architect 
to design spontaneously and intuitively with seemingly stochastic material processes while managing the complex performance 
criteria associated with ‘highly informed’ design. This paper presents a prototypical design process to these ends and discusses this 
approach and its implications in relation to alternative workflows as practised in architectural design and fabrication.
InTRODuCTIOn
With the advent of CAAD (computer-aided architectural de-
sign) and CAM (computer-aided manufacturing) technologies, 
both design and construction processes tend to unfold at ab-
stract scales, effectively dissolving any organic link between 
human metric and material production. The current paradigm, 
characterised by the massive influx of digital design and com-
puter-aided fabrication tools, could easily be mistaken for a 
shift solely towards architectural automation and, in turn, a 
move away from human intuition. New forms of digital medi-
ation, however, provide the potential to bridge the gap that has 
divided human sensibilities and material properties in the de-
sign process, thus ushering in a new kind of craft that is both 
materially responsive and ‘highly informed’.1 
As movement between each side of the digital/physical di-
chotomy becomes easier with the development of fabrication 
and digitisation technologies, a multitude of other bilateral re-
lationships are being called into question. Recognising that 
the once resolute distinctions between digital/physical, man/
machine, design/construction, and stochastic/deterministic 
dichotomies are fading, this research explores how the simul-
taneous occupation of multiple realms, or all of these realms, 
might benefit architectural design. Borrowing from the princi-
ples of computer threading, the aim of this project is to break 
up and interlace these previously distinct elements of the ar-
chitectural design and fabrication process in order to render 
once linear and differentiated components concurrent. 
This research commenced with the application of this de-
sign-threading strategy to a simple milling exercise. By send-
ing only one movement command at a time to the robotic 
manipulator, the computer software provides a real-time vis-
ualisation of the robot’s toolpaths, and allows the designer to 
modify these toolpaths (and thus the design) at any stage of 
the machining process. Drawing closer to the intent of the re-
search, the project evolved into a recursive design-fabrication 
exercise which combines physical human input with the ro-
botic manipulation of a stochastic material process (melting 
wax). By rapidly scanning a physical object while also melting 
it, the system attempts to achieve a topologically optimised re-
sult based on the given wax volume and user-placed loading 
conditions. A multitude of constantly communicated variables 
give simultaneous control to the human operator, the comput-
er simulation, the robotic manipulator, and the material pro-
cess. These elements become inseparable, and their individ-
ual import becomes indistinguishable from that of the global 
system.
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RELATED wORK
The use of bidirectional computational models and recursive 
(or circular) explorations is discussed at some length in Kilian’s 
thesis, Design Exploration through Bidirectional Constraints,2 
while ‘the premise that material, structure, and form can be-
come inseparable entities of the design process’ is presented 
by Neri Oxman.3 
Mixed reality systems that link a physical interface with a 
digital architectural model can be found in the early experi-
ments of John Frazer 4 and in a variety of more recent projects.5 
A number of research papers have engaged gestural design, 
augmented reality 6 and interactive fabrication.7
The use of robotic manipulators to procedurally inform 
computationally indeterminate material processes has been 
explored in Roxy Paine’s Erosion Machine 8 and the Procedural 
Landscapes project of Gramazio and Kohler.9 
Recognising the wide array of precedents for the individ-
ual components behind this research, this paper seeks not to 
explore any singular innovation, but rather to investigate the 
potential for combining a variety of existing technologies and 
principles in the early stages of design and fabrication. This 
amalgam fosters an intuitive control of digital fabrication 
tools, and in turn provides the potential to recursively manip-
ulate stochastic material systems.
InITIAL RESEARCH: InTERACTIvE MILLInG
Intuitive interaction with digital fabrication tools is severely 
limited by the lack of communication between the operator 
and the tool. While CNC (computer numerical control) mills and 
robotic manipulators excel in realising the digital, they cannot 
easily convey the complexity of their actions during the fabri-
cation process. As fabrication procedures become more highly 
informed, the human operator becomes less informed of the 
global significance of any given operation. If the designer is to 
have real-time influence upon the fabrication process, he must 
be capable of recognising what the robot is doing at any giv-
en moment so that he may immediately grasp the role of that 
action in the larger and more complex narrative of the overall 
design.
In order to experiment with live manipulation of a design 
during the fabrication process, a prototypical milling tech-
nique was developed that allows the operator to see and modi-
fy the robot’s toolpaths in real-time. In this set-up, an augment-
ed reality interface provides the operator with a live preview of 
the robot’s projected toolpaths, and allows the user to modify 
those toolpaths by tapping on the screen in the area where he 
would like to focus the mill (fig. 4). 10 Rather than sending the 
entire milling operation as one predetermined batch of com-
mands, the software running on the tablet sends only one 
Fig. 2: Set-up elevation.
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movement command to the robot at a time. This allows the 
user to insert new movements at the front of the buffered com-
mand list at any time, ensuring that the system essentially op-
erates on the scale of ‘byte to robot’ rather than ‘file to factory’. 
DynAMIC MATERIALS
The prototypical milling set-up helped to establish a communi-
cation protocol with the robot and represented a shift towards 
both informed-operator and operator-informed fabrication. 
However, the determinacy of milling seemed to restrict its po-
tential to convey interesting iterative communication between 
the physical material and the digital model. The subtractive re-
sult of the milling operation is always in direct parallel to the 
simulated Boolean operations of the computer model. This re-
search, however, is specifically interested in the use of digi-
tal fabrication tools to allow informed control and design us-
ing materials that are not entirely predictable with computer 
simulations. To this end, it was necessary to experiment with a 
stochastic material process that engaged computationally dif-
ficult properties, such as fluid or thermodynamics, erosion, or-
ganic growth and decay, chemical reactions, etc. 
Considering the realistic limitations established by current 
processing capability and the slight delays associated with 
the established communication protocol, wax-melting was se-
lected as an intermediate material process for further experi-
mentation. Wax is relatively indeterminate when heated, but 
cools rapidly enough to enable momentary lapses in the pro-
cess. It thus affords time, when necessary, for contemplation 
and re-calculation.
This material process was also of interest because it occu-
pies a space between subtractive and additive fabrication that 
is not precisely or predictably formative.11 Much of the heated 
wax flows into new areas, cooling and accruing, while some 
falls from the work object or is vaporised.
SET-up
This project represents a prototypical design/fabrication pro-
cess that demonstrates the concurrent coordination of digital 
simulation with stochastic material properties, human design 
decisions and robotic manipulation. It thus encompasses a 
wide array of variables of varying complexity, which prove de-
sirably difficult to convey as a linear narrative. While the ele-
ments of the project are presented below sequentially, in real-
ity, they frequently operate simultaneously or are interspersed 
with one another. These are the primary components of the 
experiment:
Fig. 3: Detail of wax model: indeterminate accrual.
Fig. 4: Interactive milling: The robot’s toolpaths are overlaid  
with live video of the milling operation. Touching an area  
of the screen causes the robot to immediately move to and  
mill in that area.
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Fig. 6: A simple modelling narrative illustrated. a) Load is placed and  
forces are calculated. b) User decides to shift load. c) Reduction of volume. 
d) Void area indicated with a coloured marker.
Fig. 5: Select software operations: a) Separate specifically coloured 
points (purple) and isolate clusters of a given size. Find centroid  
of convex hull and place virtual load. b) Triangle mesh created  
from Kinect scan for ray-based collision test. c) Sort scan points by 
distance to nearest vertex.
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– The process begins when the user places a wax block upon 
any number of supports and within the working range of the 
robotic manipulator.
– The human operator has access to coloured wooden blocks 
that represent downward load forces, and he can place any 
number of these upon the wax in any desired configuration.
– The robotic manipulator is equipped with an end-effector 
consisting of an electric heat gun and a Kinect scanner. 12 It 
moves to an initial scanning position, where the Kinect pro-
vides a coloured 3D point cloud of the wax block, its loads and 
supports.
– The computer software (written in Processing, a pro-
gramming language) communicates constantly with the ro-
bot’s controller and the Kinect. 13 The local coordinates of the 
scanned Kinect point cloud are transformed into the world co-
ordinate system of the robot and the digital scene using the 
position and orientation values of the end-effector. 
– The software locates the physically placed load blocks 
within the digital model by first sorting all points of a given 
colour (in this case, purple) into clusters. By finding the area of 
the convex hull of these clusters and checking if this area cor-
responds to that of the wooden block, it finds which 3D points 
represent load forces.14 A virtual load-block is then placed at 
the centroid of each qualifying cluster (fig. 5a).
– Considering the wax volume and its corresponding support 
and load conditions, the software calculates the regions of ma-
terial that are most (and least) essential for structural per form-
ance using topological optimisation.15 
– The software sorts the digitally scanned points, which rep-
resent the physical wax volume, by their distance to the result 
of the topological optimisation calculation, or rather, in order 
of structural necessity (fig. 5c).
– Following this calculation, the robot proceeds to heat a giv-
en number of these points for a duration proportionate to their 
distance from the structural core. It thus melts or vaporises 
the wax around each location. 
– At any point in this process, the user can draw with a col-
oured marker to indicate desired void areas in the wax volume. 
Employing the same strategy used to find loading conditions, 
the software removes these areas from the topological opti-
misation calculation, thus routing the structure around the 
opening and thickening it where possible to compensate for 
this change.
– The user can shift the load conditions, remove some or add 
others at any point in the process (fig. 6).
– As with the interactive milling experiment, an augmented 
reality interface informs the user of the digital model and the 
projected movements of the robot. Using a digital projector, 
Fig. 7: Above: Desired void areas are physically indicated using  
a coloured marker. Below: The virtual model is automatically  
reconfigured around the indicated opening and the robot proceeds  
to melt away this area.
Fig. 8: Toolpaths are projected in real time, providing indication to  
the human operator where the robot will move next (path weight and 
colour) and how long it will melt in a given location (sphere radii). 
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the virtual information is mapped (fig. 7) directly onto the wax 
surface.16 It illustrates not only the future toolpaths of the ro-
bot, but also the duration of each melt position (as spheres of 
varying radii) (fig. 8), the topological optimisation model, the 
visible scan points, and the digitally referenced support and 
load geometries. A second stationary Kinect tracks the user’s 
head position and aligns the virtual camera with this loca-
tion so that, from the perspective of the user, the projected in-
formation is visually aligned with the physical world and the 
movements of the robotic manipulator. This removes the need 
to hold a cumbersome tablet, though it has the necessary limi-
tation of being optimised for a single user. 
– By triangulating the scanned point cloud and mathemati-
cally testing a ray-based approximation of the end-effector for 
intersection with these triangles, the software prevents physi-
cal collisions between the robot and the wax volume (fig. 5b). 
This allows the robot to melt the wax from the closest desir-
able distance without fearing collisions. 
– Assuming that the melted wax generally flows downwards, 
the software recognises over-melted areas and is capable of 
prioritising points above these locations so that the dripping 
wax helps fill the problematic cavity. 
DISCuSSIOn
Rather than developing design in a linear progression from 
idea to computer-simulated model to fabrication tool and ma-
terial result, the process allows these elements to operate con-
currently or in rapid and recursive succession. This allows each 
component of the design process to inform the other from the 
onset. Recognising the co-dependency of these elements, the 
process cannot proceed without the simultaneous cooperation 
of its four players: the human designer, the robotic manipula-
tor, the computer simulation, and the material reaction. This al-
lows the designer to engage physical materials in the modelling 
phase and to learn from this interaction, just as one gleans scal-
able structural problems from an unstable architectural mod-
el. Furthermore, by employing both computer calculation and 
robotic execution, it becomes possible to integrate highly in-
formed articulation and advanced material dexterity with the 
more traditional components of the initial design process. 
While this process used the computer simulation for struc-
tural optimisation and melting wax as the material system, 
these components are merely placeholders for potential rela-
tionships with higher degrees of complexity and variance. On 
the side of computer scanning and calculation, for example, the 
process could be expanded to account for site-specific build-
Fig. 9: Wax model. The result of the operations  
illustrated in figure 8.
Fig. 10: Wax model. Two downward loads  
and asymmetric supports.
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ing codes or program requirements. These factors would make 
themselves apparent among the earliest design decisions, thus 
ensuring that they would not jeopardise the original design in-
tent. With regard to the material system, the advent of safer, 
faster, lightweight and purpose-built robotic solutions coupled 
with developments in software and processing capability (pro-
viding, for example, faster-than-real-time calculation of fluid 
dynamics) could enable control over larger and more indeter-
minate material relationships. This project imagines a future 
in which real-time modelling with stochastic physical systems 
such as erosion, insect behaviour, plant growth, or lava flows 
might be not only possible, but intuitive. Just as the material 
properties of hanging-chain, clay, or paper models link them 
with certain formal typologies, so might these developments 
in physical modelling inform a new variety of formal variation. 
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Fig. 1: Large prototype extruded with the mobile robot. 
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mesh-mould: 
robotically Fabricated spatial 
meshes as concrete Formwork  
and reinForcement
nORMAn HACK, wILLI vIKTOR LAuER, FAbIO GR AMAzIO, MATTHIAS KOHLER, SILKE LAnGEnbERG 
(FuTuRE CITIES LAbOR ATORy, SInGApORE-ETH CEnTRE FOR GLObAL EnvIROnMEnTAL SuSTAInAbILITy)
Concrete requires formwork in order to be moulded into a desired shape. Once it is cured, it can take high forces of compression. 
However, concrete needs reinforcement to compensate for tensional forces. Both processes, the building of formwork and the 
placement of rebar, are highly labour-intensive and therefore costly. In order to cut these costs, most conventional concrete 
constructions tend towards geometric simplification. Consequently, concrete’s inherent potential to take a specific form remains 
dead capital. This research investigates how computer-controlled robots can be used to shortcut these two processes. A novel spatial 
robotic ‘weaving’ method of a tensile active material that simultaneously acts as the form-defining mould folds these two separate 
requirements, reinforcement and formwork, into one single robotic fabrication process (fig. 1). Mesh-Mould could permit building 
geometrically complex, but cost-effective and materially efficient concrete structures.
InTRODuCTIOn 
Considered globally, concrete is the most used man-made ma-
terial in building construction today. The mass of concrete 
used is twice the total of all other construction materials to-
gether; this includes wood, steel, aluminium and synthetic 
poly mers.1 The labour involved for the installation of formwork 
and re inforce ments accounts for over 50% of the total cost of 
a concrete structure 2 and rises exponentially with increasing 
geometric complexity. Consequently, most concrete structures 
tend to be simple and repetitive, neglecting the structural and 
aesthetic potential of this versatile material and accounting 
for the increasingly monotonous built environment, especially 
noticeable in many Asian metropolises.
Moreover, curvilinear geometries not only widen the scope 
of formal expression, they are likewise structurally more ef-
fective. With conventional fabrication methods, the cost of 
fabrication exceeds the savings in materials. The aim of this 
research on material systems for robotic construction is to re-
solve the discrepancy between efficiency of form and economy 
of fabrication by developing a new and competitive construc-
tion method that makes full use of the malleable potential of 
concrete. The project’s working hypothesis is that the industri-
al robot, which can precisely and swiftly execute spatial move-
ments regardless of complexity, could unlock the full plastic 
potential of concrete as a building material.
This paper describes a robotic fabrication method that 
combines the two most cost- and labour-intensive aspects 
of concrete construction into one single process. Aside from 
the reduction of laborious and costly working processes, it 
will discuss how two essential functionalities can be merged 
into one material system. A novel method for producing ro-
botically fabricated formwork that simultaneously acts as a 
re inforce ment element is presented in its current state, and 
further development is discussed. The research opens up 
new possibilities for the fabrication of structurally differenti-
ated, spatially more articulated and more materially efficient 
buildings.
ExTRuSIOnS: TREnDS AnD TEnDEnCIES In COnCRETE  
AnD pOLyMER pROCESSInG 
Academia and industry have discovered the high potential of 
robotic fabrication of concrete structures, and research in the 
field has recently taken a great leap forward. Especially in the 
area of computer-controlled processing, there is a strong and 
persistent trend towards the extrusion of concrete. This trend 
corresponds with the general findings from the manufactur-
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ing industry that material processes are easier to automate if 
the material is in a liquid state.3 
The following section examines these tendencies towards 
concrete extrusion, discusses the difficulties and explores al-
ternative material-extrusion processes. In addition, how these 
innovative approaches could be applied for the fabrication of 
non-standard concrete constructions will be discussed. 
extrusion oF cementitious materials 
Ten years ago, the layer-based extrusion of cementitious ma-
ter ials raised hope for an entirely waste-free and geometrically 
unconstrained fabrication method. Researchers at the Univer-
sity of Southern California 4 and the University of Loughbor-
ough 5 set up large research facilities with concrete extrusion 
heads mounted on large gantry cranes to investigate concrete 
printing at building scale. Both approaches are linearly scaled-
up versions of conventional 3D  printers, which raises sever-
al difficulties: In order to achieve smooth surfaces, the layer 
height needs to be sufficiently small, which cubically increases 
fabrication time.6 The hydration process of concrete is very dif-
ficult to control and affects load-bearing capacity, layer adhe-
sion and curing time. In particular, the latter is a determining 
factor for the printing speed of concrete. 
Another, not yet sufficiently resolved issue is the integra-
tion of reinforcement elements into the extrusion process. 
Though the automated placement of reinforcement elements 
is conceptually addressed in Khoshnevis’s work, the placement 
of discrete reinforcement elements remains in contrast to an 
otherwise continuous material deposition process. 
Diverging from the common horizontal, layer-based ex-
trusion, Smart Dynamic Casting 7 focuses on the vertical ex-
trusion of concrete columns. The research project tackles the 
aforementioned problems of limited material control during 
the process of hydration. Smart Dynamic Casting introduces 
the use of sensors to monitor the curing process and receive 
feedback about the state of the material during the process of 
casting. A careful orchestration of precise timing, sensor feed-
back and controlled spatial movement makes it possible to 
form concrete in the delicate moment of state change.8 Even 
though a remarkable level of material control is achieved, it be-
comes evident that the design freedom is limited by the prop-
erties of the material itself. In this regard, deviations from the 
vertical axis are only possible as long as the resulting tension-
al forces stay within a certain threshold. 
In conclusion, cementitious materials are less than ideal 
for fast, precise and geometrically unconstrained extrusion 
processes. The commercial success of concrete extrusion and 
printing processes largely depends on improvements in ma ter-
ial technology. 
alternatiVe approaches: extrusion oF synthetic polymers
In contrast to cementitious materials, synthetic polymers can 
be engineered to meet the exact requirements of a fabrication 
process and are used today for a wide variety of applications. 
The robotic extrusion of polymers in a building context was 
first explored by the Chair for Architecture and Digital Fabri-
cation at ETH Zurich in 2007.9 An off-the-shelf polyurethane 
foam, usually used for insulation purposes, was poured layer 
by layers by an industrial robot to build up custom acoustic 
panels. Although the control of the expanding foam was very 
limited, these first experiments demonstrated the potential of 
robotic extrusion for architecture.
In 2012, the Mediated Matter Group at MIT used a similar 
technique for the robotic fabrication of lost concrete form-
work.10 Layers of polyurethane foam are successively sprayed 
on top of each other until they form an approximation of the 
desired geometry. In a subsequent step, the rough, imprecise 
surface is smoothed by milling it to the desired final shape and 
the formwork is finally filled with concrete. The formwork then 
remains in place and acts as thermal insulation.
Fig. 2: Leaking formwork by Forma-Tech.  
(Image by courtesy of  Forma-Tech International.)
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In contrast to polyurethanes, thermoplastic and thermo-
setting polymers are controllable to such an extent that free 
spatial extrusions become possible through accurate local 
temperature control. Recently, research projects have been 
conducted that use this capacity to overcome layer-based dis-
position. 
The 3Doodler, a PLA and ABS extruding pen, allows, for the 
first time, leaving the 2D plane entirely and enables drawing in 
space.11 The project builds on conventional 3D  printing tech-
nology with additional air-cooling. Instead of a computer-con-
trolled motion path, the path control is put in the hands of the 
user. The challenge to control the material in space is an excit-
ing aspect of the concept. 
Mataerial,12 a research project conducted by Novikov and 
Jokié at the Institute for Advanced Architecture of Catalonia 
(IaaC) in collaboration with Studio Joris Laarman, follows a 
similar line of inquiry, but puts the extruder back into the dig-
itally controlled hand of the robot. Instead of using thermo-
plastic polymers, the material used is a two-component ther-
moset that hardens under heat. The project demonstrates that 
using slow, precise robotic guidance, controlled spatial extru-
sions of relatively wide spans (1.5 m at a speed of 0.3 m/min) 
are possible. The use of such lightweight, polymer-based ma-
terial enables extreme cantilevers that would not be possible 
with a dense structural material like concrete. 
SynTHESIS: RObOTICALLy ExTRuDED pOLyMERS  
AS COnCRETE FORMwORK
The decision to avoid the direct processing of concrete and to 
focus on the robotic production of formwork instead was mo-
tivated by the fundamental difficulties encountered in printing 
a material with hydraulic properties as well as by the pragmat-
ic insight that it is easier and more efficient for robots to build 
lightweight structures than to handle the whole mass of the 
concrete structure.
An analysis of the existing formwork technologies led 
to the insight that one specific system, called ‘leaking form-
work’,13 has a particularly high potential with regard to robot-
ic fabrication. Its basic principle works as follows: Concrete is 
poured into a perforated formwork, which is built up from cor-
rugated plastic panels. The concrete protrudes through the 
perforated surface and covers up the panels. In a final step, the 
protruded material gets manually troweled to create a smooth 
concrete surface (fig.2).
This simple and efficient material system holds great po-
tential when crossbred and augmented with the logic of robot-
ic fabrication. If the perforated formwork is directly extruded 
in situ as three-dimensional spatial meshes by the robotic 
arm, instead of being composed of discrete prefabricated pan-
els, the system is liberated from planarity or single curvature 
(fig. 3). The liberty of free spatial extrusion allows fabricating 
Fig. 3: Conventional formwork and Mesh-Mould. 
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three-dimensional formwork meshes well adapted to the for-
ces that will act upon them. A local differentiation of the mesh, 
which can be achieved by varying the size of the single stitch-
es and the thickness of the extrusion, can accommodate the 
changing hydrostatic pressure during the pouring process, 
which decreases from bottom to top, and thus controls the 
protrusion of the material through the openings. Besides en-
abling complex volumetric geometries, the local differentiation 
of the meshes can be further employed to create more com-
plex, idiosyncratic material options. A local densification of 
the mesh interior, for example, could prevent the liquid con-
crete from reaching all parts of the volume and thus create a 
degree of porosity which would not be possible with conven-
tional means of casting. 
In addition to the primary goal of unlocking the full plas-
tic potential of concrete as a building material, the research 
aims at promoting the use of extruded polymer meshes as a 
structural reinforcement. Their strength could be increased 
by the co-extrusion of tensile active filaments, and a signifi-
cant amount of steel reinforcement could be saved. By going 
beyond the simple automation of human labour, this process 
would activate the full potential of robotic fabrication and en-
able material systems that would not be feasible otherwise.
SuCCESSIvE AppROxIMATIOn
In order to get a better hold on the ambitious overall aim, the 
substitution of steel reinforcement is implemented in sequen-
tial steps. The first step is focusing on the form-defining ca-
pacity and the spatial extrusion of polymers. A subsequent 
step aims at substituting the secondary reinforcement, which 
prevents surface cracking in concrete elements. In a final step, 
fabrication technique and material research converge to sub-
stitute the entire tensional reinforcement of the concrete 
element. 
FAbRICATIOn ExpERIMEnTS: SpATIAL ExTRuSIOn  
wITH THERMOpLASTICS On A SCALE OF 1 : 1
The experiments conducted up to now offer insights into the 
potential of spatial, non-layer-based extrusion of polylactic 
acid (PLA) for the fabrication of spatial meshes. The availabil-
ity of a standard 3 mm PLA filament allowed running the first 
experiments using an off-the-shelf 3D  printer, extruder and 
feeder components. The integration of a custom cooling sys-
tem based on pressurized air that hardens the material locally 
at the moment it is extruded has been key to being able to ex-
trude material freely in space. The motion path for the robot 
was directly generated by a custom algorithm defining three-
Fig. 4 a–b: Robot extruding mesh and first prototype filled with concrete.
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stops for cooling and hardening, increasing and decreasing air 
pressure for certain inclination angles and the selective dispo-
sition of additional material as connection knots. 
While some constraints can easily be solved by clever mo-
tion planning, others require adjustments in hardware. The 
collision-free extrusion of material at steeper angles, for ex-
ample, can only be enabled by a custom design of the extruder 
head (fig. 5). The experiments have shown that increasing the 
extrusion rate in order to speed up the process requires a more 
efficient cooling mechanism. 
nExT STEpS 
Experiments to date have demonstrated the general technical 
feasibility of this fabrication process. The extrusion of complex 
meshes displaying horizontal cantilevers, overhanging angles 
of inclination and double curvature with small curvature radii 
have shown the versatility of this method. However, at this ear-
ly stage of the research, several important fabrication param-
eters have not yet been included. Three key challenges have 
been identified as drivers for the upcoming research phases: 
1. Fabrication speed
2. Tensile strength of the extruded material
3. Transmission of the forces across the extruded mesh 
Fig. 5: Extruder head with air-cooling: based on standard components (left)  
and with custom extruder nozzle.
dimensional mesh structures from any arbitrary pair of sur-
faces. The samples created were double-curved meshes with 
dimensions of approximately 600 × 500 × 250 mm, whereas the 
individual triangle is about 30 mm long and 20 mm high. The 
polymer is extruded with a diameter of 2 mm and makes up a 
total volume fraction of 2.5% (fig. 4 a). 
The stitch dimensions of these first samples represent ap-
proximately a 1 : 1 scale; however, the global geometry remains 
a fraction of a larger non-specified element.14 Stitch dimension, 
extrusion thickness and global geometry will be adjusted ac-
cording to the results of subsequent concrete pouring tests. 
Additionally, the relatively low feed rate of 1 m/min will be 
addressed during the further development of the process. 
obserVations
The incorporation of dynamic material behaviour into the path-
generating script has been pivotal for the successful fabrica-
tion of fully connected and stable meshes. Several experiments 
were conducted to understand the correlation of heating, cool-
ing and hardening behaviour of the material and their relation-
ship to feed rate, cantilevering distance and motion speed of 
a robotically controlled extruder. The findings resulted in the 
implementation of a slightly super-elevated amplitude, short 
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The fabrication speed is mainly dependent on the harden-
ing behaviour of the extruded material and can be controlled 
through local cooling. Several cooling strategies are current-
ly under development and are being progressively integrated 
into the next generation of tool heads. In future experiments, 
water could substitute for air as a more efficient heat-transfer 
medium and even nitrogen is being considered for rapid cool-
ing. In order to substantially accelerate the process, especially 
when scaling it up to real scale, strategies of parallelisation, 
such as the incorporation of multiple extrusion heads, will 
have to be considered.
The tensile strength of the extruded material can be sig-
nificantly increased by co-extruding a high-strength filament. 
Carbon, glass, bamboo and basalt fibres, as well as steel wire, 
are materials currently under consideration. Spun basalt is 
particularly interesting. Though it has long been known for its 
extremely high tensional capacity, it could not be implemented 
for concrete reinforcement due to its intolerance to an alkaline 
environment. Nevertheless, used in combination with an iso-
lating polymeric binder (e.g. PLA), basalt becomes an inexpen-
sive alternative – even exceeding the tensional load capacity 
of glass fibres.
Research in the field of 3D textile reinforcement for ferro-
cement building elements provides an insightful point of 
reference, not only in regard to different materials and ma ter-
ial properties, but also regarding the third key challenge. The 
transmission of forces across the extruded meshes largely de-
pends on the force-locking connection between the extruded 
strands. Various weaving, knitting, and crocheting techniques 
are being explored and evaluated for their applicability in a 
robotic fabrication process. This step goes hand-in-hand with 
the development of the parallelisation strategy mentioned 
earl ier. One possible strategy, which is currently being evalu-
ated, is the development of an extrusion head that extrudes 
multiple strands and concurrently intertwines them through 
rotation. 
The entire development happens in feedback loops with 
concrete pouring tests and will need continuous adjustments 
of the material and fabrication system. The existing Forma-
Tech formwork system provided an informative basis for a 
stitch size to concrete viscosity ratio. This was tested and veri-
fied by the first concrete pouring tests (fig. 4 b), which again 
provided the basis for more refined prototypes (fig. 6) . These 
1 : 1 scale prototypes were fabricated with a larger, mobile robot 
at ETH Zurich in October 2013 (fig. 1).
Fig. 6: Mesh refinement and differentiation.
COnCLuSIOn
Combining formwork and reinforcement into one robotically 
fabricated material system promises far-ranging implications. 
On the level of building site organisation, the various crafts 
and professions involved in the process of concrete construc-
tion can be folded into one. A typical concrete process involves 
the prefabrication of formwork and rebar, transportation to 
the site and site logistics, bending, placing and connecting re-
bar, installation of formwork, concreting, disassembly of form-
work, cleaning of formwork and, finally, surface finishing. 
Most of these processes can be shortened by the in-situ extru-
sion of the reinforcing formwork.15 This synthesis of processes 
suggests that the complexity of building elements can be in-
creased while at the same time organisational complexity on 
the building site can be reduced. 
Beyond the aspect of merging processes, in-situ robotic 
fabrication will allow a dynamic response to the imprecisions 
and tolerances often confronted on a building site.16 
Moreover, as it is an additive manufacturing process, waste 
production is reduced to a minimum, while the material effi-
ciency of the process is further enhanced by the double agency 
of the material system. 
Finally, the research challenges the conventional under-
standing of design where form is superimposed on a material. 
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An understanding of the relationships of material, fabrication, 
forces and form opens up new perspectives for a more complex 
material and cost-efficient non-standard architecture, which 
could eventually defy the prevailing economy of scale in build-
ing construction.
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 MarK burry Hi Neil. I hope this is going to be more of a 
conversation than an interview. I am going to 
start with Gaudí because that’s what I do and 
I am actually in Barcelona now. In your fabulous 
book FAB you referred to him and I thought  
you were very eloquent. I wonder if you want  
to expand a bit more about the relationship 
between your world and that of Gaudí.  
You clearly admired his spirit of invention.
 neil  Sure. The connections to Gaudí are nested. 
 gershenFeld To start with, if you look at something like the 
Sagrada Familia, it’s clear he didn’t outsource 
the civil engineering. He didn’t just design  
a shape and have an engineer to build it. He did 
really innovative things in figuring out how to 
build structures in a relationship between form 
and function. In particular, he played with 
hanging catenary chains and then inverting 
them to make structures for arches as structural 
motifs. He did very inventive things in figuring 
out how to build his buildings; unlike the norm 
today, where somebody sketches what it looks 
like and somebody else figures out how to  
build it. In turn, the Gaudí connection goes 
even deeper because of that wonderful design 
sense in Barcelona. If you fast forward to now, 
the city and the region has maybe 50% youth 
unemployment, but still has this great design 
tradition. A number of years ago, a colleague 
started a Fab lab in Barcelona, driven by a sense 
that engineers weren’t engineering right and, 
in particular, if you think about digital tech-
nologies, that you could just build a building  
and then somebody else could just put some 
computers in it. And so we began a collabora-
tion looking at how you could build a physical 
structure and at the same time, you also build  
a data network in a distributed computer and 
logical structure. That grew into another col-
league starting a Fab lab in Barcelona and that 
was so successful, he is now the head architect 
and city planner of Barcelona. His colleagues 
are now running the city and a key piece of  
that is they are filling the city with Fab lab as 
part of the civic infrastructure to make the city 
nEIL GERSHEnFELD  
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become globally connected and self-sufficient 
as well as able to locally produce what it con-
sumes. Gaudí’s design and engineering sense 
has now matured to really being a reinvention 
of economies and how cities work. 
 burry When you started the Fab lab in 2001, did you 
see this knock-on effect? I can say that your 
personal adventure is coherent with an interest 
in someone like Gaudí, but did you see this 
mushrooming into other people taking up the 
message and running with it?
 gershenFeld No, not at all. I had funding in the US from  
the National Science Foundation to create the 
Center for Bits and Atoms programme at MIT. 
Because I never fit in with the boundary 
between physical science and computer sci-
ence, we assembled a facility with tools to  
make anything on any scale. A year or two ago  
the US Congress passed a law on measuring  
the impact of research funding and the NSF 
staff turned around and told the grantees to 
show our social impact. The staff didn’t know 
how to do it; we didn’t know how to do it; but 
we thought that the tools were pretty cool.  
So rather than just making a website teaching 
some classes, we thought it would be more 
interesting to let people get access to the 
machines and our whole vision was to set up  
a site where they could do that. We set up one 
community lab based on the most used tools  
in the bigger facility and then, well, the viral 
spread wasn’t on anybody’s agenda. Since then, 
the labs have been doubling in size every year 
and a half. There are maybe 200 of us now and 
200 coming and nobody is pushing, they are  
all pulling. Every time we open one, somebody 
else wants one. The larger social revolution 
wasn’t an agenda; our piece of it is that we 
backed into doing it.
 burry Someone like Gaudí, who is sometimes a ren-
aissance man, his trajectory is in opposition to 
the disciplinary base of universities and the 
professional segregation between those parties 
and the building. Do you see him as a renegade,  
as it were?
 gershenFeld Let’s see. What’s interesting about that is that in 
both the Fab labs at MIT and the CBA (Center for 
Bits and Atoms), the programmes I run grew  
out of the media lab at MIT when it was created 
originally by Nicholas Negroponte and Jerome 
Wiesner, who is less well known but was MIT’s 
president and Kennedy science advisor. Jerry  
did this very interesting thing: late in life he 
was frustrated by discipline boundaries and so 
he wanted to create a department, which you 
could think of it as a ‘department of none of the 
above’, the department for things that don’t  
fit into departments. The academic department 
that made the media lab possible and then  
the CBA, is called Media Arts and Sciences and  
it is really a made-up department for things 
defined by not fitting into other departments. 
You have to do rigour, you have to know past 
practice and evaluate progress and all of that. 
It’s defined not by how it fits into a canon,  
but essentially by how it does not fit into a 
canon. That way of working, at best in formal 
academia in places such as MIT, departments 
are quietly being demoted and work is moving 
towards interdisciplinary work groups. The  
CBA is defined by a way of working and by 
domains of working that span many disciplines. 
At MIT, programmes like the CBA and one  
studying the brain and one studying the energy, 
are where much more of the energy is going.  
In the same sense, the real driver of the Fab lab 
network isn’t the technology; it’s the nature  
of people who invent.  
  Inventive people don’t fit into formal struc-
tures. Everybody talks about innovation, but 
innovative people are strange: they don’t follow 
rules, they don’t behave ‘well’ by definition.  
We find that all over the world, the Fab labs act 
as magnets for the kind of people who don’t  
fit. There is a wonderful meeting once a year 
for all these labs coming together (in fact, it will 
be in Barcelona next summer). People are rich, 
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poor, north, south, east, west, rural, urban, but 
they are all kind of the same person in different 
packages, the same profile of inventive people 
who don’t usually fit in formal organisations. 
 burry So, thinking of Vicente Guallart, who has actu-
ally started the program at IaaC Barleona  
and is very highly regarded in the area – are  
all the Fab labs running with such a degree  
of leadership? 
 gershenFeld Right. That’s an unusual case, but a recurring 
lesson has been that none of these labs is  
self-sufficient. It has the tools to create modern 
technology, but not the knowledge and the 
links to do business or education in social 
programs. There isn’t a critical mass in a single 
lab. Therefore, what has emerged is networks. 
I thought the technology was hard, but the 
research road map that Fab labs are surfing  
on is progressing really well. The 20-year goal 
is the Star Trek replicator. What’s been harder 
is the social engineering. We’ve had to invent  
a number of new organisations and emerging  
Fab foundations and a Fab academy, business 
platforms, etc. to provide organisational capac-
ity, because incumbent organisations in each  
of these areas have consistently failed us 
because this doesn’t fit what they do. So, a 
smaller number of really unusual organisation-
al entrepreneurs and social inventors have 
helped ramp up this emerging social structure. 
If anybody can make anything, it really changes 
how we organise society and needs a funda-
mental reinvention of the institutions. 
 burry That’s very much the spirit of FAB, the book.  
But in terms of my own peregrinations around 
departments and universities, it seems to me 
that there is still a very fixed opposition to 
anybody having their discipline diluted by what 
I call the mavericks. I think you have a name  
for them. But for me, it’s always been the soul  
of creative university life, the people who cannot 
be constrained within their disciplines. Speaking 
as an individual, I’m quite disappointed at the 
lack of traction. Have you got a more optimistic 
message? 
 gershenFeld Yes, I do, for two reasons. Most narrowly what 
keeps me happily based at MIT is because MIT 
has a disproportionate impact per person or 
dollar and square foot and it has nothing to do 
with funding and facilities, it’s in its culture. 
MIT is a place where that way of working fits. 
It’s defined by breaking those boundaries and 
tinkering. So, locally MIT is receptive to that, 
but more broadly, the reason I’m optimistic is 
the evolutionary pressure in the maybe five 
steps from the spread of labs to the back-action 
on me. 
  It started when we were swamped by demand, 
then one step in, what we found is we were 
doing a lot of technology development for  
the Fab labs. That was different from what we 
did on campus. On campus, I would send out  
to make printed circuit boards, whereas for the 
Fab labs, we developed quick term precision 
machining to make them, away from the supply 
chains. We found that was better than what we 
had been doing and that’s what we now do on 
campus too. In the Fab labs, we were limited by 
CAM – until we wrote our own CAM tools to  
run the machines; and on campus we bought 
expensive things, so we bought the stuff we 
wrote better with. One step in there is this nice 
back-action of technology in the field coming 
back on campus. However, as we’ve grown  
into building distributed education across the 
Fab lab network, this is really challenging what 
formal institutions like MIT are for and it’s 
putting evolutionary pressure on them. 
  To describe a situation in the Fab Academy, we 
had a problem of bright kids in Arctic villages 
or rural Africa learning skills way beyond their 
local education options, for example, learning 
3D modelling or service networking and 
embedded programming. The usual answer is  
if somebody like that appears, they have to 
leave home, they haveto go far away to continue 
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their education. So what we started doing 
instead is, if you think of MIT in computing 
terms as a mainframe, you go there for process-
ing. I am not a fan of all the attention on mas-
sive online courses because, in computing 
terms, that’s like time-sharing. The person is 
like a terminal connected to a central education 
processor and that’s not really how learning 
works. What we started doing in what is now 
called the Fab academy is that students would 
have peers and work groups with mentors in 
the labs with tools and then we’d link them 
globally for lectures and content sharing. In 
computing terms, it’s like the Internet versus 
the Bitnet. It’s a distributed network for educa-
tion. It has been working really well, initially 
just for the course skills in the Fab lab, and the 
principles and application of digital fabrication. 
  But it has a much deeper implication, which is 
that you come to a place like MIT for the people, 
but now through broadband video, I see col-
leagues abroad more than most of my MIT 
colleagues. If you come for the books, they are 
online now. And if you come for the facilities 
and have the digital fabrication tools, it means 
you can, in effect, download the campus. In my 
lab at MIT, I’ve got some million dollar machines, 
like a micro CT, which is so expensive there are 
only a few in the world and they really need to 
be centralised, but a lot of what happens at a 
place like MIT can actually be done in this much 
more scalable and distributed way. In terms of 
the Fab academy, there is no way to accredit a 
network. The accreditors thought what we are 
doing was great, but said they are not even 
allowed to accredit something like this. Instead, 
we are doing skills-based accreditation based 
not on a degree, but on building portfolios 
demonstrating ability. What we are hearing is 
that people who hire people with degrees are 
complaining that the new employees don’t 
know how to do stuff. Given the emergence of 
projects like ours, what it is doing is putting a 
lot of evolutionary pressure on traditional 
learning institutions to justify their existence. 
There is a role, but it’s a role in a hierarchical 
network and you really have to justify the 
constraints in the cost structure to do it cen-
trally versus distributed. 
 burry Do you think this is playing out, rather than 
‘played out’? Because I mentioned that govern-
ments, for instance, would be taking a keen 
interest in this evolution, as you described it, 
whereas some of the more serious institutions 
in the world might regard it as dismantling.
 gershenFeld Yes, currently, this is very much playing out. 
There is a careful balance to make. I naturally 
love the ‘maker movement’. At the same time, 
I also cringe at a lot of bad engineering seen  
at things like hacker spaces and maker fairs, 
without mentoring to help people understand 
the difference. Part of what we are trying to 
balance in a project like the Fab academy is 
making it scalable and entropic and distributed, 
but also curated so you can progress from easy 
to hard and understand when you are reinvent-
ing a bad solution that’s already known not to 
work well. In getting that balance in education, 
there are a lot of formal institutions that are 
repeating the mainframe versus PC approach 
and considering all of this to be more like a toy 
and not the real thing – while it annihilates 
them. Again, the thing that is challenging them 
is not online classes. 
  A person clicking away at a computer by them-
selves isn’t what I consider real education, but 
these educational networks are emerging. 
Where it ends up is pretty obviously analogous 
to how the Internet works. Nobody really runs 
the Internet. The Internet engineering task 
force and the Internet Architecture Board 
within it run on soft power, but they do such a 
good job at it that everybody aligns themselves. 
It is a distributed, but at the same time, very 
hierarchical structure: in the same sense as  
in terms of dollars, a lab like mine at MIT has 
10 million dollars, so you can think of it as 
10 one-million-dollar machines to do research 
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across scales. Within that, there is a workshop 
that has 10 one- hundred- thousand-dollar 
machines, to make difficult-to-make things. 
These 10 machines have the Fab lab tools and 
we can think of each 100,000 dollars as ten 
10,000 dollar machines. In turn, these machines 
are good enough to make do-it-yourself 
machines, which are machines that make 
machines. Then the ten thousand dollars can be 
seen as 10 1,000 dollar machines and those are 
machines for a few hundred dollars and they 
are capable enough to do simple projects. 
  None of those scales replaces the other, since 
each has capabilities you can’t do in the other. 
So there is a natural end game where advanced 
research and education is much more inclusive 
because it’s much more distributed, but there  
is natural flow from things that need more 
specialised people and resources. That’s where 
I see this evolving. There a number of institu-
tions like MIT and Stanford that are really 
embracing that future. And I think there are 
a lot of formal institutions that will just get  
left behind, places where the education they 
provide costs too much and is too inflexible 
compared to this much more scalable one. 
 burry Okay, if I can encapsulate, it is the movement 
that’s going viral, it’s fuelled by enthusiastic 
youth, a lot of flair and a lot of inspiration. 
What room for leadership is there with regard 
to a quality control aspect?
 gershenFeld Yes. This is a common misunderstanding. Any 
successful open-source project has a dictator. 
Linux has Linus Torvalds managing the heart 
and soul of the kernel and he has what are 
literally called lieutenants. Mozilla has Mitchell 
Baker. Any of these large-scale distributed 
projects is scalable but has a curator. If we go 
back to the Internet example again, the whole 
idea of Internet versus Bitnet is that anybody 
could connect, but at its heart was the IAB that 
was really tending to these amazing people  
that make the Internet work. For me, the Fab lab 
network means a couple of things. One is that  
it is deeply connected to the research road map 
we are pursuing. The second is that it really 
runs as a network, not as individual sites. And 
then it has this curator function that can go 
from easy to hard. Things one person can do in 
an afternoon might take years of knowledge. 
It’s a common misperception that distributed 
means flat. The successful distributed projects 
really have leadership, but the leadership is 
defined by soft power. Nobody put them in 
charge. They are in charge from the value they 
bring by helping organise the network. 
 burry Are you providing that curator role yourself 
now? 
 gershenFeld Initially, for the Fab lab part of the story, it was 
me and my colleague Sherry Lassiter and the 
CBA office at MIT. It got much too big for that, 
so we spun off the Fab foundation. That’s not 
really one foundation, it’s a network of regional 
programs that are linked globally and deal with 
things like each lab doesn’t have to separately 
negotiate terms on a laser cutter or sort spe-
cialised material and figure out how to account 
or do their own deals with big donors. There  
is a Fab academy that’s doing the distributed 
education. Each lab doesn’t need to and doesn’t 
have the skills to build an entire curriculum  
to learn how to use this. So those kinds of 
organisations are spinning off and we remain 
very involved, but the heart of it on the MIT 
side, the core connection, is the research road 
map. Technically, we’re going from computers 
controlling machines to machines that can make 
machines, from building materials discretely 
with code to materials with programs, and  
so the goal over the coming years is, initially, 
for the Fab labs to make more Fab labs.  
Then move from making Fab labs to pro-
gramming with digital materials and finally  
to re con fig urable materials. On the MIT  
side, the real core involvement is driving  
that technical road map. 
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Fig. 1: Fab lab Zurich, founded in 2012. 
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 burry Well, that’s incredibly coherent. I might just 
finish with this: You quoted (Bill) Joy at the end 
of your book, from the article ‘Why the future 
doesn’t need us.’ This was eight years ago, 
I suppose. What’s your feeling now about the 
future regarding his negative prognosis?
 gershenFeld Let’s see. Among things to worry about there is 
unchecked self-reproduction and what’s wrong 
with that is that the systems we create need 
special raw materials that aren’t natural. If you 
need natural raw materials, then what you  
are describing is biotechnology and that’s an 
important concern, but that’s not a new one. 
Viral unchecked self-reproduction isn’t techni-
cally a practical concern. A little closer is when 
you can make bombs and weapons. The cover-
age of that’s been kind of silly because how  
to make a gun in a workshop has been familiar 
for hundreds of years and people make great 
guns in home workshops. 3D-printed guns are 
not particularly good guns. And not only is it 
not new that you can make a gun in a workshop, 
but guns are easily available on street corners 
almost anywhere in the world. So, we just 
haven’t had a big driver for people to make 
guns and weapons just because that’s such a 
well-met market need. Then you come down  
to what is due to society, if you spread out all  
of this. 
  There is no technology in history that’s been 
purely good or bad. People are good and bad, 
but how they use technology isn’t. What we  
do see is empowering invention, creating new 
kinds of economies where you ship, date,  
and produce on demand. All of that is very 
analogous to the disruption of the PC. PCs have 
been used for bad things, but would anybody 
argue they’ve been a bad influence in how 
they’ve empowered society? There’s a very 
close parallel in going from mainframes to 
mini- computers to hobbyist computers to PCs 
and now there is this research road map. In 1952 
when MIT made the first computer-controlled 
milling machine to the Fab labs today that are 
very analogous to the minicomputer to the 
hobbyist computers that are like do-it-yourself 
machines and then the research on the Star 
Trek replicator that’s analogous to the eventual 
personal computer … And the lesson from that 
parallel is where historically exactly in the 
analogous moment, the Internet was invented. 
What’s going on now is a kind of literal Internet 
of things inventing new structures in that 
world. Ultimately, I do have faith in using more 
of the brainpower of the world. There are good 
people and bad people, but I think the fraction 
of bright inventive people whose brains we  
can really tap has been limited up to now by  
the infrastructure and that’s what we are pro-
viding – a real way out of those limitations. 
 burry So we are unlocking potential.
 gershenFeld Yes, or let’s say it’s already unlocked, but we are 
taking advantage of it. For me, the end result  
of smashing together digital computing, digital 
communication and digital fabrication at their 
intersection lies in using the brainpower of the 
planet. 
 burry I think you have very eloquently defined what 
I think is the post-digital construct. I think we’ll 
leave it there if that’s OK with you. Thank you. 
Fascinating talking to you. 
 gershenFeld Thank you. It was fun to talk. These were inter-
esting things to talk about. 
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Figs. 2, 3: Fab lab Zurich, 3D printing of badges for FABRICATE conference 2014 at ETH Zurich. 
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Fig. 1: Two fully functional ABS 3D-printed and titanium-sintered robots  
shown in the stowed position. Parts: (1) motors, (2) exoskeleton and  
(3) power plant and sensor package. 
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peripatetic Fabrication: 
architecture, co-robotics  
and machine Vision
MIKE SILvER (unIvERSITy OF buFFALO, nEw yORK)
This essay explores the potential impact of situationally aware, walking machines on architectural design and construction.  
Rather than pursuing new applications for factory-based articulated arms, fellowship research conducted between 2011 and 2013 
looked at how networked devices equipped with emerging machine vision technologies could work cooperatively with humans  
in complex, outdoor environments. This work required an expanded conception of digital fabrication and the application of tools  
not currently used in the discipline. With rudimentary software and scaled prototypes, students and faculty were able to create 
functional systems that open up design thinking to the potential of digitally controlled legs and hands.
Today, computers have become cheap, small and fast enough to 
operate in ways that were unachievable in decades past. At this 
moment, following Moore’s Law, the real-time coordination of 
low cost, high-definition sensors and complex motion control 
has now become technically feasible. While the discipline’s 
interest in responsive systems, interactivity and cybernetics 
is nothing new, the availability of increased processor speeds 
has facilitated an unprecedented level of system complexity and 
responsiveness. This is the age of zoomorphic machines cap-
able of emulating behaviour formally reserved for fully evolved 
biological systems. The development of networked swarms, an-
droid servants and lifelike quadrupeds suggests the next phase 
of architectural robotics when devices which were once blind 
and immobile (CNC mills, laser cutters, etc.) begin to move about, 
sense their surroundings and interact with humans in complex 
milieus. While automated dishwashing and laundry folding will 
likely be popular applications for domestic robots in the near 
future, consider their use in building design and construction.1 
Armed with sophisticated sensors and fast brains, a new gen-
eration of machines has evolved the ability to operate in spaces 
inaccessible to wheeled vehicles. These systems possess aston-
ishing powers, including the ability to traverse uneven ground 
and interact with changing circumstances in real time. 
DRIvERLESS buILDInG bLOCKS
Initial research conducted at Ball State University considered 
the robotic manipulation of objects at both the scale of in di vid-
ual bricks and at the scale of a small community composed of 
prefabricated housing modules (fig. 2). While there are no sig-
nificant barriers to implementation of this system on an urban 
scale, the speculative nature of such an endeavour suggested 
the more modest goal of automating masonry construction. 
Building a well-made brick and mortar structure requires the 
cooperation of at least three individuals who together must be 
able to stack an average of a thousand bricks a day. Bricklaying 
teams are usually composed of a skilled master craftsman who 
lays mortar and block with two assistants or hod carriers re-
Fig. 2: Speculative diagram of a universal urban fabrication system. Large-scale walk-
ing machines could be used to create nomadic buildings that operate without the 
need for a fixed-in-place infrastructure. Multiple planning configurations can  
be established according to changing user needs, climate conditions and existing 
topographies. 
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sponsible for mixing cement and transporting material to and 
from a wall. Hod carrying is a hazardous job plagued by many 
of the long-term health problems one normally associates with 
repetitive and physically challenging activity. In a field already 
short on qualified workers, hod carrying seems like an activity 
ideally suited for robots.
Fellowship research therefore focused on the develop-
ment of low-cost, highly manoeuvrable and easy-to-operate, 
co-robotic platforms capable of increasing the productivity of 
master masons in their effort to construct ever more complex 
brick and mortar structures. In the lab, bipedal and quadru-
pedal prototypes were developed that can autonomously 
navigate difficult terrain.2 These systems not only carry bricks 
to a worker on a messy job site, they can also stack units by 
forming a well-choreographed, co-creative exchange between 
man and machine. With an upgraded system, craftsmen laying 
mortar would be able to receive materials on a ‘just-in-time’ 
basis. Equipped with the power to select block styles from de-
palletized stacks containing a variety of unit types, colours or 
materials (glass, stone or fired clay bricks), a small group of in-
expensive robots could speed the production of large mosaics 
with increased accuracy and thrift. 
pROCESS AnD FuTuRE GOALS
Fellowship work was divided into eight distinct phases. These 
included: technical research, on-site mapping, payload ana-
lysis, robot design, prototype manufacturing, machine vision 
simulation, motion control programming, and physical test-
ing. Students and faculty worked closely at each stage of the 
process. Quick tours of local construction sites were organ-
ized early in the spring of 2012, followed by interviews with 
job supervisors who identified hod carrying and on-site waste 
disposal as potential work for robots. Machine parts, includ-
ing all motor casings, payload designs, and exoskeletal sup-
ports, were custom-built using fused deposition modelling 
tech nology (FDM) and advanced 3D metal sintering (figs. 1, 3). 
Plastic boxes were printed as placeholders for full-scale com-
ponents made from terracotta, mud brick and concrete block. 
The only off-the-shelf components employed in the prototype 
were Yuntong lithium batteries, hex head screws, insulated 
cables and a CM-530 microcontroller from Robotis Inc.
Rudimentary machine vision experiments were conducted 
by mounting an unpacked Microsoft Kinect © scanner on top 
of a partly disassembled Darwin OP humanoid robot (fig. 4). 
Future research will focus on the development of custom soft-
ware controls that allow an even more complex device to map 
its surroundings, track objects and interact with changing 
conditions in real time. Fellowship team members also built a 
semi-functional, iPad-based social networking platform and 
control panel that combined video conferencing, web uplinks 
and four rotating monitors from the full-scale robot’s on-board 
sensors. (Live wireless video feeds, night vision, 3D scanners 
and thermal imaging cameras were not integrated into the 
tablet app.) Tests of the manoeuvrability, gripping and self-
storage functions of the designs were made late in the spring 
of 2013. These tests demonstrated the ability of each prototype 
to walk up stairs, balance on one foot, grab objects and move 
bricks to predetermined locations. Given precedents like the 
Fig. 3: Payloads ascending a staircase. This working prototype demonstrated  
the ability of a leg-based robot to carry three stacked components all at once.  
These horizontal units were conceived at multiple scales as either small  
building blocks or large modular housing units.
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Fig. 4: Our team mounted a 3D scanner above the motion tracking video camera of a Darwin OP bipedal robot. 
This set-up allowed the machine to make accurate 3D terrain maps of its surroundings while tracking  
a tagged colour object. Darwin has a 32-bit processor and can be used as a software development platform  
for designing future navigation controls. Left to right: Robot following a moving ball, 3D mesh, video  
camera POV, and an edge detection system.
Fig. 6: Bipedal robot deploying an object. This working prototype uses its legs to both grab and transport individual payloads.
Fig. 5: Two bipeds can combine to form a more stable quadruped that can carry large payloads.
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Fig. 8 a–c: Sketch model of our proposed full-scale quadruped brick-stacking 
robot with high-powered servos motors.
Fig. 7: Like an ant swarm, a future low-cost system could carry materials  
to a mason, navigate the difficult terrain of a real job site and travel up stairs. 
The ability to coordinate each robot allows the delivery of bricks and mortar 
on a just-in-time basis. Unit types, colours and positions can also be tightly 
controlled. With the right commands, the flock of quadrupeds can assemble  
a wall while a craftsman lays cement and rakes mortar.
Jasmine III micro-bots, there seem to be no significant techni-
cal barriers to the full-scale implementation of this system in 
low-cost, easy to transport, Bluetooth-connected swarms. 
The system proposed in figure 7 will be able to complete 
construction tasks in areas inaccessible to wheeled vehicles. 
They will also be able to map the activities of multiple sites 
though the same up linked sensors that allow them to achieve 
real-time situational awareness. The acquired data can be 
used to understand the process of building production over 
time though an active cartography of supply chains, work re-
ports, information sharing and human activity monitoring. 
Compiling information on the micro scale can have a profound 
impact on our understanding of how architecture operates as 
a whole. Networked robotic agents working in tandem with 
real people presents a unique opportunity to extend computa-
tion into realms that are currently beyond the reach of exist-
ing tools. In order to understand the architectural implications 
of our research we explored the possibility of using leg-based 
robots to build complex, non-standard brick and glass block 
walls for a museum in Silicon Valley (fig. 9).
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Fig. 9: Model of the San Jose State University Museum of Art  
and Design, San Jose, California. Low-cost, peripatetic  
robots could help facilitate the construction of this complex,  
non-standard brick and glass block structure.
COnCLuSIOn
While robotics will continue to influence the way buildings 
are designed and constructed, current developments in the 
field will likely have a significant impact on everyday life. In 
addition to form, tectonics and decoration, this next phase 
will force architects to confront changing social conditions 
influenced by the presence of constantly evolving intelligent 
machines. Just as new industries fuelled the rise of Modern-
ism in the early 20th century, the inevitable development 
and potential ubiquity of advanced robotic technologies im-
plies the need for a creative reassessment of how designers 
think about function, labour relations and economics. This 
reassessment will also have to consider issues long ignored 
in digital architecture theory with its almost total neglect of 
mainstream AI research and the important role it is playing in 
the development of robot ethics.3 As machines become more 
and more lifelike, difficult questions about consciousness and 
how it fits into the natural order will also have to be seriously 
examined.4 Along these lines, a series of important shifts in 
the future of computer- aided fabrication are just now com-
ing into focus:
Old  New
Robotics – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – Co-robotics
Fixed in-place/wheeled – – – – – – – – Peripatetic mobility
Low autonomy – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – High autonomy
The new materialism – – – – – – – The mind/body problem
credits
Laboratory of Architecture and Applied Robotics (LAHRs/BSU): 
FaCulty: Mike Silver, University of Buffalo, Mahesh Daas, Ball State 
University (BSU), Josh Vermillion, BSU, and Josh Coggeshall, BSU.  
bsu students: Yevgen Monakhov, Jason Foley, Matthew Fullenkamp, 
William Zyck, Justin Krasci, Michael Bolatto, Tyler Cox, Glenn Cramer, 
Robert Cichocki, Antone Sgro, Derek Anger, Tianxia Peng, Derek 
Newman, David Smith, Yao Xiao, Mathew Wollak and Thomas Friddle. 
notes
1 In early 2013, following the success of its driverless vehicle 
initiative, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) 
issued a call to explore the practical implementation of humanoid 
robotics in real-world environments such as construction sites and 
disaster areas.
2 See a walking prototype at:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPedOJjZAyY.
3 An overview of the latest advances in robotics and artificial 
intellegence can be found in Kevin Warwick’s ‘Robots with Biological 
Brains‘, in Patrick Lin, Keith Abney and George A. Berkey, eds.,  
Robot Ethics: The Ethical and Social Implications of Robotics, 
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2011) pp. 317–32.
4 For an overview of the ‘hard problem’ concerning subjective 
mental states, see David Chalmers, ‘Consciousness and Its Place  
in Nature’, in ibid., ed., Philosophy of Mind: Classical and 
Contemporary Readings (New York: Oxford University Press,  
2002) p. 247.
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Fig. 1: Perspective view of the Silk Pavilion and its complementary basic research exhibit. 
(Photo: Steven Keating.)
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silk paVilion:
a case study in Fibre-based  
digital Fabrication
nERI OxMAn, JARED LAuCKS, MARKuS K AySER, JORGE DuRO-ROyO, CARLOS GOnzALES uRIbE
(MEDIATED MATTER GROup, MIT MEDIA LAb)
The Silk Pavilion explores the relationship between digital and biological fibre-based fabrication on an architectural scale. Its 
primary structure is comprised of 26 silk-threaded polygonal panels laid down by a CNC (Computerised Numerical Control) machine. 
Inspired by the silkworm’s ability to generate a 3D cocoon out of a single multi-property silk filament, the Pavilion’s overall geometry 
was created using an algorithm that assigns a single continuous thread across patches, providing functional density gradients 
informed by environmental constraints such as light and heat. Overall density variation was informed by deploying the Bombyx mori 
silkworm as a biological multi-axis multi-material 3D ‘printer’ in the creation of a secondary fibre structure. 6500 silkworms were 
positioned on the scaffold spinning flat non-woven silk patches to locally reinforce the CNC-deposited silk structure. The paper 
provides a review of basic research into the silkworm’s spinning behaviour, material and structural characterisation, computational 
simulation and fabrication strategy devised for the full-scale construction of the Pavilion. Potential applications for large-scale 
fibre-based digital fabrications that involve biological fabrication conclude the paper. 
bACKGROunD AnD MOTIvATIOn
Fibre-based construction 
Digital fabrication processes, such as layered manufactur-
ing, typically involve the layered deposition of materials with 
constant homogeneous physical properties.1 Yet most natural 
and biological materials are made of fibrous structures local-
ly aligned and spatially organised to optimise structural and 
environmental performance.2 In the fields of product and ar-
chitectural design, specifically, the automotive and avionic 
industries, fibre-based digital fabrication has typically been 
confined to the development and application of high- per form-
ance composites.3 These materials and their related process-
es are typically toxic and harmful to the environment. Based 
on previous research and inspired by the Bombyx mori silk-
worm, this research explores the possibility of merging digital 
and biological fabrication to deliver a holistic and sustainable 
design approach in the production of non-woven fibre-based 
constructions.4
Construction processes found in nature such as woven spi-
der nets or aggregate bird’s nests are characterised by the an-
imal’s ability to generate, distribute, orient, densify and as-
semble fibre-based composite material.5 Spiders, for example, 
can generate fibres with varying properties based on a par-
ticular need or function. These fibres are optimised for a wide 
range of different conditions including, but not limited to, me-
chanical properties such as strength and toughness. In addi-
tion to many existing types of silks, the silk itself may be rap-
idly adapted to different parameters during the silk spinning 
process. The final webs take into account a delicate balance 
of function, environmental conditions and material efficiency 
as limited by the energy resources of the spider.6 Similarly, the 
silkworm can control the ratios of fibres and matrix to gener-
ate a wide array of mechanical properties ranging across ten-
sile and compressive structures.7
bASIC RESEARCH InTO FIbRE-bASED COCOOn  
COnSTRuCTIOn OF SILKwORMS
anatomy, behaViours and methods
The Bombyx mori silkworm is an arthropod with a body of ap-
proximately two to three inches in length. A division in the 
legs around the mid-portion of the body allows the worm to 
bend freely from side to side in its typical figure of eight mo-
tion (fig. 2). The silkworm’s spinneret is located near its head, 
allowing the organism to extrude upwards of one kilometre of 
raw silk fibre. It traditionally spins silk in its fifth instar (stage 
between moults) after one to two months of feeding on mul-
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Fig. 2: A Bombyx mori silkworm spins silk fibre on a digitally 
fabricated scaffolding structure.
Fig. 3: a) Silkworm with attached magnet for motion tracking. b) A Bombyx mori silk-
worm positioned within a magneto meter testing rig. c) Point cloud visualisation based 
on magnetometer testing rig data.
(3) Template fibre-spinning experiments: it was observed that 
when spinning on a relatively flat environment, the silkworm 
generates a flat non-woven silk patch. Building on this obser-
vation, and coupled with previous research,9 a suite of envi-
ronments with varying morphological features was developed 
in order to explore the relationship between surface features 
and fibre organisation.10
Experimental results determined the following: (1) A 3D co-
coon structure emerged only at a sectional height of 21 mm; be-
low this, a tent-like structure in the form of a rectangular pyr-
amid was spun. In the absence of this height, a non-enclosed 
surface patch was spun. (2) Fibre density typically varied as a 
function of the distance from the central vertical pole to the 
surface boundary. This may point to a local optimal condition 
requiring the least amount of energy for the construction of a 
strong stable structure within a given timeframe. (3) Boundary 
contours were typically denser. This is most likely due to the 
silkworm’s constant search for a vertical pole tall enough to al-
low for cocoon construction.
COMpuTATIOn AnD DIGITAL FAbRICATIOn 
computation 
The pavilion was designed and constructed in two phases: the 
first phase consisted of digitally fabricating a scaffolding en-
velope made of silk fibres and the second phase consisted of 
deploying thousands of silkworms to spin a secondary silk en-
velope. A set of apertures built into the initial envelope capture 
light and heat, thus controlling the distribution of silkworms 
on the structure. 
Overcoming current limitations of existing computer aid-
ed design (CAD) tools, a parametric environment was devel-
berry leaves as it matures into a silk-producing caterpillar. 
When prepared to spin, the silkworm typically triangulates a 
three-dimensional space or corner forming a tensile structure 
within which the cocoon is formed.8
Silk production typically involves the harvesting and soak-
ing of completed cocoons in a soapy water bath. The edge of 
an individual fibre is then pulled out of the bath and spun onto 
a spool for silk thread production. This production method re-
quires the spinning of a full cocoon and a shortened life cycle 
for the silkworm, eliminating the opportunity for reproduction.
adVanced imaging techniques and quantitatiVe  
analysis oF silk cocoons
Basic research was conducted to further observe, understand 
and predict the motion and material deposition behaviour of 
the silkworm, implementing the following tools, techniques 
and technologies: 
(1) Dynamic tracking was achieved by the application of mag-
netometer motion sensing to motion-capture a silkworm 
over the course of a 3-day cocoon construction period, dur-
ing which the silkworm was tracked by attaching a miniature 
magnet to its head. The organism was placed in a boxed space 
fitted with three magnetometers capturing the worm’s move-
ment in 3D space. Data collected were converted into a visual 
representation of a point cloud (fig. 3).
(2) Wide-angle high resolution MicroCT (microtomography) 
and SEM (scanning electron microscope) imaging techniques 
were developed and implemented to analyse the organisation-
al properties of silk textures across various length scales and 
species. SEM imaging techniques enabled micro-scale analysis 
of material property variation across the transversal and lon-
gitudinal sections of the cocoon.
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oped that facilitates the design and fabrication phases of the 
project, enabling continuous iteration between digital form-
finding and physical fabrication processes. As such, this com-
putational tool also served to mediate between environmental 
input, material properties and organisation as well as biologi-
cal fabrication constraints. In addition, the tool enabled real-
time evaluation of multiple design solutions. 
The main goal was to develop a holistic computational de-
sign environment able to simultaneously capture and process 
multiple sets of complex constraints in real time. Most of these 
constraints are difficult or impossible to capture using current 
CAD tools. Amongst them is the ability to automatically deter-
mine for every digitally woven silk fibre what the conformal 
distance or space is within which the silkworm can spin, enab-
ling the convergence between the digitally laid fibres and the 
biologically spun filaments. 
A subsequent goal was to computationally embody the 
geo metrical complexity and scalability of the Pavilion, as well 
as the scaffolding resolution and the range of fabrication tools 
used. The resulting tool informs the designer about overall 
material organisation as well as the effects of the biologi-
cal parameters (such as silkworm motion range) on the final 
design.  
The generative environment includes a new library de-
signed on top of the RhinoCommon build that runs on the 
Grasshopper plug-in (in McNeel Rhinoceros 3D Modeler). The 
library comprises a set of routines that enable the shaping of 
a lightweight fibrous environment. The following data sets 
informed the algorithm for scaffolding thread geometry: the 
first set contains the fabrication constraints captured by the 
algorithm. These constraints are informed by the robotic man-
ufacturing platform along with its prescribed gantry size and 
tool reach. This set generated the need for a spherical struc-
ture of the pavilion to be subdivided into a set of substructural 
patches. The patches conformed to a truncated icosahedron 
whose faces fit the robotic manufacturing bed. The second 
set of constraints originated in two data maps; the first map 
encoded the specific on-site solar trajectory and the second 
provided an opening radius multiplier to generate organisa-
tional fibre variation. Combined, these two maps informed the 
position and size of the pavilion apertures (fig. 4). The third set 
of constraints is linked to the silkworm’s biological character-
istics, with the goal of providing maximum silk deposit reach.
For each aperture, the position and size of which is deter-
mined by the site’s light conditions, the computational protocol 
identifies a continuous tangent circle on the spherical geom-
etry (fig. 5a). It is subsequently converted into tangent line 
segments, represented in 2D, matching the patch fabrication 
representation. For each such circle, a parameter controlling 
the resolution of the tangents relative to its geometry was as-
signed. This parameter determines the ratio between local 
fibre gradients to overall fibre distribution and organisation. 
The algorithm then checks each aperture to find out if it is 
contained within a prescribed patch, multiple patches or none, 
and classifies this information as data lists. For each patch con-
taining a full or partial aperture, the algorithm computes the 
following: (1) Aperture formation in relation to the overall im-
age of a continuous thread (fig. 5b). (2) Thread redistribution 
across apertures, providing balance between aperture dis-
tribution and continued thread allocation across the surface 
area of the overall volume. (3) Contour attachments for local 
continuous threads.  (4) Scaffolding thread-spacing conforma-
tion to biological parameters of the silkworm weaving pattern 
(fig. 6a). (5) Robotic toolpath for fabrication (fig. 6b). 
A final overall visualisation of the pavilion, aluminium 
frame profiles for water jet manufacturing of the patches (visu-
Fig. 4: a) Computational projection of panelled dome: 
solar mapping. b)  Computational projection  
of panelled dome: aperture distribution mapping.
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alised as the polygonal line segments), and unfolded toolpaths 
for CNC weaving are then generated as output (fig. 7).
digital Fabrication 
Based on the analytical protocols developed and reviewed 
above, a digital fabrication approach was developed that sup-
ported the findings with regard to the worm’s possible range 
of motion and deposition behaviour, thus enabling the digital 
fabrication tools and biological construction to merge. 
Initial toolpath development was tested with a three-axis 
CNC (Computer Numerically Controlled) machine. Initial com-
putational paths were explored and implemented as traditional 
milling toolpaths without using the machine’s spindle activa-
tion. These tests were originally developed as a drawing meth-
od prior to the development of the thread deposition tool (fig. 8).
Continued development of the CNC toolpath output (from 
the digital model to the machine) enabled the development of 
a basic tool that allowed for the deposition of thread as a spool 
or roll-based material. The gantry of the three-axis machine 
carried the rolls to be replaced as required based on the panel 
to be fabricated. A tool tip was developed that could be affixed 
into the normal collet design of the cutting head; the spindle 
would remain off and in a locked position. The spooled mater-
ial could then be fed down through the tool tip inside a low 
friction HDPE (high-density polyethylene) tube. The tube ends 
in a custom-made press-fit bearing attached to a rotating shaft 
with a spring-loaded foot where the string could exit smooth-
ly and in accordance with the direction of machine travel. The 
deposition of a lightweight material onto a temporary alumin-
ium frame allowed the machine to run at higher velocities than 
normal cutting operations, thus aiding the speed of the fabri-
cation process.
The perimeter of the unfolded 2D panels making up the 
overall form of the structure was designed as perimeter scaf-
Fig. 5: a) Computational generation logic of single aperture.  
b)  Final computational path with global aperture distribution. 
Fig. 6: a) Computational silkworm spinning range calculation.  
b)  Computational unfolded panel and toolpath diagram. 
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folding structures. They were cut from aluminium using water 
jets in order to maintain the deposited silk fibres during the 
fabrication process. The choice of a component-based assembly 
was dictated by the relatively large size of the overall structure 
and the limitations given by the gantry size of the CNC spinning 
tool. Designed as a temporary support, these panels could be 
reassembled after weaving to maintain the overall geom etry 
of the system while installing it into a tensioned state in the 
atrium space of the Pavilion (fig. 9). 
The frames were developed with small hook elements to al-
low the deposit of fibres. A release mechanism enabled the ex-
traction of the frames once the panels were joined together 
and the structure was positioned in space. Between the joining 
edges of each frame was a small rubber-coated frame of piano 
wire to which the vertex nodes of the structure were affixed. The 
vertex nodes were to be used in attaching the tensile structure 
to its surrounding environment and the piano wire was the me-
dium around which the edge of each panel was affixed (fig. 10).
Once the truncated icosahedron panels were assembled 
and knotted edge-to-edge, the overall structure was raised to 
its proper height and location, followed by the deployment of 
a series of tension lines. Each of the lines was affixed to a cus-
tom designed acrylic clip; each point location was calculated 
as part of the digital model of the vertex’s normal intersec-
tion within the space. Tension cable lengths were measured, 
located and labelled. Once the structure was in place, the en-
tire vertex and centroid tension lines were installed and ten-
sioned to their marked lengths, suspending the metal frame 
and the structure in space. At this point, the frames were 
Fig. 7: a) Computational unfolded panel detail.  
b)  Computational unfolded overall panel layout  
for fabrication.
Fig. 8: Spring steel CNC threading tool and silk thread.
Fig. 9: Three-axis CNC machine adapted as CNC deposition tool.  
Custom threading tool, temporary aluminium scaffolding  
and MDF jig.
Fig. 10: Knotting of vertex connections of non-woven silk  
patches on temporary aluminium scaffolding structure.
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removed, starting from the top of the structure and working 
down in circular fashion. Following the removal of the frame, 
some tension was lost that was recovered after the centroid 
suspension lines were tensioned. The bottom of the structure 
was affixed to a 25 mm thick MDF floor structure with a white 
vinyl covering.
biological Fabrication
Parallel to the digital fabrication of the primary structure, 
6500 silkworms were raised through the remainder of their 
fifth instar feeding on a diet of mulberry leaves prior to the 
silk spinning phase (fig. 11). Reared in a light- and temperature-
controlled room at the MIT Media Lab, the silkworms were fed 
and monitored over the course of several weeks. As the worms 
began spinning, they were transferred onto the tensioned silk 
structure with a protective fence and drop cloth in place. 
Over a ten-day period, all silkworms were positioned on the 
scaffolding structure, typically initiating spinning from the 
bottom rim upwards (fig. 12). 
Most silkworms were found to settle into a single space 
over the surface area of the structure, spinning flat patches 
in circular motion. In addition, most silkworms were found to 
migrate to the highest surface patch of the structure, possibly 
due to a combination of high temperature, low lighting condi-
tions and decreased metabolic cost that is the result of hori-
zontal movement (fig. 13). 
Following two to three spinning days, the silkworms were 
released from the structure and collected on a drop cloth at 
the bottom of the dome. The silkworms were able to continue 
their cycle of metamorphosis into a silk moth, including egg 
laying and reproduction.
summary and potential applications
The Silk Pavilion explores the duality of digitally and bio-
logically fabricated structures by proposing a template con-
struction approach to fibre-based digital fabrication. In this 
approach, digital tools are implemented to deliver a highly 
differentiated scaffold, on top of which a biological system 
is deployed. The two systems are complimentary: while one 
provides the load-bearing paths of the structure, the other 
strengthens these trajectories and acts as a skin. Moreover, 
the biologically deposited silk embodies qualities associated 
with its scale that could not have been achieved using current 
digital fabrication tools. The silkworm-spun non-woven fi-
broin adheres to and wraps around the digitally deposited silk 
fibres and provides for a fibrous ‘infill’ due to the interaction 
between the two chemical agents deposited by the silkworm: 
the fibroin that acts as fibre and the sericin that acts as glue or 
connective tissue. The template construction approach can be 
implemented using other types of digital fabrication tools and 
biological systems. In this respect, the computational environ-
ment developed for this project is considered a generative one: 
it can address other similar problems across a range of scales 
and across an array of fabrication methods, environments and 
biological systems of choice. 
Several potential applications may be considered as pos-
sible outcomes of this research. With regard to the direct po-
tential for biological fabrication combined with digital fabrica-
tion, the experimental data affirming the relationship between 
scaffold surface morphology and biological fibre organisation 
Fig. 11: Approximately 1000 Bombyx mori silkworms  
in their fifth instar upon arrival. 
Fig. 12: View through pavilion apertures as the silkworms  
put a skin on the structure.
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Fig. 13: Top view of the Silk Pavilion as approximately 
6500 silkworms construct the fibrous composite.
can be considered the most valuable (fig. 1). Further research 
will explore various techniques for using templates in biologi-
cal fabrication in order to generate highly controlled and tun-
able functional gradients of material properties. New types of 
high-performance textile composites may be designed in this 
way, not unlike the composites observed on the pavilion which 
combine internal and external natural-silk wrapping of the 
synthetic threads. In addition, direct silk fibre deposition onto 
a scaffolding structure not only bypasses the processing of silk 
cocoons into thread and textile, but also promotes a more sus-
tainable silk harvesting cycle. Finally, with regard to decen-
tralised swarm-like construction processes similar to the ones 
viewed in nature, future developments in the potential of col-
laborative construction behaviour will be further explored.
The Silk Pavilion was developed by the Mediated Matter Group  
at the MIT Media Lab in collaboration with James Weaver  
of the Wyss Institute (Harvard) and Prof. Fiorenzo Omenetto  
of Tufts University. The project was developed as part of ongoing 
research investigating fibre-based digital fabrication methods 11 
combined with relevant cases found in nature. The construction 
stage explored the relationship between digital and biological 
fabrication on product and architectural scales.
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Fig. 1: Persistent Model #2: a full-scale speculative construct demonstrating  
a computationally led investigation into irregular double-layer tensegrities.  
(Photo: Anders Ingvartsen.)
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multi-scalar shape change in pneu-
matically steered tensegrities: 
a cross-disciplinary interest in using 
material-scale mechanisms For 
driVing spatial transFormations 
pHIL AyRES, K ASpER STOy, DAvID STASIuK, HOLLIE GIbbOnS
Concerns with sustainability are providing an increasingly powerful impetus towards the investigation of dynamic and adaptive 
architectures. This presents an increased overlap with the discipline of robotics, making collaboration between the two fields 
interesting and potentially fruitful. This paper presents a cross-disciplinary work-in-progress that is investigating how standard 
materials might be organised and processed in novel ways to promote active physical transformations of architectural structures  
and to assess the impact that multi-scalar shape change might have upon environmental performance. This work builds upon  
prior research investigating tensegrities and other pneumatics, including free-form inflated metal. 
InTRODuCTIOn
Addressing concerns of sustainability through the lens of 
improving life-cycle performance in buildings is providing 
an increasingly powerful impetus towards the investigation 
of dynamic and adaptive architectures.1 As architects begin 
to conceptualise and cultivate the territory of dynamic and 
adaptive architecture, it is worthwhile considering where 
overlaps with other disciplines emerge. The discipline of ro-
botics provides a significant body of research addressing such 
issues as adaptation, resilience, self-awareness and morph-
ology in artificial physical objects.2 Underlying these interests 
is a core concern with control and motion, i.e. dynamics. This 
makes collaboration between the two fields potentially fruit-
ful. Interestingly, the basis of establishing a common language 
between the two disciplines is not necessarily initially found 
amongst the concerns with dynamics, control and motion, but 
rather with material performance, material assignment and 
material organisation. 
This paper presents and positions work-in-progress arising 
from just such a cross-disciplinary collaboration that is inves-
tigating how standard materials might be organised and pro-
cessed in novel ways to promote an active physical transfor-
mation of architectural structures and to assess the impact 
Fig. 2: The construct employs two classes of inflatable  
component, one ‘hard’ metallic, one ‘soft’ foil laminate.  
(Photo: Anders Ingvartsen.)
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that multi-scalar shape change might have upon environmen-
tal performance.3 This collaborative effort builds directly upon 
ongoing research being conducted at the Centre for Informa-
tion Technology and Architecture (CITA), which has resulted 
in a recently completed and exhibited full-scale speculative 
construct (fig. 1). The construct is an irregular double-layer 
tensegrity that employs two classes of inflatable components: 
‘hard’ metallic and ‘soft’ foil laminate (fig. 2). This construct is 
also presented in this paper.
The current collaborative focus operates directly from a re-
flection of this research demonstrator and the identification 
of its potential that pertain to the question outlined above. A 
central aim of this work is to realise another full-scale specu-
lative construct through which to develop cross-disciplinary 
approaches that integrate common and discipline-specific 
concerns operating through design, environmental sensitiv-
ity, fabrication and active performance. 
LOCATInG A CROSS-DISCIpLInARy COMMOn GROunD 
Despite the early to mid-twentieth century cultural and liter-
ary origins of the terms robot and robotics, the discipline of 
robotics established its foundations in mathematics and con-
trol. However, increasingly there is an understanding that 
morphology, shape and materials can be exploited to aid in the 
control of motion. The shift towards this understanding was 
instigated by Brooks, who noted that robotic control based on 
complex, mathematical models often led to slow robots un able 
to function in dynamic and unknown environments.4 His ap-
proach was to abandon internal models in favour of direct sen-
sor-motor couplings tailored to handle specific tasks arising in 
the environment. His idea was to make a control system with 
many of these task-achieving sensor-motor couplings operat-
ing in parallel. This insight eventually led to the successful be-
haviour-based control paradigm.5 
However, this new control paradigm was probably less im-
portant compared to the new insight that behaviour emerg-
es as the interaction between environment, morphology, and 
control. Suddenly, the environment and the morphology be-
came important design parameters and hence important to 
robotics researchers. There has since been a movement in ro-
botics from computational control towards morphological 
control. Morphological control is the idea that form and ma-
terials can do computation based on their inherent physical 
properties; a view that was most powerfully communicated 
by Pfeifer, who describes this as morphological computation.6 
This new view of robotics has extended what robotics re-
searchers consider a robot to be and now encompasses a much 
broader range of physical systems. Today, a robot does not 
even have to have sensors, actuators or a controller – at least 
not in the manner that these terms would have been previously 
ascribed and understood in classic robotics. For instance, this 
is evident in the research on passive dynamic walkers where 
walking is achieved through mechanically mediated conver-
sion of potential energy to kinetic energy.7
It is clear that architects who are cultivating an interest 
in dynamic and adaptive architecture can benefit from the 
knowledge, technology and paradigms for controlling motion 
developed in the field of robotics. The collaboration between 
CITA and Kasper Stoy benefits from Stoy’s expertise in modu-
lar robotics (fig. 3).8 The notion of modularity provides a terri-
tory of conceptual and technological transaction because the 
architectural structures under development have modular at-
tributes. But a deeper synergy of concerns can be identified 
from the shift towards materiality and material performance 
Fig. 3: Prior work from Stoy’s group in modular robotics provides a relevant  
domain of knowledge for collaboration; however, there is shift in concern  
from classic robot morphologies (such as the one pictured) to the role material  
performance can play in sensing, control and actuation.  
(Credit: University of Southern Denmark, E. H. Oestergaard et al.)
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Fig. 4: A double-layer tensegrity topology is encoded in a digital design space  
permitting the investigation of geometric manipulations and dependencies upon 
fabrication, in this instance for the production of scale models.
within the robotics discipline. This focus provides the most 
promising potential of bridging language and understanding 
barriers identified during the fledgling collaboration. At a gen-
eral level, this is because architects are deemed to possess an 
understanding of materials, their performance and how they 
relate to an overall structure; while at a specific level, this is 
because these concerns tap directly into CITA’s sustained re-
search focus that critically investigates the roles digital tools 
can play in extending the ways in which we think, design, real-
ise and experience architecture together with a fundamental 
focus on materials, material practices, material processing and 
material performance.9
THE pOInT OF DEpARTuRE: pERSISTEnT MODEL #2 – 
DynAMIC pRESSuRE SySTEMS
The collaborative research effort takes a direct point of de-
parture from the recently completed CITA research project 
Persistent Model #2. One outcome of this project is a full-scale 
speculative prototype that establishes the viability of produc-
ing irregular double-layer tensegrities comprising inflated 
metal compression members.10 The construct adopts the top-
ology of Kenneth Snelson’s Planar Weave tensegrity from 1960 
(fig. 4).11 The particular characteristics of Planar Weave are 
reconsidered with an architectural sensibility that searches 
for synergies between structural logic, component demands 
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and material dynamics, as well as addressing issues of local 
specificity, through the fabrication of variety and a tentative, 
fragmentary suggestion of skin (figs. 5, 6).
The construct employs two classes of inflatable compo-
nent: one ‘hard’, irreversible, pre-inflated and structurally per-
forming (metal); one ‘soft’, reversible, continually pressurised 
and structurally redundant (polyamide/polyethylene foil lam-
inate). The use of inflatables as a component of the tensegrity 
system has an interesting conceptual basis: tensegrity struc-
tures and inflatable membranes can be considered analogous, 
i.e. both can be described as pressure-based systems in which 
a coherent envelope is tensioned through discontinuous com-
pressive force in order to achieve a state of self-equilibrium.12 
The principles of tensegrity are therefore nested and evident 
at two distinct scales within the construct. 
A significant focus of the project has been the development 
of a novel tectonic for the connection of the metal cushion 
compression members (fig. 7). The aim has been to synthesise 
a means of connection that employs the self-forming mecha-
nisms arising from the process of inflation, and to steer these 
through a given profile geometry (fig. 8). The developed junc-
tion resolves the need for conventional means of mechanical 
Figs. 5, 6: Persistent Model #2: Exhibited  
at the gggGallery, Copenhagen, 2013.  
(Photo: Anders Ingvartsen.)
fixing that are generally predicated upon puncturing mater-
ial, such as screwing, riveting and bolting. By avoiding such 
penetrative methods, the integrity of the cushion is preserved 
and can allow for discrete phases of inflation to be conduct-
ed arbitrarily (fig. 9). Introducing this potential to an assem-
bled tensegrity presents interesting conflicting states across 
scales. At the scale of a component, there is an increase of local 
performance (increase in cross-sectional area and thereby in-
creased stiffness and resistance to buckling), while at the scale 
of an assembly, there is a simultaneous compromising of the 
component’s compressive contribution to the tensegrity due 
to the shortening of its length. In Persistent Model #2, it was 
decided to pre-inflate the compression members as discrete 
sets, and to conduct an investigation into how these mecha-
nisms of material and component transform might be em-
ployed to drive spatial reconfigurations to future exploration. 
A principal implication for this dynamic would be the need to 
have a complementary mechanism for active tensioning. It is 
here that the role of the inflatable skin can be reconsidered 
and extended from its current structural and environmental 
limitations (fig. 10) to an active, integrated and more contribu-
tory element of the system. 
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Fig. 7: Persistent Model #2: One aspect of the project investi-
gates a novel form of junction for steel structures that employs 
metal inflation and resolves the need for conventional means 
of mechanical fixing. (Photo: Anders Ingvartsen.) 
Fig. 8: Data of geometry of deformation through inflation  
informs the articulation of the receiving node components.
Fig. 9: Avoiding penetrative methods of connection preserves  
the integrity of the metal cushion, making it possible  
for discrete phases of inflation to be conducted arbitrarily.
Fig. 10: Current work initially focused on the 
role of the inflatable skin. This is being 
reconsidered and extended from its current 
structural and environmental limitations. 
(Photo: Anders Ingvartsen.)
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CuRREnT DEvELOpMEnTS: pERSISTEnT MODEL #3 –  
MuLTI-SCALAR SHApE CHAnGE
Persistent Model #2 establishes a material, spatial and struc-
tural logic with an inherent potential for further development. 
This development now focuses on active transformation and 
shape change exhibited at distinct scales. The scales under 
consideration are defined as: micro, meso, macro. These scales 
map to the architectural elements: material, component, archi-
tectural assemblage. For the project, these elements denote a 
specific expression of metal sheet and laminate foil; inflatable 
metal cushions and laminate cushions; double-layer tensegrity. 
Central to this investigation is the need to develop a com-
putational infrastructure that supports cross-disciplinary 
approaches to design, simulation, evaluation and fabrication. 
The aim extends to developing this infrastructure so that it 
maintains an operational role beyond what might be conven-
tionally considered the design phase. This means more than 
providing real-time feedback of fabrication criteria within the 
design space – something that the system already incorp-
orates. The ambition is to couple the computational infrastruc-
ture to the realised artefact in order to permit comparison and 
assessment between predicted and actual performance, and 
to re-inform initial design and performance assumptions. This 
coup ling has been described previously as a persistent model.13
Immediate work is focusing on extending the role of the 
skin with the aim of integrating structural and environmen-
tal performance. The double-cone geometry employed as the 
basis for the inflatable skin elements in Persistent Model #2 is 
being developed as a coherent element that combines two dis-
tinct types of double cone; a double-wall version that performs 
as an active tensioner, and a triple-wall, double-cell arrange-
ment that permits driving the central wall through a pressure 
differential between the two cells. By considering a portion of 
this central wall to be opaque, the double cone can perform 
the role of active shader (fig. 11). This mechanism of using a 
pressure differential to vary transmission can be considered a 
generic form of actuation and tuned to perform a host of other 
specific environmental mediation tasks, as evidenced by the 
fascinating research of Nikolaus Laing from the late 1960s.14 
The conic geometry allows for the two types of double cone 
to be tessellated into a coherent surface despite their differ-
ence in scale. The overall topology is determined by the loca-
tion of the tensegrity nodes, the points at which compression 
and tensile elements meet. The tensioning cones tie between 
nodes and construct isolated zones that are ‘filled’ with the 
triple-wall cones (fig. 12). Initial modelling studies articulate 
an understanding of the skin as a hyper-variegated element 
that mediates and materially manifests a complex relationship 
between irregular tensegrity geometry, geographical orienta-
tion and shading performance (fig. 13). Critically, this digital 
model establishes a real-time link between speculation and 
specification. The implications of modifying underlying geom-
etry are immediately played out in the terms under consid-
eration; spatial, environmental, material assignment, material 
organisation and fabrication data provide an essential ecology 
of feedback to assess dependencies and inform design intent 
towards the goal of achieving responsive shape-change across 
scales. Further ambitions for the modelling environment 
stretch towards incorporating simulation of material deform-
ation through the various material inflations so that spatial 
dynamics can be investigated in relation to shape-change po-
tentials, and choreographies of spatial transformations can be 
developed and evaluated. Work towards this goal has begun 
with the encoding of material behaviour within spring-based 
simulation environments. This work already shows promise 
at the level of independent component studies and aims to 
determine if more global dynamics can be exhibited from such 
low-level descriptions. 
In his 1968 ‘state-of-the-art’ snapshot of the pneumatic 
movement entitled Monumental Windbags, Reyner Banham 
articulated a common role and also a qualitative distinction 
between two kinds of architectural manifestation:
‘All architecture has to mediate between an outer and in-
ner environment in some way, but if you can sense a rigid 
structure actually doing it (dripping sounds, tiles flying 
off, windows rattling), it usually means a malfunction. An 
inflatable, on the other hand, in its state of active homeo-
stasis, trimming, adjusting and taking up strains, is mal-
functioning if it doesn’t squirm and creak.’15 
The dynamic attributes of inflatables described by Banham 
are evident in the synthesised work with tensegrities. This is 
because, as outlined above, tensegrities and inflatables share 
a conceptual congruency, but also because these tensegrities 
directly employ inflatables (metal and foil). As such, a sensi-
tive dependence to the environment expressed through active 
homeostasis can be understood as being exhibited at, and 
dependent upon, multiple scales of interaction, i.e. material, 
component, and structure. Furthermore, in a contemporary 
context where digital tools supporting ideation, simulation, 
evaluation and fabrication can be brought to bear directly 
upon the computation of material assignment and organisa-
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Fig. 11: A preliminary physical test of a triple-wall cushion  
in which the central wall can be driven by a pressure differential.  
This generic form of actuation can be tuned to perform  
a range of environmental mediation tasks – in this case, active  
shading. 
tion, it is anticipated that this expression of active homeostasis 
can become significantly more nuanced and articulated – de-
signed – in order to steer material proclivities towards ever 
more specific architectural performance. 
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Fig. 12: Study of the proposed system elements and  
extracted flat-pattern data for the opaque portion  
of the triple-wall cushions. 
Fig. 13: The computation of material assignment, organisation  
and fabrication data is performed in relation to orientation  
and the performance envelope of desired porosity/transmission.  
A notional study is examined in its two extreme states.
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Fig. 12: Study of the proposed system elements and  
extracted flat-pattern data for the opaque portion  
of the triple-wall cushions. 
Fig. 13: The computation of material assignment, organisation  
and fabrication data is performed in relation to orientation  
and the performance envelope of desired porosity/transmission.  
A notional study is examined in its two extreme states.
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Fig. 1: Weaving of a tensile surface structure by flying around already constructed members.
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building with Flying robots
AMMAR MIRJAn, FAbIO GR AMAzIO, MATTHIAS KOHLER
(ARCHITECTuRE AnD DIGITAL FAbRICATIOn, DEpARTMEnT OF ARCHITECTuRE, ETH zuRICH)
Aerial robotic construction offers a new approach to architecture. The research presented here investigates the design potential  
and material relationship between architecture and construction using flying machines. Analogies are drawn to existing methods  
of digital fabrication. The work identifies scalability, spatial autonomy and cooperativeness as key characteristics of using flying 
robots in architectural production. Experimental results validate the approach.
InTRODuCTIOn
Traditionally, machines assisting in the construction of archi-
tecture or the fabrication of building components stand on 
the ground. A crane, for example, requires a solid base to me-
chanically lift, lower and move material. The arm of an indus-
trial robot or the linear tracks of a CNC machine ensure pre-
cision through a mechanical connection of movable parts 
with the surroundings. Mobile construction devices, such as a 
truck-mounted crane or locomotive robot,1 extend the working 
range, but still need solid fixation to the ground when build-
ing. Recent developments in sensing, computation and con-
trol, however, allow the creation of autonomous construction 
machines with profoundly different capabilities to established 
mechanical fabrication devices. They are not fixed to a base 
and have the ability to perform construction tasks with free 
spatial movement in unstructured environments. These ma-
chines are flying robots, and they challenge the conditions of 
how architecture is designed and materialised.
The work presented here is based on a collaboration be-
tween the Institute for Dynamic Systems and Control and the 
Chair for Architecture and Digital Fabrication, both at ETH 
Zurich. The objective is to investigate and develop methods 
and techniques for construction with flying machines. In this 
paper, the three major points of interest are: What distin-
guishes aerial robotic construction from conventional modes 
of machined architectural production? What is the material 
relationship of the flying machine to the physical artefact it 
builds? And finally: If structures can be assembled unleashed 
from mechanical connections to solid ground, what are the 
design potentials for architecture? 
Architecture created by flying machines has always been 
an interest among researchers (fig. 2). Visionary concepts of 
flying cities have been around for centuries, presenting ideas 
of a new way of thinking about architecture,2 as well as tech-
nology-based utopias,3 and predicting that advances in sci-
ence and technology will enable new forms of architecture. 
In architectural production, manually controlled helicopters, 
used merely for aerial transportation to remote locations, have 
been a reality on the construction site since the 1950s.4 
Autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and their in-
teraction with the environment are nowadays a research top-
ic in many robotic groups.5 Research in aerial construction 
with flying robots, however, is a recent topic still in its fledg-
ling stages. The first step into construction with quadrocop-
ters was building a cubic structure by assembling linear bars 
with magnetic joints.6 The Flight Assembled Architecture in-
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stallation 7 demonstrated the ability of quadrocopters to au-
tonomously erect a highly differentiated six-metre tower made 
out of 1500 foam elements. The ARCAS project 8 focuses on aer-
ial assembly by autonomous helicopters equipped with robotic 
arms. 
Today, quadrocopters offer an excellent compromise be-
tween payload capabilities, agility and robustness.9
constructiVe considerations
Aerial robots enlarge the design space for digital fabrication 
in architecture and offer new construction techniques that 
would not be possible with standing machines. Research in 
construction with flying machines requires the development 
of adequate methods for hover-capable UAVs to physically in-
teract with the environment and, at the same time, the inves-
tigation of material systems and new constructive processes 
that are both robotically transportable and configurable at 
heights.10
Aerial robots, similar to the industrial robot, are generic 
and can be equipped with different tools to transport and ma-
nipulate material in different ways, but the key subject here is 
weight. The payload capacities of flying machines are limited 
and their manoeuvrability is greatly influenced by the load. 
This requires that both the tool or gripper attached to the ma-
chine and the building material are lightweight and that the 
construction system makes use of the material in an efficient 
way. The volume of a single building element must therefore 
Fig. 2: a) Georgii Krutikov, The City of the Future, 1928. b) Buckminster Fuller,  
Helicopter lifting a dome in Raleigh, NC, USA, 1954.
Fig. 3: a) Lightweight jamming gripper for the assembly of space frame structures.  
b) Cable dispenser tool for the erection of tensile structures.
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be low in comparison to the overall volume of the erected 
artefact. 
This relationship between weight and strength influen-
ces the design of aerial architecture and motivates research 
on lightweight construction systems, such as tensile struc-
tures 11 and space frame structures.12 Figure 3a shows a pro-
totype of an ultra-lightweight jamming gripper 13 developed 
for the spatial assembly of three-dimensional structures with 
discrete elements. The gripper uses negative pressure to com-
press granular filling material (Styrofoam ™ balls) contained in 
a membrane (balloon) to rigidly grasp a round carbon tube at 
variable angles. 
The gripper tool addresses the issue of the rotation limi-
tation of the quadrocopter in a quasi-static position. The 
machines cannot hover at any given orientation in space. 
Changing the rotation angles (pitch and roll) of the vehicle 
results in acceleration. The concept of the system is that the 
building elem ent is oriented to the required angle according 
to the digital model at a pick-up station on the ground where 
the UAV docks. The vacuum for gripping is created in station-
ary position and sealed by a pneumatic valve on the vehicle. 
Once the bar is lifted and moved to its desired position, the 
clamping can be released by opening the valve. 
Since the energy to hold and release the building element 
is generated at the ground station and the transport medium 
is air pressure, the gripper weighs only a few grams. Figure 3b 
shows a tool for the erection of tensile structures. The vehi-
cle is equipped with a cable dispenser, a roller built from light-
weight sandwich panels. The friction of the roller is variable 
in order to adjust for different tensions. The tensile structures 
shown here are built with ultra-high-molecular-weight poly-
ethylene rope (Dyneema). The material stands out due to its 
low weight-to-strength ratio, making it suitable for load-bear-
ing structures and aerial manipulation.
The experiments shown here were performed in the Flying 
Machine Arena,14 a 10 × 10 × 10 metre indoor space for aerial 
robotic research at ETH Zurich. The space is equipped with 
a motion capture system that provides vehicle position and 
altitude measurements. This information is sent to a computer, 
which runs algorithms and control strategies and sends com-
mands to the aerial robots. The vehicles of choice are quadro-
copters. These flying robots have demonstrated their dynamic 
capabilities performing flips,15 balancing poles 16 and juggling 
balls.17
design potential
A series of prototype structures have been built to investigate 
different building techniques for aerial robotic construction. 
The research proposes the following three key capabilities of 
flying robots in architectural production.
SCALAbILITy
The operating range of a flying robot is not limited by the 
size of the machine. There is no mechanical connection to a 
base. Conventional robotic arms and CNC machines, by con-
trast, have constrained working areas, thus limiting their use 
in architecture to small artefacts or building components. The 
working range of flying robots, however, allows them to reach 
points in space otherwise inaccessible by computer-controlled 
construction machines, thus making them capable of operat-
ing at the full scale of architecture.
Figure 4 shows the construction of a linear suspension 
structure by spanning a horizontal link between two sup-
port points in the air independently of the conditions on the 
ground. The material characteristics of the tensile element 
are used as a connective method by winding around existing 
structural members. Using the capstan equation, the loading 
force can be calculated in order to dimension the strength of 
the knot. In the experiment, the distance between the support 
Fig. 4: Autonomous erection of a linear suspension structure.
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points is five metres. However, this construction technique is 
easily scalable, allowing structural links to be established be-
tween supports much further apart (assuming the lifting ca-
pacities of the machine allow it). 
SpATIAL AuTOnOMy
The flying machine is physically decoupled from its working 
space. Flying robots loaded with material move independently 
of the structure they are building until they physically inter-
act with it at a desired location. This freedom of movement dif-
ferentiates the aerial robots from all other construction ma-
chines. Any device connected to a base would intersect with 
the existing structure or with itself when pulling the end-ef-
fector through a loop. 
Figure 1 shows the construction of a surface structure by 
interlacing two linear structures. The trajectory of the ma-
chine resembles the continuous drawing of a figure of eight in 
space. The sequencing becomes crucial when erecting such a 
structure. Rather than establishing it layer by layer, the vehicle 
flies through and around already constructed members while 
performing the fabrication manoeuvre. This distinctive attri-
bute allows the materialisation of structures that could not be 
built with other fabrication methods.
COOpERATIOn
Conventional robots have the capability to cooperate. The 
ability of the machines to interact enables them to aggregate 
structures that could not be sequenced and built by an individ-
ual robot. In comparison to the flying robots, however, station-
ary industrial robots, when working cooperatively, block each 
other’s operational range and therefore are primarily used for 
repetitive tasks in assembly lines. Flying robots are not con-
strained to such tight boundaries, which makes them suitable 
for cooperative tasks. 
Digital control of the robots enables the vehicles to commu-
nicate and synchronise their actions among themselves, for ex-
ample to collaborate to lift particularly heavy loads.18 In addit-
ion, cooperation can be exploited during the assembly process. 
In such a case, the vehicles do not merely distribute the work-
load, but perform building tasks an individual machine could 
not accomplish alone, independently of the payload capacity. 
Figure 5 shows multi-vehicle cooperation of two UAVs in es-
tablishing a tensile node at a defined position in the three-di-
mensional design space. This manoeuvre could not be accom-
plished by a single vehicle and demonstrates the potential for 
fabrication with multiple interacting flying robots.
COnCLuSIOn
Aerial robotic construction is a new research direction. Flying 
machines have different capabilities from conventional ma-
chines and alter the manufacturing conditions of digital fabri-
cation. The first series of explorations documented here have 
shown some of the particularities of aerial robots in construc-
tion. The construction technique is less constrained by tradi-
tional assembly parameters, such as the need to build from the 
ground up. The vehicles move building material independently 
of the construction they are building. Structures can be erect-
ed without scaffolding or cranes. Applied to the construction 
of a bridge to cross a canyon, or the erection of a structure be-
tween two skyscrapers, the machines have the ability to reach 
any point in the three-dimensional design space, indepen-
dently of the conditions on the ground.
Rather than understanding the architectural production 
process as a linear and congruent progression, the research 
aims to identify it as a spatiotemporal negotiation of man–ma-
chine, machine–machine and machine–material interactions. 
It pursues a shift in architectural design and fabrication where 
sensory data and digital building instructions orchestrate 
dynamic manufacturing decisions, opening up new ways of 
thinking about architectural design and materialisation.
Fig. 5: Multi-vehicle cooperation in freely establishing a knot in space.
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Fig. 1: Close-up photo of the HygroSkin – Meteoro sensitive Pavilion  
(low relative humidity, 45%). 
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hygroskin: 
meteorosensitiVe paVilion
OLIvER DAvID KRIEG, zACHARy CHRISTIAn, DAvID CORREA, ACHIM MEnGES, STEFFEn REICHERT,  
K ATJA RInDERSpACHER, TObIAS SCHwInn (InSTITuTE FOR COMpuTATIOnAL DESIGn, unIvERSITy OF STuTTGART)
The HygroSkin project explores a novel mode of climate responsive architecture based on the combination and interrelationships  
of material-inherent behaviour, computational morphogenesis and robotic manufacturing. The dimensional instability of wood in 
relation to moisture content is employed to develop a meteorosensitive architectural skin that opens and closes in response to 
climate changes with no need for any technical equipment or a supply of external energy. Embedded within robotically fabricated, 
lightweight structural components made of elastically bent plywood panels, the responsive wood-composite apertures adjust  
the envelope’s porosity in direct feedback to changes in ambient relative humidity. The HygroSkin Pavilion was commissioned by  
the Fonds Régional d’Art Contemporain du Centre and now forms part of the permanent collection of the FRAC Centre in Orleans. 
InTRODuCTIOn
Wood is a naturally grown organic tissue that has evolved as 
a highly effective biological system to meet the support, con-
duction and storage requirements of trees.1 The multifunction-
al ability results in a differentiated cell anatomy that is criti-
cal for the different performance capacities of the material, 
including its anisotropic structural and hygroscopic charac-
teristics.2 Consequently, due to its natural anisotropic makeup, 
wood cannot meet the specific performance criteria of indus-
trially produced construction materials.3 To access the mater-
ial’s capacity in a meaningful way, an integrative design ap-
proach that takes advantage of new computational design and 
fabrication tools needs to be employed.4 
Computational design provides suitable methods for an in-
tegrative design process. A computational model can be in-
formed by specific material and fabrication constraints, but 
it is also capable of abstracting geometric data into codified 
production instructions. Thus, it can perform as a generative 
information model that integrates both the internal anatomic 
structure of the material and the robotic control for the fab-
rication of large numbers of differentiated elements.5 The in-
formed design capabilities and automated programming strat-
egies allow unprecedented access to the material’s capacity 
Fig. 2: Photo of the HygroSkin – Meteorosensitive Pavilion  
in Stadtgarten, Stuttgart (high relative humidity, 75%). 
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and its range of performance. It is the aim of this research to 
test and evaluate these methods at full scale through the de-
velopment of a climate-responsive enclosure of lightweight, 
geometrically differentiated components that use the wood’s 
active bending behaviour and hygroscopic actuation of the 
material (fig. 3).
MATERIAL-ORIEnTED COMpuTATIOnAL DESIGn pROCESS
The project is based on many years of in-depth design re-
search into component-based construction and elastic self-
forming structures.6 Based on the elastic behaviour of thin pla-
nar plywood sheets and the material’s related capacity to form 
conical surfaces, a computational design process was devel-
oped with the premise of integrating material and structural 
behaviour, robotic fabrication, and assembly logic into one co-
herent design approach. Initial constraints for the prototype 
were defined by the Fonds Régional d’Art Contemporain du 
Centre, which commissioned the HygroSkin Pavilion project, 
and the related necessity for assembly, disassembly, and trans-
portation, suggesting a modular configuration of prefabricat-
ed elements.
Bending planar plywood sheets results in developable sur-
faces of which the cone is a special kind of ruled surface with 
straight sections that can be generated by connecting the op-
posing non-parallel edges of a flat sheet. While the conical 
shape increases structural stability compared to a flat sheet, 
the surface geometry will deviate from the ideal conical shape 
due to internal stresses. This bending behaviour depends on 
the type and quality of the connection between its edges, as 
well as asymmetrical cut-outs of the initially flat element and 
therefore suggests the use of an additional forming process. 
A significant constraint for the design and fabrication of 
the prototype was the geometric nature of the resultant inter-
section curves between adjacent cones. While a circular cone 
is a symmetrical object, the resulting surfaces of an intersec-
tion of uniform, identical cones exhibit largely differentiated 
geometries (figs. 4, 5).7 
On one hand, this opens up the possibility of generating 
highly differentiated conic geometries for each module while 
using a singular basic cone shape. On the other hand, the inter-
section of conical surfaces generally results in 3-dimensional 
curves. In order to meet the requirements for efficient fabri-
cation and assembly, intersections had to be limited to planar 
curves. This can be achieved either through the free arrange-
ment of cones with parallel axes and identical cone angles on 
a plane or through arrangement on a sphere with cone axes 
pointing to the centre of the sphere.8
Fig. 3: Photos of the hygroscopic apertures in different states. 
a) High relative humidity, 75%. b) Low relative humidity, 45%.
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FAbRICATIOn InTELLIGEnCE
The computational process integrates the material’s capaci-
ty in order to physically compute the desired form in the elas-
tic bending process, the cumulative structure of the resulting 
building components, the computational detailing of all joints 
and the generation of the required machine code for the fab-
rication with a seven-axis industrial robot. The conical shapes 
are fabricated through interlocking CNC milled puzzle joints 
along the edges of 4-mm plywood sheets. These are then used 
as the outer skin of each module, which becomes a sandwich 
construction by enclosing a layer of 100-mm polystyrene be-
tween two of the conical plywood layers (fig. 6). This configu-
ration increases the structural stability of the modules, which 
range from 500 to 2500 mm in size, while minimising their 
weight. Subsequently, a custom vacuum moulding process en-
sures consistency of the conical geometry, while a subsequent 
robotic trimming process ensures dimensional accuracy along 
the edges of each module.
The robotic fabrication process is based on an interactive 
simulation of the robot’s kinematics 9 and automated machine 
code generation.10 In order to minimise fabrication toler ances, 
the module geometry is first surveyed with the robotic arm 
by measuring the position of reference points in relation to 
the base coordinate system defined by the vertical positioner 
Fig. 6: Exploded axonometric view of the module layers.
Fig. 4: Intersecting conical geometries. Intersection curves between  
the units and resulting module geometries after Boolean operations. 
Fig. 5: Intersecting conical geometries. Interior view  
of the HygroSkin Pavilion.
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(fig. 7). Using the survey points, the digital geometry model is 
aligned with the physical model by an algorithm which mini-
mises their difference in position and orientation. The integra-
tion of parametrically generated toolpaths for trimming the 
module’s edges with a circular saw and milling the foam core 
(fig. 8) and the interactive simulation of the seven-axis robot’s 
kinematics allows simultaneous generation of the correspond-
ing robot control code from within the parametric modelling 
environment (fig. 9).
In order to be able to evaluate the fabrication precision pri-
or to assembly, three-dimensional laser scanning was used for 
scanning a subset of the prefabricated modules, which were 
compared to their corresponding digital models. The ana lysis 
of a 3D-laser scan of a test module located in the bottom row 
showed that a random selection of 25,000 scan points of the 
more than one million available data points (fig. 10a) had an 
aver age deviation from the digital target geometry of less than 
0.6 mm (fig. 10b). The 3D-scan analysis therefore showed that 
the digital fabrication steps of (i) prefabricating the formwork, 
(ii) CNC-cutting the initially flat plywood layers, (iii) vacuum-
forming the modules, and (iv) robotic milling and trimming 
were highly accurate, with a cumulative tolerance of below 
1.0 mm on the level of the individual building elements.
Fig. 9: Automated robot control code generation  
and simultaneous kinematics simulation.Fig. 8: Trimming the module’s edges with a circular saw.
Fig. 7: Measuring the module’s position before robotic 
cutting and milling. 
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STRuCTuRAL InTELLIGEnCE 
The geometric design of the structure was based roughly on 
a plate shell concept as described by Anne Bagger.11 Through 
controlled arrangement of the modules, no connection lines 
appear along the same axis, thereby eliminating inherent 
points of structural weakness and thus greatly stiffening the 
overall structure. Given the modules’ curved geometry and ar-
rangement along the vertical axis, pure plate shell theory does 
not apply on a local level, and thus bending moments caused 
by loading eccentricities on each module must also be consid-
ered. However, a finite element analysis (FEA) confirmed that 
only small bending loads are present, while the majority of 
loads are taken axially (fig. 11).
Given the sandwich configuration of the modules, the con-
nection of the Styrofoam™strips with adhesive causes the 
cross-section to work as a semi-rigid, 3D-stressed skin panel 
member during bending and additionally stiffens the sec-
tion against axial buckling loads. The connections between 
elements were designed as semirigid-moment connections in 
order to withstand lateral and vertical bending forces in add-
ition to the shear and axial forces typical in plate shell struc-
tures.12 The global structural analysis indicates that the overall 
system provides better performance advantages  – given the 
Fig. 11: Finite element analysis of the HygroSkin Pavilion. 
a) Von Mises stress results of the overall structure.  
b) Von Mises stress results of the structural frame. 
Fig. 10: Precision evaluation through 3D scanning.  
a) Comparison between the computational target geometry 
and the elastically self-formed wood panel.  
b) The evaluation shows a median deviation of less than  
0.6 mm (units in mm).
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plate shell concept – when it is used in non-purely vertical or 
horizontal applications, due to the increasing stability and 
strength requirements of such geometries. As a result of the 
material choice and geometric strategy, it is demonstrated 
that the highly differentiated modular structure is inherently 
strong, stable and lightweight.
MATERIAL InTELLIGEnCE
The HygroSkin Pavilion is an extension of previous research 
on the integration of methods and techniques for responsive 
hygroscopic actuation13 into a functional and highly adaptable 
architectural system. Autonomous responsive apertures are 
embedded into the larger, robotically fabricated multi-com-
ponent system of the pavilion, constantly responding to the 
changes in relative humidity of the environment. These sub-
tle climatic changes trigger the silent, material-innate move-
ment of the skin; constantly modulating the relationship be-
tween the pavilion’s exterior and interior, leading to a unique 
convergence of spatial and environmental experiences. These 
apertures are completive geometric elements; the polyureth-
ane lattice incorporates the wooden elements that operate as 
hygroscopic actuation devices, and each element also contrib-
utes geometric value by replacing the higher curvature of the 
cones within their centre area. 
Climate-responsiveness in nature is mostly naturally em-
bedded in the material’s behaviour, while in architecture it is 
generally achieved through separate technical sensing, actu-
ating and regulating devices. The HygroSkin Pavilion utilises 
the natural principle of embedding responsiveness into the 
material structure and therefore does not require any kind of 
control mechanism, technical equipment or external energy 
supply system. In direct feedback to the local microclimate, the 
responsive wooden components of the apertures adjust the 
degree of openness and porosity of the pavilion, steadily ad-
justing the meteorosensitive architectural skin in subtle move-
ments. The hygroscopic wooden components are calibrated 
to react to local changes in relative humidity in a range from 
45% to 75%, which corresponds to the typical moderate climat-
ic conditions in central Europe. The hygroscopic actuation of 
the overall architectural skin provides a unique experience by 
constantly modulating the spatial relationship between exter-
ior and interior in feedback with the dynamics of the environ-
ment (fig. 12). 
COnCLuSIOn 
The potential that an integrative design approach and produc-
tion process offers to construction and architectural design 
becomes apparent in the research prototype presented in this 
paper. For the HygroSkin Pavilion, the differentiated mater-
ial properties and performance of wood were integrated into 
a computational design and fabrication process. The develop-
ment of a parametric production process ensured precision 
and dimensional accuracy in the development of the mater-
ial, geometric and structural data, the elastic bending process, 
the computational detailing of all joints and connections and 
the milling and trimming of each building component with a 
seven-axis industrial robot. This interrelationship of material 
computation, digital development, computational design and 
robotic fabrication resulted in a highly precise, lightweight, 
geometrically complex morphology with a climate responsive 
architectural skin. 
Fig. 12: Photo of the HygroSkin – Meteorosensitive 
Pavilion in Stadtgarten, Stuttgart. Low relative humidity, 
45%, with open HygroSkin surface.
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Fig. 1: Prototype for a tetrahedral adaptive truss: fully retracted.
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Fabricating behaViour: 
a problem, a solution, a prototype 
and a proposal
wILLIAM bOnDIn, RuAIRI GLynn
This paper highlights the gap that exists between digital simulation and physical prototyping in the performance of dynamic 
architectural systems. Feedback loops are explored as a solution to mediating between these two domains as well as providing  
a means to steer material and morphologically embodied behaviour towards desired goals. Building upon this understanding,  
a prototype for adaptive and kinetic structures is presented called ‘Morphs’, along with a speculative proposal for their deployment  
as a mobile reconfigurable architecture. The paper presents the initial stage of a three-year research project towards a fully  
realised adaptive autonomous mobile architecture for public space.
A pRObLEM
Software simulation of architecture’s physical behaviour, as in 
all scientific modelling, is built upon current best understand-
ings of phenomena discretised and approximated into math-
ematical models. Error is inherently part of all simulations, 
although with ever-increasing resolution, computational 
fidelity is tightening the gap between virtual models and 
real-world phenomena. Further to the inherent error in digital 
simulation, material inconsistency, human error, tooling wear, 
contaminants and any number of other factors in fabrica-
tion will influence performance in ways that cannot be fully 
predicted. Digital manufacturing techniques are sharpening 
the accuracy of fabrication, again tightening the gap, but it 
remains regardless. 
This gap is particularly evident when dynamic motive forc-
es are at play, and this is elegantly illustrated by the difference 
between simulated and fabricated ‘passive dynamic walkers’ 
(PDWs). PDW research aims to understand the fundamental 
principles that underlie legged locomotion with applications, 
particularly in robotics and prosthetics. PDWs are described as 
a mechanism composed of a pair of legs that perform a walk-
ing behaviour that should, at least according to mathematical 
models, move into a steady gait once placed on an inclined 
slope.1 While in simulation, it is possible to optimise for con-
tinuous locomotion down a virtual slope, in practice, however, 
the fabricated prototypes (figs. 2, 3) based on these models 
failed to proceed more than a handful of steps. PDWs are per-
haps, at first sight, an unlikely area of research to draw inspira-
tion for architects and designers, but along with illustrating a 
problem, they offer an elegant and simple solution to bridging 
the gap between simulated behaviour and physical behaviour. 
This offers insight into the development of adaptive and kinet-
ic architecture and has inspired the design project presented 
here at an early stage of prototyping.
A SOLuTIOn
In leading PDW research, attempts to build passive dynamic 
walkers universally failed to meet the performance of their 
optimised simulation models, often failing after a few steps, 
just as found out in the initial attempts presented here. To 
solve this, contemporary dynamic walkers utilise simple local 
feedback mechanisms to correct error and steer locomotion.2 
Methods such as active knee locks enable the walkers to at-
tain a steady gait and perform a significantly larger number 
of steps than their passive counterparts. Using very simple 
sensor-actuator mechanisms, performance could be radically 
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improved without the need for any central control system, or 
high-order reasoning in these primitive robots.
Compared to examples of fully actuated walking robots, 
such as Honda’s ASIMO and Sony’s QRIO, PDWs utilise their 
morphology, material performance, environment, and local 
feedback systems to attain purposeful behaviour.3 With small 
amounts of local computational intelligence, these walkers are 
able to compete with some of the most sophisticated, complex 
and expensive robots at a fundamental task in humanoid ro-
botics. It’s a lesson well worth considering in the context of the 
design of adaptive and potentially robotically driven buildings: 
that intelligence can be found in material and morphological 
strategies and their interaction with the surrounding environ-
ment. Computation’s role in many instances could be limited to 
steering behaviour towards a desired goal, thus augmenting 
embodied behaviour. In the context of architectural design, 
passive behaviour in buildings in the areas of ventilation and 
heat exchange, for example, is well understood and of late has 
been increasingly utilised as a preferential method for active, 
complex and energy-demanding HVAC systems. The addition 
of simple sensor actuator systems in a distributed manner to 
otherwise passive dynamic environments can mediate un-
certain factors of influence inherent in architecture, such as 
human occupation, building management issues, wear and 
failure in building components, and changes in the surround-
ing environment at macro and micro scales. 
While entering an era of ubiquitous computing where dis-
tributed and embedded sensory devices are predicted to sat-
urate the built environment, an imperative will be to explore 
novel modes of actuation to respond in a similarly distributed 
manner. Without central processing systems, managing these 
networked ecologies of building components, bottom-up sen-
sorimotor models,4 will perhaps offer a means to allow archi-
tectural space to adapt and develop relationships between its 
body, its inhabitants and the surrounding environment. Look-
ing to nature for examples of simple sensorimotor interactions 
that collectively build degrees of intelligent behaviour, inspir-
ation came from Physarum polycephalum, a species of slime 
mould made up of brainless pulsating tissues. These nuclei 
come together to form a single cell that is able to successfully 
navigate obstacles and achieve collective goals.5
A pROTOTypE
Taking these ideas forward into an architectural design con-
text, a prototypical sensorimotor system with local intelligence 
and networked capabilities was conceived based on an adap-
tive truss mechanism. A single tetrahedral unit of this truss 
system was assembled using novel bilinear actuators featuring 
their own embedded local control system. While there have 
been various architectural investigations into adaptive truss 
mechanisms focused on structural and façade applications,6 
mechanisms with the motive capability to propel their self-
weight forward through actuation were of particular inter est. 
A single actuated tetrahedron can tumble over irregular ter-
rain. Continuous networks have locomotion with a high degree 
of freedom, resembling amoeboid movement.7 NASA has done 
particularly interesting research in the fields of swarm robot-
ics utilising robotic tetrahedral truss systems with the intent of 
building vehicles that are highly adaptive to complex terrains 
on other planets.8 The focus of the research presented here is 
to explore their earthbound potential in public urban spaces 
Fig. 3: Step cycle for the passive dynamic walker.
Fig.2: Passive dynamic walkers D3 and D2.
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through fabricated prototypes and a speculative proposal to 
develop an architectural brief. 
Simulations were carried out using a rigid-body physics en-
gine as a means to understand the dynamics of locomotion for 
different morphologies. A steady gait pattern was obtained 
by extending the length of individual rods, thus changing the 
centre of gravity for the entire structure and resulting in a 
rolling behaviour. From this, it emerged that geometries with 
equally distributed weight require less complex control than 
asymmetrical ones, as step cycles are always identical and the 
pattern of actuation only changes when the morphology of the 
structure is changed. Similarly to the PDWs, the Morph’s move-
ments are not micromanaged by the sensorimotor devices, but 
emerge from the dynamic interaction between gravity and 
friction, while the actuators provide a steering role in order to 
achieve purposeful movement. During experimentation, it was 
observed that the drop that is experienced once the centre of 
gravity travels beyond the axis of rotation can be minimised by 
modifying the order of actuation.
Conventional linear actuators have the majority of their 
mass at one end, which results in an asymmetrical distribution 
of weight when configured into platonic geometries. In order 
to locate the mass of the actuator at its geometric centre, a be-
spoke bilinear actuator (fig. 4) was developed in collaboration 
with Paul Harkin of Form Changing Structures, a UK-based com-
pany that develops form-changing designs. Conventional lin ear 
actuators also do not feature embedded programmable con-
trollers, wireless networking or expandable sensor capabilities, 
so custom controller circuitry was built on the Arduino open 
source platform, which allows the creation of interactive elec-
tronic products, to be housed within the central motor block. 
Six bilinear actuators have been constructed and composed 
into a tetrahedral truss (figs. 1, 5, 6), with each edge being able 
Fig. 4: Exploded view showing the individual components of the bilinear actuator.
Fig. 5: Step cycle for the adaptive truss. Fig. 6: Prototype for a tetrahedral adaptive truss: partially extended.
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to assume a length between 750 mm and 1300 mm. A decentral-
ised adaptive control system is currently developed to allow 
these mobile reconfigurable polyhedra (Morphs) to develop 
intelligent behaviour through their interaction with the sur-
rounding environment. The initial experiments have resulted 
in the first Morph successfully being able to roll by itself. Cur-
rently tethered to an external power supply, its range of move-
ment is limited while we test alternative transportable energy 
supply solutions.
A pROpOSAL
In becoming propositional about this ongoing project at these 
early stages of prototyping, it was possible to look ahead be-
yond the immediate technical challenges and tease out per-
formance goals in individual Morphs and in their innumerable 
possible amoeboid incarnations. Unlike their sibling tetrahe-
dral robots in mobile robot research, Morphs are slow – far too 
slow for the performance goals typically desired in robotics, 
but lightning-fast compared to their surrounding built envi-
ronment. Moving almost imperceptably, these structures gen-
tly and safely navigate their habitat. Their speculative home is 
London’s Victoria Park, a busy public space with a diverse pro-
gramme of activities for the Morph to engage with (fig. 7). 
Inspired by Tschumi’s Parc de la Villette, the park’s func-
tion is shifted from recreational towards cultural production 
and social interaction. Morphs provide the necessary infra-
structure and support temporary events by self-assembling 
into sheltered canopies, exhibition and performance scaffolds, 
and scattered playground climbing frames encourage the pub-
lic to occupy and find novel uses for them (figs. 8–10). Differ-
ent classes of Morphs, which are identified by their different 
colours, are envisioned to cater to different aspects of cultural 
production, including music, dance and architecture. Classes 
differ in terms of speed, size and function. The music-enabled 
units, which are finished in bright orange, are very slow and 
rarely change their location. They allow musicians to play mu-
sic in their enclosure, and transmit the sounds they pick up via 
wi-fi, as a sort of free-for-all radio station. The purple Morphs, 
which relate to dance, are very fast movers and they respond 
to push-pull action by their choreographers. They are able to 
store unique geometries in sequence and play them back when 
instructed to. The architectural ones, identified by their blue 
colour, are very slow movers, but they can carry a significant 
load. They are ideal for assembling large configurations and 
can be attached to different coloured units to create complex 
spaces. An additional class of these polyhedrons is also envi-
Fig. 7: Exploded view for Victoria Park proposal, showing  
the different design layers.
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Fig. 8: Photomontage of three Morphs composed of tetrahedral nuclei. Fig. 9: Photomontage of a Morph with an additional membrane layer.
Fig. 10: Illustration of a Morph providing shade in summer.
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Fig. 11: Simulation for an adaptive octahedral truss. 
Fig. 12: Overlays for step cycle performed by  
the tetrahedral truss prototype.
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Fig. 12: Overlays for step cycle performed by  
the tetrahedral truss prototype.
sioned to cater to open-source development, whereby users 
can design and build bespoke components that can be plugged 
into existing units.
Braitenberg’s illustration of the importance of the environ-
ment in the emergence of complex agent behaviour expands 
the design space of robotics to include the built environment 
as a means of manipulating behaviour.9 In other words, to 
modify agent behaviour one might modify its environment as 
much as modify the agent itself. Charging stations and collec-
tion points might be used to choreograph assemblies. Giant 
visible red balls are proposed as possible mobile attractors for 
the public in order to manipulate swarm behaviour. As a colo-
ny of nomadic nuclei, Morphs come together in order to attain 
specific goals and then redisintegrate into smaller clusters in 
order to facilitate their locomotion. Rather than highly com-
plex interlocking mechanisms, it could be expected that the 
public and park wardens might take a role in their assembly 
and dissassembly. 
Morphs are in the early stages of a long-term research pro-
ject into adaptive behavioural architecture. They are planned 
to be released by the end of 2015 as autonomous, but socially 
reconfigurable architecture. Prototyping of a tetrahedron nu-
cleus started in March 2013 and has resulted in one function-
al unit. Current research involves the programming of these 
nuclei, the development of their digital communication and 
the simulation of their social behaviour. The next fully mo-
bile Morph is hoped to be completed by the end of 2013, before 
larger assembles are explored during 2014.
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Fig. 1: A larger piece  
of ice captured amongst  
broken floes and ice  
debris; the whole mass  
is pushed together  
by wind ocean currents.  
(© Nick Cobbing,  
Greenpeace.)
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Frozen relic: 
digitally reFabricated arctic  
ice Floes
MATTHEw SHAw, wILLIAM TROSSELL (SCAnLAb pROJECTS)
In the summers of 2011 and 2012, ScanLAB Projects visited the frozen Arctic waters of the Fram Strait, northwest of Svalbard, Norway. 
The ScanLab team captured 3D scan data for the top surface of a series of Arctic ice floes as part of a scientific research trip.  
In early 2013, a fragment of this landscape was recreated in the exhibition, Frozen Relic, at the Architectural Association, London.  
The exhibition contained seven scale-replica ice floes, each carefully cast in ice. The moulds used to create these melting  
artefacts were digitally fabricated from the original 3D scan data captured during the expeditions.
In January and February of 2013, the Gallery Space and Front 
Members Room of the Architectural Association (AA) housed a 
scale-replica fragment of the frozen Arctic Ocean. Visitors en-
tering Frozen Relic encountered seven millimetre-perfect 1 : 100 
replica ice floes, suspended in a dark, chilly gallery space. The 
sound of dripping water filled the air. These replicas were cast 
in ice. Like the fragile environment the installation mimicked, 
the exhibits melted, running down the surface of glass and 
steel plinths to drop and splash into drip trays below.
The data used in the fabrication of Frozen Relic was cap-
tured for a wholly different purpose. In the summers of 2011 and 
2012, ScanLAB Projects travelled to the Fram Strait, northwest 
of Svalbard, Norway, as part of a scientific research team. The 
expeditions, aboard Greenpeace’s icebreaker the Arctic Sun-
rise, were organised by the Polar Ocean Physics Group at the 
Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics 
(DAMTP), of Cambridge University. At DAMTP, Professor Peter 
Wadhams and a team of PhD researchers monitor the frozen 
surface of the Arctic Ocean, studying trends in the extent, 
thickness and morphology of the ice. Vast data sets of satellite 
imagery, aerial photography, aerial LIDAR, underwater sonar 
and on-site investigations are compiled, aligned and ultimately 
fed into the climatic models that predict global climate change. 
As part of this process, the top surface of twenty-six ice floes 
was 3D scanned by ScanLAB Projects, charting their surface 
with forensic precision. This data, when aligned to underwater 
sonar data for the underside surface, provides one of the most 
detailed sets of three-dimensional information ever collected 
about the morphology of Arctic sea ice.
The gigabytes of precisely measured points collected by 
ScanLAB Projects were used in their raw format by DAMTP as 
data in a gigantic ascii file: endless lists of x, y and z values. 
While contributing to a fascinating body of research, to com-
press such a complex and spatial set of information into sta-
tistical analyses seems strangely unintuitive and limiting. As 
a group of architects, designers and fabricators, ScanLAB Pro-
jects see the scan data they collect as three-dimensional con-
structs where each scan is carefully staged, framed and com-
posed. These are not just super-accurate hyper-surveys, but 
constructed sets of visual and spatial information. The oppor-
tunity given by the Exhibitions Team at the Architectural Asso-
ciation allowed a reawakening of the 3D potential of this data.
The motivation behind Frozen Relic was twofold. Both rea-
sons stem from the frustration of the ScanLAB team that such 
a dynamic, fluxing and immersive landscape was frozen into a 
solely digital, highly abstracted data set. While this snapshot 
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in time was the perfect base for scientific investigations, the 
database of numbers lost any sense of memory of the expedi-
tions and lacked any of the political or emotional notions that 
had guided the experience of visiting such a remote terrain. 
The first motivation was to create something that re- enacts 
the original landscape, acts as a basis for its remote experience 
and provokes its remote contemplation.
The second motivation was more of a fabrication chal-
lenge, a test of what can be created in an illusive temperature- 
dependent material. Working with such a precise set of infor-
mation at the outset, the continuous battle is to retain detail, 
despite a shift in scale and a series of fabrication processes. A 
strange and beautiful futility lies in the pursuit of this detail 
which, when finally cast in ice, is destined to disappear within 
the first few hours of the piece being exhibited.
This project is not without its political motivations too. Pro-
fessor Peter Wadhams, the lead scientist on board the expedi-
tions, has stated that the frozen Arctic Ocean could be subject 
to a major collapse; a situation where summer melt overtakes 
winter refreezing in a self-perpetuating cycle. This collapse, 
he predicted, could occur in 2015–16 when the summer Arctic 
Ocean would become ice-free, due to one cause: global warm-
ing.1 Greenpeace, the host of both expeditions, were also par-
tial sponsors of the exhibition and key to the story the pieces 
tell. 3D scanning of ice floes that now no longer exist and re-
playing this disappearance in a scaled, abstracted form to an 
urban audience is one of the many profile-raising projects they 
have supported over the last few years. Their ultimate aim is to 
declare the Arctic a global sanctuary free from the exploita-
tion of oil companies. 
Frozen Relic became the mechanism through which Scan-
LAB Projects could convey the work they have been doing in 
support of this research and also push the project beyond a 
hyper-survey into an act of design speculation. One of the 
goals is that the objects are simultaneously accurate, provoca-
tive and beautiful. Greenpeace roams the planet, bearing wit-
ness to the scars mankind is inflicting and raising awareness 
through publicity stunts and lobbying. For ScanLAB, this act of 
making is a statement of both fact and material memory.
As architects and designers, ScanLAB questions what these 
objects are in relation to those more traditionally seen in the 
design process (prototypes, models, mock-ups, etc). Frozen 
Relic was not a series of site models, there was no proposal 
waiting to be inserted, no design vision for their future. They 
were instead transplanted moments from an icy seascape that 
is already history. Each time they are refrozen and remelted, 
Fig. 3: 3D scanning of the top surface of Arctic ice floes in the Fram Strait,  
northwest of Svalbard, Norway.
Fig. 2: The Arctic Sunrise among sea ice floes in the Fram Strait.  
(© Nick Cobbing, Greenpeace.)
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they echo the minute-by-minute processes that constantly oc-
cur in the Arctic region, a crushing, fluxing, melting, freezing, 
drifting landscape. In a way, the objects are cherished sam-
ples, test pieces of landscape-scale natural processes. In their 
uncanny level of accuracy, they ensure that one will remember 
these ice floes over any others, despite their anonymity in an 
icescape that is seemingly endless when one is in it. In a certain 
manner, these objects act as the landscape versions of stuffed 
exotic animals seen in a museum, as close as many observers 
will come to the real thing, brought back as wonders of a world 
far away. Hopefully, they will never become the dodos of land-
scape history. 
The idea to somehow remake these ice floes out of ice was 
born on the deck of the Arctic Sunrise not long after the first 
scans were complete. At that stage, there was distinct po-
tential for a number of interesting fabrications. Should these 
forms be machined from solid blocks of ice? Will the heat from 
tooling melt the stock material? Can you run a CNC machine 
in a freezer container? Can a 3D printer be made to accurately 
place and immediately freeze water particles instead of bond 
plaster or cure resin? Should these fragments be reproduced 
at 1 to 1 or as scale replicas? Should these be accurate copies, 
abstracted indications, an immersive experience?
The commission for the Frozen Relic exhibition at the AA 
came in October 2012. The timescale and gallery space dictated 
Fig. 5: An image of the 3D scanned top surface of a rare specimen of sea  
ice. All stamukhi have at some stage been beached and embedded with  
terrestrial deposits from rivers and tidal movements before being rejoining  
the shifting Arctic ice pack. 
Fig. 4: An image of the aligned 3D scan data for the top surface of  
the largest floe visited on the 2011 expedition. 
Fig. 6: Frozen Relic installed in the AA Gallery, Bedford Square, London, in 2013.  
Each replica ice floe sits on a glass plinth. As the exhibits melted, they dripped  
into steel collectors below, and a scaffold structure was revealed. The scaffolds  
accurately locate the ice drill holes and core samples, while leaving a ghost  
of the melted ice.
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many of the above choices. After careful consideration, and giv-
en the short designing, testing and building periods (12 weeks 
from commission to opening night), a digitally guided mould-
making process was adopted. Time, testing and research were 
focused on the largest unknown – the freezing process.
Having actual data of an object, now long disappeared,  as 
a set of fabrication instructions provoked the choice to make 
‘perfect’ replicas. An immediate abstraction was introduced 
when the decision was taken to alter their scale. While accu-
rately scaled at 1 : 100 in the x and y direction, the z scale was 
exaggerated. Ice floes are the frozen skin of the ocean, they 
are predominantly flat, pancake-like objects. This z-scaling 
technique, often employed by the Cambridge team to study the 
data, exaggerates changes in the topography of the top and 
underside surfaces, making them more identifiable. A practi-
cal consequence of this choice meant that the replicas become 
thicker objects, with more volume and thus more likely to last 
longer than a few hours in the unheated, but not mechanically 
cooled, exhibition space.
Another consequence of the original data set influenced 
the next stage in the fabrication process. While the data for 
the top surfaces is highly accurate, the information for the 
underside is less complete, compiled from stretches of up-
wards-facing underwater sonar and transects of drill holes 
determining a grid-like approximation, rather than a milli-
metre-perfect surface. This conflicting level of detail was 
translated into the original positives from which the moulds 
would be made. The top surface was rapidly prototyped us-
ing SLA, giving a sub-millimetre translation of detail. The 
underside started from a series of laser-cut guides locating 
every known thickness measurement or sonar reading to give 
a grid of known points. From this grid, the final surface is in-
terpolated in high-density foam. The intention was that the 
water level, or eye level in the final exhibition, would act as a 
Fig. 7: For the first few hours of each installation, the minute details of each ice floe 
could be clearly seen in the surface of the ice. 
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division between the rigorously known and the more specu-
latively interpreted.
Combining an SLA top surface with a foam underside re-
sulted in a series of final positives. Each positive was sealed 
and prepared for making a silicone mould. After a series of 
tests and investigations into resealing techniques, a one-part 
mould was created for each positive. The process completely 
encases each positive in silicone and builds up a series of 
seam lines along which moulds can be cut open and resealed. 
With the positive still inside, each silicone mould is given a 
fibreglass jacket, fixed to keys in the silicone below, to give 
rigidity and form to the flexible silicone. Each mould was then 
resealed, checked for water tightness and cooled before fill-
ing and freezing. Freezing took place in a 4 × 2.6 × 2.6 metre 
refrigerated shipping container kept between −15 and −20 
degrees Celsius in the courtyard outside of the fabrication 
workshop.
The aesthetic of the final ice was another topic of rigorous 
investigation. The complexity of freezing and the growth of ice 
were discussed with ice sculptors and scientists across London. 
There are many different types of ice, each with its own crystal 
structure and resultant transparency, reflectivity and colour. 
Frozen Relic aimed to test a series of different techniques, but 
the first aim was to achieve near-perfect clear ice casts.
In order to freeze perfectly clear ice, the base water must 
be as pure as possible. In the case of Frozen Relic, this meant 
distilled, de-ionized water, which was then double boiled 
and cooled to just above freezing before being added to the 
moulds. When taken to below the freezing point, water parti-
cles do not simultaneously turn into ice. Ice crystals grow from 
a frozen edge or a particle within, creeping across an exposed 
surface or slowly building up in perfectly smooth layers from 
the edge of a mould towards the centre. If water freezes quick-
ly, the crystals are large and visible, the ice appears fractured 
Fig. 8: After three days of melting, this abstracted fragment was all that remained  
of a 200-litre ice replica.
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and white. Only when ice is frozen slowly do smaller crystals 
form, creating a perfectly clear, transparent cast. In order to 
slow the freezing process down, the water was agitated and 
circulated using a system of pumps. This kept the centre of 
mould liquid and ensured that the ice grew smoothly from the 
edges inwards. The exposed top surface of the water, the open 
part of the mould – and the most likely part to freeze – must 
be kept ice-free to ensure the expanding volume of the mould’s 
contents can rise as the water freezes and increases in volume. 
A fully sealed mould will freeze on the outside first, leaving an 
unfrozen centre which, when it finally freezes, will expand so 
much in volume that it will crack the previously frozen shell 
and cause the mould to leak.
A final echo of the scientific process that provoked the 
project was also installed in the moulds before freezing. A 
scaffold structure of thin vertical rods and horizontal sil-
houettes accurately indicated the position of drill lines and 
core samples taken from each ice floe. These formed a loose 
frame around which the ice froze. The scaffold pieces were 
machined out of a white Trespa® cladding material and be-
came exposed as the ice retreated, leaving only these indica-
tions of the scientific values recorded on site as an echo of the 
melted piece of ice.
When installed, the resulting seven pieces were clus-
tered together in an icy archipelago. The pieces varied in size 
from the smallest at approx 450 × 250 × 80 mm to the largest 
at 1200 × 850 × 450 mm. The impact on the temperature of the 
room when fresh ice was installed was substantial, dropping 
the temperature within the gallery space by 3 or 4 degrees. A 
noticeable cold draft would flow from the end of the gallery 
space where the ice was installed to the other end of the space 
where animations, scan images and drawings described the 
expedition and pinpointed the GPS locations where each ice 
floe was observed. The smaller pieces of ice would melt over 
the course of a day, but the larger objects would last four to 
five days, gradually smoothing and sculpting themselves into 
melted memories of their original form. Once a piece melted, it 
was replaced with a freshly frozen substitute, giving the gal-
lery a constantly changing series of melting fragments.
It was the unexpected and uncontrolled elements of the fi-
nal ice pieces that gave the most satisfaction to both visitors 
and the design team. The occasional crack of ice, particular-
ly when a new piece was freshly installed and hit the warmer 
air of the gallery space, would create a glinting fracture in the 
depth of a piece. A continuous dripping filled the gallery space 
with sound, unamplified, even a few drips would still be audi-
Fig. 9: The full collection of positive replicas. Each combines  
a SLA top surface and a high-density foam carved underside.
Fig. 10: The near-completed 1 : 100 positive of the stamukha ice floe  
originally 3D-scanned in 2012. 
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ble. The dripping came in waves, sometime a slow trickling and 
sometimes a rush of collected drips poured from each piece, 
creating a waterfall of sound, usually accommodating a rise in 
gallery visitors and their warming of the space.
It is these inherent properties in the real material, ice, that 
were so removed from the digital data and provoked this in-
vestigation at the beginning. Cooling the gallery space as it 
did, or filling the room with the live sound of melting reward-
ed the sometimes ridiculous lengths taken to fabricate these 
disappearing objects out of ice. Reinvesting a purely digi-
tal data set with the original characteristics of the landscape 
where the data had been collected was a turning point in the 
way ScanLAB now sees the growing bodies of information it 
collects. These data sets are the provocation for designs and 
the fabrication instructions for a series of moment-specific, 
site-specific artefacts. They are the digital memories that will 
be used to create objects, experiences and statements over the 
coming years.
As part of a generation equipped with the digital tools to 
capture and replicate the world in millimetre detail, ScanLAB 
aims to question how designers respond to this information 
overload. There is much talk of the number of photos taken in 
the last 12 months surpassing the total ever taken before in his-
tory. In a few years, society will not be concerned with photos, 
but rather with the unfathomable number of perfectly meas-
ured points, sitting on servers silently freezing, archiving and 
mapping moments and spaces across the world. The practice 
of design cannot – and will not – resist exploiting them. 
Frozen Relic was installed in the Architecture Association Gallery  
and Front Members Room from 12 January to 9 February 2013. Part of 
the exhibition also appeared in the Arktis exhibition at the Louisiana 
Museum of Modern Art, Copenhagen in Sept 2013.
projeCt Collaborators:  
University College London 
Architectural Association 
Dept. of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics,  
Cambridge University 
Greenpeace
notes
1 John Vidal, ‘Arctic Expert Predicts Final Collapse of Sea Ice within 
Four Years’, The Guardian, 17 September 2012, accessed 11 June, 2013 
(http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/sep/17/
arctic-collapse-sea-ice.html).
Fig. 12: A completed mould, resealed, shelled and loaded with stock ice.  
The mould is then filled with water and fitted with pumps to ensure a slow,  
clear freezing process.
Fig. 11: One of the smallest one-part silicone moulds used to cast each Frozen Relic 
replica. The mould is seen here open with the split line lip for resealing exposed. 
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Fig. 1: Structural patterns emerging from the Fluid Crystallisation project  
and 350 neutrally buoyant spheres.
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Fluid crystallisation: 
hierarchical selF-organisation
SKyLAR TIbbITS
New self-assembly technologies and programmable material possibilities are emerging across length-scales and disciplinary 
boundaries, offering shape-changing and intelligent biological, chemical, and material assemblies. This paper proposes the study  
of chemical interactions and material phase-change between crystalline solids, liquids and gases as a scalable approach for 
macro-scale assemblies of programmable materials. The Fluid Crystallisation project is highlighted as the first physical example  
of macro-scale self-organisation of non-deterministic and hierarchical structures. Offering a vision towards the future of fabrication 
and manufacturing, this project expands the palette of techniques outside of traditional additive or subtractive methodologies  
into fluid realms of programmable assembly and adaptive material behaviour.
nOn-DETERMInISTIC AnD HIERARCHICAL ASSEMbLy
Across micro and nano length-scales, new processes are be-
ing developed that offer an unprecedented ability to program 
both biological and synthetic materials to assemble them-
selves into precisely designed structures, to change shape or 
material properties and even to compute.1 This revolution is a 
result of emerging software, material and hardware technolo-
gies as well as the convergence of disciplines with the vision of 
universal programmable matter and self-assembly.2 However, 
at larger orders of magnitude, these processes have yet to be 
implemented across manufacturing or construction applica-
tions. Similarly, the emerging design space revolving around 
DNA nanotechnology, materials science and synthetic biol-
ogy have been primarily limited to deterministic, top-down 
approaches for engineered structures. Thus far, across these 
fields, predetermined shapes and functionality have been de-
signed with traditional design tools and engineering meth-
odologies, then self-assembled with bottom-up materials.3 An 
opportunity has emerged to flip this design paradigm and in-
vestigate computational design processes through physical 
materials that ‘evolve’ design solutions using self-assembled 
materials. In other words, bottom-up design with bottom-up 
materials. 
Material phase change, crystallisation and the growth of 
living systems from fundamental building blocks point to-
wards an alternative future where materials can be self-as-
sembled to a level of arbitrary complexity through non-deter-
ministic principles. Throughout the life sciences, structures 
and functionality are not necessarily predetermined; rather, 
they are built from the intersection of embedded material rule 
sets, i.e. interactions with one another and fluctuations in the 
surrounding environment. Locally, the fundamental building 
blocks have fixed and well-known properties that make them 
deterministic. They have rules for their connections and inter-
actions with similar or dissimilar neighbouring elements and 
environments. However, these components build upon one an-
other in a hierarchical fashion, whereby secondary structures 
emerge that are non-deterministic, leading to arbitrary com-
plexity and high functionality as orders of magnitude increase. 
InTER- AnD InTRAMOLECuLAR bOnDInG
Chemical bonding offers an important case study for local 
and global interactions between structures and hierarchical 
systems that can be self-assembled. Two main types of interac-
tion exist between atoms and molecules, intramolecular and 
intermolecular forces. Intramolecular forces hold the atoms 
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together in a particular molecule and have ionic, covalent or me-
tallic bonds. Alternatively, intermolecular bonding describes 
the weak forces of attraction/repulsion between molecules 
to form larger structures. There are various intramolecular 
geometries that form based on the bonding schemes, includ-
ing: linear, trigonal planar, tetrahedral, octahedral and many 
others (fig. 2). At the next level, even with the same intramo-
lecular geometry, various intermolecular patterns can emerge 
between molecules that lead to 1-dimensional, 2-dimensional 
and 3-dimensional structures with various material properties 
(figs. 3, 4). The order of the structure and the interaction of the 
LINEAR
OCTAHEDRALBIPYRAMIDAL
TETRAHEDRALTRIAGONAL
SQUARE-PLANAR
1D CHAIN
2D HEXAGONS 
3D HYBRID - CAFFEINE
GRAPHITE DIAMOND
Fig. 2: Intramolecular geometries including: linear, trigonal, tetrahedral,  
square-planar, bipyramidal and octahedral.
Fig. 3: Intermolecular structures, including 1-dimensional, 2-dimensional  
and 3-dimensional patterns.
Fig. 4: Carbon-based 2-dimensional graphite sheets and 3-dimensional 
diamond intermolecular structures.GRAPHITE DIAMOND
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molecules collectively determine the phase or state of the mat-
ter at any given point. In this way, the temperature (or other 
energy source) of a system can excite the molecules and create 
phase change. Although the global behaviour of the material 
phase may still be repeatable and deterministic in character, 
the local structures may be non-deterministic in order. This 
can also be demonstrated at other length-scales by adding 
turbulence or increased interactions between components 
to cause self-assembly or disassembly and demonstrates an 
important principle towards the design of hierarchical and 
reconfigurable material assemblies.4
FLuID CRySTALLISATIOn
It has been previously demonstrated that self-assembly is a 
scale-independent phenomenon and can be demonstrated at 
large length-scales with synthetic materials and human-scale 
forces.5 The BioMolecular Self-Assembly, Chiral Self-Assembly 
and Self-Assembly Line projects have previously demonstrated 
self-assembly through deterministic models with a single or-
der of magnitude rather than offering hierarchical assembly 
of much larger, arbitrary, structures.6 Similarly, an opportuni-
ty emerged to study fluidic self-assembly with neutrally buoy-
ant structures to eliminate the effects of gravity and ease the 
introduction of turbulent energy through wave propagation. 
These factors led to the development of the Fluid Crystallisa-
tion project for the 2013 Architectural League Prize Exhibition 
in New York aiming to study hierarchical and non-determin-
istic self-organisation of structures based on material phase 
change from crystalline solids, liquids and gases (figs. 5, 6). 
This project offers a glimpse at material-based design and com-
putation where global structures emerge, based on system en-
tropy and embedded logics. Ultimately, if the programmable 
material revolution is going to influence our human-scale pro-
cesses of design, manufacturing, fabrication, construction or 
product development, then large-scale structures of arbitrary 
complexity and effortless reconfiguration will need to be de-
veloped to demonstrate true viability.
The Fluid Crystallisation project consists of a 200-gallon, 
water-filled tank with programmable turbulence and 350 neu-
trally buoyant spheres (figs. 1, 5, 6). Within the spheres, plas-
tic armatures were constructed based on the intramolecular 
geometry of carbon, forming a tetrahedral structure (fig. 7). 
Two laser-cut plastic elements interlocked to form the tetra-
hedron (fig. 8). At each point of the tetrahedron, a magnet was 
placed; two magnets had positive polarity, while the other two 
had negative-facing polarities, demonstrating intermolecular 
Fig. 5, 6: Fluid Crystallisation project, exhibited at the 2013 Architectural  
League Prize Exhibition, Parsons Gallery, NYC.
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forces (fig. 9). At the centre of the armature was a hollow plas-
tic sphere filled with air and two lead shots. The entire struc-
ture was then enclosed in a larger hollow sphere and filled 
with water. The complete structure, including the plastic ar-
matures, magnets, hollow inner sphere and lead shots, added 
up to precisely 104 g in order to have perfect neutral buoyan-
Fig. 7: Carbon-based tetrahedral armatures holding four magnets, a hollow  
inner sphere and lead shot enclosed in a water-filled outer sphere.
Fig. 8: Figures showing the carbon-based tetrahedral armatures and hollow  
inner spheres.
Fig. 9: All possible magnetic polarities for the carbon-based armatures 
to enable the formation of larger intermolecular structures.
cy in the water-filled tank. Neutral buoyancy allowed each of 
the spheres to move effortlessly in all three dimensions (x, y, z) 
and ultimately made it possible to self-organise 1-dimensional, 
2-dimensional and 3-dimensional structures, rather than lim-
iting the structures to either floating on the surface or sinking 
to the bottom. 
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EnvIROnMEnT AnD SELF-ORGAnISED STRuCTuRES
Two programmable pumps were placed in the 200-gallon, wa-
ter-filled tank to introduce turbulence into the system. The 
pumps could be programmed to have repetitive oscillations, nat-
ural wave patterns, random intensity and constant force. Each 
of the patterns of force provided different opportunities for as-
sembly and disassembly in the system. Greater intensity of the 
force would break the structures apart into individual sphere 
elements or lower-level connections, while continuous circula-
tion around the tank and moments of stasis helped the struc-
tures self-assemble. The location of the pumps also offered a pa-
rameter of influence. The final configuration placed both pumps 
at the centre of the tank on the rear wall. This allowed a strong 
pumping force to move from the back wall toward the front wall 
breaking up structures as they passed while also creating two 
vortex patterns of circulation around the left and right sides of 
the tanks where larger structures assembled. 
Various local and global structures emerged over the 
course of seconds, minutes and hours (fig. 10). Locally, the 
structures formed 1-dimensional chains and 2-dimensional 
squares, pentagons and hexagons. Pentagons formed most 
successfully due to their local strength and the high force 
needed for disassembly. Hexagons were also common, how-
ever they often broke due to the structures’ flexibility. Squares 
were the least common and probably the most difficult struc-
tures to construct. At the next order, icosahedrons or partially 
formed dodecahedrons could be easily observed as spherical 
structures moving freely and connecting or disconnecting 
from larger masses. Globally, many patterns developed from 
a solid mass across the tank, two large bodies in the left and 
right sides, distributed individual spheres or small ordered 
structures. The various hierarchies demonstrate the relation-
ship between material phase-change (solid, liquid, gas) and the 
structural ordering of atoms or molecules within a material. 
Polymorphism was observed where the same local structures 
could solidify in more than one crystalline form, demonstrat-
ing the versatile nature of carbon as a building block for life. 
A single mass observed in the tank demonstrated a crys-
talline solid, however at closer inspection, various local struc-
tures were built within the mass, forming a hierarchal order 
and impurities of the larger material system. As understood in 
the study of liquid crystals, the observed structures and im-
perfections of the system may correspond to a material’s per-
formance through a translation between the molecular order 
and the global material behaviour.7 The non-deterministic na-
ture of the system leads to the observation that large struc-
tures of arbitrary complexity and high functionality may be 
possible with guided environments, programmable material 
logics and designed local/global interactions of the system.
AppLICATIOnS AnD FuTuRE wORK
The Fluid Crystallisation project contributes to the field of 
programmable matter and universal self-assembly, and of-
fers a new glimpse at hierarchical, non-deterministic, models 
of construction for arbitrarily complex structures. Further 
studies will investigate larger scale systems in fluid mediums, 
either with more parts or larger components. Other environ-
ments like zero gravity or helium-filled structures could offer 
potential for self-assembly at a human scale for reconfiguring 
spatial conditions and fluid-like behaviours. Tracking systems, 
pattern recognition and further simulation tools will be de-
veloped to help predict possible structures, given a pattern of 
programmable interaction or intra/inter geometry, and also 
highlight the structures when they physically assemble. The 
existing structures utilised orange and black units to differ-
entiate patterns and help visualisation as densities or specific 
geometries emerged, however, further techniques could be 
developed to pinpoint connected, closed structures, such as 
closed-loop circuits and object recognition tools. 
This work points towards a future of fabrication and manu-
facturing that is not limited to additive or subtractive tech-
niques, but rather a future in which fluid mediums can contain 
programmable elements that clump, aggregate and assemble 
complex structures with high resolution. Repeatable and effi-
cient, this form of programmable materials and non-determin-
istic self-assembly is completely recyclable and controlled by 
environmental changes, internal elements and local interac-
tions. Energy, time and component interactions relate to one 
another in this highly delicate relationship. In manufacturing 
or construction, if energy input should be reduced for sustain-
ability and productivity should increase, then environmental 
constraints can be utilised to increase efficiency and maintain 
high entropy. In this way, programmable material assemblies 
can become a new tool for the future of efficient manufactur-
ing and product assembly. Future construction scenarios at 
extreme length-scales, complex environments and expensive 
or dangerous situations will require new methods of fabrica-
tion and assembly that do not rely on existing human-based 
assembly or fabrication practices. New programmable and 
fluid processes will need to be developed where materials, 
energy, machines and humans can collaborate for scalable, 
highly reconfigurable, adaptive and intelligent environments.
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Ecole d’Architecture de Paris-La Villette, Vienna University of Technology 
and holds a postgraduate degree in architecture, with a specialisation in 
computer-aided architectural design from ETH Zurich. He has taught semi-
nars and workshops in Kosovo and Taiwan and has worked for various 
architectural offices in Austria, France and China. Since 2009, he has been 
teaching and researching parametric modelling, script-based design  
processes and computational fabrication strategies at the Department  
for Experimental Architecture, Hochbau at TU Innsbruck. In 2013, he was  
one of the cluster champions of the Robotic FOAMing workshop at  
the Smartgeometry conference in London. He is currently co-running  
the university‘s robotic laboratory.
NORMAN HACK received his Diploma in Architecture from the Technical 
University of Vienna. A scholarship from the German Academic Exchange 
Organization (DAAD) allowed him to pursue a postgraduate degree at the 
Architectural Association in London, from which he graduated with distinc-
tion. Norman gained professional experience in renowned offices across 
Europe, including Coop Himmelb(l)au, UNStudio and Herzog & de Meuron, 
where he worked as a specialist in computational design and fabrication.  
His PhD research at the Chair of Architecture and Digital Fabrication at  
ETH Zurich focuses on material processes for non-standard constructive 
assemblies.
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MICHAEL HANSMEyER is an architect and programmer who explores the use 
of algorithms and computation to generate architectural form. He is currently 
based in the CAAD group at ETH Zurich. Recent projects include Platonic 
Solids and Subdivided Columns. He holds a Master of Architecture degree from 
Columbia University and an MBA from INSEAD Fontainebleau. He previously 
worked in the consulting and financial industries at McKinsey & Company and 
J. P. Morgan, respectively, as well as at Herzog & de Meuron architects.
ALEx HAw is Director of the award-winning UK art/architecture practice 
atmos. Their projects span the scale from algorithmic master plans to 
data-generated furniture, merge sculptural ergonomics with innovative 
fabrication technologies and digital mapping, and seek a synthesis of mind 
and body – creating kinaesthetic experiences that are both meaningful  
and pleasurable. Alex graduated with a Fulbright scholarship from Princeton 
and a First from the Bartlett, and has taught Master’s Studios at the Architec-
tural Association, the Royal College of Art and TU Vienna. He runs the 
Latitudinal Cuisine community, writes widely, and played the lead psycho  
in Chris Nolan’s first feature film Following.
CLEMENS HubER is a structural engineer and a graduate of the University  
of Applied Sciences for Construction Management and Engineering in Graz.  
He started his professional career as a project manager at the renowned 
Austrian Glulam specialist Wiehag. Later, he changed to the design and 
engineering department as Assistant Director. A recent project of interest 
was awarded the prize Achievement in Engineered Timber in 2009 by Timber 
Trade Journal for the timber roof of the University of Reading’s new business 
school, where he was responsible for the structural design. Currently, he  
is Design Manager for the contractor design of the Canary Wharf Crossrail 
Station timber roof.
RyAN LuKE JOHNS is a research specialist at the Princeton University School 
of Architecture and co-founder of GREYSHED, a design-research collab-
orative focused on robotic fabrication in art, architecture and industrial 
design. He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Architecture with a concentra-
tion in mathematics from Columbia University (2009) and a Master of 
Architecture from Princeton University (2013). He was recently the recipient 
of Princeton University’s Suzanne Kolarik Underwood Prize for Design 
Excellence (2013) and the KUKA Young Potential Award for Best Scientific 
Paper at Rob|Arch 2012.
SAšA JOKIC´  is a researcher and inventor in the field of robotics in architec-
ture and the construction industry. He studied at the Faculty of Architecture 
in Belgrade, where he earned a master’s degree in architecture in 2010.  
After graduation, he worked as assistant teacher at the Chair for Architec-
ture at Belgrade University. In 2012, he graduated from the Institute for 
Advanced Architecture of Catalonia specialising in digital tectonics. During 
his studies, Saša also gained experience in design at UNStudio in Amsterdam. 
Currently, he is working as a Senior Researcher at IaaC, where he leads 
several research projects for the Open Thesis Fabrication course.
AMMAR KALO recently received a Master in Science in Architecture with  
a concentration in Digital Technologies from the University of Michigan 
Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning (2013). Prior to pursu-
ing his post-professional studies, he has held professional posts in architec-
ture and design in Dubai and worked on international projects of various 
scales. At Taubman College, his work focused on digital fabrication and 
computational design methodologies. His current research interests include 
synthesizing conventional materials and digital technologies into hybrid 
material systems. Ammar holds a bachelor’s degree in Architecture from the 
American University of Sharjah (2008). 
MARKuS KAySER studied 3D Furniture and Product Design at London 
Metropolitan University and continued on in 2009 with the study of Product 
Design at the Royal College of Art. Currently, Markus is a PhD candidate at 
the MIT Media Lab, where he has joined the Mediated Matter Group. Before 
joining the group, he started his own studio, engaging in discussions about 
opportunities in the production of design involving new as well as forgotten 
processes and technologies. Now, as then, his research draws on science,  
art and engineering and aims to blur the gaps between seemingly separate 
fields. Experimentation plays a central part in developing his research. 
Markus’s recent work demonstrates the exploration of hybrid solutions 
linking technology and natural energy to show opportunities, question 
current methodologies in manufacturing and test new scenarios of produc-
tion. His work has been widely publicised around the world in exhibitions, 
broadcasting and web-based media.
OLIvER DAvID KRIEG is a doctoral candidate at the Institute for Computa-
tional Design at the University of Stuttgart. With the completion of his 
Diploma thesis in 2012, he also received the faculty’s Diploma Prize. Prior to 
that, he worked as a Graduate Assistant at the Institute’s robotic prototype 
laboratory, RoboLab, from the beginning of 2010. With a profound interest  
in computational design processes and digital fabrication in architecture, he 
has participated in several award-winning and inter nationally published 
projects. In the context of computational design, his research aims to investi-
gate the architectural potential of robotic fabrication in wood constructions.
DIRK KROLIKOwSKI has been the architect and associate in charge of the 
design, development and delivery of the unique external structure (the 
Megaframe) of the Leadenhall Building, a 51-storey office development in  
the city of London. Dirk also heads the Digital Research Cluster of Rogers 
Stirk Harbour + Partners and led the implementation of advanced modelling 
strategies for Leadenhall, an award-winning project that has received 
international recognition for its integrated use of digital technology.  
In 2011, Dirk was appointed Lecturer for Innovative Technology and Design 
at the Bartlett School of Architecture (UCL). 
JORIS LAARMAN is a Dutch designer, artist and entrepreneur best known  
for experimental designs inspired by upcoming technology. He attended  
the Design Academy Eindhoven in 1998 and graduated cum laude in 2003. 
He founded Joris Laarman Lab together with his partner Anita Star. His 
critically acclaimed work has been added to the permanent collections of 
many renowned international museums such as MoMA in New York, V&A  
in London, Centre Pompidou in Paris and the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam.  
He has contributed articles and seminars for Domus magazine and was a 
guest teacher at European universities such as the Architectural Association 
London, Rietveld Academy Amsterdam and the Design Academy Eindhoven. 
In 2011 he received one of the eight Innovators of the Year awards by  
the Wall Street Journal.
SILKE LANGENbERG is a senior researcher at the Chair of Architecture and 
Digital Fabrication, Institute of Technology in Architecture at ETH Zurich. 
Between 2011 and 2013 she was based in Singapore several times to research 
at the Singapore ETH Centre for Global Environmental Sustainability.  
From 2006 to 2011 she was Researcher at the Institute of Historic Building 
Research and Conservation of ETH Zurich. Silke has studied architecture at 
the Universities of Dortmund and Venice. She received a Scholarship for 
extraordinary achievements for her PhD in Engineering Sciences about 
Buildings of the Boom Years. Architectural Concepts and Planning Theories 
of the 60s and 70s (finished 2006). In 2013, Silke was appointed as Full 
Professor for Design and Construction in Existing Contexts, Conservation  
and Building Research at the University of Applied Sciences in Munich.
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JARED LAuCKS is a trained maker, architect, designer and fabrication spe-
cialist. He is currently a Research Assistant in the Mediated Matter Group  
at the MIT Media Lab, where he is interested in developing novel methods of 
digital fabrication for design research. Jared graduated from Philadelphia 
University with a bachelor’s degree in Architecture, focused on digital 
technologies. As an extension of this research, he launched j_laucks; initially 
a platform for experimental design and fabrication, it has since grown  
into a multifaceted research agenda exploring avenues from architecture 
and design to computation, material systems, and fabrication. In parallel  
to working as an architect, he was appointed Adjunct Professor at Philadel-
phia University, developing a new advanced modelling curriculum. Jared has 
exhibited work in cities across the globe, including Philadelphia, Berlin, 
Frankfurt, NYC, Valparaiso, Lyon, Paris, Miami, Sao Paulo, London and Munich.
wILLI vIKTOR LAuER is a research assistant at the Future Cities Laboratory, 
Singapore ETH Centre for Global Environmental Sustainability, Module II 
Architecture and Digital Fabrication, led by Fabio Gramazio and Matthias 
Kohler, where he has implemented a research facility for investigating 
robotic fabrication methods for high-rise buildings. Between 2009 and 2011, 
he worked as a Scientific Assistant at the Chair of Building Realization and 
Robotics at the Technical University of Munich, where he gained in-depth 
knowledge of the young history of robotic construction technologies and  
the forerunners in building industrialization. In the context of his master’s 
thesis in 2009, he reconstructed the first architectural robotic arm: the 
Location Orientation Manipulator by Konrad Wachsmann.
DIETER LINKE is experienced in development and inventions for membrane 
structures and their details, merging architectural and pragmatic require-
ments. Following his carpentry apprenticeship, he was awarded a Civil 
Engineering Diploma from the Munich Technical University in 1991.  
Key projects are Mina Tent City (PTFE, Medinah), Masoala Rainforest Hall 
(ETFE cushions, Zurich), AWD Arena (single layer ETFE, Hanover), Allianz 
Arena (ETFE cushions, Munich), National Stadium (Birdnest, single layer 
ETFE, Beijing), Sports and Concert Complex, (plane PVC, Baku). Further,  
the benefits of using ETFE film in modern greenhouse culture and sustain-
able energy technologies currently hold his interest.
MARTA MALé-ALEMANy is an architect, researcher, and educator from 
Barcelona. Since 1997, she has combined her professional practice with 
teaching experimental design studios and research seminars in architecture 
schools from the US (MIT, UPenn, UCLA, SCI-ARC among others) and Europe 
(AA, IaaC, UIC), in combination with directing several master’s degree 
programmes in architecture. Following many years of exploration in using 
digital technologies for the production of architecture, her current research 
agenda focuses on developing innovative material and construction solu-
tions using customised robotic devices, with a particular interest in additive 
manufacturing for architecture. Marta graduated from ETSAB-UPC (Barce-
lona) in architecture, holds a master’s degree in Advanced Architectural 
Design from Columbia University (New York), and is currently a PhD candi-
date at the ETSAB-UPC (Barcelona), investigating the potential of large-scale 
additive manufacturing technologies to innovate building construction. 
ARETI MARKOpOuLOu is a Greek architect and educator whose research  
and practice design explores new architectural models where applications 
of ICT, energy and fabrication allow built and public space to dynamically 
adapt to behavioural and environmental changes over time. She holds an 
MArch by IaaC in the field of ‘Prototypes of Urbanity: from Bits to Geogra-
phy’ and a Fab Academy diploma on Digital Fabrication offered by the MIT 
Center for Bits and Atoms and the Fab Lab Network. She is permanent faculty 
at IaaC with several published articles internationally. Co-founder of the 
Mycity-me nonprofit organization, her practice includes project collabora-
tions with multidisciplinary offices and institutions and she has participated 
in R + D projects ranging from intelligent cities ( such as ‘Smart BCN’ with  
City Hall Barcelona, 2013), self-sufficient buildings (such as ‘Fab Lab House’  
at Solar Decathlon Europe, 2010), digital fabrication (such as ‘Fabrication 
Laboratory’ at DHUB, 2010) and Internet of things (such as ‘Hyperhabitat’  
at the XI Venice Biennale, 2008). She is currently the Director of the Masters 
in Advanced Architecture at IaaC in Barcelona and initiator and partner  
of Fab lab Athens in Greece.
KEvIN MCCLELLAN is a designer, artist and founder of Architecturebureau,  
a design research office exploring complex systems and their material effects 
on form. After receiving his master’s degree in Architecture and Urbanism 
from the DRL at the Architectural Association School of Architecture with  
a Project Distinction in 2005, he subsequently worked in New York for Kevin 
Kennon and in London with Zaha Hadid Architects. In 2011, he co-founded 
the UK-based Dsigndot, an online marketplace for the sale of unique and 
collectable designs.
wES MCGEE is an Assistant Professor in Architecture and Director of  
the Fab lab at the University of Michigan, Taubman College of Architecture 
and Urban Planning. As a founding partner and senior designer in the  
studio Matter Design, his work spans a broad range of scales and materials, 
always dedicated to re-imagining the role of the designer in the digital era. 
In 2013, Matter Design was awarded the Architectural League Prize for Young 
Architects & Designers. Wes has presented his work at many national and 
international conferences on design and fabrication. He is Chair of the 
Conference Robotic Fabrication in Architecture, Art, and Design, hosted at 
the University of Michigan in 2014.
ACHIM MENGES is a registered architect and professor at the University of 
Stuttgart, where he is the founding director of the Institute for Computa-
tional Design (since 2008). In addition, he has been Visiting Professor in 
Architecture at Harvard University’s Graduate School of Design (2009–10),  
at the AA School of Architecture in London (2009–current) and at Rice 
University in Houston (2004). Achim Menges graduated with honours from 
the AA School of Architecture in London (2002), where he subsequently 
taught as Studio Master of the Emergent Technologies and Design Graduate 
Program (2002–09) and as Unit Master of Diploma Unit 4 (2003–06).  
Achim’s practice and research focuses on the development of integral  
design processes at the intersection of morphogenetic design computation, 
bio mimetic engineering and computer-aided manufacturing that enables  
a highly articulated, performative built environment. His work is based  
on an interdisciplinary approach in collaboration with structural engineers, 
material scientists and biologists. He has published several books on this 
work and related fields of design research, and is the author/co-author of 
numerous articles and scientific papers. His projects and design research 
have received many international awards, has been published and exhibited 
worldwide, and form parts of several renowned museum collections.
AMMAR MIRJAN is an architect with a background in automation engin-
eering. He studied at the Berne University of Applied Sciences and at  
the Bartlett School of Architecture in London. He has worked for different 
architecture studios in New York, Tokyo and London. In 2011, he joined 
ETH Zurich, where he is currently pursuing his PhD at the Chair for  
Archi tecture and Digital Fabrication. His research focuses generally on  
the relationship between design and construction with intelligent  
machines and specifically on architectural fabrication processes with  
flying robots.
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MICHAEL JAKE NEwSuM is the Robotics Lab Coordinator at the Southern 
California Institute of Architecture. His work currently focuses on the 
development of computational tools for the integration of design and 
fabrication through new robotic workflows. He received a Master of Science 
in Architecture with a concentration in Digital Technologies from  
the University of Michigan, Taubman College of Architecture and Urban  
Planning. Additionally, he earned a bachelor’s degree in Architecture  
from the University of Arkansas, Fay Jones School of Architecture.
pETR NOvIKOv holds a master’s degree in Architecture from Moscow Archi-
tectural Institute and a master’s degree in Advanced Architecture from IaaC. 
Petr is co-inventor of the Stone Spray technology, which was created during 
a digital tectonics course at IaaC. The project received the Golden Prize of 
Spark Awards 2012. During the Open Thesis Fabrication program of IaaC in 
2012, he and Saša Jokic´ worked on the new 3D printing technology Mataerial. 
Petr has given numerous lectures on the use of robotics in architecture.  
In 2013, he was featured in ICON magazine as one of 50 people pushing the 
boundaries of architecture. 
NERI OxMAN is the Sony Corporation Career Development Professor and  
the Director of the Mediated Matter Research Group at the MIT Media Lab. 
Her group conducts research at the intersection of computational design, 
digital fabrication, and materials science, applying that knowledge to design 
across scales from the micro-scale to the building scale. Neri coined the term 
‘material ecology’ to describe her work, applying the science of ecology to 
the world of the artificial. A leader in the field of biologically inspired digital 
fabrication, her research and design work have been acquired for permanent 
collections and exhibited at the Museum of Modern Art (NY), Centre Georges 
Pompidou (Paris), the Museum of Fine Arts (Boston), and the Smithsonian 
Institute, among others. Neri was named in ICON’s list of the top 20 most 
influential architects to shape our future (2009), selected as one of the 
100 most creative people by FASTCOMPANY (2009) and awarded the Earth 
Award (2009), a METROPOLIS Next Generation Award (2009) and the 
40 Under 40 Building Design + Construction Award (2012) amongst many 
others. She publishes and lectures worldwide. 
LAuRENT pAMbAGuIAN obtained his PhD in Material Science in 1994 from 
Paris XI University for the work he did at ONERA, the French Aerospace  
Lab. Over the last 20 years, he has developed expertise in several advanced 
materials and processes topics, including metal matrix composites for 
structures, thermal management and lubrication, cellular materials and 
carbon nanotube-based materials. He joined the Materials Technology 
Section of ESA in 1999 and for the last eight years has been involved in the 
development of additive manufacturing technologies for space use.
bRIAN pETERS is an architect and designer who specialises in emergent 
design and fabrication techniques. He received a Master’s of Architecture 
from the University of Illinois at Chicago and worked for several years as an 
architect in Chicago. In 2009, Brian moved to Barcelona, where he received  
a Master of Advanced Architecture with an emphasis on digital tectonics 
from the Institute of Advanced Architecture in Catalonia. More recently, 
Brian was based in Amsterdam, where he started several projects investigat-
ing the role of 3D printing in architecture, including Building Bytes and  
the KamerMaker with DUS Architects. As of the fall of 2013, Brian is teaching 
and conducting research at Kent State University in the College of Archi-
tecture and Environmental Design. 
DAvE pIGRAM is a designer, researcher and educator and holds a Master of 
Science in Advanced Architecture from Columbia University. As co-director 
of the international, award-winning architecture and innovation practice 
supermanoeuvre, his research focuses on the use of computation to increase 
the number and quality of feedback loops between design and fabrication. 
Dave is currently the Director of the Master of Advanced Architecture 
programme at the University of Technology, Sydney (UTS) and co-directs 
research into robotic fabrication at the University of Michigan and is a 
Research Affiliate at MIT’s Media Lab.
JORDI pORTELL is a practising registered architect who has become increas-
ingly dedicated to research as a result of being a master’s level student,  
and later a faculty assistant at the FABbots Research Studio directed by 
Marta Malé-Alemany. He holds a professional degree in architecture from 
the ETSAB UPC-Barcelona and a Master’s in Advanced Architecture from  
the IaaC Barcelona. His research is focused on the application of additive 
manufacturing techniques in architecture, with a special interest in multi-
material systems and complex material networks.
JONATHAN RAbAGLIATI is an artist whose field of practice extends across 
architecture, art, design and curation. He is one of the longest-serving 
members of the Specialist Modelling Group at Foster + Partners. Recent 
projects include the design and delivery of Canary Wharf Crossrail Station 
roof, a hypotrochoidal staircase for Bloomberg and defining geometry for 
the National Bank of Kuwait tower. He engages primarily through sculpting 
with code, and wrestling with design systems to seek out simplexity, the 
other side of complexity. In the interstices, he regularly collaborates with 
Julie Kim, where graphic design meets in a critical dialogue with conceptual 
art and computational experimentation.
METTE RAMSGAARD THOMSEN is an architect working with digital technolo-
gies. Her research centres on the relationship between crafts and technology 
framed through ‘digital crafting’ as a way of questioning how computation, 
code and fabrication challenge architectural thinking and material practices. 
Mette is a Professor at the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, School of 
Architecture in Copenhagen, where she heads the Centre for Information 
Technology and Architecture (CITA).
STEFFEN REICHERT is a research associate and doctoral candidate at the 
Institute for Computational Design at the University of Stuttgart, Germany. 
He received a Master of Science in Architecture Studies in the field of design 
and computation from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)  
and a diploma degree with distinction in product design from the Academy 
of Arts and Design in Offenbach. His research focuses on the relationship  
of form, fabrication and performance in responsive, biologically inspired 
systems based on anisotropic material behaviour.
KATJA RINDERSpACHER is a doctoral candidate at the Institute for Computa-
tional Design at the University of Stuttgart and a registered architect.  
She holds an engineering degree from the Fachhochschule Mainz and a 
Master of Science in Architecture with honours from Pratt Institute, New 
York. Her work was distinguished by scholarships (e.g. Fulbright Scholarship, 
DAAD/German Academic Exchange Service) and awards (e.g. Excellence  
in Academic Achievement Award). As an architect and project manager,  
she worked in New York, Switzerland and Germany, including Studio Daniel 
Libeskind. Her current research involves the integration of geomorphological 
processes in computational design and digital fabrication for the construc-
tion of complex structures.
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JEAN ROuLIER was trained as joiner, carpenter and wood building engineer. 
Having accumulated extensive experience in CAD in practice, he co-founded 
the company Lignocam SA in 2006 in order to develop CAM software  
for the wood industry. Since then, the homonymous software Lignocam has 
become the leading CAM software interpreting BTL files. Its objective is  
the promotion of wood in construction – even the most daring ideas – as 
well as the realisation of a smooth digital chain in the construction and 
fabrication process.
vIRGINIA SAN FRATELLO and RONALD RAEL are architects, artists and 
educators. They are partners at Rael San Fratello and in Emerging Objects, 
which is a pioneering design and research company that specializes in 
3D-printed materials and objects for the built environment based in Oakland, 
California. Ronald is Associate Professor at the University of California 
Berkeley and Virginia is Assistant Professor in the area of Design at San Jose 
State University. They both hold Master of Architecture degrees from  
Columbia University in the City of New York. Their research focuses on  
the convergence of digital, ecological, and cre ative material explorations. 
The research is applied through the design and fabrication of innovative 
buildings and their components, furniture elements and site-specific instal-
lations that often look at inherent material resources and have embedded 
political consequences. Rael San Fratello was the recipient of Metropolis 
Magazine’s Next Generation Design Award for their Hydro Wall concept,  
a finalist in the WPA 2.0 design competition and winner of the Van Alen 
Institute’s Life at the Speed of Rail competition. Rael San Fratello was voted 
one of ‘10 to watch’ by California Home and Design magazine. Their work 
has been published in Metropolis magazine, L’Arca, DOMUS, the NY Times, 
Interior Design magazine, the Praxis Journal of Writing and Building, Make 
magazine and MARK magazine.
JOSE SANCHEz is an architect /programmer /game developer based in 
Los Angeles, California. He obtained his licence at Universidad de Chile,  
in Santiago and his Master in Architecture at the Architectural Association’s 
Design Research Lab, London. He is a partner at Bloom Games, a start-up 
built upon the BLOOM project, winner of the WONDER SERIES hosted by  
the City of London for the London 2012 Olympics. He is the director of the 
Plethora Project, a research-based practice investing in the future of on-line 
open-source knowledge propagation. The project has over 150 videos and  
an open-source library of code with over 700,000 completed video sessions 
since 2011. His background in computational design and digital manufactur-
ing is linked to the practice Biothing, were he has been one of the principal 
designers in numerous projects and exhibitions since 2009. In 2012 he 
founded the Plexus talks at the Bartlett School of Architecture, bringing 
together designers from different disciplines speculating on the role of 
computational design and new media in the practice of the discipline. Today, 
he is Assistant Professor at USC School of Architecture in Los Angeles  
and Co-Chair of ACADIA Conference 2014, to be hosted at USC. His research 
‘Gamescapes’ explores generative interfaces in the form of video games, 
speculating on modes of intelligence augmentation, combinatorics and open 
systems as a design medium.
FAbIAN SCHEuRER is founding partner of designtoproduction and leads  
the company’s office in Zurich. He graduated from the Technical University  
of Munich with a diploma in computer science and architecture. In 2005, 
designtoproduction was founded as a research group at ETH to explore  
the connections between digital design and fabrication. At the end of 2006, 
designtoproduction teamed up with architect Arnold Walz and became  
a commercial consulting practice, since then having implemented digital 
planning and production chains for projects like the Hungerburg-Funicular 
in Innsbruck (by Zaha Hadid), the Rolex Learning Center in Lausanne  
(by SANAA), or the Centre Pompidou in Metz (by Shigeru Ban) among  
others. Fabian Scheurer has taught as guest lecturer/tutor at the AA  
in London and the IaaC in Barcelona. Since 2012, he has been a lecturer  
for Digital Modelling and Production at HTW Chur. 
TIM SCHORK is co-director of MESNE Design Studio and a lecturer in the 
Department of Architecture at Monash Art Design & Architecture (MADA). 
His integrated design-based practice, research and teaching investigate the 
relationship between architecture and divergent domains of knowledge 
through the use of computation in order to create innovative design strat-
egies for novel spatial structure. His work is trans-disciplinary and fosters 
connections between and across disciplinary domains such as architecture, 
other art and design disciplines, engineering and science in order to innovate 
in design, often challenging the operative boundaries as well as formal and 
conceptual aesthetics of what is regarded as standard architectural practice.
TObIAS SCHwINN is a research associate and doctoral candidate at the 
Institute for Computational Design at the University of Stuttgart. His 
research focuses on the integration of robotic fabrication and computational 
design processes. Prior to joining the ICD, he worked as a Senior Designer  
for Skidmore, Owings and Merrill in New York and London applying compu-
tational design at various planning stages. Tobias studied architecture  
at the Bauhaus University in Weimar and at the University of Pennsylvania  
in Philadelphia as part of the US-EU Joint Consortium for Higher Education. 
He received his engineering degree in 2005.
MATTHEw SHAw is an architect, maker and educator based in London. His 
work is driven by the speculative use of digital technologies, the impact 
these technologies will have on our lives and the way they shape our archi-
tecture. Matthew is co-founder of ScanLAB Projects, tutor at the Bartlett 
School of Architecture, University College London, and Director of Graticule 
Architecture. 
bOb SHEIL is an architect, Professor in Architecture and Design through 
Production, and Director of Technology at the Bartlett School of Architec-
ture, where he also runs MArch Unit 23 with Emmanuel Vercruysse and  
Kate Davies. He is a founding partner of sixteen*(makers), whose work in 
collaboration with Stahlbogen GmbH ‘55/02’ won a RIBA award for design in 
2010, and also includes a ten-year catalogue of experimental projects both 
internationally published and exhibited. He is an educator, critic, researcher, 
collaborator and practitioner, as well as an experimental designer who  
is fascinated by transgression between making, craft, and technology,  
in architectural design practice. As Director of Technology, he has been 
responsible for the School’s significant acceleration of investment in digital 
technologies, which led to the establishment of the Digital Manufacturing 
Centre (2009) and more recently, the Bartlett Manufacturing and Design 
Exchange (B-MADE). In 2011, he chaired the highly acclaimed inaugural 
conference FABRICATE with Ruairi Glynn.
MIKE SILvER is an architect, researcher and educator. He is currently on the 
faculty of the Department of Architecture at the University of Buffalo. Mike 
directs a multidisciplinary design laboratory that explores emerging tech-
nologies such as humanoid robotics, automated fibre placement and mobile 
design apps for on-site construction. His work has been exhibited at the New 
Museum of Contemporary Art in New York, the International Design Center 
Nagoya, the National Building Museum in Washington, DC, the Architecture 
League in New York and the Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum, also in 
New York. He built his first working robot out of Scotch tape and spirograph 
parts at the age of 12.
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ASbJøRN SøNDERGAARD is an architectural researcher working in the field 
of digital fabrication in relation to architectural design. He is coordinator  
of Digital Experimentation at the Aarhus School of Architecture, Chief 
Development Officer and founding partner of Odico Formwork Robotics,  
a high-technology enterprise framing architectural design experimentation 
and fabrication in the field of industrial robotics. As the academic project 
manager of several interdisciplinary research projects, he heads investiga-
tions into structural design and architectural robotics. His doctoral research 
focuses on morphogenetic processes and the development of novel struc-
tural logics in relation to numerical fabrication techniques. 
DAvID STASIuK is an architect and PhD Fellow at the Centre for Information 
Technology and Architecture in Copenhagen. His research investigating 
development strategies for emergent parameterisation is a component of 
the Centre’s larger, multi-pronged Complex Modelling project. His own work 
is focused on investigating the development of emergent parameter spaces 
through the integration of simulation systems with topological transforma-
tion. His professional work has focused on bespoke detailing for advanced 
architectural geometries, computational design implementation, and the  
use of digital fabrication and documentation techniques, some of which was 
presented at the ACADIA 2012 conference.
HANNO STEHLING is consultant for digital fabrication and parametric 
modelling at the digital fabrication consultancy designtoproduction  
in Zurich. He graduated with a diploma in architecture from University  
of Kassel, where he studied under Prof. Manfred Grohmann (Bollinger + 
Grohmann) and Prof. Frank Stepper (Coop Himelb(l)au) and is Dipl.-Ing. 
Architekt SIA. He has a strong background in computer programming and 
gradually focused his studies on the intersection between architecture and 
computer science. He worked as a freelance programmer and as computa-
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FABRICATE is an international peer reviewed conference 
that takes place every three years with a supporting 
publication on the theme of digital fabrication. 
discussing the progressive integration of digital 
design with manufacturing processes, and its 
impact on design and making in the 21st century, 
fabricate brings together pioneers in design 
and making within architecture, construction, 
engineering, manufacturing, materials technology 
and computation. discussion on key themes 
includes: how digital fabrication technologies 
are enabling new creative and construction 
opportunities from component to building 
scales, the difficult gap that exists between 
digital modelling and its realisation, material 
performance and manipulation, off-site and on-
site construction, interdisciplinary education, 
economic and sustainable contexts. fabricate  
features cutting-edge built work from both 
academia and practice, making it a unique event 
that attracts delegates from all over the world. 
